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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with Experimental Channel Characterisation and its performance limits in real
propagation environments. This includes recording of the multidimensional wideband channel
matrix by using a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) channel sounder and antenna arrays
at both sides of the link. High-resolution parameter estimation is finally applied to characterise
the channel in terms of Direction of Departure (DoD), Direction of Arrival (DoA), Time Delay
of Arrival (TDoA), and complex polarimetric path weights. The quality of these estimates in
“real world” scenarios is degraded by several impairments of the practical antenna arrays and the
measurement system used. The resulting estimation quality limits are investigated in detail by
simulations and measurements. The entire processing chain is analysed in terms of possible error
sources. To this end, measurement system impairments, antenna array calibration errors as well
as limitations of the radio channel model applied by the high-resolution parameter estimation pro-
cedure are investigated. Moreover, consequences of using these results to deduce and parameterise
geometry based channel models are demonstrated.
Propagation measurements give us an antenna dependent description of the radio channel. For the
antenna independent characterisation of the radio channel, high-resolution parameter estimation
algorithms are applied to determine the DoD and DoA of the specular paths at the transmit and
receive side respectively. The gradient based Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation
framework RIMAX, which is reviewed in this thesis uses a data model that describes the radio
channel and the measurement system including the antenna arrays. Contrary to other ML pa-
rameter estimation algorithms, the model of the radio channel comprises two parts: specular like
reflections and distributed diffuse scattering. For the model of the measurement system, an efficient
and accurate description of the measured polarimetric antenna array radiation patterns is required.
The proposed analytic description of antenna array radiation patterns, which is called Effective
Aperture Distribution Function (EADF), is essentially a two dimensional (2D) Fourier transfor-
mation of the periodic radiation patterns. As opposed to other models, radiation patterns and its
derivatives can be easily calculated analytically from the EADF with low computational burden and
high accuracy. A full polarimetric 2D array calibration procedure for the accurate measurement
of the radiation patterns of antenna arrays is proposed. This procedure contains the calibration of
the entire measurement setup including the MIMO channel sounder, the dual polarised reference
horn antenna, and all devices in the Radio Frequency signal path.In this context, a new gradient
based ML estimation algorithm is proposed to correct the measured radiation patterns for a phase
offset, which occurs during the calibration measurement.
A powerful framework for the performance evaluation of practical antenna arrays in terms of an-
gular resolution limits in the presence of additive independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Gaussian measurement noise is presented. It is based on the EADFs of measured radiation patterns,
which allow us to calculate the Crame´r-Rao Lower Bounds of the angular parameters of the spec-
ular like reflections. The benefits of using the EADF to describe the radiation patterns including
all “imperfections” of the measured antenna array is hereby exploited. The proposed antenna array
performance evaluation framework is verified based on measurements in an anechoic chamber.
The derived model of the measurement system including the antenna arrays can only be determined
within certain accuracy. A mismatch between the real measurement system and its model used
iv
for parameter estimation always exists. From the analysis of several estimation results of a wide
range of measurements it was found that such a model mismatch partially may cause significant
errors in the estimation results. In this thesis a distinction is made between antenna array related
model mismatch and measurement system related model mismatch. Antenna array related model
mismatch caused by systematic errors depending on the quality of antenna array calibration and
systematic errors due to the usage of incomplete data models (e.g. ignoring polarisation charac-
teristic of the antenna elements) are investigated. The consequence of phase noise and unsuitable
calibrated measurement systems are presented in the context of model mismatch related to the
measurement system. It is shown that the use of an inaccurate model of the measurement system
inherently will result in biased and/or artificially spread angular estimates of the parameters of
the specular reflections. Methods are proposed to correct/avoid model mismatch and to reduce
the consequence of inaccurate/simplified models, whereas it is emphasised that some errors are
unavoidable.
The consequences of all unavoidable errors on Experimental Channel Characterisation in complex
propagation environments are investigated in the last part of this work. It is clearly shown un-
der which circumstances the estimated specular reflections and distributed diffuse scattering are
reliable and relevant. The investigations are based on realistic simulations of the radio channel
(ray-tracing) and macro-cell propagation measurements. This synthesis of ray-tracing simulations
and measurements guarantees the correctness and reliability of the accomplished results.
The contributions of this thesis are of interest for researchers dealing with high-resolution parameter
estimation and channel modelling and can be summarised as follows:
• the efficient and accurate radiation pattern modelling of antenna arrays,
• the powerful performance evaluation framework for practical antenna arrays,
• the exposure of consequence of modelling errors on parameter estimation,
• and the demonstration of overall limitations of Experimental Channel Characterisation.
KURZFASSUNG
In dieser Dissertation wird die Experimentelle Kanalcharakterisierung und deren Grenzen in rea-
len Ausbreitungsumgebungen untersucht. Dies beinhaltet die Aufzeichnung der mehrdimensionalen
breitbandigen Kanalmatrix mit einem Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) Channel-Sounder
unter Verwendung von Antennenarrays auf der Sende- und Empfangsseite. Um den Funkkanal
mit Hilfe der Parameter Sendewinkel (DoD), Empfangswinkel (DoA), Laufzeit (TDoA) und den
komplexen polarimetrischen Pfadgewichten zu charakterisieren, werden hochauflo¨sende Parame-
terscha¨tzverfahren verwendet. Die Genauigkeit dieser Parameterscha¨tzergebnisse in
”
realen“ Mess-
umgebungen wird durch eine Vielzahl von Fehlerquellen begrenzt. Diese Genauigkeitsgrenzen der
Parameterscha¨tzung werden anhand zahlreicher Simulationen und Messungen analysiert. Fehler-
quellen im gesamten Verarbeitungsablauf werden untersucht. Dazu geho¨ren die Einschra¨nkungen
durch das Messsystem, systematische Fehler bei der Kalibrierung praktischer Antennenarrays sowie
Unzula¨nglichkeiten des Funkkanalmodells des hochauflo¨senden Parameterscha¨tzers. Daru¨ber hinaus
werden die Auswirkungen der Parametrierung bzw. Ableitung geometrisch basierter Kanalmodelle
auf der Grundlage von Parameterscha¨tzergebnissen mit begrenzter Genauigkeit aufgezeigt.
Mit Messungen in typischen Ausbreitungsumgebungen kann der Funkkanal immer nur in Abha¨n-
gigkeit der Messantennen beschrieben werden. Als Ziel wird jedoch eine antennenunabha¨ngige Be-
schreibung des Funkkanals angestrebt. Daher ist es notwendig, die Sende- und Empfangswinkel der
spekularen Ausbreitungspfade mittels hochauflo¨sender Parameterscha¨tzverfahren zu bestimmen.
Der gradientenbasierte Maximum Likelihood (ML) Parameterscha¨tzer RIMAX, auf dem diese Ar-
beit aufbaut, verwendet ein Datenmodell, das den Funkkanal und das Messsystem inklusive der
Antennenarrays beschreibt. Im Gegensatz zu anderen ML-Parameterscha¨tzern wird ein Funkanalm-
odell angewendet, welches spekulare Reflektionen und verteilte diffuse Streuungen beru¨cksichtigt.
Fu¨r die Modellierung des Messsystems wird ein effizientes und exaktes Modell der gemessenen
polarimetrischen Richtcharakteristika beno¨tigt. Das hier vorgeschlagene Modell, die so genann-
te Effective Aperture Distribution Function (EADF), beschreibt die Antennenrichtcharakteristika
analytisch und basiert im Wesentlichen auf der zweidimensionalen (2D) Fouriertransformation der
periodischen Richtcharakteristika. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Verfahren ko¨nnen auf der Grundlage
der EADF die Antennencharakteristika und ihre Ableitungen mit geringem Aufwand und hoher
Genauigkeit berechnet werden. Fu¨r eine exakte Messung der Richtcharakteristika eines Antennen-
arrays wird ein vollpolarimetrisches 2D-Kalibrierverfahren vorgeschlagen. Mit diesem Verfahren
wird der komplette Messaufbau kalibriert. Dazu geho¨ren der MIMO Channel-Sounder, die dual
polarisierte Referenzhornantenne und alle Hochfrequenzkomponenten außer dem zu untersuchen-
den Antennenarray. Im Zusammenhang mit der Arraykalibrierung wird ein gradientenbasierter
ML-Parameterscha¨tzer entwickelt, mit dem eine bei der Kalibriermessung auftretende Phasenab-
weichung korrigiert wird.
Des Weiteren wird ein leistungsstarkes Verfahren zur Bewertung praktischer Antennenarrays auf der
Basis der EADFs gemessener Richtcharakteristika vorgeschlagen. Die Crame´r-Rao-Schranken der
Winkelparameter in Abha¨ngigkeit des Signal-Rausch-Verha¨ltnisses werden mit dem EADF-Modell
analytisch berechnet. Der Vorteil des EADF-Modells besteht darin, dass die Richtcharakteristika
eines realen Antennenarrays unter Einbeziehung aller sto¨renden Einflussgro¨ßen beschrieben wer-
den. Das vorgeschlagene Bewertungsverfahren wird anhand von Messungen im Antennenmessraum
vi
verifiziert.
Das Modell des Messsystems inklusive der Antennenarrays, welches fu¨r die Parameterscha¨tzung
verwendet wird, kann das reale System nur begrenzt beschreiben. Es wurden Scha¨tzergebnisse von
zahlreichen Messungen analysiert. Hierbei musste festgestellt werden, dass Fehler bei der Model-
lierung zu teilweise unglaubwu¨rdigen Scha¨tzergebnissen fu¨hren. Genauer untersucht werden Feh-
ler in Bezug auf die Antennenarrays und das Messsystem. Erstere werden hervorgerufen durch
systematische Fehler bei der Arraykalibrierung und durch die Verwendung unvollsta¨ndiger Daten-
modelle (z.B. Nichtberu¨cksichtigung der polarimetrischen Eigenschaften der Antennen). Letztere
entstehen einerseits durch Phasenrauschen und andererseits durch ungeeignete Kalibrierung. Es
wird nachgewiesen, dass die Verwendung ungenauer Modelle zur Scha¨tzung von Artefakten fu¨hrt.
Diese Scha¨tzfehler a¨ußern sich in Abweichungen und/oder in einer ku¨nstlichen Aufspreizung der
Winkelscha¨tzungen der spekularen Anteile. Es werden geeignete Methoden vorgeschlagen, um die
Auswirkungen von Modellfehlern weitestgehend zu vermeiden bzw. zu korrigieren. Betont werden
muss jedoch, dass einige Fehler unvermeidbar sind.
Die Auswirkungen aller unvermeidbaren Fehler auf die Experimentelle Kanalcharakterisierung in
komplexen Ausbreitungsumgebungen werden im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit dargestellt. Es wird ge-
zeigt, unter welchen Bedingungen die gescha¨tzten spekularen Anteile sowie die gescha¨tzten verteil-
ten diffusen Streuanteile glaubwu¨rdig und physikalisch relevant sind. Die Untersuchungen basieren
auf
”
realistischen“ Simulationen des Funkkanals (Ray-Tracing) und auf Messungen. Diese Synthese
garantiert Glaubwu¨rdigkeit und Aussagefa¨higkeit der in der Arbeit gewonnenen Ergebnisse.
Die Resultate dieser Dissertation sind speziell fu¨r Wissenschaftler auf dem Gebiet der Parame-
terscha¨tzung sowie Funkkanalmodellierung von Interesse und ko¨nnen wie folgt zusammengefasst
werden:
• die Entwicklung eines Modells zur exakten und effizienten Beschreibung der Richtcharakte-
ristika von Antennenarrays,
• ein Verfahren zur Bewertung praktischer Antennenarrays,
• die Sensibilisierung fu¨r Modellfehler und deren Auswirkungen auf die Parameterscha¨tzergeb-
nisse und
• die Bestimmung der Grenzen Experimenteller Kanalcharakterisierung unter Beru¨cksichtigung
aller unvermeidbarer Fehlerquellen.
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1. INTRODUCTION 1
1. INTRODUCTION
The design of future mobile radio networks (i.e., beyond third generation (3G)) requires research
towards new air interfaces which are characterised by highest bandwidth efficiency and unprece-
dented flexibility. It is commonly understood that radio systems equipped with multiple antennas
at both the Mobile Station (MS) and the Base Station (BS) have a huge potential to increase
the bit-rates of wireless links. This is possible thanks to a simultaneous transmission of multiple
data streams [35]. This multi-antenna technique is called Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
and can optimally exploit the spatial diversity of the multiple propagation paths existing in a rich
scattering environment. Conceptually, the multipath propagation of the radio channel gives rise
to different spatio-temporal signatures for the different transmit data streams, which permits a
receiver equipped with multiple antennas to separate those data streams that are otherwise not
orthogonal in any of the conventional communication signal dimensions, i.e., in time, frequency, or
code. Keeping this in mind, it is not really surprising that the performance of a MIMO system will
strongly depend on the radio channel conditions. A key question for a system design and implemen-
tation is therefore, whether it is possible to find practically feasible schemes which are sufficiently
robust for this task. Another related issue is determining what specific features are required for a
practical MIMO system to work reliably under a wealth of various propagation conditions.
1.1 State of the Art Channel Modelling and Experimental Channel Characterisation
The thorough investigation of the multidimensional wave propagation mechanisms is a prerequisite
for understanding the spatial and temporal structure of the channel transfer function, and thus, for
optimum design and realistic performance evaluation of multiple antenna systems. There are many
ways to simulate the input-output behaviour of the radio channel. Basically, channel modelling
activities can be divided into deterministic and stochastic approaches.
Examples of deterministic modelling are Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) and ray-tracing.
Ray-tracing is a physically motivated approach and is based on electromagnetic wave propagation
analysis (e.g. Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD)) and uses ray-optical models
[36–38]. These models can be very exact and can also describe the time variant channel in certain
propagation environments [39, 40]. In case of ray-tracing or ray-launching, a detailed database (i.e.,
a precise description of the environment) and high computation times are required. To balance the
complexity of ray-tracing, stochastic modelling approaches for diffuse scattering are proposed in
[41–45].
There are also completely statistical models trying to reproduce the input/output behaviour in
a statistical sense by formal assumptions of correlation coefficients and distributions resulting at
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the transmit antenna and receive antenna ports disregarding the geometrical distribution of the
reflectors. A disadvantage of these non-geometric models is that they are inherently specific for a
certain antenna characteristic.
For antenna independent modelling (which allows antenna de-embedding and embedding), geome-
try based channel models are a must [46]. Hereby, the position and the distribution of the scattering
areas are generated according to statistical assumptions. In the European forum for cooperative
scientific research COST 259 [47], COST 273 [48], and in standardisation bodies (e.g. 3GPP [49],
WINNER [50]) Geometry-Based Stochastic Channel Models (GBSCM) were extensively discussed.
These models are parametrised based on measurements in typical mobile radio environments. Since
the geometry of the propagation environment is taken into account, the influence of the character-
istic of the antenna system, such as inter element coupling and polarisation dependent radiation
patterns can be included in GBSCM based system simulations. Hereby, the directions of the trans-
mitted and received waves need to be considered ([51, 52], Double Directional Channel Model).
Since the complexity of wave reflection, scattering, diffraction, etc. in real propagation environ-
ments can never be completely reproduced by electromagnetic simulation and due to the strong
simplifications of the statistical approaches, all models have to be verified and/or parametrised
by propagation measurements. So called real-time channel sounders [53, 54] with huge mem-
ory capacity and flexibility in using various antenna arrays are employed for such measurements.
Directional channel models can be deduced directly from measurements in real propagation en-
vironments estimating the geometric parameters of the paths from the recorded data. Given a
ray-optical path model, the parameters normally used to model a propagation path are Direction
of Arrival (DoA) at the receiver array, Direction of Departure (DoD) at the transmitter array, Time
Delay of Arrival (TDoA), Doppler shift, and the complex polarimetric path weight matrix. Fig-
ure 1.1 highlights the double directional structure of the multipath channel. Specifically, a double
directional measurement, which includes joint DoD/DoA estimation, allows the separation of the
directional and polarisation dependent influence of the antennas from the measurements which is a
prerequisite of antenna independent channel characterisation. This approach, which has the poten-
tial to characterise the radio channel in an antenna independent fashion based on measurements,
will be called Experimental Channel Characterisation.
A channel modelling approach that is directly based on the results of Experimental Channel Char-
acterisation is proposed in [1]. This so called Measurement Based Parametric Channel Modelling
(MBPCM) is essentially a two-step procedure with an Experimental Channel Characterisation step
and a follow-up synthesis step. With the estimated path parameters from Experimental Channel
Characterisation an antenna independent description of the radio channel is given. The synthesis
step gives us the flexibility to generate realistic MIMO channel transfer functions employing arbi-
trary application antenna arrays based on the estimated path parameters. However, the estimated
path parameters are only valid in a limited area around the original antenna position (during mea-
surement). To cope with this problem the MBPCM approach is extended in [55] and additionally
to the path parameters (described before), the reflection points of each path are estimated from
the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation. With the knowledge of the reflection points
it is possible to extend the valid area around the original antenna position for the syntheses step
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of the MBPCM approach.
Note that ray-tracing, GBSCM, and MBPCM are mainly verified or parametrised via Experimental
Channel Characterisation. Consequently, the accuracy of these modelling approaches are limited
to the accuracy of the Experimental Channel Characterisation itself.
Fig. 1.1: Double directional DoD/DoA structure of a multipath radio channel.
The radio channel responses can, in general, be observed only within a limited aperture volume
which is defined by the array size, frequency bandwidth and temporal observation window. This
strictly limits the achievable resolution and accuracy with respect to the angular, delay, and Doppler
domain, respectively, when classical non-parametric estimation algorithms are applied. Therefore,
high-resolution parameter estimation algorithms have to be envisaged to enhance the resolution by
fitting an appropriate data model of the radio channel and measurement system to the measured
data. Mainly two different methods are discussed in literature [56]: subspace methods like Estima-
tion of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [57, 58], Root-Multiple
Signal Classification (MUSIC) [59] and Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods like Space Alternat-
ing Generalized Expectation Maximisation (SAGE) [60, 61]. In these cases the radio channel is
modelled by a number of specular propagation paths (Specular Components (SC)) that are de-
scribed by the parameters DoA, DoD, TDoA, Doppler shift, and the complex polarimetric path
weights, which are independent from the antennas used during the measurement. The resolution of
these parameters is limited by the measurement Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), antenna and device
imperfections, calibration quality, and the limited validity of the model of the measurement sys-
tem. The angular resolution performance mainly depends on the antenna array architecture and its
manufacturing quality, which includes low electromagnetic coupling, high electrical and mechanical
stability. In this context, also the definition of the data model is crucial. It has to be accurate
enough to represent the wave propagation and the influence of the measurement system. On the
other hand, the radio channel model must not be excessively detailed since the amount of informa-
tion gathered by the MIMO sounder is always limited and may not be enough to estimate all model
parameters precisely. A proper choice of the model structure and order can dramatically reduce
the algorithmic complexity and enhance the accuracy and resolution as well as the reliability of
the results. It was observed that with the specular paths only 20% to 80% of the received channel
sounding signal power can be described. To solve this, the ML algorithm RIMAX [2] using a hybrid
radio channel model was proposed. The word hybrid is used to indicate that the radio channel is
described by a superposition of SC that result from specular-like reflection and Dense Multipath
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Components (DMC). Up to now (see [62]) it is assumed that only SC which could not be estimated
(unresolved SC) and distributed diffuse scattering are contributing to the DMC. The DMC can
be described by a few parameters that essentially parameterise an exponential decaying function
in the delay domain. Other causes for the DMC such as model errors related to the measurement
system and practical antenna arrays were not considered up to the present.
1.2 Drawbacks of the Experimental Channel Characterisation and Motivation
The accuracy and limits of high-resolution parameter estimation techniques are commonly evaluated
theoretically by computing the Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB), which defines the fundamental
limitations on the achievable parameter variance. In most publications (e.g. in [60, 63, 64]), high-
resolution parameter estimation techniques are verified based on the CRLBs, simulated antenna
arrays, and synthetic radio channels. It is assumed that white Gaussian measurement noise is the
only error source. Furthermore, it is assumed that the model of the antenna arrays and the radio
channel data model matches reality exactly. Based on this verification, most of the parameter
estimation techniques that are well known from theory are applied in practice in a straightfor-
ward manner without further considerations (e.g. in [57, 60, 65–71]). Partially unsustainable
assumptions are intentionally or unintentionally made with respect to the measurement systems
and parameter estimation models applied. For the measurement systems, e.g., the impact of phase
noise or unproper calibrated systems are often ignored. For the data models, a common approach
is to use incomplete data models (e.g. ignoring full polarisation characteristic and/or elevational
characteristic of antenna elements) or to ignore the finite accuracy of the antenna array calibration
measurements. Nevertheless, the results of parameter estimation with unsustainable assumptions
are used for further processing such as clustering algorithms, channel capacity calculations and
parametrisation of GBSCMs. Contrary to the above mentioned publications only a few publi-
cations are found that at least try to avoid unsustainable assumptions while estimating the radio
channel parameters [3, 4, 72, 73] or try to evaluate practical antenna arrays based on measurements
[74–76]. From the above discussion and from a significant experience with measurement analysis
[1–3, 5–20] we observed that the reliability, the accuracy, and the limitations of Experimental Chan-
nel Characterisation using high-resolution parameter estimation techniques are not clearly defined.
This work deals in detail with the limitations of Experimental Channel Characterisation. Methods
for accurate and efficient modelling and performance evaluation of practical antenna arrays are
proposed. The entire processing chain is analysed in terms of possible error sources. To this end,
measurement system impairments, antenna array calibration errors as well as limitations of the ra-
dio channel model applied by the high-resolution parameter estimation procedures are investigated.
The resulting estimation quality limits are analysed in detail by simulations and measurements.
Finally, the impact of parametrising the geometry based channel modelling approach MBPCM with
the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation is shown.
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The major contribution of the work is a clear answer to five crucial questions:
1. What are the resolution limits of practical antenna arrays?
2. How can we obtain reliable estimates of the radio channel parameters from propagation
measurements?
3. What are the fundamental limitations of Experimental Channel Characterisation?
4. Do the DMC result only from unresolved SC and distributed diffuse scattering, strictly speak-
ing are they related to the real propagation conditions only?
5. What is the consequence when parametrising geometry based channel modelling approaches
in particular MBPCM with the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation?
The following section illustrates the outline of the work.
1.3 Overview and Contributions
Chapter 2 reviews the most commonly used measurement techniques to characterise a radio chan-
nel. Furthermore, it briefly introduces the functionality of the MIMO channel sounding systems
applied in the measurements discussed in this thesis. The major sources of error when using such
measurement systems are emphasised. Measurement setups are proposed for accurate calibration of
the applied measurement systems. System parameters such as phase noise, phase drift, and receiver
sensitivity are obtained from measurements. These system parameters are especially relevant in
terms of reliability and accuracy of the measurement data and define the limits of the Experimental
Channel Characterisation. The purpose and some basic design considerations of high-resolution
antenna arrays are discussed. The practical antenna arrays used in this work are presented.
Chapter 3 deals in detail with the efficient and the accurate modelling of measured polarimetric
antenna array radiation patterns, which is a prerequisite for an antenna independent description
of the radio channel and performance evaluation of practical antenna arrays. A novel and ana-
lytic description of measured antenna array radiation patterns by means of the Effective Aperture
Distribution Function (EADF) is proposed. As opposed to other methods, the derivatives of the
radiation patterns dependent on the DoD/DoA can be easily calculated analytically based on the
EADFs. It is shown that the proposed EADF outperforms the Spline interpolation method as well
as the vector spherical harmonics (Vector Spherical Harmonics (VSH), [21]) in terms of calculation
time by achieving the same interpolation accuracy. The EADF’s low computational complexity, the
analytic description of the radiation patterns and its derivatives, and the performance advantage is
already exploited in several applications such as the IST-WINNER Channel Model [22], IlmProp
(geometry-based Multi-User MIMO Channel Modelling tool) [55, 77]) and the RIMAX parameter
estimation framework [53].
An angular sampling grid with a minimum number of samples for the efficient calculation of the
radiation patterns of practical antenna arrays is proposed since it is often required for Experimen-
tal Channel Characterisation. This grid is based on the idea of the EADF and fulfils the Nyquist
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theorem in the angular domain.
Parts of the material dealt in this chapter have been published in [13, 21, 23–28].
Chapter 4 proposes a full polarimetric two dimensional (2D) array calibration procedure for
the accurate measurement of the radiation patterns of practical antenna arrays. The procedure
involves the calibration of the entire measurement setup by means of the MIMO channel sounder,
the dual polarised reference horn antenna, and all devices in the Radio Frequency (RF) signal path
that do not correspond to the antenna array under test.
Due to the employment of a MIMO channel sounder, we have to cope with a varying phase off-
set during the 2D antenna array calibration measurement time of several hours (with a Network
Analyser (NWA) it would be several days!). These phase offsets prohibit the direct derivation of the
EADF model from measurements. A novel gradient based ML estimation algorithm is proposed to
correct the measured radiation patterns for the collective phase offset, which consequently allows
the accurate derivation of the EADF model.
Applying both the array calibration procedure and the correction for the phase offset the radiation
patterns and their EADFs for three different array types are discussed. With this discussion the
necessity of accurate full-polarimetric 2D array calibration for Experimental Channel Characteri-
sation and channel modelling is emphasised.
The authors’s contribution related to some of the topics of this chapter has been published in [29].
Chapter 5 reviews the radio channel model applied for the gradient based ML parameter esti-
mation framework RIMAX. The theory of this framework was developed in cooperation with An-
dreas Richter [62]. In this work the practical implementation of the RIMAX for arbitrary practical
antenna arrays and measurement environments was carried out. For the RIMAX implementation,
a deep knowledge in estimation theory and handling of measurement data was required.
The radio channel model of the RIMAX comprises two components, the specular (SC) and the dense
multipath components (DMC). The SC result mainly from specular-like reflections and the DMC
are assumed as unresolved SC and distributed diffuse scattering. As opposed to other parameter
estimation algorithms this hybrid model preserves the balance between the maximum information
we can gather from measurements and the number of estimated parameters. Further advantages
of the RIMAX e.g. the convergence also in the presence of closely spaced propagation paths and
the internal reliability check of the estimated paths during the iterative estimation process are
highlighted.
However, the drawback of most parameter estimation frameworks is that the impact of error sources
other than additive Gaussian measurement noise are neglected. The fundamental limitations of the
data model used for parameter estimation with respect to the practical measurement system and
practical antenna arrays is briefly introduced.
Own contributions related to the topics of this chapter have been published in [2, 8, 9, 13, 30, 31].
Chapter 6 deals in detail with a powerful framework for the performance evaluation of prac-
tical antenna arrays with respect to their angular resolution limits. The framework is based on
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the calculation of the CRLB of the parameters of the SC. The method can provide information
about the DoD/DoA resolution limits of multiple propagation paths and its parameter variances.
As opposed to other publications the framework is applicable to any practical antenna array. The
advantage of the EADF model using the measured radiation patterns including all imperfections
of the antenna array is hereby exploited. Time consuming performance evaluation measurements
other than the antenna array calibration become unnecessary with the proposed framework.
For the verification of the proposed antenna array performance evaluation framework, the simple
single path and coherent two paths scenario (considering worst and best case phase constellations
between the two paths) are measured with a practical antenna array in the anechoic chamber. The
results of the measurement and parameter estimation are compared with the theoretical calculated
CRLB of the applied practical antenna array. With this verification the capability of the proposed
performance evaluation framework is clearly shown.
Parts of the material dealt in this chapter have been published in [23, 24, 26–28].
Chapter 7 explores the major causes of mismatch between the model of the SC applied by
the parameter estimator and the “real” radio channel. The investigations were initiated by the
observation of partially implausible estimation results that were found analysing a wide range of
measurements.
A distinction is made between model mismatch related to the antenna arrays:
• bias related to quality of antenna array calibration,
• bias related to incomplete data models
and model mismatch related to the measurement system:
• consequences of phase noise,
• consequences of a unsuitable calibrated measurement system.
The proprietary parameter estimator RIMAX is used to demonstrate the consequences of the dif-
ferent error sources in case of the simple single path scenario. Notice that the results can be
generalised, as any ML parameter estimator using the same data models would render similar re-
sults.
It is shown that the use of an inaccurate/simplified data model inherently will result in biased
and/or artificially spread angular estimates. It is not inconceivable that the popular approach of
clustering multi-paths components for channel modelling is spurred by the artefacts resulting from
data model choices as described in this chapter.
For some antenna array types and error sources, estimation bias is even unavoidable, irrespective of
the used data model. But for some error sources solutions are highlighted to correct/avoid model
mismatch and to reduce the consequences of inaccurate/simplified data models.
Parts of the author’s contribution given in this chapter have been published in [18, 32, 33].
Chapter 8 deals with the overall consequences of practical measurement systems, practical an-
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tenna arrays, and unavoidable model errors on Experimental Channel Characterisation in complex
propagation environments. It is shown that the estimated SC are most reliable (in well defined
limits) if the DMC estimation is incorporated in the estimation framework. As opposed to the
estimated SC, the estimated DMC are partially unreliable or can not be considered as feature of
the radio channel. Especially for measurements with a maximum SNR of the impulse response
higher than the overall accuracy of the model of the measurement system and antenna arrays, the
estimated DMC describe mainly model error. Thus, the DMC can not be assumed as unresolved SC
or distributed diffuse scattering only. In this case they are not related to the propagation conditions
of the measured environment. Nevertheless it is shown that the estimated DMC are reasonable if
the maximum SNR is lower or equal to the overall model accuracy. In this case the estimated DMC
are related to the “real” propagation.
The results are of crucial importance when parametrising GBSCMs with the estimated SC and
DMC of Experimental Channel Characterisation. Based on the MBPCM approach and the calcu-
lation of the error of MIMO channel diversity metrics it is shown that:
• in case of measurement SNRs higher than the overall model accuracy, the error increases
drastically if additionally to the SC, the DMC are assumed as feature of the measured channel,
consequently the DMC have to be discarded when parameterising the MBPCM approach,
• in case of measurement SNRs lower or equal to the overall model accuracy, the error is
acceptable if both the SC and the DMC are assumed as feature of the measured channel.
Some topics dealt in this chapter have been published in [4].
Chapter 9 summarises the key issues covered in this work, emphasising their impact on the
international scientific community.
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2. CHANNEL MEASUREMENT
Several techniques exist to characterise the mobile radio channel based on measurements. In Section
2.1 an overview of existing measurement techniques are given, discussing their advantages and
disadvantages. The preferred measurement method of this thesis is based on the MIMO channel
sounding technique, which is discussed in Section 2.2. The measurement systems that were used
for channel measurements presented in this work are introduced in Section 2.3. General and also
system specific properties of these kind of measurement devices are discussed. As the results of
any measurement analysis procedure will be affected by the analysed system properties, such as
measurement noise, phase noise, etc., this discussion is of major importance in this thesis. The
purpose and the basic construction of the high resolution antenna arrays used in this thesis are
presented in Section 2.4.
2.1 Channel Measurement Techniques
From a historical perspective, the first sounding experiments have been carried out using single
tone Continuous Wave (CW) signals [78]. This was appropriate as long as only the narrow-band
channel behaviour was of interest. Single tone CW sounding, however, gives us no information to
resolve path time delays. To this end, we need a frequency domain bandwidth, which is roughly
the inverse of the desired delay resolution. Sequential sounding at a number of different frequencies
is the easiest approach to achieve even very high delay resolution, since standard vector network
analyser techniques can be applied. The drawback is the resulting huge measurement time, which
precludes mobile measurements. The only solution to this problem is to keep the environment
fixed during one series of frequency sampling measurements. This actually has its equivalent in
sequential sampling of the antenna array geometry and may be considered as an equivalent to the
synthetic antenna aperture approach in the frequency domain. Sustained measurement along some
longer trajectory is clearly prohibitive. Network analyser application also requires a direct cable
connection between Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx) sites.
Short duration repetitive pulses together with envelope detectors have been used in early broadband
real-time sounding experiments [78]. The main drawback of this method is the high peak-to-mean
power ratio at the transmitter and only power delay profiles can be measured. To achieve the
maximum SNR at the receiver, excitation signals with a minimum crest factor are required. The
crest factor is given by the ratio of the peak value of the signal to its root mean square (r.m.s.)
amplitude. Minimum crest factor signals are distinguished by a constant magnitude envelope in
the time domain. At the same time, they must have a constant spectrum, which leads to a short
autocorrelation function. This pulse compression approach is well known from spread spectrum
technology and makes these signals very useful for real-time identification of time delay systems
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since all frequencies are instantaneously excited and a considerable SNR processing gain is achieved
in the time domain by correlation processing.
Pulse compression requires noise-like structured signals. Periodic pseudo-random excitation signals
are of special importance since they can be processed in integer periods. The time-period must be
at least as long as the maximum path excess time-delay τmax to avoid TDoA ambiguities. With a
maximum delay-Doppler spreading factor S = τmaxBmax of a typical mobile radio channel well below
0.01, the period of the received time-variant channel response signal is still almost the same as of the
excitation signal. This presumes that the minimum signal period time is chosen. Then, the channel
output can be transformed to the frequency domain by Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT)/Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) processing without any significant leakage variance.
Probably, the most well known examples of these excitation signals are periodic Pseudo Random
Bit Sequence (PRBS) [79]. PRBS can be very easily generated by a shift register since only digital
circuits are required. This makes it possible to generate broadband excitation signals, even suitable
for ultra-wideband sounding [80]. Another advantage of PRBS is that they can be repeated in the
receiver with a slightly slower clock rate. This is applied in the classical swept time-delay cross-
correlation sounder implementation as originally proposed by Cox [78]. This “sliding correlation”
sounder requires only slow AD converters. The disadvantage of this principle, working sequentially
in delay, is again the long measurement time which prohibits real-time operation.
The shape of the power spectrum of PRBS follows a [sinc(.)]2 function. For system identification
purposes it can only be used up to a frequency of about 0.4 fc, fc being the clock rate [81]. Even
though the spectrum decays rather slowly, a very high sampling rate or a suitable anti-aliasing
filter at the receiver are required to avoid aliasing. Moreover, the system under test is excited in
a frequency band which is not used. This effectively wastes transmit power. Most experimental
transmit spectrum permissions given by regulation authorities will require strict band-limited spec-
tra. Then, the signal must be filtered at the transmitter to remain within a finite bandwidth. Any
filtering and phase slope modification, however, will increase the crest factor of the PRBS, which
is supposed to be unity in the ideal case.
A much more flexible excitation signal concept is known as the periodic multi-sine signal. This
approach is well known from frequency domain system identification in measurement engineering
[81]. In communication engineering this signal may be called a Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum
Signal (MCSSS). The MCSSS is defined by its complex Fourier coefficients X(µ∆ f ):
x(nt0) =
N−1
∑
µ=0
X(µ∆ f )e j2piµ·n/N , (2.1)
with tp = Nt0 = 1/∆ f . Once designed in the frequency domain, the corresponding time domain
waveform x(nt0) is stored in an arbitrary waveform generator memory and periodically transmitted
at the Tx. Therefore, it includes all the advantages which are discussed above for periodic signals.
The difference in comparison to PRBS is that phases and magnitudes of X(µ∆ f ) can be arbitrarily
chosen in order to optimize the system performance. As an example, in Fig. 2.1 a MCSSS excitation
signal with uniform power spectrum is shown. The phases of the Fourier coefficients are chosen
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to minimize the crest factor of the signal waveform. Although a quadratic phase slope typically
results in a crest factor below 2, numerical optimization can even further reduce the crest factor to
about 1.4. Another advantage of this signal design is that analogue hardware phase distortion (e.g.
from the filters) and even non-linear distortion (from the power amplifier) can be mitigated. This
means that a predefined ideal transmit signal is iteratively predistorted throughout a calibration
procedure where the real output signal is measured and optimised.
Regarding the overall spectral shape, the main advantage of MCSSS is its “brickwall-type” shape,
which allows us to concentrate the signal energy precisely into the band of interest. This is also
possible for multiple bands. One exemplary application is FDD sounding which means that the
sounder simultaneously excites both the up-link and the down-link band. Note that the desired full
flexibility of the excitation signal requires quadrature up-conversion at the transmitter. At the
Fig. 2.1: Broadband multi-carrier spread spectrum signal (MCSSS) in the time and frequency
domain (top row) and estimated CIR and received signal spectrum (bottom row)
receiver side the signal is filtered, down converted, and demodulated via a quadrature demodulator.
An efficient architecture is based on low IF analogue down conversion, IF sampling and final digital
down conversion. For example for a bandwidth of 240 MHz, 160 MHz IF frequency and 640 MHz
ADC sampling rate is adequate. For real-time processing, Nyquist sampling at the receiver in
most cases is a must. One integer period of the received time-variant channel response y(t,nt0) is
sampled and transformed into the frequency domain by FFT processing. The final quadrature down
conversion is accomplished by cyclic FFT-shifting of the result, which finally gives the baseband
representation Y(t,µ∆ f ) of the received signal. In case of multipath transmission, frequency selective
fading as shown for example in Fig. 2.1(bottom row, right) shapes the power spectrum of the
received signal. An estimate of the time-variant channel frequency response is calculated from
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input-output cross correlation as:
H(t,µ∆ f ) = Y(t,µ∆ f )X
∗(µ∆ f )
|X(µ∆ f )|2 =
Y(t,µ∆ f )
X(µ∆ f ) . (2.2)
The uniform shape of the excitation signal spectrum and its low crest factor at the transmitter
maximises the SNR. With integer period data acquisition there is no additional estimation vari-
ance resulting from leakage noise [81]. Therefore, the required data acquisition time is minimal
and the estimation variance is as small as possible. With Nyquist sampling at the receiver, the
highest possible measurement repetition rate for a channel with a maximum excess time-delay τmax
can be achieved, namely 1/τmax. The lower limit is given by the Doppler bandwidth Bmax. It
results from the Nyquist sampling criterion of the fast fading channel response. However, since
the delay-Doppler spreading factor S = τmax ·Bmax of a typical mobile radio channel is well below
0.01, there are large gaps allowed between successive measured channel response functions without
sacrificing the Nyquist criterion. Normally, there is no need to measure faster since additional
CIRs (which may be required for link level simulation) can always be calculated via bandlimited
interpolation. Nevertheless, faster measurement speed may be desirable if we aim at further noise
reduction by synchronous averaging of a temporal sequence y(t,nt0). Only when the averaging
window approaches or exceeds 1/Bmax would this act as a Doppler low-pass filter and potentially
suppress fast fading.
Fig. 2.1 shows the impulse response which would result from an inverse Fourier transform of
H(t,µ∆ f ). Calculating the impulse response in this way requires a tapering window function in
the frequency domain, which effectively wastes measured data and, hence, reduces the SNR and
limits the resolution. A better choice is to use H(t,µ∆ f ) as an observation vector in the frequency
domain for high-resolution TDoA parameter estimation described in Section 5. H(t,µ∆ f ) repre-
sents the sum-of-exponentials model describing the delay spectrum. A second frequency domain
dimension can be constructed from time-limited sections of the observed sequence H(t,µ∆ f ) with
the sum-of-exponentials in t describing the Doppler spectrum. The 2D Fourier transform approx-
imates the joint delay-Doppler frequency response. A Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) sounder
just relies on this principle.
2.2 MIMO Channel Sounding Measurement Technique
A MIMO channel sounder measures the channel response matrix between all MTx antennas at the
transmit side and all MRx antennas at the receiver side. This could be carried out by applying a
parallel multiple channel transmitter and receiver. True parallel systems are not only extremely
expensive, they lack also of versatility (when considering changing the number of antenna channels)
and are susceptible to phase drift errors. Moreover, parallel operation of the transmitter channels
would cause additional problems, as the MTx transmitted signals have to be separated at the receiver.
A much more suitable sounder architecture is based on switched antenna access. A switched antenna
sounder contains only one physical transmitter and receiver channel. Only the antennas and the
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switching channels are parallel. This reduces the sensitivity to channel imbalance. As an example
for such a sounder architecture the simplified block diagram of the sounders used in this thesis is
given in Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.3 shows the switching time frame [78] of the sequential MIMO sounders used, where antenna
arrays at both sides of the link are present. Any rectangular block in the figure represents one
period of the transmit/receive signal. Synchronous switching at the Rx and Tx is required in order
to clearly assign the received signal periods to any input-output combination of the channel matrix.
Timing and switching frame synchronisation is established during an initial synchronisation process
prior to measurement data recording and must be maintained over the complete measurement
time even in the case of remote operation of Tx and Rx. This is accomplished by rubidium or
caesium reference oscillators at both Rx and Tx. The total snapshot time length is now given
by ts = 2τmaxMTxMRx, where MTx and MRx are the number of antennas at the Tx and the Rx site,
respectively. The factor two comes from the blank period inserted at the receiver after every period
acting as a guard interval to avoid switching transients. Similar to Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplex (OFDM), this Complex Impulse Response (CIR) estimation principle relies on a periodic
signal model for excitation and reception. Therefore, the guard interval has to cope with the channel
and the device response. For some signal processing operations based upon the recorded data, it
may be a disadvantage that the antenna channels are not sampled at strictly the same time instant.
If the maximum Doppler bandwidth for real-time sounding is less than 1/ts, the antenna channels
can be individually interpolated resulting in MIMO channel responses with aligned sampling time
for all channels.
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Fig. 2.2: MIMO sounder block diagram
2.3 Detailed Configuration of the Applied MIMO Sounder Systems
In this subsection, the two MIMO sounders used are described. The sounders were developed in
cooperation with the company MEDAVGmbH [53] under the BMBF (Federal Ministry of Education
and Research) projects ATMmobile (Broadband Mobile Multimedia Communication using ATM)
and HyEff (High Spectral Efficiency Mobile Networks). Therefore, in the following discussion the
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Fig. 2.3: MIMO sounder switching time frame
sounders will be called ATM and HyEff, respectively. Both systems are based on the MIMO channel
sounding technique described in the previous section. However, they differ in terms of the practical
realisation. The resulting key features of the two sounders are compared in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.5, a
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Fig. 2.4: Key Features of the sounders used
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block diagram of the MIMO sounders used is shown. The RF parts are indicated with black colour
and the RF signal flow is indicated by black arrows. The RF signal path includes the up converter
at Tx, the Tx Power Amplifier (PA), the internal Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) at the Rx, and the
Radio Frequency Tuner (RFT) at the Rx. The RFT is a complicated system of multi-level down
converters, controllable attenuators, and amplifiers. The attenuators and amplifiers at the receiver
are controlled by the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) to ensure maximum signal level throughout
the receiver chain from the antenna to the analogue digital converter (ADC) input. At the same
time it avoids overloading. The AGC covers a range of 0 dB to 51 dB in steps of 3 dB. The AGC
setting is implemented on the basis of instantaneous peak value estimation. To avoid uncontrolled
transients, the AGC timing control is synchronised to the MIMO switching time frame (Fig. 2.3).
If low received signal power is expected, the internal LNA can be used (RF switch setting 1©). Note
that in case of the ATM system, the internal LNA is always included in the RF signal path. In case
of the HyEff system the internal LNA can be excluded by selecting the input RF In (RF switch
setting 2©). The input RF In can handle a larger input power than the input RF In LNA. This
means that additional external LNAs may be used, when connected to the input RF In.
The golden parts in Fig. 2.5 are related to the 10 MHz clock signal distribution, which is provided
from the rubidium references included in the Tx and Rx. The transmission of the periodic multi-
sine signal (arbitrary wave form generator), the MUX switching control at Tx and Rx, the AGC
at the receiver, and the ADC are synchronised to the 10 MHz clock signals. Consequently, the
synchronisation of the Tx and Rx clock signals in remote operation mode are an important issue
and will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.
Section 2.3.2 is related to back-to-back calibration. Back-to-back calibration means, that the overall
system frequency response is measured and stored for equalisation purposes. The Tx and Rx
are directly connected via a reference attenuator. The calibration includes the absolute device
power gain as well. This is achieved throughout the back-to-back calibration when operating
the transmitter with its nominal output power to the reference attenuator. For a calibration of
the system for a certain AGC level, the input power at the receiver is adjusted by the reference
attenuator. Therefore, the reference attenuator is a switched reference attenuator. The attenuation
can be varied in the range of 0 dB to 120 dB. In case of the HyEff system, the attenuation settings
are software controllable, whereas it is only manually adjustable in case of the ATM system. Based
on the given system designs, two back-to-back calibration procedures will be considered: a back-to-
back calibration for only one AGC level (ATM) and an AGC dependent back-to-back calibration
(HyEff). AGC dependent back-to-back calibration indicates the measurement and storage of the
overall system frequency responses for all possible AGC levels.
Further considerations concerning the hardware operation of the sounder systems refer to receiver
sensitivity (Section 2.3.3) and phase noise (Section 2.3.4).
If external amplifiers are used, their arrangement in the RF signal path is crucial for the back-
to-back calibration and measurement. Therefore, different arrangements are discussed in Section
2.3.5.
Note that all topics discussed here are directly related to the achievable quality of measurement
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based channel characterisation using parameter estimation schemes and are therefore of crucial
importance in most chapters of this thesis.
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Fig. 2.5: Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver of the MIMO sounders used. Control units
are in blue, RF parts in black, and golden parts are related to the 10 MHz clock signal distribution.
2.3.1 Tx/Rx Synchronisation in Remote Operation
Remote operation means that there is no synchronisation link applied between Tx and Rx. In
this case, distinct rubidium reference sources at both Tx and Rx are required and the Local
Oscillator (LO) signals have to be generated at both sides. This makes a sounder fundamentally
different from a standard network analyser. The synchronisation of the Tx and Rx clock signals is
achieved by manual or automatic (1 PPS synchronisation signal) adjustment of the two separate
rubidium frequency references. This synchronisation normally takes place before the back-to-back
system calibration is carried out. The synchronisation has to be maintained throughout the whole
measurement cycle. For DoD/DoA estimation, full coherent operation is necessary during the
snapshot period ts. If we aim at Doppler estimation or if a sequence of snapshots is to be averaged
for SNR enhancement, the period of coherent operation must be extended to multiples of ts. This
sets the limits for phase noise parts (see also Section 2.3.4) having a coherence time below this
time interval. However, a long term phase drift can normally be accepted as long as the reference
offset is smaller than the specified Doppler bandwidth. A small reference frequency offset would
be measured as a respective Doppler shift. Note that for specific measurements, such as antenna
array calibration measurements, a coherent operation period of several hours is necessary, which
may require a direct Tx/Rx synchronisation by cable (Section 4.1).
2.3.2 Back-to-Back Calibration
As already mentioned in the previous section, two calibration procedures will be considered: 1.
the back-to-back calibration for only one AGC level and 2. the AGC dependent back-to-back
calibration. In Fig. 2.6 the back-to-back calibration setup for both procedures is shown. Note that
for the HyEff system both procedures can be applied, whereas the ATM system is limited to the
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first one. For the first back-to-back calibration procedure, all frequency responses of a measurement
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Fig. 2.6: Back-to-back calibration setup
campaign will be equalised with the same system frequency response, because from the calibration
only a single frequency response for a fixed AGC level is available. The magnitude is corrected with
the nominal AGC level which is set during measurement, but the system frequency characteristic
in terms of phase and magnitude changes between the different AGC levels is ignored.
If the second procedure is applied, then each frequency response measured is equalised with the
corresponding system frequency response for AGC level set.
Let us discuss the consequence of each calibration procedure by analysing the system frequency
responses for the different AGC levels. For each AGC level, a unique chain of amplifiers and
attenuators in the RFT are linked by the AGC. Therefore, the frequency response depends on the
AGC level. In Fig. 2.7(a) the magnitude of the frequency responses normalised to the corresponding
nominal AGC levels are shown. The differences in magnitude for different AGC levels are almost
negligible. On the contrary, the combination of the attenuators for different AGC levels results in a
different electrical length of the receiver chain, the phase offset between the different AGC levels is
significant (see Fig. 2.7(b)). For DoD/DoA estimation, the phase differences between the different
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Fig. 2.7: Joint characterisation of all RF parts dependent on the AGC level set (HyEff system)
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antenna channels are used. Consequently, the first calibration procedure calibrating only one AGC
level is acceptable only when the AGC level is fixed while measuring all antenna channels in one
snapshot. Thus, the phase offset is the same for all antenna channels and the DoD/DoA can be
estimated correctly. The disadvantage of the fixed AGC setting becomes obvious especially when
the received power strongly varies depending on the measured antenna channels. As the AGC level
is adjusted to the peak power over all channels, the channels with a lower received power will be
measured with a significantly worse SNR. On the other hand, if the AGC level is set for each channel
and the stored complex frequency responses of the AGC dependent back-to-back calibration are
used for equalisation, then all channels are measured with the same SNR. Consequently, the second
calibration procedure is preferable. Nevertheless, if the back-to-back calibration setup described in
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Fig. 2.8: Characterisation of the switched reference attenuator
Fig. 2.6 is used to obtain the system frequency responses for each AGC level, then it has to be taken
into account that also the switched reference attenuator has different electrical lengths dependent
on the attenuation set. Therefore, the measured system frequency responses have to be corrected
accordingly. Appendix A.2 shows the characteristics of the switched reference attenuator and the
consequence of ignoring them in the AGC dependent back-to-back calibration.
2.3.3 Receiver Sensitivity
The sensitivity S in a receiver is normally defined as the minimum input signal power required to
produce a specified output signal having a certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNRmin):
S = PN ·SNRmin ·F, (2.3)
where F is the noise figure of the receiver and PN the measurement noise power at the input of the
receiver (related to the thermal noise of the source resistor). The noise power is defined as:
PN = kB ·T ·B (2.4)
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where kB = 1.3806505·10−23J/K is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the resistor’s absolute temperature
in Kelvin and B is the bandwidth in Hz. In case of the MIMO channel sounder different definitions
of the desired SNR can be applied. One could ask for a certain SNRFR,min at one frequency bin or
alternatively, for the SNRIR,min in the delay domain. The latter can be defined as the ratio between
the peak power and mean noise power in the Impulse Response (IR). Note that the SNRIR,min also
includes the correlation gain, which is related to the number of frequency bins M f used during the
measurement. Using the back-to-back calibration setup shown in Fig. 2.6, the receiver sensitivity of
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Fig. 2.9: Mean signal and noise power at one frequency bin (a) in comparison to the maximum
achievable signal power and noise power at one delay bin (b) for different impulse response lengths
τmax (Hyeff system using internal LNA)
the Hyeff system (including and excluding the internal LNA) can be determined. This means that
the switched reference attenuator is used to vary the total input power at the receiver. For both
MIMO channel sounders used, the total transmitted power in the fixed frequency band of 120 MHz
is constant, even when the number of used frequency bins M f in this band is changed to adjust
the maximum length of the impulse response τmax. Consequently, the mean signal power at one
frequency bin for a small M f is higher than in case of a larger M f . However, with a decreasing M f
(decreasing τmax) in the fixed band of 120 MHz the mean noise power at one frequency bin increases
as the noise bandwidth which is related to the distance between two frequency bins increases. Thus,
the mean SNRFR defined at one frequency bin for a certain total input power is independent of the
impulse response length (number of frequency bins M f ) used. This leads us to a sensitivity definition
for one frequency bin independent of the total number of frequency bins used:
SFR,System = 10 · log10(kB ·B ·T ·FSystem)+10 · log10(SNRFR,min) [dBm]. (2.5)
In case of the delay domain we define the minimum detectable signal after impulse compression by
means of applying the inverse Fourier transformation to the measured data in the frequency domain.
As the Tx and Rx are directly connected, in the calibration setup used, all signal power will be
concentrated in one delay bin, where the noise power at one delay bin is equal to the noise power at
one frequency bin. With an increasing length τmax of the periodic multi-sine signal (increasing M f )
the SNRIR of the strongest delay bin (peak) increases (see Fig. 2.9(b)). The achievable SNR gain
of 10 · log10(M f ) dB is commonly called correlation gain in other publications. Thus, the receiver
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sensitivity seen in the delay domain is dependent on the number of frequency bins used:
SIR,System = 10 · log10(kB ·B ·T ·FSystem)−10 · log10(M f )+10 · log10(SNRFR,min) [dBm]. (2.6)
In Table 2.1, the system specific measured values of 10 · log10(kB ·B ·T ·FSystem) for room temperature
and a bandwidth of B = 120 MHz are listed for the HyEff and the ATM system. The difference of
the measured values between the HyEff system with and without the internal LNA are related to
the resulting noise figure F of the amplifier chain used. From this table and from Fig. 2.10 it can be
seen that the ATM system has the same performance as the HyEff system using internal LNA. It
Tab. 2.1: System dependent measured values of 10 · log10(kB ·B ·T ·FSystem) [dBm] for room tem-
perature and bandwidth of B = 120 MHz, the variation being related to the resulting noise figures
F, when using the different inputs at the receiver.
System 10 · log10(kB ·B ·T ·FSystem) [dBm]
HyEff (input RF In LNA) −92
HyEff (input RF In) −80
ATM (input RF In LNA) −92
should be noted that the SNRIR remains constant for a larger total input power (see Fig. 2.9). This
effect is related to the AGC, which adds attenuation to avoid overloading of the receiver amplifiers
and keep the input signal at the analogue digital converter (ADC) in its dynamic range. However,
the noise figure F of the receiver is consequently increased by the additional attenuation of the
AGC. Figure 2.9(b) is divided by a dashed line into two parts to specify the range where the AGC
attenuation level is higher than 0 dB.
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Fig. 2.10: Maximum achievable signal power and mean noise power at one delay bin Hyeff system
(a) and ATM system (b)
2.3.4 Phase Noise
In principle, the phase noise (pn) depends on the characteristics of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
used at the transmit and receive side. The output signals of the separate local oscillators at the
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transmitter and receiver, denoted by OTx and ORx respectively, for the desired local frequency fLO
are given by:
OTx(t) = e j2pi fLOt+ϕTx(t) (2.7)
and
ORx(t) = e j2pi fLOt+ϕRx(t) (2.8)
where ϕTx(t) and ϕRx(t) are the phase noises at the Tx and Rx local oscillators, respectively. For
the modelling of the phase-distorted channel matrix it is assumed that the phase noise affects
all frequency sub-channels of the multi-carrier spread spectrum test signal equally. This means
that the coherence time of the phase noise is assumed to be larger than the cycle duration of
the periodic multi-sine test signal. Herewith, the phase noise affected and time-variant channel
frequency response can be written as:
Hpn(t,µ ·∆ f ) = H(t,µ ·∆ f ) · e j·(ϕTx(t)−ϕRx(t))
= H(t,µ ·∆ f ) · e j·ϕpn(t)
(2.9)
The phase noise is commonly modelled as an uncorrelated stationary Gaussian process with zero
mean and σ2 variance ([82–84]). Additionally, long term phase drift affects (random walk phase
[85]) and correlated phase noise dependent on the characteristics of the PLLs have been reported
[86]. Therefore, the phase noise is assumed here as a superposition of a long term phase drift
ϕpnL(t) and phase noise ϕpnS(t) modelled as a correlated Gaussian process with zero mean and σ2pnS
variance, which leads us to:
ϕpn(t) = ϕpnS(t)+ϕpnL(t). (2.10)
We assume that for the period ts = 2 · τmax ·MRx ·MTx of one snapshot the long term phase drift
ϕpnL(t) can be approximated by a linear function. Thus, it can be written as:
ϕpnL(t) = ∆ϕpnL(ts, t) · t +ϕpn0 ; for t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + ts, (2.11)
where ∆ϕpnL(ts, t) is the phase gradient. For the long term phase drift basically two cases can be
considered:
• if the system is phase-locked (e.g., transmitter and receiver are connected and use a common
reference (denoted by 1 Ref.)) the resulting gradient ∆ϕpnL(ts, t) is expected to be small
(basically depends on the temperature stability of the rubidium reference),
• if the system is in remote operation, which means that the system is only frequency-locked
and 2 references are used (2 Ref.).
In the second case, the gradient ∆ϕpnL(ts, t) can be larger, which is mainly dependent on the quality
of synchronisation of the 2 rubidium references. Here, the temperature stability of the references
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used plays a major role, as a constant temperature of the surrounding area can not always be
guaranteed, especially in case of outdoor measurements. Figure 2.11(a) shows a CDF, estimated
from measurement results, of the magnitude of the gradient ∆ϕpnL(ts = 3.2ms) using one or two
separate rubidium references for an indoor and outdoor measurement. Note that these results only
refer to the phase gradient for a specific test measurement, whereas it is not necessarily guaranteed
that in an outdoor measurement the phase gradient is always smaller than 103 [deg
s
]. This basically
depends on how much time is spent for a proper synchronisation and how constant the temperature
of the references can be kept. Nevertheless, the results illustrate in which range the phase gradient
can be expected.
The phase noise standard deviation σpnS and the phase noise covariance matrix Σ of the correlated
Gaussian phase noise process are obtained from measurements. The analysis procedure is discussed
in appendix A.1. Finally, the phase noise standard deviation σpnS is 5.69◦ for the ATM system and
2.94◦ for HyEff system. The estimated auto correlation functions of the phase noise process of both
MIMO sounders are shown in Fig. 2.11(b).
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2.3.5 Arrangement of External Amplifiers in the RF Signal Path
Regarding the arrangement of antenna switches and amplifiers in the RF signal path, a trade-
off always exists between sensitivity and phase stability. Separate LNAs after each Rx antenna
and/or separate PAs before each Tx antenna are mostly inadequate because of the increase in
phase drift between antenna channels. Also, the usage of separate filters in each antenna channel
is not appropriate, as the phase drift between the antenna channels increases due to the differences
between the filters. Differences are related to the manufacturing and also to the ageing process
stage of each filter.
To avoid such differences it is better to use a single PA and LNA before the Tx antenna switch
and after the Rx antenna switch respectively. Consequently, all antenna channels are collectively
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biased with the same phase drift. This phase offset that is equal for all channels will not affect the
quality of the DoD/DoA estimation. The corresponding back-to-back calibration setup is shown in
Fig. 2.12.
The external PA or LNA is required to compensate for the attenuation of the RF cables between
the transmitter and the Tx array (Tx cable 1) or between the Rx array and the receiver (Rx
cable 1). This is especially the case if RF cables with a larger attenuation need to be used. To
minimise the signal attenuation which can not be compensated, the cable between the output of the
external PA and the Tx antenna switch (Tx cable 2) and the cable between the output of the Rx
antenna switch and the input of the LNA (Rx cable 2) should be as short as possible (see Fig. 2.12).
Furthermore, the amplification of the external LNA should be in the range of the attenuation of
the Rx cable 1. If a LNA with a large amplification or a LNA with a better noise figure than the
internal LNA is used, the inputRF In that is less sensitive against non-linear distortions should be
selected. For the single PA at the Tx, the corresponding Tx antenna switch has to handle the full
output power which may exceed 2...10 W for broadband urban measurements. Using the proposed
arrangement of the PA and LNA in the RF signal path, it is necessary to include them in the
back-to-back system frequency response calibration, as these kind of amplifiers (which may also
include filters) are normally frequency dependent. Furthermore, the frequency responses of LNAs
or PAs depend on the input power level. As an example, the magnitude and phase of the normalised
frequency responses of an LNA used in this thesis are shown in Fig. 2.13, the colour indicating the
different input power levels in dBm. It is clear that the frequency responses differ with respect to
the different input power levels. Even though the magnitude differences seem to be small (0.5 ...
3dB), the differences of the phase are not negligible. Therefore, the appropriate arrangement of the
LNA or PA in the RF signal path during back-to-back calibration is an important issue. As the
output power of the transmitter does not change, the PA is always used at the same input power.
Consequently, the PA needs to be calibrated only for one power input level and the frequency
response remains stable (except phase drift) during the whole measurement time. For the LNA
a constant power input level is not given. Therefore, the frequency response of the LNA has
to be determined dependent on the input power level (LNA calibration). Using the back-to-back
calibration setup shown in Fig. 2.12 the LNA and the different AGC levels can be jointly calibrated.
To avoid that the receiver amplifiers are used in their non-linear region, it is important that the
input power at the receiver is within the specified dynamic range. Note that in case of the ATM
system the LNA can not be calibrated dependent on the power input level. Therefore, it has to
be decided before the measurement at which power input level the system should be calibrated.
This assumes that the power which will be received in a measurement is already known in advance.
Since it is an often made mistake that the LNA is calibrated for a inappropriate power input level,
the consequences of an unsuitable calibrated external LNA on the parameter estimation results will
be discussed in Section 7.3.2 of Chapter 7.
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Fig. 2.12: Back-to-back calibration setup including external PA and LNA
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Fig. 2.14: 1D circular measurement antenna arrays
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2.4 Antenna Arrays
The spatial dimension of the channel response is accessed by antenna arrays. The angular res-
olution capability of an array depends on the effective aperture size as seen from the respective
wave direction. Therefore, the spatial arrangement of the antenna elements has a major influence.
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Fig. 2.15: Reference and application antenna arrays/antennas
Sophisticated antenna array architecture design is required to achieve high DoD/DoA resolution.
This has to go along with mechanically and electrically stable construction and precise calibration.
Since there is always a trade-off between various specifications including resolution, measurement
time, availability, and costs, there is a wide variety of useful antenna array architectures. In the
sequel, some basic design considerations are summarised.
• Planar antenna arrays such as Uniform Linear Array (ULA) or Uniform Rectangular Array
(URA) always have a limited viewing angle and inherent forward/backward ambiguity. They
are useful to represent a BS assuring that scatterers are only in front of the array. The effective
array aperture depends on the DoD/DoA and the resolution capability is not uniform.
• Circular antenna arrays, on the other hand, cover the entire azimuth range of 360◦. They
have to be used to represent the MS. Their angular resolution capability is fairly uniform.
• Double directional estimation requires arrays at both sides of the link and MIMO operation
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of the sounder. For cellular system consideration, a combination of planar and circular ar-
rays is adequate, whereas for ad-hoc peer-to-peer networks identical circular arrays are most
preferable.
• Mainly for micro- and pico-cell scenarios, estimation of the co-elevation is desired in addition
to the azimuth. This requires application of uniform rectangular, cylindrical or spherical
arrays. However, two dimensional wave analysis (which includes azimuth and elevation) is
not only necessary to derive two dimensional spatial propagation models. It is also required
for the removal of the influence of the complex radiation pattern of the measurement antennas
from the data. Moreover, this must also include polarisation resolution.
• Spherical antenna arrays may be applied for full azimuth and co-elevation coverage. However,
there exists no geometric solution to arrange more than 20 patch antenna elements on a spher-
ical surface with identical inter-element distances (check the 5 platonic bodies). Therefore,
non-uniform inter-element distances and various relative polarisation orientations of adjacent
elements will complicate the design of spherical arrays.
• Moreover, optimisation of the inter-element distance for circular and spherical arrays (or of
the array diameter in case of a fixed number of antenna elements, respectively) is required
to minimise the side lobes of the angular correlation function to reduce the probability of
outliers in the iterative parameters search. This typically leads to inter-element distances
smaller than half of the wavelength [5, 9].
• Full polarimetric analysis of the radio channel requires not only polarimetric reception but
also polarimetric excitation of the channel.
• High and reliable resolution in terms of separation capability of closely spaced paths and low
probability of outliers requires an antenna architecture which offers a minimum of antenna
array aperture size in the respective spatial dimension, including a minimum number of
antenna elements, low antenna element coupling, and precise calibration. This has also to
include the antenna switches and feeder cables.
• The characteristics of the antenna elements depend on the basic element design (dipoles,
patches, slots, etc.). It has a strong influence to high-resolution performance, estimation
ambiguities, probability of outliers, and polarisation resolution capability, gain, bandwidth et
cetera.
The antenna arrays used in this thesis are characterised in the following. The antenna arrays are
designed for the use with the described channel sounder systems. The use with other measure-
ment systems like a NWA in combination with additional control units is in general possible but
not practical in terms of the necessary measurement time. Most of the antenna arrays are devel-
oped and designed in the Electronic Measurement Research Lab of the department of Electrical
Engineering and Information Technology at Ilmenau University of Technology (TUI). The design
rules for the circular antenna arrays with respect to the use in parameter estimation algorithm
is partly done in [5]. Especially, the circular polarimetric patch antenna arrays are developed in
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cooperation with IRK-Dresden (IRK) [87], where the electrical, mechanical design, and the cor-
responding antenna field simulations were carried out. Furthermore, some of the antenna arrays
come from a cooperation with other universities like University of Bristol - Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering (BRI) and University of Karlsruhe - Institut fu¨r Ho¨chstfrequenztechnik
und Elektronik (IHE). The above introduced abbreviations are used to indicate the Vendor of the
antenna arrays.
Definition 2.4.1. The term practical antenna array is used for antenna arrays that can be em-
ployed for propagation measurements.
Definition 2.4.2. The term measurement antenna array is used for antenna arrays that are suit-
able for high-resolution parameter estimation, but can be practical antenna arrays as well as a
simulated antenna arrays.
Three different classes of measurement antenna arrays are used, Planar arrays listed in Fig. 2.16,
1D Circular Arrays listed in Fig. 2.14, 2D Circular Arrays listed in Fig. 2.17.
Definition 2.4.3. The term reference antenna is used for antennas that are used for the calibration
of practical antenna arrays.
Definition 2.4.4. The term application antenna array is used for arrays that are suitable only for
a application but not for high-resolution parameter estimation.
Reference antennas and one application antenna array are listed in Fig. 2.15. The four lists include
the basic parameters of the antenna arrays, which are explained in the following. Here, the elec-
tromagnetic design of the single antenna elements is not discussed, since most of the elements are
commonly used in antenna theory and measurement. Arrays with special antenna types are cited.
Each array is identified by a unique name with the abbreviations:
• CUBA - Circular Uniform Beam Array [88]
• PHorn - Polarimetric Horn (Antenna)
• PPDA - Polarimetric Personal Digital Assistant
• PUCPA - Polarimetric Uniform Circular Patch Array
• PULPA - Polarimetric Uniform Linear Patch Array
• PURPA - Polarimetric Uniform Rectangular Patch Array
• SPUCPA - Stacked Polarimetric Uniform Circular Patch Array
• UCA - Uniform Circular Array,
followed by 3 numbers polxZDIMxXYDIM. The variable pol specifies the number of supported
polarisations (e.g. 1⇒ vertical polarisation only, 2⇒ vertical and horizontal polarisation), XYDIM
is the number of elements in a plane parallel to the xy-plane and ZDIM specifies the number of
planes, where all planes have the same layout. The spacing between the planes is chosen to be
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0.4943 of the wavelength at the upper frequency in the band thus satisfying the sampling theorem
in space, where the radius in case of circular arrays was individually optimised [9]. The resulting
maximum aperture sizes in the xy and zy plane are listed in the columns Max. Ap. xy [λ] and
Max. Ap. zy [λ] respectively. The column Antenna Type & Polarisation indicate the type
of the antenna elements:
• Biconical antenna
• Conical monopol
• Monopol
• Patch, (all polarimetric arrays use patch antennas with two ports, where one is more sensitive
for the vertical polarised wave and the other one for horizontal polarised wave)
and the preferred polarisations received by the elements. In Fig. 2.18 a simplified internal electrical
design for all arrays is drawn in a block diagram. Nevertheless, there are differences especially in
the design of the multiplexer (MUX), which sequentially switches the RF signal from the antenna
element m = 1 up to m = M to the RF Output. Internally, Positive Intrinsic Negative (PIN) diode
switches with a switching speed between 30 ns and 300 ns are used, which is required when choosing
the shortest possible impulse response length of 0.8 µs of the channel sounder systems applied. The
main difference between the multiplexers of the listed arrays is found in the MUX Type that
specifies what kind of multiplexers are combined in a certain cascade depth C. The notation
8 → 2 → 1 specifies a multiplexer cascade with depth C = 2, where in the first level a 8 → 1 and
in the second level a 2 → 1 multiplexer is used. The MUX Type defines the overall attenuation
MUX Att. [dB] between the antenna element m and the RF Out, which has a major influence
on the performance of the antenna array (see Appendix D). Some of the Rx antenna arrays are
equipped with a LNA that is used to improve the SNR at the receiver of the channel sounder. In
some cases, an additional multiplexer port is reserved for a RF reference signal (RF Ref. In).
This input can be used to track the phase drift between Tx and Rx (for further explanation, see
Section 4.1.1) or to measure the system frequency response (back-to-back calibration) including
the characteristic of the LNA, the band pass filter and at least one multiplex channel. Since an
additional multiplex channel is more costly, some of the arrays are equipped with a calibration
input (RF Calib. In). For the back-to-back calibration, the relay (see Fig. 2.18) is switched
to the RF Calib. In signal instead of the signal of the first antenna element m = 1. Because
of the much higher switching time of a relay (around 15 to 20 ms) the RF Calib. In can not
be used during the normal measurement in contrast to the RF Ref. In. All of the described
antennas are designed for a center frequency of 5.2 GHz, except for the PURAx2x2x4 and the
SPUCPAx2x2x24 operating at 4.5 GHz. The bandwidth of the antenna elements of all arrays
are at least 120 MHz.
Note that the PUCPA with 24 dual polarised elements, which is listed as PUCPASIMx2x1x24 is
a preliminary design step for the PUCPAx2x1x24 and is not a practical antenna array.
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Fig. 2.16: Planar measurement antenna arrays
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Fig. 2.17: 2D circular measurement antenna arrays
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3. ANTENNA ARRAY DATA MODEL
The spatial dimension of the channel response is accessed by antenna arrays. Consequently, a
precise description of the antenna array radiation patterns in magnitude and phase is required in
the description, modelling, and estimation of wireless channels ([62, 89, 90]). Thus, the antenna
independent description of the mobile radio channel is of major importance for measurement based
channel characterisation via parameter estimation algorithms. The antenna influence has to be sep-
arated from the measured channel, otherwise, the channel description can only be given including
the influence of the specific antennas used throughout the measurement.
For low computational complexity of the estimation algorithm, the frequency dependent descrip-
tion of an antenna element (dealt in Section 3.1) is normally not used. The estimation algorithms
commonly rely on narrow band models (Section 3.2) derived from antenna array calibration mea-
surement with a bandwidth up to 200 MHz. From this measurements only sampled narrow band
radiation patterns can be obtained. It was found that using these sampled representations for pa-
rameter estimation is inappropriate [5, 31]. The usage of the Spline interpolation method (e.g. used
in [89]) is popular to interpolate the measured radiation patterns. However, with this method an
analytic description of the radiation patterns is not given. Therefore, an efficient analytic antenna
array data model based on the Effective Aperture Distribution Function (EADF, first published
in [23]) is proposed in Section 3.3. As opposed to other methods, the derivatives of the narrow
band radiation patterns dependent on the azimuth and co-elevation angle can be analytically cal-
culated. These derivatives are required when using gradient based parameter estimation methods
as described in [30] and Chapter 5. Furthermore, the performance of practical antenna arrays can
be evaluated based on this method (Chapter 6, [13, 26–28]), as it can be obtained from calibration
measurements.
In Section 3.4 it will be shown, that the proposed antenna array data model outperforms the Spline
interpolation method as well as the vector spherical harmonics (VSH, [21]) in terms of calculation
time by achieving the same interpolation accuracy.
A further important issue is the definition of a sampling grid for a function (e.g. radiation pattern)
on the sphere. As equidistant grids in azimuth and/or co-elevation (Chebyshev angular grid or
Gauss-Legendre angular grid) lead to a non equidistant distribution of the sampling points on the
sphere, a function on the sphere will be normally oversampled towards the poles of the spheri-
cal coordinate system. Therefore, Lebedev angular grids [91, 92] were proposed to distribute the
sampling points as equidistant as possible on the sphere. Theses grids are most efficient, but are
not available for an arbitrary number of sampling points. As for parameter estimation an efficient
calculation of the radiation patterns on the sphere is required, a minimum sampling grid for the
radiation patterns of practical antenna arrays is proposed in Section 3.5. This grid is based on the
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EADF and fulfils the Nyquist theorem in the angular domain.
3.1 Broadband Model of a Single Antenna Element
For parameter estimation, the complex radiation pattern of an antenna b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q) in the far field
is traditionally described with respect to the frequency f , azimuth ϕ, co-elevation ϑ (or elevation
θ), and polarisation q in a spherical coordinate system. The polarisation q can either be horizontal
(h) or vertical (v). In case of vertical polarisation the vector of the transmitted/received electrical
field E is parallel to ~eθ, whereas in case of horizontal polarisation the vector of the electrical field
E is parallel to ~eϕ. The vectors ~eθ and ~eϕ are defined in the spherical coordinate system, as shown
in Fig. 3.1. Note that this definition of the vertical and horizontal polarisation is used throughout
the entire thesis and is commonly used in channel modelling.
For comparison to antenna theory, the gain function of an antenna can be written as:
g( f ,ϕ,ϑ) = ∥∥b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q = h) ·~eϕ +b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q = v) ·~eϑ∥∥2 (3.1)
In the following, the m-th antenna element of an antenna array with M antennas is described (see
also Fig. 3.2). The position of a single antenna element is given relative to the centre of the antenna
array, which is equivalent to the origin of the coordinate system. Therefore, the radiation pattern of
the m-th antenna element (3.2) is composed of two parts: the radiation pattern bA ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) of
the antenna relative to its centre and the phase term bph ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,m), which depends on the position
of the m-th element.
b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = bA ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) ·bph ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,m) (3.2)
The phase term is defined as:
bph ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,m) = e
−j·2·pi· f ·‖−→k (ϕ,ϑ)−−→rm‖
c , (3.3)
where
−→k is a vector pointing to the source of the electrical field, −→r m is the position vector of the
m-th element and c the speed of light in free space. If a plane wavefront can be assumed the phase
term is defined as:
bph ( f ,ϕ,ϑ,m) = e
−j·2·pi· f ·−→k (ϕ,ϑ)·−→rm
c·‖−→k‖ . (3.4)
This plane wave assumption is valid under the “far field” condition. From antenna theory several
definitions for the term“far field”are known. One commonly used is the so called Rayleigh distance
[93] with:
l = 2D
2
λ , (3.5)
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where D is the cross-section dimension of the antenna. This distance is related to a maximum
phase error of 22.5◦ at the edge of the antenna, which results in a magnitude error of ca. -8dB. In
general, this condition is related to a single antenna element. As equation (3.4) is related to the
position within an antenna array, D has to be defined at least as the maximum aperture size of the
entire antenna array.
ϕ
ϑ
θ
x
y
z
~eϕ
~eθ
Fig. 3.1: Spherical coordinate system
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Fig. 3.2: Geometrical description of the m-th antenna element
3.2 Narrow Band Model of the Measured Radiation Pattern
The complex polarimetric radiation patterns of an antenna array are measured in a well defined
propagation environment. This should be an anechoic chamber and the pivot point of the antenna
array is located at the origin of the spherical coordinate system. The radiation patterns are mea-
sured with respect to the fixed distance r =
∣∣∣~k∣∣∣, as function of frequency f , azimuth ϕ, co-elevation
ϑ, and polarisation q. From the antenna calibration measurement a sampled version of the following
function can be obtained:
y( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = bRef (q, f ) ·H( f ) ·GSys ( f ) ·b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) , (3.6)
which is a product of the frequency responses of the reference antenna bRef in its main beam
direction, the channel H, the measurement system GSys and the radiation pattern of the antenna
under test b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m). As in an anechoic chamber only the direct path exists, the frequency
response H of the channel can be written as (see also the Friis’s formula [94]):
H( f ) = 1
4pi · f · τ(r)e
−j·2pi· f ·τ(r), (3.7)
where τ is the delay corresponding to the distance r between the reference antenna and the pivot
point of the antenna array under test. This means that the frequency dependent radiation pattern
is given by:
b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = y( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) ·4pi · f · τ(r) · e
j·2pi· f ·τ(r)
bRef ( f ,q) ·GSys ( f ) . (3.8)
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To simplify the antenna array data model, most parameter estimation algorithms described in the
literature (for a centre frequency f0 between 2 GHz to 6 GHz and a bandwidth B between 100
MHz to 200 MHz) assume that the antenna is frequency independent (“narrow band assumption”).
This assumes that the antenna frequency responses are constant in magnitude and phase in the
range between f0−B/2 and f0 +B/2. However, the phase term of the m-th antenna in an array
(eqn. (3.3), (3.4)) is frequency dependent. This means, that the narrow band model has a limited
accuracy defined by the applied bandwidth B. The consequence of the “narrow band assumption”
on the model accuracy will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
Assuming that the resulting model accuracy is sufficient, the narrow band radiation pattern can be
defined as:
b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = 1
B
f0−B/2∫
f0−B/2
b( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m)d f . (3.9)
However, from calibration measurements only a noisy sampled radiation pattern can be obtained.
The vector valued frequency responses with M f frequency samples are normally measured in the
range of ϕ = (−pi...pi− ∆ϕ) in azimuth and ϑ = (0...pi) in co-elevation. An equidistant grid in
azimuth ∆ϕ= 2piNϕ and co-elevation ∆ϑ=
pi
(Nϑ−1) , with Nϕ and Nϑ samples in azimuth and co-elevation
respectively is used. Herewith, the measured antenna frequency response for the measurement
position
{
nϕ,nϑ
}
can be written as:
˜b[M f×1]f (ϕnϕ ,ϑnϑ ,q,m) = b(ϕnϕ ,ϑnϑ ,q,m)+n. (3.10)
where n corresponds to the measurement noise vector. By applying the discrete Fourier transform
on the vector ˜b f , the vector valued impulse response ˜b
[M f×1]
d of the antenna can be calculated with:
˜b[M f×1]d (ϕnϕ ,ϑnϑ ,q,m) =
1√
M f
·F · ˜b[M f×1]f (ϕnϕ ,ϑnϑ ,q,m), (3.11)
where F corresponds to the Fourier matrix of size M f . The strongest delay bin (maximum power) of
this vector valued impulse response corresponds to the narrow band radiation pattern (eqn. (3.9))
for the angles
{
ϕnϕ ,ϑnϑ
}
. Note that the SNR of this narrow band radiation pattern is improved
about 10 · log10(M f ) dB (correlation gain) compared to the SNR of the single frequency bin.
Finally, the measured narrow band radiation pattern can be written in matrix notation as:
B˜[Nϑ×Nϕ](q,m) = B[Nϑ×Nϕ](q,m)+N[Nϑ×Nϕ], (3.12)
where B(q,m) is the matrix with the sampled version of the function b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m) and N is the
measurement noise matrix. The single elements of N are defined as described in eqn. (E.3) with
standard deviation σ.
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3.3 The Effective Aperture Distribution Function
As for signal processing or parameter estimation algorithms a continuous or analytic description of
the radiation patterns of an antenna array are required, an interpolation of the radiation pattern
B˜(q,m) becomes necessary. Unfortunately, most of these interpolation methods can not provide
an efficient analytic description of the radiation pattern. Furthermore, an analytic description
of the derivatives of the radiation patterns dependent on azimuth and co-elevation is not given.
Nevertheless, these derivatives are necessary for gradient based parameter estimation algorithms
or for the performance evaluation of practical antenna arrays, as described in Chapter 6.
This section addresses an efficient analytic description of the polarimetric radiation patterns and
their derivatives of an antenna array dependent on the azimuth and co-elevation angles. The
proposed analytic data model for the antenna radiation pattern will be called Effective Aperture
Distribution Function and was first published in [23] and resumed in several publications and
applications in the field of parameter estimation, channel modelling, and antenna array performance
evaluation ([13, 22, 24–29, 55, 77, 95–97]).
3.3.1 The Idea behind the EADF
The two-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transformation can easily be applied to a sampled antenna
radiation pattern, as the constraint of a periodic function is naturally given for any radiation pattern
with respect to the azimuth and co-elevation angles. The transformation results in a projection
of the 2D far field radiation pattern into a near field distribution in a 2D plane. The inverse
transformation is commonly known from antenna theory [98] and refers to “Near Field to Far Field
Transformation” methods using the Fourier transformation. The electrical field is measured in the
near field with a probe antenna and then the far field radiation pattern is obtained by Fourier
transform of the measured data.
The electrical field in the near field is normally concentrated in a limited area. Consequently,
also the energy in the aperture domain, by means of the Fourier transform of the measured far
field radiation pattern, is also concentrated in a limited area. The size of the area is related to
the aperture size of the antenna. This property can be used to compress the measured data of a
radiation pattern. The relevant samples in the aperture domain will be called effective aperture
distribution function EADF. All samples containing signal energy are relevant. Samples with noise
only are not taken into account.
Using the EADF, the radiation pattern and its derivatives can be analytically calculated dependent
on azimuth and co-elevation (Section 3.3.4).
3.3.2 Construction of the 2D Periodic Radiation Pattern
As aforementioned the radiation patterns are naturally periodic in azimuth and co-elevation, but
due to the redundancy of the spherical coordinate system it is enough to measure the radiation
patterns in the range of ϕ = (−pi...pi−∆ϕ) in azimuth and ϑ = (0...pi) in co-elevation for a complete
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description. This reduces drastically the total antenna calibration measurement time, which may
exceed several hours. The measurements in the range of ϑ = (pi...2pi−∆ϑ) in co-elevation are not
necessary, but for the calculation of the EADF the periodic description of the radiation pattern is
required. Therefore we describe in the following, how the fully 2D-periodic data structure can be
obtained by periodic extension of B˜(q,m).
The 2D-periodic radiation pattern ˜B[N
′
ϑ×Nϕ]
p is defined as:
˜B[N
′
ϑ×Nϕ]
p (q,m) =
[
˜B(q,m)
˜Br(q,m)
]
, (3.13)
with
N ′ϑ = 2 · (Nϑ−1). (3.14)
The periodic extension is given by:
˜B[Nϑ−2×Nϕ]r (q,m) =
[
− ˜B1(q,m) − ˜B2(q,m)
]
, (3.15)
with the matrices ˜B1 and ˜B2 as follows:
˜B[Nϑ−2×Nϕ/2]1 (q,m) =
[
0 [Nϑ−2×Nϕ−2] 0
]
· ˜B[Nϑ×Nϕ](q,m) ·
[
0[Nϕ/2×Nϕ/2]
I[Nϕ/2×Nϕ/2]
]
(3.16)
˜B[Nϑ−2×Nϕ/2]2 (q,m) =
[
0 [Nϑ−2×Nϕ−2] 0
]
· ˜B[Nϑ×Nϕ](q,m) ·
[
I[Nϕ/2×Nϕ/2]
0[Nϕ/2×Nϕ/2]
]
, (3.17)
where Π is a reflection matrix (see Appendix E.3 eqn. (E.4)). In essence this extension follows
from − ˜B(q,m) shifted about 180◦ in azimuth and flipped in co-elevation direction. The negation of
˜B(q,m) results from the rotation of the polarisation vector by 180◦.
The 2D radiation pattern of the resulting matrix structure can be seen in Fig. 3.4. Within this
chapter, a simulated radiation pattern1 of the polarimetric uniform circular patch array (PUC-
PAx2x1x24) (see Fig. 3.3) with 24 dual polarised patch antennas is used. The radiation pattern
is simulated in the presence of adjacent antenna elements and is consequently affected by mutual
coupling. The radiation pattern shown is related to the generator g1 (or port g1 which is in this
thesis equivalent to an antenna element) for vertical excitation q = v. The patch antenna itself is
located in the origin of the coordinate system, which means that b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m) is equal to bA(ϕ,ϑ,m)
of the single antenna element.
1 The antenna simulation is carried out by IRK-Dresden [87] with the software WIPL-D [99].
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Fig. 3.3: Simulation layout [87] of a dual polarised patch with adjacent elements in a PUCPA
with 24 elements
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3.3.3 EADF calculated from the 2D Periodic Radiation Pattern
To calculate the 2D Fourier transform of the radiation pattern ˜Bp(q,m), one could multiply ˜Bp(q,m)
from the right and the left with the conventional Fourier matrix of size Nϕ and N ′ϑ respectively.
As the EADF considers only the relevant samples Lϑ×Lϕ of the 2D Fourier transform, a reduced
version of the full Fourier matrix is used for transformation. Herewith, the elevation transformation
matrix is defined as:
Dϑ = e−j2pi·ϑ
′·fϑ = e−j2piµϑ∆ fϑ·nϑ∆ϑ
′
= e−j2pi·µϑnϑ/N
′
ϑ ; ∆ϑ′ = 2pi
N ′ϑ
; ∆ fϑ = 12pi (3.18)
with:
nϑ =
[
−N′ϑ
2 ...
N′ϑ
2 −1
]
; ϑ′ = ϑ−pi (3.19)
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and the vector for the selection of the Lϑ relevant co-elevation aperture samples:
µTϑ =
[
−(Lϑ−1)
2 ...
(Lϑ−1)
2
]
. (3.20)
The azimuth transformation matrix is defined as:
Dϕ = e−j2pi·ϕ·fϕ = e−j2piµϕ∆ fϕ·nϕ∆ϕ = e−j2pi·µϕnϕ/Nϕ ; ∆ϕ =
2pi
Nϕ
; ∆ fϕ = 12pi , (3.21)
with:
nTϕ = µϕ =
[
−Nϕ2 ...
Nϕ
2 −1
]
(3.22)
and the vector for the selection of the Lϕ relevant azimuth aperture samples:
µϕ =
[
−−(Lϕ−1)2 ...
(Lϕ−1)
2
]
. (3.23)
With fϑ, fϕ being the frequencies in aperture domain. Finally, the EADF of the m-th antenna
element is:
G(q,m) = 1
Nϕ ·N ′ϑ
Dϑ · ˜Bp(q,m) ·Dϕ. (3.24)
On the left side of Fig. 3.5 the magnitude of the 2D Fourier transform of the used example radiation
pattern is shown, on the right side the relevant samples for the EADF are pointed out. In case of an
over-sampling in the angular domain, this transformation maybe used to achieve a data compression
Fig. 3.5 (right).
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Fig. 3.5: Fourier transform of the over-sampled radiation pattern (left), relevant samples Lϕ and
Lϑ for the EADF (right)
3.3.4 Analytic Expression for Radiation Patterns and Derivatives of an Antenna
Array
In the previous section it was described how the discrete EADF can be obtained from the discrete
measured radiation pattern. In principle, the inverse transformation from the EADF to the radia-
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tion pattern is similar, but different in the way that an analytic expression for the radiation patterns
and their derivatives is desired. For this purpose, the complex exponentials for the co-elevation and
azimuth are used:
dϑ
(
ϑ′
)
= ejϑ
′·µTϑ (3.25)
dϕ (ϕ) = ejµϕ·ϕ. (3.26)
This allows us to calculate the radiation pattern and its derivatives for an arbitrary azimuth/co-
elevation angle pair ϕ, ϑ as follows:
b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = dϑ ·G(q,m) ·dϕ (3.27)
∂b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m)
∂ϑ = j ·dϑ ·diag
{
µTϑ
} ·G(q,m) ·dϕ (3.28)
∂b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m)
∂ϕ = j ·dϑ ·G(q,m) ·diag
{
µTϕ
} ·dϕ. (3.29)
In the following, the joint calculation of the M radiation patterns and their derivatives of an antenna
array are introduced. The equations can be used for an analytic calculation of the vector valued
function of the radiation patterns:
b(ϕ,ϑ,q)[M×1] =

vec{G(q,m = 1)}T
...
vec{G(q,m = M)}T
 ·vec{dTϑ (ϑ) ·dTb2 (ϕ)} (3.30)
b(ϕ,ϑ,q)[M×1] = Γ[M×Lϑ·Lϕ](q) ·d[Lϑ·Lϕ×1] (ϑ,ϕ) . (3.31)
and their derivatives dependent on azimuth ϕ and co-elevation ϑ:
∂b(ϕ,ϑ,q)[M×1]
∂ϕ =
[M×Lϑ·Lϕ](q) · ∂d
[Lϑ·Lϕ×1] (ϕ,ϑ)
∂ϕ (3.32)
∂b(ϕ,ϑ,q)[M×1]
∂ϑ =
[M×Lϑ·Lϕ](q) · ∂d
[Lϑ·Lϕ×1] (ϕ,ϑ)
∂ϑ . (3.33)
The derivatives of the combined complex exponentials ∂d(ϑ,ϕ)∂ϑ and
∂d(ϑ,ϕ)
∂ϕ for co-elevation and az-
imuth are applied.
Notice, that using these equations ((3.31), (3.32), and (3.33)) the number of real multiplications
increases to 8 ·Lϑ ·Lϕ instead of 4
(
Lϑ ·Lϕ+Lϕ
)
when using equation (3.27) to calculate the radiation
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pattern and derivatives with respect to one angle pair ϕ, ϑ.
The efficient computation of the M radiation patterns of an antenna array dependent on a set of
angle pairs (azimuth, co-elevation) and both polarisations is an important issue for most parameter
estimation algorithms (Chapter 5) and for channel modelling (e.g. IST-WINNER Channel Model
[22], IlmProp (geometry-based Multi-User MIMO Channel Modelling tool) [77]). Both the WIN-
NER channel model and the IlmProp channel modelling tool use the previously described EADF
framework for the calculation of the radiation patterns. However, for the commercially available
RIMAX algorithm ([53]) and for this thesis a more efficient antenna array data format for a joint
calculation of the M radiation patterns and their derivatives is developed. The inherent redundancy
of the EADF is removed and an efficient matrix notation for the joint calculation of all radiation
patterns and derivatives in one step is found. For the reader’s convenience this implementation is
discussed in Appendix B.1.
3.3.5 Model Error Dependent on the Number of Relevant Samples Used for the
EADF
The model error of the previously described analytic description of the radiation patterns can be
expressed as the mean interpolation error ς:
ς(Lϕ,Lϑ,q,m) =
√√√√√ 1
N ′ϑ ·Nϕ
∥∥∥vec{ ˜Bp}−vec{DHϑ ·G(q,m)[Lϑ×Lϕ] ·DHϕ}∥∥∥2F
vec
{
˜Bp
}H ·vec{ ˜Bp} (3.34)
dependent on the size Lϕ×Lϑ of the EADF G(q,m). The minimum achievable mean interpolation
error is limited by the SNR of the measurement. Consequently, the optimum size of the EADF
with Lϑopt, Lϕopt is reached, when the mean interpolation error ς(Lϕ,Lϑ,q,m) can not be improved
by a EADF size larger than Lϕopt ×Lϑopt. For comparison, in Fig. 3.6 the mean interpolation error
is shown for the case of a centred patch antenna and an antenna placed at a radius of r = 1.75 ·λ
(related to the rotation centre). The figure clearly shows that the interpolation error is larger in
case of an eccentric positioned patch antenna with respect to the same Lϑ, Lϕ. Thus, the aperture
size of the eccentric positioned antenna becomes larger compared to centred positioned antenna.
In other words, the EADF of the phase term bph is convolved with the EADF of the radiation
pattern of the antenna bA, which results in a larger number of relevant samples for the EADF of
the eccentric positioned antenna to achieve the same model accuracy. The accuracy of the radiation
pattern simulation used was limited to 70 dB. Analysing Fig. 3.6, the optimum size of the EADF
in case of the centred antenna is Lϑopt = Lϕopt = 29 and Lϑopt = Lϕopt = 37 in case of the eccentric
placement of the antenna. Thus, only the data of the finite support area with the size Lϑopt by
Lϕopt are kept as EADF. The mean SNR of the relevant aperture samples for the EADF is higher
than the mean SNR of the samples in the angular domain in case of an oversampling in the angular
domain. Consequently, a SNR enhancement can be achieved by using the EADF for the calculation
of the radiation pattern.
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Fig. 3.6: Mean interpolation error ς in dB in case that the patch antenna is centred (left) and in
case that the patch antenna is placed at a radius of r = 1.75 ·λ (right)
3.4 Performance and Accuracy Comparison Between Different Interpolation
Methods
In this section the proposed data format for antenna array radiation pattern interpolation, described
in Appendix B.1, will be compared with the conventional Spline interpolation and the interpolation
using the vector spherical harmonics (VSH). The performance and accuracy of these algorithms
will be shown.
An antenna array with 30 dual polarised patch antennas is simulated. The simulated radiation
pattern of the PUCPA is used for each antenna element. The Spline interpolation is used as
implemented in MATLAB, for the VSH an implementation is used as described in [21]. For the
VSH, two different versions are implemented. The first version uses a FFT, which implies that the
radiation pattern can only be interpolated in an equidistant grid in the azimuth angle. The second
version does not use the FFT and arbitrary grids can be used. With all four interpolation methods,
the radiation patterns of all 30 elements for horizontal and vertical excitation are calculated. The
interpolation grid is set to 3◦ in azimuth and co-elevation. First, the accuracy is investigated by
calculating the mean interpolation error ς depending on the total number of samples or coefficients
L2 used for the interpolation of one radiation pattern. In case of the EADF, the number of samples
in the azimuth aperture and co-elevation aperture are chosen to be L = Lϑ = Lϕ, in case of the
Spline interpolation, an equidistant grid with L samples in azimuth and L samples in co-elevation
is used and in case of the VSH the total number of coefficients is set to L2.
Figure 3.7 (left) plots the required number of samples L that are necessary to achieve a certain
mean interpolation error ς. The figure indicates clearly that the VSH performs best in terms of
accuracy by using less samples than the EADF and the Spline interpolation. Furthermore, the
calculation time vs. the mean interpolation error is computed. The radiation patterns for all 30
elements are calculated 1000 times with each method. The normalised calculation time is plotted
for all 4 methods in Fig. 3.7 (right). All times are relative to the maximum calculation time of all
methods. It can be seen that the EADF performs 6 to 10 times faster than VSH(FFT) or Spline by
achieving the same accuracy. Compared to the Spline interpolation this performance is related to
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the higher compression of the radiation pattern using the compressed EADF data format, which
implies less multiplications. In case of VSH (FFT) and VSH, mainly the higher complexity is the
reason for this performance difference.
Additionally, the first order derivatives of the radiation patterns dependent on azimuth and elevation
can be calculated analytically by using the EADF, achieving the same performance as for the
radiation patterns. In case of the Spline, the derivatives can be calculated only numerically, and in
case of the VSH the complexity is also rather high.
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Fig. 3.7: Number of required samples L vs. the mean interpolation error ς (left), normalised
calculation time τCal vs. the mean interpolation error ς (right)
3.5 Minimum Angular Sampling Grid for Antenna Array Radiation Patterns
In the following, a minimum angular sampling grid, which is necessary for several array signal
processing algorithms, is derived based on the idea of the EADF. The proposed grid fulfils the
Nyquist theorem in space for the radiation patterns used. The usage of a minimum number of
samples is of major importance, as it has direct impact on the calculation time and memory
consumption of the signal processing algorithm.
One could use an equidistant grid in azimuth and co-elevation, but when analysing the distribution
of the sampling points on the sphere, it is clear that the points are much denser at the poles. To
calculate the integral of functions on the sphere, in which case only sampled data are available,
several grids like Chebyshev angular grid (equidistant grid and same number of samples in ϕ and
ϑ), Gauss-Legendre angular grid (equidistant grid and double number of samples in ϕ compared
to ϑ) and Lebedev angular grid [91, 92] are proposed. The latter is the most efficient, since it
distributes less samples at the poles and more around the equator. Unfortunately these grids are
not available for an arbitrary number of sampling points.
In the following it is described how to derive a grid with a minimum number of sampling points for
practical antenna arrays. The method is based on the Fourier transform of the radiation patterns
of all antenna elements in an array. The derivation takes place in two steps: first defining the
minimum number of samples used in co-elevation Nϑused and second defining the minimum number
of samples used in azimuth Nϕused(ϑ) for each co-elevation sample. Both steps are demonstrated
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using the data of the UCAx1x1x16 (see Fig. 3.8) and the PUCPAx2x1x24 (see Fig. 3.9).
The required samples in co-elevation Nϑused are derived from the mean magnitude of the co-elevation
Fourier transform over all antenna elements and azimuth angles:
g¯[Lϑ×1]ϑ =
MRx∑
m=1
∣∣∣∣D[Lϑ×N′ϑ]ϑ ·B[N′ϑ×Nϕ]p (m)∣∣∣∣ ·1[Nϕ×1]. (3.35)
The range covered by Nϑused contains 95% of the signal energy of the mean co-elevation aperture
(Fig. 3.8(a), Fig. 3.9(a)). The number of co-elevation samples Nϑused used for the minimum grid is
determined by calculating the cumulative power sum Pcumϑ in the range of µϑ =±1 to µϑ =±Lϑ−12 .
In Fig. 3.8(b) and in Fig. 3.9(b) the relative cumulative power sum Pcumϑ/P100 is shown, P100 being
the total signal power in the mean co-elevation aperture. In the second step, the number of
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Fig. 3.8: Co-elevation and azimuth step in deriving the minimum sampling grid in case of the
UCAx1x1x16
sampling points in azimuth for the Nϑused equidistant spaced co-elevation angles in the range of 0◦
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Fig. 3.9: Co-elevation and azimuth step in deriving the minimum sampling grid in case of the
PUCPAx2x1x24
to 180◦ are derived. The mean aperture in azimuth is calculated:
¯G[Nϑused×Lϕ]ϑ =
MRx∑
m=1
∣∣∣∣B[Nϑused×Nϕ](m) ·D[Nϕ×Lϕ]ϑ ∣∣∣∣, (3.36)
where B[Nϑused×Nϕ](m) is the m-th radiation pattern oversampled in azimuth with Nϕ samples and
with Nϑused samples in co-elevation, as derived above. In Fig. 3.8(c) and Fig. 3.9(c) it becomes
clear that the number of required samples in azimuth decreases towards the poles of the spherical
coordinate system. Calculating the cumulative power sum at the Nϑused co-elevation samples ϑused =
[0... piNϑused−1 ...pi] the number of required samples Nϕused(ϑused) can be derived (assuming 95% of the
total power). In the figures of the mean azimuth aperture the range Nϕused(ϑ) is specified by the
dashed black lines. Furthermore, in Fig. 3.8(d) and 3.9(d) Nϕused(ϑused) is plotted vs. the co-elevation
samples ϑused. As the parameters Nϑused and Nϕused(ϑused) are directly related to the aperture size of
the antenna array, as seen comparing the results of the UCAx1x1x16 and PUCPAx2x1x24, an
optimum sampling grid can be derived for each antenna array (see Fig. 3.10). For demonstration,
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the derived sampling grid for the PUCPAx2x1x24 with a total number of N95 = 363 sampling
points at the sphere is shown in the spherical coordinate system (Fig. 3.10(a), Fig. 3.10(d)) and
in the Cartesian coordinate system (Fig. 3.10(b)). In comparison, an equidistant sampling grid in
azimuth and co-elevation with the same resolution at the equator requires 1225 points (Fig. 3.10(c)).
This is approximately a factor of four more sampling points compared to the proposed grid. In the
following chapters this grid is called N95 grid:
ζN95 = {(ϕn95 ,ϑn95);n95 ∈ Z;n95 ∈ [1,N95]} (3.37)
with a total number of N95 sampling points, each sampling point consisting of a pair of angles
〈ϕn95 ,ϑn95〉. Observing the grids of different arrays (Fig. 3.10(d), 3.10(e), Fig. 3.10(f)), the direct
relation to the aperture size of the antenna array becomes obvious again. Furthermore, the grid
seems to be almost uniformly distributed at the sphere.
Note that this grid is mainly developed to speed up the parameter estimation process in the RI-
MAX algorithm. A further possible application would be a time efficient antenna array calibration
measurement with a minimum number of sampling points.
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Fig. 3.10: Sampling grids in the angular domain in case of the PUCPA2x1x24, UCA1x1x16
and the SPUCPA2x4x24
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4. ANTENNA ARRAY CALIBRATION
This chapter addresses the practical issues of antenna array calibration. The radiation patterns
and their EADFs as described in the previous chapter are derived from measurements with a novel
estimation algorithm.
In Section 4.1 it is discussed, how the antenna array radiation patterns are obtained from calibration
measurements. The measurement setup using a channel sounder is introduced in Section 4.1.1. The
calibration of the RF signal path and the Tx reference horn antenna of the measurement system
is presented in Section 4.1.3 and in Section 4.1.4 respectively. With the calibrated system we are
capable of obtaining the antenna array radiation patterns in absolute gain and phase, as it will be
discussed in Section 4.1.5.
The estimation of the EADFs from the measured radiation patterns in the presence of a varying
collective phase offset during calibration measurement is presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.2.1 a
measurement data model that incorporates a collective phase offset dependent on the measurement
position is introduced. An estimation algorithm (first published in [29]) that estimates both: the
EADFs and the phase offsets is proposed in Section 4.2.2. The algorithm performance is shown in
simulations and measurements in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively.
For three different types of antenna arrays, the 2D radiation patterns and EADFs obtained from
measurement are shown and discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1 Obtaining the Antenna Array Radiation Patterns from Measurement
Traditionally a network analyser together with a positioning system is used to measure the frequency
response of the antenna vs. the angle of arrival and vs. polarisation. A set of measurement points in
azimuth and elevation are recorded in one measurement cycle for horizontal polarisation (~eϕ) and in
a second cycle for vertical polarisation (~eθ). Demanding a high accuracy of the measured radiation
pattern increases the measurement time drastically. Furthermore, the calibration measurement time
for antenna arrays increases with the number of antenna elements. As a MIMO channel sounder
is based on a different measurement principle, as described in Chapter 2, the frequency responses
of all antenna elements can be obtained much faster. Consequently, the sounders described in
Section 2.3 will be used in the following.
The calibration of the radiation patterns in absolute gain and phase is of major importance, as
already mentioned in Chapter 3. Therefore, the calibration of the system including the polarimetric
reference horn antenna is required and will be discussed after introducing the measurement system
setup. Finally, the narrow band radiation patterns are obtained from the measurements of the well
calibrated measurement system.
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4.1.1 Measurement System Setup
The device components that are needed for the calibration are shown in Fig. 4.1. The RF signal
path is indicated by black lines and the control paths are indicated by blue and red lines. The entire
measurement system is controlled by a personal computer (PC). The receiver (Rx) is controlled
by Rx Ctr. and the transmitter (Tx) is controlled by Tx Ctr.. Furthermore, the PC controls the
positioning system (Section 4.1.2) and the switching of the Tx multiplexer (Tx Multiplexer (MUX)),
the Rx multiplexer (Rx MUX) and the multiplexer that is included in the antenna array to switch
between antennas 1 to MRx. To allow the measurement of both polarisations in one positioning
cycle, a dual polarised reference horn antenna is used. The Tx switching takes place between
horizontal polarisation (Tx1) and the vertical polarisation (Tx2).
To record the long term phase drift dependent on the measurement time, as observed in Section 2.3.4
(see also Appendix A.1), a reference channel between Tx3 and Rx2 is measured. Therefore, an
additional multiplexer at the Rx side (Rx MUX) that switches between the antenna array and
the reference channel is necessary. The cable used for the reference channel is a RF cable with
high phase stability. If such a reference channel does not exist an algorithmic solution for phase
correction is necessary (see Section 4.2).
At the receiver, the RF signal passes through the switched reference attenuator before the radio
frequency input (RF In). This controllable switched reference attenuator is used for the AGC
dependent back-to-back calibration (see Section 2.3.2) to measure the AGC dependent frequency
responses of the measurement system including all cables and multiplexers that are independent
of the antenna array under test. During the antenna array calibration measurement the switched
reference attenuator is set to 0 dB attenuation.
4.1.2 2D Antenna Positioning System
In most anechoic chambers two axis positioning systems are used to rotate the antenna under test
with respect to the angles ϕ and ϑ of the spherical coordinate system. The vertical rotation axis
seen in Fig. 4.2 (left) assures the rotation in co-elevation ϑ between 0◦ and 180◦, whereas the
horizontal axis assures the rotation in the azimuth ϕ between −180◦ and 180◦. The distance lc is
variable and has to be adjusted for every antenna array to place the centre of the antenna array
in the pivot point of the positioning system. The pivot point is characterised by the intersection
between the ϕ-rotation axis and the ϑ-rotation axis.
If the radiation pattern of a single antenna is measured, the direction of the main beam normally
corresponds to the direction of the ϕ-rotation axis. In this setup, the positioning system is in the
rear direction of the main beam to minimise the influence of parasitic reflections. For antenna
arrays, the alignment of the main beam of all radiation patterns in the same direction is normally
impossible. Especially in the case of circular or spherical antenna arrays, each antenna has a
different alignment. For example, calibrating a circular antenna usually means that the main beam
direction of the antenna is orthogonal to the ϕ-rotation axis.
In the previous section it was already mentioned that the phase stability of the entire RF system
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Fig. 4.1: Block diagram of the antenna array calibration measurement setup. The blue and red
lines indicate the control lines and black lines indicate the RF signal path.
is an important issue. As a bending of a RF cable always causes a change in phase, the cables with
high phase stability are fixed at the positioning system. At the rotation points of the positioning
system the RF cables are connected to RF rotary joints, which ensure a high phase stability during
rotation (see also Fig. 4.1).
4.1.3 Back-to-Back Calibration of the Measurement System
The back-to-back frequency response calibration procedure as described in Section 2.3.2 is applied.
The frequency responses of all cables and devices in the RF signal path, which are independent of
the antenna array under test have to be included in the back-to-back calibration. Two kinds of
back-to-back calibration setups are considered, in which the MUX is either included or excluded.
The first setup will be applied to determine the antenna radiation patterns of the reference horn
antenna (see Section 4.1.4). The multiplexer (MUX) used to switch between the horizontal and
vertical port is not part of the antenna module. Therefore, the radiation patterns of each antenna
port will be determined without any influence of RF cables or multiplexers, which are connected
after the antenna output. Using the dual polarised reference horn antenna at the Tx side this setup
results in M = 4 measured system frequency responses GSys( f ,mRx,mTx).
The second setup is used for measurement antenna arrays. As for measurement antenna arrays the
MUX is permanently connected to the antennas, the MUX of the antenna array under test is not
included in the back-to-back calibration. This means, the frequency responses of the MUX and all
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(a) Schematic of the 2D positioning system (b) Picture of the 2D positioning system
Fig. 4.2: Positioning system
RF cables until the MUX Out port of the antenna array will be a part of the frequency dependent
radiation patterns of the array under test. Consequently, only M = 2 back-to-back calibration
frequency responses will be obtained. For the vertical excitation at the Tx, the back-to-back
calibration data:
GSys( f ,q = v) = GSys( f ,mTx = 1) (4.1)
is obtained by connecting the cable from the vertical input of the Tx reference horn antenna with
the cable that is normally connected to the MUX Out of the Rx antenna array. For the horizontal
excitation at the Tx, the back-to-back calibration data:
GSys( f ,q = h) = GSys( f ,mTx = 2) (4.2)
is obtained by connecting the cable from the horizontal input of the Tx reference horn antenna with
the cable that is normally connected to the MUX Out of the Tx antenna array. This calibration
setup is used to determine the radiation patterns of measurement antenna arrays (see Section 4.1.5).
Note that Rx filter and Rx LNA characteristics, which may be included in the antenna array under
test should be included in the back-to-back calibration. The reason for this is that the filters and
LNAs are normally strongly frequency dependent. That means the narrow band radiation pattern
can not be deduced from measurement data that includes the LNA or filter characteristics.
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4.1.4 Calibration of the Dual Polarised Reference Horn Antenna
For the radiation pattern measurement of an antenna array under test, a reference antenna is
needed. The reference antenna should fulfil the following requirements:
1. two ports for the excitation of the vertical and horizontal electrical field
2. high cross polarisation discrimination (XPD) in the far field of the antenna for both excita-
tions (XPD≥ 40 dB)
3. same phase centre for both excitations
4. high gain in the main beam direction
5. low frequency dependence in the desired frequency band
To fulfil all these requirements a dual polarised horn antenna with a squared aperture is chosen (see
Fig. 4.3 (left)). Inside the horn, two slot antennas Fig. 4.3 (right) are used: slot 1 (S1) to excite
the horizontal electrical field and slot 2 (S2) to excite the vertical electrical field. To use this
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Fig. 4.3: Dual polarised reference horn antenna (produced by IRK Dresden) (left), Aperture of
the dual polarised horn antenna (right)
horn antenna as a reference antenna in the calibration of arbitrary antenna arrays, the complex
frequency responses in absolute gain and phase for both ports are required. To determine these
two frequency responses, the “two antenna method”, which requires two identical antennas will
be used. One horn is used as transmit antenna and one as receive antenna that is placed at the
positioning system. Both antennas are placed at the same height and aligned with a water meter.
The direction where the two apertures are in parallel is defined as ϕ = 0◦ and ϑ = 90◦. After this
alignment the two dimensional measurement of the Rx horn antenna is performed, which leads to
yS1S1( f ,ϕ,ϑ), yS1S2( f ,ϕ,ϑ), yS2S1( f ,ϕ,ϑ) and yS2S2( f ,ϕ,ϑ).
Let us first discuss the general behaviour of the dual polarised horn antenna. In Fig. 4.4 (left) the
narrow band radiation pattern (using equation 3.9) with respect to the azimuth angle (ϑ = 90◦)
is plotted, whereas in Fig. 4.4 (right) the radiation pattern with respect to the co-elevation angle
(ϕ = 0◦) is plotted. Furthermore, the XPD, which is defined as the ratio between the power of
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the co-polarised radiation pattern with polarisation q to the power of the radiation pattern with
cross-polarisation qx (e.g. q is horizontal and qx is vertical):
XPD(ϕ,ϑ,m) = 10 · log10
(
|b(ϕ,ϑ,q = q,m)|2
|b(ϕ,ϑ,q = qx,m)|2
)
[dB] , (4.3)
is calculated for both slot antennas from the 2D measurement data. In Fig. 4.5 the XPDs of slot
1 (left) and slot 2 (right) are shown with respect to azimuth and co-elevation. The polarisation
characteristics of both slots are different. The maximum XPD in both cases is around 60 dB, but
can not be achieved for the same direction for both slots. Therefore, the direction ϕ = 0◦ and
ϑ = 90◦ is chosen as the reference direction. For this direction the XPD of slot 1 (horizontal) is
around 43 dB, whereas the XPD of slot 2 (vertical) is around 41 dB.
Finally, for the calibration of channel measurement antenna arrays one of these horn antennas
is used as a reference antenna. The antenna array under test is placed in the direction ϕ = 0◦,
ϑ = 90◦ of the horn antenna. To exclude the characteristic of the reference antenna, the two
frequency responses bRef( f ,q= h) = b( f ,ϕ = 0◦,ϑ= 90◦)S1 and bRef( f ,q = v) = b( f ,ϕ= 0◦,ϑ= 90◦)S2
are required. Applying the “two antenna method”, the frequency responses of slot 1 and slot 2 are
defined as:
b( f ,ϕ = 0◦,ϑ = 90◦)S1 =
√
y( f )S1S1 ·4pi · τ · f · ej·2pi·f·τ
GSys( f ,mRx = 1,mTx = 1) (4.4)
and
b( f ,ϕ = 0◦,ϑ = 90◦)S2 =
√
y( f )S2S2 ·4pi · τ · f · ej·2pi·f·τ
GSys( f ,mRx = 2,mTx = 2) , (4.5)
where τ is the delay due to the distance between Tx horn antenna and Rx horn antenna. In Fig. 4.6
(left) the magnitudes of b( f ,ϕ = 0◦,ϑ = 90◦)S1 and b( f ,ϕ = 0◦,ϑ = 90◦)S2 are shown in dBi. Due to
the design of the dual polarised horn a gain difference of almost 2 dB can be observed. Furthermore,
a difference in phase exists, since the feeds of the two slot antennas are of different lengths.
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Fig. 4.4: Gains of the dual polarised reference horn antenna in azimuth (left), gains of the dual
polarised reference horn antenna in co-elevation (right)
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4.1.5 Calibration of Channel Measurement Antenna Arrays
The measurement setup described in Section 4.1.1 will be applied. The reference horn antenna that
is calibrated as described in the previous section is used. To calculate the narrow band radiation
patterns, the measurements y( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) are corrected by the system frequency responses of the
corresponding Tx channel GSys( f ,q = h) or GSys( f ,q = v), the frequency responses of the horn
antenna for horizontal or vertical polarisation bRef( f ,q), and the normalised frequency response of
the reference channel between Tx3 and Rx2. The normalised frequency response of the reference
channel is defined as the ratio between the measured frequency response of the reference channel
y( f ,ϕ,ϑ)Tx3Rx2 at the first measurement position (ϕ = ϕ1, ϑ = ϑ1) and the frequency response of
the reference channel at the measurment position to correct (ϕ, ϑ). Based on the equations (3.9)
and (3.8), the narrow band radiation patterns are defined as:
b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m) = 1
B
f0−B/2∫
f0−B/2
y( f ,ϕ,ϑ,q,m) ·4pi · f · τ(l) · ej·2pi· f ·τ(l)
GSys( f ,q) ·bRef( f ,q) ·
y( f ,ϕ1,ϑ1)Tx3Rx2
y( f ,ϕ,ϑ)Tx3Rx2 d f . (4.6)
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4.2 Estimation of EADFs from Measured Radiation Patterns
For a precise determination of the EADFs from measured radiation patterns, phase and amplitude
of the measurement system have to be stable in all required measurement positions in azimuth and
co-elevation over the entire measurement time. Therefore, in the previous section the recorded data
of a reference channel was used to correct the measured radiation patterns for the long term phase
drift of the channel sounder.
The measurement of a reference channel is in some cases not possible with channel sounding,
since transmitter and receiver of the sounder are not necessarily positioned close to each other
(e.g. free field calibration). Apart from the long term phase drift of the measurement system (see
Section 2.3.4), cable bending and eccentric antenna positioning may result in a collective phase
change for all measured antennas dependent on the measurement position. The collective phase
change over the calibration measurement time is a major source of error in the estimation of the
EADFs from measurement data. Consequently, an algorithm is needed to estimate both the EADFs
and the collective phase change.
4.2.1 Data Model of the Measured Radiation Patterns Including a Collective Phase
Change
The data model of the narrow band radiation patterns of an antenna array as described in Chapter
3 will be extended in the following. Furthermore, the influence of the collective phase change on
the EADFs, which are directly calculated from measurement data, is shown. An Uniform Circular
Array (UCA) with 8 antenna elements is used as an example.
Only the one-dimensional (1D) radiation patterns dependent on the azimuth angle ϕ for a constant
co-elevation ϑ = 90◦ are taken into account, but model and algorithm can be extended to the two
dimensional case (azimuth and co-elevation).
In equation (3.12) the sampled narrow band radiation patterns derived from measurement are only
affected by the measurement noise. Additionally to the measurement noise the error free radiation
patterns b[M×1]
(
ϕnϕ
)
are affected by the collective phase offset εnϕ at the measurement position nϕ.
This gives the extended model of the M narrow band radiation patterns:
˜b
(
ϕnϕ
)
= ej·εnϕ ·b(ϕnϕ)+n, (4.7)
where the vector n[M×1] denotes the measurement noise vector (independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian in real and imaginary part (eqn. (E.3))). From eqn. (4.7) it can be seen that the
phase term ej·εnϕ is assumed to be constant for all antennas M at one position nϕ. This assumption
is acceptable due to the fact that the long term phase drift is a slow process compared to the much
shorter switching time. Also the cable bending and the eccentric positioning results in collective
phase offset only.
Again, the radiation pattern is measured in the range between ϕ1 =−Nϕ2 ·∆ϕ and ϕNϕ = (
Nϕ
2 −1) ·∆ϕ.
Nϕ is the total number of measurement points and ∆ϕ = 2·piNϕ is the measurement grid in azimuth.
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This gives the matrix of the measured radiation patterns ˜B[M×Nϕ] and the matrix of the error free
radiation patterns B[M×Nϕ]. Using the definition of the EADF, B can be expressed as:
B = Γ[M×Lϕ] ·DHϕ , (4.8)
where Γ includes the EADFs of all antenna elements, Dϕ (equation (3.21)) is the transformation
matrix in azimuth, and Lϕ is the effective number of samples in the aperture domain. To include
the phase drift in the model, the phase drift matrix is defined as:
P[Nϕ×Nϕ] =

ej·ε1 0 0
0 . . . 0
0 0 ej·εNϕ
 , (4.9)
which gives:
˜B = Γ ·DHϕ ·P+N, (4.10)
where N is the noise matrix.
In the following an UCA with M = 8 omni directional elements is used to demonstrate the influence
of collective phase change on the calculated EADF without correction. The radius of the array is
chosen as ropt as described in [9]. Assuming antennas with a gain of 1 in all directions, the radiation
pattern of the single element m is defined as:
b(ϕ,m) = e−j2pi·
ropt
λ ·cos(ϕ−m·ϕ0), (4.11)
where ϕ0 = 2piM is the angular distance between two elements of a circular array. The measurement
grid in azimuth ∆ϕ is set to 1 degree. Further, the SNR is defined as the ratio between the mean
power over all antennas and measurement positions in B, and the variance σ2.
In the following, two cases are shown, assuming a SNR of 40 dB. In case 1, the radiation patterns are
only effected by measurement noise while the collective phase offset was set to zero for all angles. In
case 2, realistic collective phase offsets are applied (see Fig. 4.7 (left)). The collective phase offsets
in case 2 are a superposition of a measured long term phase drift (from a calibration measurement
using a reference channel) and a sinusoidal phase with an amplitude of 20 degree caused by an
eccentric positioning of the antenna array (at 5.2 GHz about 3 mm). Direct application of the
transformation to the measurement data gives the following estimates of the EADFs:
ˆ =
1
Nϕ
· ˜B ·Dϕ. (4.12)
In Fig. 4.7 (right) the absolute values of all EADFs of both cases are shown. In case 2, the EADFs
are distorted by the collective phase offsets. By applying the inverse transformation (eqn. (3.31))
to these EADFs (eqn. 4.12), the accuracy of the reconstructed radiation patterns is 20 dB less than
for case 1.
These results show that it is necessary to determine the collective and unknown phase offsets
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by direct measurement or by an estimation algorithm for a correction of the measured radiation
patterns.
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4.2.2 EADF Estimation Algorithm
In the following an iterative algorithm is presented that is based on a non linear least squares
algorithm (Levenberg-Marquardt [100]). The fundamental assumption of this algorithm is that the
phase does not change during the measurement of all antennas M at the measurement position nϕ.
If this assumption is not applicable, application of the algorithm will lead to an ill-posed estimation
problem due to the large number of unknown values.
Based on (4.10) the following cost function has to be minimised:
χ
(
˜B,Φ
)
=
∥∥vec{ ˜B}− s(Φ)∥∥2F (4.13)
with the estimation:
s(Φ) = vec
{
ˆ ·DHϕ · ˆP
}
, (4.14)
where Φ is the vector which includes the parameters that have to be optimised. This vector is
composed of two parts, the first is the parameter vector of the non linear part of the model i.e. the
unknown phase terms Ψ = [ε1 . . .εNϕ ] and the second is the parameter vector of the linear part of
the model. These are the real and imaginary part of the EADFs Γ. This means Φ is definded as:
Φ[1×(Nϕ+2·Lϕ·A)] =
[
Ψ vec{ℜ{ }}T vec{ℑ{ }}T
]
. (4.15)
The algorithm that estimates the parameters of (4.15) is explained in the following. The flow chart
of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.8. In the flow chart two iterative processes can be distinguished.
In the outer, the width Lϕ in the aperture domain is changed. Here the initial value Lϕini is set
to half of the 20 dB width of the mean magnitude of the EADFs (4.12) of all antennas M. In the
inner iterative process the estimation result of (4.15) is improved with every iteration i by using the
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Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for a fixed number Lϕ. The unknown phases Ψ are initialised with
zero at the beginning of the estimation process. For every new width Lϕ the EADFs are initialised
with:
ˆΓLϕ,1 =
1
Nϕ
· ˜BR1 ·PH(ΨLϕ,1) ·Dϕ, (4.16)
where ˜BR1 is one realisation of the measured radiation patterns. For i larger than one, the EADFs
are optimised by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. To calculate the parameter vector ΦLϕ,i+1
that will minimise the cost function in the iteration i+1, the following matrices must be calculated:
the Jacobian matrix with the first derivatives:
JLϕ,i =
∂s
∂Φ , (4.17)
and the approximation of the second derivatives, the Hessian:
HLϕ,i = 2 ·ℜ
{
JHLϕ,i ·JLϕ,i
}
. (4.18)
With the residual after subtraction of the current estimation s(ΦLϕ,i):
rLϕ,i = vec
{
˜BR1
}− s(ΦLϕ,i) (4.19)
the gradient is given by:
gLϕ,i = 2 ·ℜ
{
JHLϕ,i · rLϕ,i
}
. (4.20)
The gradient is used to calculate the change ∆Φ (see Fig. 4.8), which is necessary to reach the
minimum of the cost function. For λLϕ,i equal to zero the algorithm is identical to the Gauss-
Newton algorithm, which converges faster close to the minimum of the cost function. For values of
λLϕ,i larger than zero the step size will be reduced (Steepest descent algorithm). For the iteration
i = 1, λLϕ,i=1 is set to the maximum in the hessian matrix, since the convergence radius of the
Gauss-Newton algorithm is possibly not reached. To decide whether or not the algorithm did find
the direction to the minimum, the error of the current estimation result is defined as:
ζLϕ,i = χ( ˜BR2,ΦLϕ,i), (4.21)
where ˜BR2 is a second realisation of the measured radiation pattern, which is used here to make
sure that the algorithm does not fit the parameters to the noise. If the error (4.21) is decreasing in
the course of the iteration process, the λLϕ,i will be reduced by a factor of four for the next iteration
i+1. Furthermore, Jacobian, Hessian and gradient will be updated with the improved ΦLϕ,i+1. If
the error (4.21) increases, λLϕ,i is multiplied with 8 for the next iteration and an update of the
Jacobian, Hessian, and the gradient is not necessary. The iteration in the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is aborted, if consecutive 15 iterations (Steepest Descent) did not improve the estimation
result. From the result of the Lϕth Levenberg-Marquardt step, the reconstruction error ηLϕ (see
Fig. 4.8) is calculated and the next iteration with the width Lϕ + 2 is initialised with estimated
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phases ΨLϕ,i. The convergence of the outer loop is reached at the first point of inflexion of η.
Now the algorithm is applied to the example described in Section 4.2.1. In Fig. 4.9 (left) the
reconstruction error ηUncorrected of the uncorrected measurement data using equation 4.12, the error
ηEst of the described algorithm is plotted. Additionally, the error of the corrected measurement
data ηCorrected, using the estimation result ˆΨ to correct the measurement data ˜B1, with respect to
the aperture size Lϕ is shown. Since the SNR of samples in the aperture domain is decreasing with
increasing frequency
∣∣µϕ∣∣, the error of the estimated phases is increasing with a larger width Lϕ
(see Fig. 4.9 (right)). The estimation result of the outer loop with Lϕfin− 2 is considered as the
final result, since at the point of inflexion with aperture size Lϕfin the estimation results are already
degraded. In most cases the minimum of the standard deviation σΨLϕ−Ψ of the estimation error
ΨLϕ −Ψ with respect to Lϕ, where Ψ is the simulated collective phase offsets, was also found with
Lϕfin−2.
4.2.3 Algorithm performance dependent on SNR and number of elements
In the following, the influence of the measurement SNR and the number of antenna elements M on
the performance of the proposed EADF estimation algorithm is discussed. The simulated phases Ψ
are the same as in the previous sections. In Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, an antenna array with
M = 8 omni directional antennas was used and the SNR was set to 40 dB. As the estimation result
is dependent on the SNR, the algorithm is applied to SNRs between 10 and 40 dB, using the same
8-element UCA. Figure 4.10 (left) shows the standard deviation of the error of the estimated phase
drift vs. Lϕ. Parameter is the SNR. In the figure the line with black crosses indicates the aperture
sizes Lϕfin−2 with the most reliable estimation result of the phase drift dependent on the simulated
SNRs. With an increasing SNR more samples in the aperture domain are taken into account for a
reliable estimation result with a lower standard deviation of the estimation error.
Furthermore, four different UCAs (4.11) with 2, 4, 6, and 8 antenna elements are simulated. In
Fig. 4.10 (right) the standard deviation of the error of the estimated phase drift σ
ˆΨ−Ψ is plotted.
For low SNRs the best performance can be achieved with a higher number of elements, whereas for
high SNRs the standard deviation is almost independent from the number of antenna elements.
4.2.4 Measurement Example
In the following the algorithm is applied to antenna array calibration measurement data. The used
antenna array is the PUCPAx2x1x24. From the calibration measurement also the recorded data of
a reference channel is available.
Figure 4.11 (left) shows the reconstruction error η as function of Lϕ when applying the EADF
estimation algorithm for correction (Corrected Est.), when calculating the EADF directly from
the measured radiation patterns without correction (Uncorrected), and when using the data of
the measured reference channel for correction (Reference Channel). In case that the EADF
estimation algorithm or the reference channel is used for correction the reconstruction error is
around 10 dB lower then in the uncorrected case. This is also obvious from the calculated EADFs
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in Fig. 4.11 (right), the noise power in the Corrected Est. case being around 10 dB lower than
in the Uncorrected case.
4.2.5 Conclusion on EADF Estimation Algorithm
The proposed algorithm estimates the efficient representation of the polarimetric antenna responses
of an antenna array, the EADF, and corrects for the collective phase offsets caused by imperfections
of the measurement system. The performance of the algorithm is shown as a function of the
measurement SNR and the number of antenna elements. Finally, the algorithm was applied to
antenna array calibration measurement data. It is shown that the accuracy of the calculated
antenna model (EADFs) is drastically improved by the proposed correction for the collective phase
offsets.
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4.3 Measured Radiation Patterns and EADFs of Different Array Types
This section emphasis that the knowledge of the full polarimetric 2D radiation patterns of all an-
tennas of an measurement array are required for experimental channel characterisation. Note that
commonly only azimuth cuts (e.g. const. co-elevation ϑ = 90◦) or co-elevation cuts (e.g. const.
azimuth ϕ = 0◦) for a single polarisation are used in several publications related to this research
field. The following results are also necessary for the interpretation of the results in Chapter 6 and
7.
The measured radiation patterns, EADFs and XPDs for one “single polarised” antenna array
(UCAx1x1x16) and two polarimetric antenna arrays (SPUCPAx2x4x24, PULPAx2x1x8)
are discussed. In case of the “single polarised” array, only one antenna element is chosen, whereas
for the polarimetric arrays, one element with vertical preferred polarisation and one element with
horizontal preferred polarisation are taken into account. The phase corrected measured horizontal
radiation pattern ˜B(q= h,m) and vertical radiation pattern ˜B(q= v,m) of each antenna element will
be shown. The radiation patterns and EADFs are normalised to the maximum gain of all antenna
elements and all polarisations in the array. The colour in the following surface plots indicates the
magnitude in dB.
Note that all antenna arrays which are used in this thesis are briefly classified based on general
parameters such as maximum gain, mean gain, mean XPD, 3 dB beam width and EADF related
parameters in Appendix C.
4.3.1 “Single Polarised”Antenna Array UCAx1x1x16
This antenna array was constructed to measure the characteristics of the mobile radio channel with
respect to the vertical polarised incoming wave. The antenna elements were designed as vertical
monopoles, which should only receive the power of the vertical polarised electrical field.
In Fig. 4.12 the results of the first element m = 1 are shown with respect to the radiation patterns,
EADFs and the XPD. The element is located in the direction of 0◦ azimuth. It is obvious that the
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total received power for horizontal excitation (Fig. 4.12(a)) and vertical excitation (Fig. 4.12(c)) do
not differ that much. Only in a small region around the main beam direction (x-axis) of ˜B(q= v,1),
the received horizontal polarised power is low, which results in a high XPD for these directions.
Analysing the XPD of the antenna element with respect to azimuth angle and co-elevation angle,
it can be seen that in most cases the probability to receive both polarisation with equal power
(XPD=0 dB) is rather high.
For the EADFs it can be observed that most of the signal energy is concentrated in the aperture
frequency range |µϑ| ≤ 10 and
∣∣µϕ∣∣≤ 10 for both polarisations (Fig. 4.12(b), Fig. 4.12(d)). For the
vertical case, signal energy can be identified even for higher aperture frequencies µϕ in the azimuth
aperture. This is basically related to the coupling to the adjacent elements, which is higher in case
of the vertical polarisation. Due to parasitic reflections at the positioning system signal energy can
be also found for higher aperture frequencies in the co-elevation aperture µϑ. This energy, which is
around 20 dB lower compared to the centred area, actually defines the accuracy of the measured
radiation patterns. The accuracy topic is discussed in chapter 7, which analyses the different error
sources during calibration measurement and the impact on the accuracy on the antenna model
used.
In conclusion this antenna array can not be assumed as“vertical array”! Consequently, the radiation
patterns ˜B(q= h,m) for horizontal excitation need to be taken into account in every signal processing
algorithm, which analyses the structure of real world mobile radio channels. More details of this
topic are discussed in chapter 7 Section 7.2.2.
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Fig. 4.12: Magnitude of the radiation patterns, EADFs for the polarisation excitations q = h and
q = v and XPD of the first element m = 1 of the UCAx1x1x16
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4.3.2 Polarimetric Antenna Array SPUCPAx2x4x24
The element m = 3 for vertical preferred polarisation and the element m= 4 for horizontal preferred
polarisation of the SPUCPAx2x4x24 are discussed. Both antenna elements are located in the
third ring (starting from -z) and pointing in the direction of 0◦ azimuth.
Observing the corresponding radiation patterns (Figures 4.15(a), 4.15(c), 4.15(e) ,4.15(g)), it is
obvious that the received power in the cross polarisation is mostly lower at least in contrast to the
previous discussed monopole array. Furthermore, the radiation patterns are affected by the coupling
to the elements located in the other rings. Due to constructive and de-constructive super position
of the interfering wave fields of the neighbouring elements, the radiation pattern results have several
ripples. The influence of the coupling seems to be higher in case of the vertical excitation. This
behaviour can be also observed in the EADFs (Figures 4.15(b), 4.15(d), 4.15(f) ,4.15(h)) of the
elements, where the energy spread in the EADFs for vertical excitation in the co-elevation aperture
is larger compared to the horizontal excitation.
Again the parasitic reflections at the positioning system result in signal energy for the higher co-
elevation aperture frequencies |µϑ|. Nevertheless, the total amount of this energy is lower compared
to the monopole array.
Even if the mean XPD (Compare table C.1) is higher than in the case of the UCA1x1x16, only
a limited region in azimuth and co-elevation can achieve a high XPD (Figures 4.13(a), 4.13(b)).
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Fig. 4.13: Cross polarisation discrimination of the elements m = 4 (horizontal preferred polarisa-
tion) and m = 3 (vertical preferred polarisation) of the SPUCPAx2x4x24
4.3.3 Polarimetric Antenna Array PULPAx2x1x8
For the polarimetric uniform linear array, element m = 7 for horizontal preferred polarisation and
element m= 8 for vertical preferred polarisation are discussed. These elements are two of the closest
elements to the centre of the array.
From the co-polarised radiation patterns (Figures 4.16(a), 4.16(g)) it can be seen, that the forward
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to backward ratio is around -10 dB to -30 dB. This value is of major importance, since there
always exist an ambiguity between the back side (ϕ = 90◦ . . .270◦) and front side (ϕ =−90◦ . . .90◦)
in case of the array. From table C.1 and the shown radiation patterns it can be seen that the 3 dB
beam width in co-elevation is around 40◦ to 65◦. In case of the cross-polarised radiation patterns
(Figures 4.16(c), 4.16(e)) it is obvious that the antenna array receives cross polarised waves mostly
in the direction towards the poles of the spherical coordinate system. Only in a small range of
ϑ = 90◦± 15◦ the received cross-polarised power is quite low and almost uniformly distributed in
azimuth.
High XPD in a large azimuth range can be only achieved for co-elevation angles of ϑ = 90◦.
The signal energy in the EADFs (Figures 4.16(a),4.16(c), 4.16(g), 4.16(e)) is more concentrated
than in case of the other arrays (around µϑ =±5 and µϕ =±5). The reason for that can be found
in the position of the discussed elements (m = 7, m = 8), which is close to the rotation centre.
From the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that the full polarimetric 2D antenna
radiation patterns are required also in case of a uniform linear array. However, especially for
this type of antenna array commonly only azimuth cuts of the radiation patterns are used for
experimental channel characterisation. The consequences of the usage of such a simplified data
model will be discussed in Chapter 7 Section 7.2.2.
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Fig. 4.14: Cross polarisation discrimination of the elements m = 7 (horizontal preferred polarisa-
tion) and m = 8 (vertical preferred polarisation)) of the PULPAx2x1x8
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Fig. 4.15: Magnitude of radiation patterns (left) and EADFs (right) of the elements m = 4 (hori-
zontal preferred polarisation) and m= 3 (vertical preferred polarisation) of the SPUCPAx2x4x24
for the excitations q = h and q = v
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Fig. 4.16: Magnitude of radiation patterns (left) and EADFs (right) of the elements m = 7 (hor-
izontal preferred polarisation) and m = 8 (vertical preferred polarisation) of the PULPAx2x1x8
for the excitations q = h and q = v
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5. CHANNEL MODELLING AND PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
This chapter deals with the model of the wave propagation and the estimation of the model param-
eters applying the RIMAX algorithm. Furthermore, the limitations of the introduced radio channel
model are briefly highlighted.
The wave propagation between transmitter and receiver is described by a simplified radio channel
model. Propagation phenomena such as specular reflections and diffuse scattering is taken into
account and will be described by a limited number of parameters (e.g. DoD, DoA, TDoA). As
this simplified radio channel model is not applicable for parameter estimation a notation for the
measured observations of the radio channel including the measurement system and the practical
antenna arrays is presented. The estimation of the parameters of the radio channel based on mea-
sured observations with the gradient based ML algorithm RIMAX is briefly introduced. For better
understanding of the algorithm and for the sake of simplicity only key aspects are presented. Since
every model has its limitations, the drawbacks of the applied model are highlighted.
In Section 5.1 the model of the wave propagation in the radio channel comprising the specular (SC)
and dense multipath components (DMC) is discussed. The theory of the RIMAX algorithm to
estimate the radio channel model parameters is briefly summarised in Section 5.2. The drawbacks
of the applied model are discussed in Section 5.3.
5.1 Radio Channel Model
The most widely accepted data model for high-resolution channel parameter estimation is based
on a ray optical understanding of the propagation phenomena. Propagation paths are modelled by
planar wave fronts. This is motivated by the idea of specular reflections at smooth surfaces, assum-
ing frequency independent reflection coefficients in the bandwidth used. A white noise component
is usually added to model the influence of receiver noise. However, the propagation in a real envi-
ronment is continuous in nature and can not only be described by discrete components. It is well
known that wave propagation phenomena also comprise diffuse scattered components [101]. Their
contribution varies depending on the complexity of the propagation environment. Diffuse scattered
components may be almost negligible in macro-cell Line of Sight (LoS) scenarios, but they can even
dominate the propagation characteristic in complicated environments such as factory halls. While
the electromagnetic background of diffuse scattering is already well understood and there are also
various attempts to include diffuse scattered components into deterministic channel models [43, 45],
its influence is widely neglected in high-resolution parameter estimation from sounding measure-
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ments ([58, 60, 61, 72]). But, neglecting these scattered components will have a detrimental effect
on the performance of the parameter estimation procedure. Therefore, a data model is introduced
comprising two components, which can be handled separately throughout the estimation procedure
[2, 30, 62].
The first component is considered as being deterministic and results from a limited number of
specular reflections. It is also called SC or the structural part of the model since it has a clear
geometric interpretation.
The second component, the DMC are assumed as dense/diffuse component that is stochastic in na-
ture and can not be resolved as SC by the measurement device. It is assumed that the dense/diffuse
component results from distributed diffuse scattering as it occurs in a complicated, multipath rich
environment. In other words, the diffuse/dense component is considered as the contribution from
multiple interactions between different reflection and scattering points. A motivation for the exis-
tence of DMC was given from Andreas Richter in [62] as follows: ”On every crossing between
two propagation media, where the relative electric or magnetic permeability changes,
a propagating wave is subdivided into parts. A part of the waves travels into the other
medium, and another part is reflected or scattered. The probability that a scattered
wave reaches the receiver is generally higher than the probability that a reflected wave
reaches it. This is because a reflection requires a sufficiently large object with a re-
flecting surface, and if the reflection occurs it can only reach the receiver if the angles
of incidence and the angle of reflection are appropriate to reach the next reflector or
the receive antenna. Altogether the amount of specular (discrete/concentrated) prop-
agation paths in a scenario is relatively small but their contribution to the total power
transferred from the transmit antenna to the receive antenna is usually dominating
the transmission. Although the contribution to the received power of a single scattered
wave is small compared to the contribution of a reflected wave, the contribution of all
scattered waves together reaching the receiver is significant due to their large number.”
For example, a MIMO channel sounder having a measurement bandwidth of 120 MHz has a spatial
resolution around 2.5 m, which corresponds to 43 wavelengths at 5.2 GHz. Thus, a big number
of superimposed diffused components can be expected in each observed delay-bin. The power of
the individual components reaching the receiver within the time interval between two delay-bins is
strongly determined by the free space attenuation, which is approximately constant over this time
interval. Thus, it can be assumed that the superimposed components in one complex delay-bin have
approximately the same power. However, the phase of each component is due to the large difference
in terms of the wavelength between their path lengths, approximately uniformly distributed within
the time interval between two delay-bins. This means, that based on the central limit theorem it
can be assumed that the contribution of the DMC to the observed CIR at one complex delay-bin
can be modelled by an i.i.d. Gaussian process in real and imaginary part ([62]).
5.1.1 The Specular Path Model (SC)
The specular components are described by the R = 6 structural parameters DoD ϕTx,ϑTx (azimuth
and co-elevation), TDoA τ, Doppler-shift α, and DoA ϕRx,ϑRx. In the discrete angular-delay
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Doppler domain the SC are described by a superposition of K R-dimensional Dirac functions,
weighted by a 2×2 complex polarimetric path weight matrix of components γxy,k, where the indices
x,y indicate horizontal or vertical polarisation at Tx and Rx respectively:
Hδ(α,τ,ϑRx,ϕRx,ϑTx,ϕTx) =
K
∑
k=1
[
γhh,k γvh,k
γhv,k γvv,k
]
{δ(α−αk) ·δ(τ− τk) ·
δ(ϕRx−ϕRx,k) ·δ(ϑRx−ϑRx,k) ·δ(ϕTx−ϕTx,k) ·δ(ϑTx−ϑTx,k)}
(5.1)
with its Fourier transformed counterpart:
He(α,τ,ϑRx,ϕRx,ϑTx,ϕTx) =
K
∑
k=1
{[
γhh,k γvh,k
γhv,k γvv,k
]
e− j2pitαk · e− j2pi f τk ·
e− j2pisRxϕRx,k · e− j2pisTxϑRx,k · e− j2pilTxϕTx,k · e− j2pilTxϑTx,k
}
. (5.2)
The last equation shows that the estimation of the structural parameters is essentially a multidi-
mensional harmonic retrieval problem. While Doppler-shift α and TDoA τ are clearly related to
the observed aperture variables (t and f ) in time and frequency domain, the Fourier transform
of the DoD/DoA parameters is not directly related to the physical antenna array aperture. For
this a further geometrical transformation would be needed, which will depend on the specific array
architecture. This transformation step is omitted here, since it can be avoided by relying on the
proposed antenna model the EADF (Section 3.3) that corresponds to the Fourier transform of the
angular domain. Hence, its dimensions sTx/Rx, lTx/Rx are not uniquely defined in a physical sense
but are related to the geometrical dimensions of the respective antenna array.
The geometrical definition of the specular path data model (eqn. 5.1) is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. For
the sake of simplicity, the DoD/DoA definitions are independent and related to the local coordinate
systems of the respective Tx/Rx arrays. Note that this specular path model has to be considered
as instantaneous which means it is specific for one time instant only and may be slowly changing
with time when the objects of the scenario are moving.
Combining the Radio Channel Model with the Model of the Measurement System
The data model of eqn. (5.1) and eqn. (5.2) is not directly applicable for parameter estimation.
For this a more concise vector/matrix-notation is needed. The condensed parameter vector θk:
θk = [αk,τk,ϕTx,k,ϑTx,k,ϕRx,k,ϑRx,k,γhh,k,γhv,k,γvh,k,γvv,k] (5.3)
contains 14 real-valued unknowns describing the six structural parameters and four complex path
weight parameters of any propagation path. The observable channel response s(θk) in the multidi-
mensional aperture domain is defined by the limited observation time, finite bandwidth, and finite
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(effective) antenna apertures:
s(θk) = γhh,k ·Ghh ·a(µk)+ γhv,k ·Ghv ·a(µk)
+γvh,k ·Gvh ·a(µk)+ γvv,k ·Gvv ·a(µk) (5.4)
The sampled channel response is arranged in vectors as:
a(µk) = a(µ
(R)
k )⊗a(µ(R−1)k )⊗·· ·⊗a(µ(1)k ) (5.5)
where the a(µ(i)k ) are complex exponentials resulting from Fourier transform of (eqn. 5.1) and the µ
(i)
k
are the normalised structural path parameters, which are related to their physical counterparts by
a unique projection µ(1) = f (α), µ(2) = f (τ), µ(3) = f (ϕTx), µ(4) = f (ϑTx), µ(5) = f (ϕRx), µ(6) = f (ϑRx)
and a proper normalisation to the respective aperture size, e.g. frequency bandwidth in case of
µ(2). The linear projector matrices Gxy for the transmit polarisation x and receive polarisation y
describe the measurement system response, which is composed of the Kronecker products of Doppler
G(1) = Gt , frequency G(2) = G f and spatial responses G(3,4) = Gx and G(5,6) = Gy, respectively.
xTx
yTx
zTx
xRx
yRx
zRx
~eRx
~eTx
τ
ϕTx ϕRx
ϑTx ϑRx
RxTx
Fig. 5.1: Multidimensional specular components data model.
While the frequency response is represented by a diagonal matrix and the Doppler response is
simply an identity matrix, the spatial responses are described by the EADFs of the antenna array
elements. The corresponding data dimensions d = 1...4 are spanned by the Mt Doppler samples,
M f frequency samples, MTx transmit antennas (spatial samples at Tx), and MRx receive antennas
(spatial samples at Rx).
Reconsidering eqn. (3.31), the matrix Γ(q) corresponds to Gx or Gy at Tx or Rx respectively. Note
that these spatial responses Gx and Gy are related to one data dimension d, while depending on two
structural parameters (ϕ,ϑ). The matrices Gx or Gy can not be written as the Kronecker product
of two linear projection matrices Gxϕ and Gxϑ (see equations (3.30) and (3.31)). This means the
parameter dimensions corresponding to azimuth ϕ and co-elevation ϑ at Tx or Rx can not be
handled separately.
For parameter estimation another notation of s(θk) applying the basis functions Bd of the data
dimensions Doppler d = 1 with Mt samples:
B1(µ
(1)
k )
[Mt×1] = Bt(αk) = G(1) ·a(µ(1)k ) (5.6)
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frequency d = 2 with M f samples:
B[M f×1]2 (µ
(2)
k ) = B f (τk) = G
(2) ·a(µ(2)k ) (5.7)
Tx antenna ports d = 3 with MTx samples:
B[MTx×2]3 (µ
(3,4)
k ) = BTx(ϕTx,k,ϑRx,k) = [G
(3,4)
h ·a(µ(3,4)k ) G(3,4)v ·a(µ(3,4)k )]
with a(µ(3,4)k ) = a(µ
(4)
k )⊗a(µ(3)k )
(5.8)
and Rx antenna ports d = 4 with MRx samples:
B[MRx×2]4 (µ
(5,6)
k ) = BRx(ϕRx,k,ϑRx,k) = [G
(5,6)
h ·a(µ(5,6)k ) G(5,6)v ·a(µ(5,6)k )]
with a(µ(5,6)k ) = a(µ
(6)
k )⊗a(µ(5)k )
(5.9)
will be used as follows:
s(θk) = [B4(µ(5,6)k )⊗B3(µ(3,4)k )⊗B2(µ(2)k )⊗B1(µ(1))] · [γhh,k γhv,k γvh,k γvv,k]T
= [BRx(ϕRx,k,ϑRx,k)⊗BTx(ϕTx,k,ϑTx,k)⊗B f (τk)⊗Bt(αk)] · [γhh,k γhv,k γvh,k γvv,k]T
= B(µk) · γk.
(5.10)
The basis functions in case of the spatial dimensions correspond to the complex polarimetric ra-
diation patterns of the antenna arrays. Finally, the contribution of all specular paths K with the
parameters:
θSC = [θ1 . . . θK ] (5.11)
can be written as:
s(θSC) =
K
∑
k=1
s(θk). (5.12)
5.1.2 The Dense Multipath Model (DMC)
From many observations of measured channel responses, an exponential decaying data model is
defined to represent the dense multipath components in the delay (correlation) domain ψ(τ) with
its corresponding power density function Ψ( f ) in the frequency domain. The parameter vector
θDMC is composed of the parameters Bd, τd, α1, which are the coherence bandwidth, base delay and
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maximum power respectively:
ψ(τ) = E{|h(τ)|2}=

0 τ < τd
α1 · 12 τ = τd
α1 · e−Bd(τ−τd) τ > τd

b
r
F
Ψ( f ) = α1
(Bd + j2pi f ) · e
− j2pi f τd (5.13)
where E{|h(τ)|2} corresponds to the expectation value of the DMC channel impulse responses. At
the first glance, this model implies infinite bandwidth. However, the data are observed only within
the finite bandwidth of the measurement system used. This is actually a very important issue
since it warrants the dense multipath model as discussed above. This modelling approach requires
that the contribution to any delay-bin consist of a superposition of a reasonable number of dense
components. That can be justified only by a limited bandwidth. The finite bandwidth influence
and additional stationary noise component α0 is also shown in Fig. 5.2 by using an example.
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Fig. 5.2: Dense multipath model in the delay time domain
5.2 Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimator RIMAX
Various algorithms have been proposed for high-resolution multidimensional parameter estimation
in channel sounding including the multidimensional Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [90], and an appli-
cation of the SAGE algorithm [60], which is essentially an Expectation Maximisation (EM)-based
simplified ML parameter estimation procedure [102]. The algorithm proposed in [60] can also be
understood as an application of the alternating projection algorithm [103], since the multidimen-
sional search is broken down into sequential one-dimensional coordinate wise searches. Both classes
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of algorithm are subjected to different model assumptions and underlying conceptual restrictions
including applicability to certain antenna array architectures, calculation time in terms of conver-
gence speed and statistical efficiency.
It is well known that ESPRIT is an unbiased DoD/DoA estimator only if the antenna arrays used
for the measurements show the so-called shift invariant structure. Assuming identical antenna ele-
ments, this shift invariant structure is given for uniform linear and planar arrays (ULA, URA) and
circular uniform beam arrays Circular Uniform Beam Array (CUBA) [90]. For other usual antenna
array architectures including UCAs, and Uniform Circular Patch Array (UCPA)s or a spherical
array, ESPRIT application to DoD/DoA estimation is not possible or will at least result in biased
estimates.
Other drawbacks may arise if we ask for a statistically efficient estimator and/or for the parameter
estimation in a more complicated context such as coloured measurement noise, non-ideal antenna-
array-characteristics and arbitrary antenna array structures. In general, ML parameter estimation
procedures are more flexible to cope with these requirements, as the antenna array models used
can easily be applied to a large variety of antenna array architectures. The drawback of the EM
or SAGE based parameter estimation algorithms, is their inefficiency and slow convergence rate if
closely spaced coherent propagation paths exist in the multi-path propagation scenario (see [30]).
Clearly, since only one transmitting source is used, all received paths at a fixed time stamp have
to be considered as coherent. This may result in a strong coupling between the path parameters
to estimate as shown in [26] and [62]. In this case, the gradient-based multidimensional ML chan-
nel parameter estimation framework RIMAX outperforms independent parameter search strategies
such as SAGE.
In the following the gradient based parameter estimation algorithm RIMAX is briefly introduced.
The estimation problem is formulated in Section 5.2.1. The estimation procedure is subdivided
into two parts: the global search (Section 5.2.2), finding the initial parameters θk of the kth path
and the local gradient based search (Section 5.2.3) that optimises the parameters of all K paths.
5.2.1 Formulation of the Estimation Problem
With the stationary measurement noise n (see eqn. (E.3)) and the dense multipath and specu-
lar components d and s respectively, the total observed signal vector x (also called snapshot or
observation at a fixed time stamp) is modelled as follows:
x[MRx ·MTx·M f ·Mt×1] = n+d(θDMC)+
K
∑
k=1
s(θk) = n+d(θDMC)+ s(θSC) (5.14)
having a conditional probability density of:
pdf(x|θSC,θDMC) = 1
piM det(R(θDMC))
e−(x−s(θSC))
HR(θDMC)−1·(x−s(θSC)). (5.15)
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The related log-likelihood function is:
L(x;θSC,θDMC) = −M · ln(pi)− ln(det(R(θDMC)))
−(x− s(θSC))H ·R(θDMC)−1 · (x− s(θSC)). (5.16)
Because of the Gaussian nature of the probability density, the maximization of (5.16) with respect
to θSC is essentially a non-linear weighted least squares problem. Since an exhaustive search in
the multidimensional parameter space is not feasible, an iterative search framework is used which
is based on both sequential parameter update and gradient methods. This procedure proceeds
snapshot by snapshot and takes advantage from typical channel behaviour that is known a-priori
from propagation physics and from experimental experience. So the estimated parameter set of
every snapshot is used as the initial estimate for the next one. This is of specific importance for the
θDMC vector since the statistic parameters of the dense multipath components changes only slowly
as long as the “average environment” does not change completely. The K parameter vectors θk, on
the other hand, change much faster since they directly comprise geometric parameters. Moreover,
existing paths can temporarily be shadowed or completely disappear and new paths can suddenly
show up. Paths that do not or slowly change their parameters over time can be initialised with
the parameters of the previous snapshot, shadowed paths have to be discarded. Additionally, it is
necessary to search for new paths. In this way the model order K is adaptively controlled throughout
the sequence of snapshots.
A considerable simplification of the search procedure may be possible according to the EM principle
if the parameters are independent in its influence. The parameter sets θSC, and θDMC can be assumed
as independent. Consequently, an alternating search procedure can be used to maximize (5.16) with
respect to θSC, and θDMC. This method allows the successive estimation of the deterministic specular
paths from the observed data. For estimation of the parameters θDMC, a Gauss-Newton algorithm
is applied. This gives us also a parametric representation of the covariance matrix:
R(θDMC) = R4⊗R3⊗R2(θDMC)⊗R1
= RRx⊗RTx⊗R f ⊗Rt
= I[MRx×MRx]⊗ I[MTx×MTx]⊗R[M f×M f ]2 (θDMC)⊗ I[Mt×Mt ]
(5.17)
where the covariance matrix R f :
R f = toep(κ(θDMC),κ(θDMC)H) (5.18)
is a toeplitz matrix defined by the sampled version of Ψ( f ,θDMC):
κ(θDMC) =
α1
M f
[
1
βd
e
−j2piτ′d
βd+j2pi 1M f
· · · e−j2piτ
′
d(M f −1)
βd+j2pi(
M f −1)
M f
]T
+α0 · e0. (5.19)
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The normalised coherency bandwidth is defined as:
βd = BdB (5.20)
where B is the measurement bandwidth. Also the base delay τd is normalised with the maximum
impulse response length as follows:
τ′d =
τd ·M f
B
. (5.21)
Furthermore, the i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise with variance α0 is included in the model,
whith e
[Mf×1]
0 = [1 0 . . .0]T being a unit vector.
The knowledge of R(θDMC) is essential for the estimation of specular parameters θSC since it provides
appropriate weighting of the observed data according to the non-linear weighted least squares
problem:
ˆθSC = argminθSC
(x− s(ˆθSC))H ·R(ˆθDMC)−1 · (x− s(ˆθSC)) (5.22)
To solve the minimisation problem of eqn. (5.22) for a single time stamp, the RIMAX procedure
as shown in Fig. 5.3 will be applied. The alternating estimation of the SC and DMC is shown. In
case of the SC estimation it is distinguished between Global Search for new paths (Section 5.2.2)
and Local Search (Section 5.2.3). The Global Search uses an incoherent combing procedure and
the SAGE algorithm. The Local Search improves the already estimated paths of the previous
snapshot (Adjustment of the Kold paths) and the additional estimated paths applying a gradient
based non-linear least square estimation procedure (Levenberg-Marquardt).
5.2.2 Global Search for New Paths
The global search for new paths k = Kold + 1 . . .K has to be carried out at each new time stamp
(snapshot) after adjusting the already estimated Kold paths to the slightly changed propagation
conditions. The adjustment of the Kold paths is done by the local search procedure (Section 5.2.3),
which is initialised with the a priori knowledge of the parameters of the Kold estimated paths of the
previous snapshot. For any new path k the non-linear optimisation problem has to be solved:
µˆk = argmax
µk
{c(x˜,µk)} . (5.23)
The multidimensional correlation function c(x˜,µk) is defined as:
c(x˜,µk) = x˜
H ·R−1 ·B(µk) ·
(
B(µk)
H ·R−1 ·B(µk)
)−1
·B(µk)H ·R−1 · x˜H. (5.24)
For notational convenience the dependence of R on θDMC is skipped in the previous equation. The
remaining observation x˜ after removing the Kold adjusted paths is defined as:
x˜ = x−
Kold∑
k=1
s(θk). (5.25)
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Fig. 5.3: Simplified RIMAX block diagram for the estimation of the parameters of the SC and
DMC of a single observation (time stamp/snapshot)
The SAGE algorithm optimises the correlation function dependent only on one parameter µ(l)k :
µˆ(l)k = argmax
µ(l)k
{c(x˜,µk)} (5.26)
while all other parameters µ(r)k 6= µ(l)k are kept constant. In the first search step for a new path, a
non-coherent combining of independent observations is used to estimate the initial values for the
unknown parameters µ(r)k 6= µ(l)k . This strategy will be explained using the following example.
In the example only the TDoA τk and DoA (ϕRx,k, ϑRx,k) will be considered. Nevertheless, the
strategy can be easily extended to further parameter dimensions such as DoD and Doppler-Shift.
Suppose the channel impulse response has been measured using a Polarimetric Uniform Circular
Patch Array (PUCPA) with 48 ports at Rx and an omnidirectional antenna at Tx. First, the 48
individual channel impulse responses, which are equivalent to the mRx = 1 . . .48 one-dimensional cor-
relation functions cmRx(x˜,τ), are treated as independent realisations of the same process. They are
used to maximise the correlation function with respect to the time delay τ. Non-coherent combining
of this 48 impulse responses avoids any assumption on unknown DoA in this step and we get an
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initial estimate τˆk. This reduces the maximisation problem to two concatenated “one-dimensional”
problems. Any arbitrary assumption of the DoA in the example would implicitly realise coherent
combining which may disregard the strong paths (in terms of power) impinging from other angles
by beam-forming. This kind of non-coherent handling of the data dimension corresponding to the
MRx antennas gives us a higher probability to detect the relevant paths (in terms of power) with
respect to the time delay in the first step.
In the next step the correlation function is optimised dependent on the DoA and the time delay is
kept fixed with the estimate τˆk. For the DoA which is described by the two parameters ϕRx,k and
ϑRx,k, the two-dimensional correlation function dependent on azimuth and co-elevation is calcu-
lated. It is reasonable to calculate the two-dimensional correlation function w.r.t these two angles,
since they depend only on one data dimension (MRx antenna responses) and a separate data di-
mension for azimuth and co-elevation for a non-coherent combining are not available. For example,
calculating only the one-dimensional correlation function with respect to one of these angles ϕ or
ϑ, an assumption has to be made for the second angle ϕRx,k or ϑRx,k. However, an assumption for
this second angle ϕRx,k or ϑRx,k can not be made, as no a priori knowledge is available.
Practically a sampled version of the two-dimensional correlation function with respect to DoD/DoA
is calculated by using the minimum sampling grid N95 (N95) ζN95 (see section 3.5, eqn. (3.37)).
Consequently, the initial estimates for the azimuth and co-elevation of the kth path are:
〈
ϕˆRx,k, ˆϑRx,k
〉
= arg max
ζN95Rx
{
c(x˜, τˆk,ζN95Rx )
}
. (5.27)
In Fig. 5.4 the sampled version of the 2D correlation functions (normalised to its maximum) by
using the N95 grid ζN95 are shown for the PURPAx2x2x4 and the SPUCPAx2x2x24 in case of
a single path scenario. The crossed blue circle indicates the maximum of the correlation function
and consequently the initial estimates for ϕˆk and ˆϑk. Note that the number of sampling points for
the 2D DoD/DoA correlation function calculation can be further reduced if additional information
about the propagation environment is available. For example, using the PURPAx2x2x4 as a base
station antenna above roof top, allows us to limit the co-elevation range at least to ϑ = 90◦ . . .180◦,
since scatterers for a co-elevation smaller ϑ = 90◦ can not be expected.
As the initial values of TDoA and DoA found with the above described strategy only maximise the
correlation function at a rough grid, all parameters µk of the new path k have to be further improved
by the SAGE procedure. The optimisation is done sequentially for all parameters µ(1)k to µ
(R)
k , with
the correlation functions being calculated with a finer grid. Additionally, the one-dimensional
correlation functions are only calculated around the initial estimate ˆµ(l) = ˆµ(l)k−∆µ(l) . . . ˆµ(l)k+∆µ(l).
The range ∆µ(l) can be defined by the Rayleigh (FFT) resolution or in case of the DoD/DoA it is
defined by the angular distance to the adjacent sampling points of the N95 grid ζN95 (see Section
3.5).
After removing the new estimated path k from x˜ the initial values of the next path k+ 1 will be
estimated using the strategy described above. This kind of successive path estimation is also called
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Serial Interference Cancellation (SIC).
Notice that the calculation of the multidimensional correlation function with respect to one data
dimension d using eqn. (5.24) is computationally inefficient, therefore an efficient implementation
is used, which is discussed in [8] and [62].
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Fig. 5.4: Sampled version of the 2D correlation function using the N95 grid ζN95 assuming a
single path with ϕk = 40◦,ϑk = 40◦ for the PURPAx2x2x4 (a) and with ϕk = 90◦,ϑk = 40◦ for the
SPUCPAx2x2x24 (b)
5.2.3 Local Search and Discussion of the Algorithmt’s Convergence
The problem of local search is completely different. It is found that for closely spaced coherent paths
the coordinate-wise search strategy has serious disadvantages because of its slow convergence rate
which is not only time-consuming but may also end in erroneous estimates when using a quantized
parameter data base [30]. This problem is related to the strong coupling of the respective parameter
estimates as indicated in the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) [62]. Since it is well known that the
ML function is, under mild restrictions, quadratic at its maximum (in the local “attractor area”),
a conjugate gradient search promises much better convergence performance when the parameters
are coupled in its influence to the maximisation or minimisation of eqn. (5.16) or of eqn. (5.22)
respectively. From the variety of available procedures for non-linear optimisation, the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is chosen because of its robustness. To calculate the optimum step size and
direction for parameter change these algorithms require the gradient, the Jacobian matrix (matrix
of the first order derivatives) and the Hessian matrix (matrix of the second order derivatives)
of the log-likelihood function at the actual point in the parameter space. Fortunately, with the
algebraic data model based on eqn. (5.2), the derivatives are easily available. Again the advantage
of the proposed EADF (Section 3.3) is obvious since the derivatives of the radiation patterns of
practical antenna arrays can be analytically calculated. The approximation of the Hessian as it
is used in the Gauss-Newton / Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is essentially an estimate of the
FIM. This provides also the required information on both the variance and the mutual dependency
of the parameter estimates. The following examples demonstrate the convergence performance of
the RIMAX algorithm. The simulation results in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 compare the convergence
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Fig. 5.5: Convergence behaviour of the SAGE algorithm compared to the gradient based RIMAX
algorithm in case of two coherent paths (angular separation 5◦; phase difference 0◦)
behaviour of the gradient based ML search to the parameter wise search of the SAGE in a noise
free, closely spaced coherent path scenario. In this case, the paths differ only in DoA and they are
separated by 5◦ in angle of arrival which is closer than the Rayleigh resolution of the array. The
path magnitudes are equal (γvv,1 = γvv,2 = 1) and the phase difference is zero for the figures 5.5(a),
5.5(b), 5.6(a), 5.6(b) and 180◦ for the figures 5.6(c), 5.6(d). Although these constellations maybe
considered as worst case situations, they frequently occur in a practical propagation scenario since
path length difference has to change only by 2.5 cm (for f0 = 5.2 GHz) to move from one worst
case situation to the other. The applied antenna array is again the 24 element circular patch array
PUCPASIMx2x1x24. Only matched vertical polarisation is considered. In Fig. 5.5 the estimated
parameters of the azimuth angle and the path weights as function of the number of iterations are
shown. Figure 5.6 depicts the iteration steps that are plotted on the cost function surface. Both
constellations cause completely different cost function surfaces which are characterised by shaped,
narrow valleys. The parameter wise search of the SAGE forces very small zigzag steps in the
direction of the individual parameters which can be seen most clearly in Fig. 5.6(c). In both cases,
within 2000 iterations of the SAGE procedure final convergence is still not achieved, whereas the
gradient search needs only 26 and 13 steps, respectively, to reach the minimum of the cost function.
Figure 5.6(c) also indicates the initial SAGE steps before starting the final gradient steps. The
example shows that quantisation of the data model would be detrimental since very small steps
are required by the SAGE in order to achieve some progress. This shows again that even though
a quantised data model can completely describe the antenna array radiation patterns, much finer
quantisation steps or an analytic description of the model is required. But irrespective from this
requirement, the SAGE algorithm has to cope with the problem that such small steps maybe
infeasible in the presence of measurement noise.
Figure 5.7 further compares coordinate wise (alternating) and gradient based optimisation in terms
of the number of iteration vs. the angular separation of two coherent paths. It becomes clear that
especially for the SAGE and paths which are closer than Rayleigh resolution, the number of the
required iterations becomes prohibitive.
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Fig. 5.6: Convergence behaviour of the SAGE algorithm compared to the gradient based RI-
MAX algorithm in case of two coherent paths plotted in the corresponding cost functions (angular
separation 5◦)
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5.2.4 Estimation example
The example in Fig. 5.8 shows the estimation results in the delay domain (power delay profile (pdp)).
It was calculated from measured data in a street micro cell scenario. The specular path weight
magnitudes are indicated by blue dots. The reconstruction of the power delay profile within the
measurement bandwidth is given by the blue curve. The green curve is the difference between the
reconstructed and the measured power delay profile, thus it is an instantaneous realisation of the
DMC. The expectation of the same part (which is estimated from the data) is given by the red
triangular curve. The vertical red lines indicate the relative variance of the specular path weight
estimates calculated from the FIM. Most reliable paths are indicated by a variance contribution
that directly follows the dense multipath slope. Noise enhancement is indicated by red points above
this slope (see, e.g. at 2800 ns). The outliers around 305 and 335 ns are caused by line splitting,
which is characterized by two very closely spaced, excessively strong paths with opposite signs.
Although those paths may very well approximate a small bin of a band-limited CIR, there is clear
evidence of a wrong estimate since the relative variance is > 1. As a consequence we omit one of
those paths. In the RIMAX a path is considered to be not reliable when the relative variance of
the path weights is worse than -3 dB. After discarding an unreliable path, a repeated estimation
step will then lead to a more accurate estimate of the remaining paths. Line splitting is a typical
situation which occurs when the model is under-determined. Since the proposed procedure clearly
indicates and corrects this error, it can be applied as a part of robust iterative model order control.
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Fig. 5.8: CIR measurement example and parameter estimates
5.3 Discussion about the Limitations of the Estimator and its Model
Several high-resolution parameter estimation algorithms (such as ESPRIT, ML) have been applied
to directional channel parameter estimation in channel sounding. However, the reliability of the
estimation results is often not clearly defined in practical environments. From significant experience
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with measurements, it has been observed, that high-resolution channel parameter estimators may
yield results that approximates the measured data x very well. That means, the model that is used
for the SC approximates the received signal energy, but some of the estimated paths seem not to
correspond to the propagation environment which was measured. This means with a so called data
fitting no answer is given about the reliability of the SC estimation results. A verification of such
physical meaningless paths in complex environments based on measurement results is almost im-
possible. As resolution and reliability of high-resolution parameter estimation has always something
to do with calibration or precise knowledge of the measurement device parameters, the quality of
the antenna arrays may be considered as the weakest point in the performance of high-resolution
channel sounding.
In the literature it has been shown that an estimation algorithm can produce reliable results if the
synthetic channels for evaluation are generated with the data model of the estimator. The limita-
tions were shown in terms of the CRLBs of estimated SC parameters in the presence of measurement
noise (e.g. in [60, 63, 64]). However, ideal or simulated antenna arrays and synthetic channels are
used for theses investigations. From a detailed literature survey we came to the conclusion that the
impact of practical antenna arrays and measurement systems on the SC estimation results has not
been completely investigated.
Also the relevance of the DMC from the perspective of parameter estimation has not been in-
vestigated so far. Although it could be shown with measurements (see [3, 12, 14, 104]) that the
contribution of the DMC can contain up to 80 % of the total received signal energy, it is not clear
if these estimated DMC are related to unresolved SC and distributed diffuse scattering only. So far
it is not taken into account that the estimated DMC may also result from model error of the SC.
From the discussion above different issues need to be considered. The following list gives an overview
of these issues and indicates in which chapter the different issues will be discussed:
1. The impact of additive measurement noise on the parameter estimation results if practical
antenna arrays are used: Chapter 6. The CRLB of the SC parameters are analytically
calculated for practical antenna arrays (related to SC).
2. Model error of the antenna array data model derived from antenna array calibration mea-
surements: Chapter 7 Section 7.2 (related to SC).
3. The impact of the measurement system properties such as phase noise etc. on the estimation
results: Chapter 7 Section 7.3 (related to SC).
4. The overall consequence of the bullet points 1. to 3. in a complex measurement environment
on the estimated SC and the estimated DMC: Chapter 8 (related to SC and DMC).
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6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL
ANTENNA ARRAYS
This chapter presents and verifies a framework to evaluate the performance of practical antenna
arrays independent on any parameter estimation algorithm that uses the specular path model.
The fundamental limitations on the achievable DoD/DoA and path weight variances dependent
on the measurement SNR are defined as the CRLB [105, 106] assuming an unbiased parameter
estimator. Since the CRLB indicates the minimum achievable parameter variance, the CRLB is
commonly used to evaluate parameter estimation algorithms. In [60, 64, 107–109] synthetic channels
and antenna arrays are used. As for the above mentioned publications, an analytic descriptions of
the antenna array response is available, the CRLB can be easily derived.
However, practical antenna arrays are always susceptible to various imperfections (mutual element
coupling, fabrication tolerances, etc.) that are not completely considered for simulated synthetic
antenna arrays. Therefore, the evaluation of practical antenna arrays has a great relevance for
Experimental Channel Characterisation. Based on measured antenna characteristics and the CRLB
a novel framework for the performance evaluation of practical antenna arrays is presented in this
chapter (first published in [23, 26, 27]). The framework can be also applied to compare simulated
antenna arrays with practical antenna arrays.
In Section 6.1, the framework to calculate the CRLB for practical antenna arrays is presented and
exemplary applied to a simple single path scenario using a theoretical CUBA and a measured CUBA
antenna array. In Section 6.2, the proposed framework is verified by anechoic measurements.
6.1 CRLB Based Evaluation Framework for Practical Antenna Arrays
The CRLB of the channel parameters such as DoD/DoA (ϑ,ϕ) and of the complex path weights
γh,γv are defined as the diagonal elements of the inverse FIM. The FIM is given by the covariance
matrix of the L = K ·P first order derivatives of the observed data vector (6.2 and 6.3) with respect
to the P parameters of all K paths in the given scenario:
θ[1×L] =
[
ϑ,ϕ,ℜγh ,ℑγh ,ℜγv ,ℑγv
]
, (6.1)
where the vectors ϑ,ϕ,ℜγh ,ℑγh ,ℜγv ,ℑγv include the parameters of all K paths of the corresponding
dimension. The angles co-elevation ϑ and azimuth ϕ are defined in the spherical coordinate system
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(see also Fig. 3.1). The observed data of the channel scenario is
x[M×1](θ,n) = s[M×1](θ)+n[M×1] (6.2)
n denoting the noise vector and
s(θ) =
K
∑
k=1
(γh,k ·b(ϕk,ϑk,q = h)+ γv,k ·b(ϕk,ϑk,q = v)) (6.3)
results from the superposition of all K paths and polarisation. The complex radiation patterns
b(ϕk,ϑk,q = h) and b(ϕk,ϑk,q = v) are weighted with the complex path weights γh,k and γv,k for
horizontal and vertical polarisation respectively. The probability density function of the described
problem depending on θ is:
pd f (x|(θ,Rnn)) = 1
piMdet(Rnn)
e−(x−s(θ))
H·R−1nn ·(x−s(θ)). (6.4)
In the case of i.i.d. Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ in the real and imaginary part (see
eqn. (E.3)), the noise covariance matrix is defined as:
Rnn = E
{
nH ·n}= σ2 · I (6.5)
The theory to determine the CRLB is well known (e.g. [105, 106]). For the calculation of the
CRLB, an analytic description of the model of the observable channel response of the SC (s(Θk))
is required. Additionally, the analytic description of the derivatives of s(Θk) dependent on the
angles of arrival and the complex polarimetric path weights are needed. Consequently, an analytic
description of the radiation patterns and its derivatives are necessary. Now the advantage of the
EADF model as described in Section 3.3 becomes apparent, as the radiation patterns eqn. (3.31)
and its derivatives equations (3.32), (3.33) can be easily analytically calculated for any practical
antenna array.
The derivatives dependent on the angles of arrival are defined as:
∂s(θ)
∂ϕk
= γh,k · ∂b(ϕk,ϑk,q = h)∂ϕk + γv,k ·
∂b(ϕk,ϑk,q = v)
∂ϕk
(6.6)
∂s(θ)
∂ϑk
= γh,k · ∂b(ϕk,ϑk,q = h)∂ϑk + γv,k ·
∂b(ϕk,ϑk,q = v)
∂ϑk
, (6.7)
The derivatives dependent on the real and imaginary part of the polarimetric path weights are
given by:
∂s(θ)
∂ℜ
{
γq,k
} = bq(ϕk,ϑk) (6.8)
∂s(θ)
∂ℑ
{
γq,k
} = j ·bq(ϕk,ϑk). (6.9)
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Thus, the matrix of the first derivatives, the Jacobian matrix is:
D(θ) =
[∂s(θ)
∂θ1
· · · ∂s(θ)∂θL
]
. (6.10)
The real part of the covariance matrix of D is proportional to the Fisher-Information-Matrix:
J = 2 ·ℜ{DH ·R−1nn ·D} , (6.11)
the diagonal elements of the inverse FIM representing the CRLB of the L parameters:
CRLB(θ) = diag
{
J−1
}
=
[
σ21 · · ·σ2L
]
(6.12)
and the non diagonal elements of the inverse FIM denote the co-variances.
In Fig. 6.1 the pattern of the inverse FIM is drawn for a simple single path and two path scenario.
For a better understanding, a single polarised antenna array with only azimuth resolution and
a path wise arrangement (different from the arrangement in equation (6.1)!) of the parameter
dimensions in the FIM are chosen. In case of correlated parameters, the non-diagonal elements
of the FIM are not zero. Basically, the parameters are correlated if mutual coupling between the
antenna elements exits. Additionally, the parameters between the paths are correlated due to the
limited aperture size of the antenna array.
With a single path test scenario, the minimum achievable variances of all parameters of the single
path dependent on a certain SNR can be calculated. The non diagonal elements of the FIM are
zero if the mutual coupling between the antenna elements of the array is zero. Again, this means
that the parameters are uncorrelated and the co-variances of the inverse FIM are zero. If mutual
coupling between the antenna elements exist, the non diagonal elements of the FIM are not zero,
the parameters are correlated, and the co-variances of the inverse FIM are not zero.
In more difficult scenarios with two or more coherent paths, the variances of each path can never be
better than the variances of the single path scenario. Again, the non-diagonal elements in the FIM
among two or more paths are practically not zero due to the limited aperture size of the antenna
arrays. This means that the correlation between the parameters of the different paths exist and
the overall variances of the path parameters increases compared to the single path scenario.
6.1.1 Example: Comparison of a Theoretical and Measured CUBA
The CRLBs of the parameters azimuth, real and imaginary part of the vertical path weight in a
simple single path scenario using a theoretical CUBA are analytically derived. These results are
compared with the CRLBs derived from the measured 8 element CUBAx1x1x8 (see Section 2.4,
Fig. 2.14).
The idea of using a CUBA, which is composed of bi-conical beam antennas [88], for DoA estimation
was first presented in [110]. The radiation pattern function of each element is considered as a
periodic sinc(.) function. The main beam of the mRx-th antenna is pointing towards ϕ = mRx ·ϕ0
with ϕ0 = 2piMRx . As the Fourier transform of a periodic sinc(.) function corresponds to a rectangular
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Fig. 6.1: Pattern of inverse FIM of a single path and a coherent two path scenario
function with Lϕ coefficients, the 1D EADF of the theoretical CUBA with MRx antennas can be
written as:
Γ[MRx×Lϕ]
CUBA
=
1
Lϕ
e
−j·

0
...
MRx−1
·ϕ0·µTϕ
(6.13)
with
µϕ =
[
−Lϕ−1
2
· · · Lϕ−1
2
]
. (6.14)
The resulting EADFs are plotted in Fig. 6.2(a). Using this EADF definition the maximum gain
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Fig. 6.2: EADFs of the theoretical CUBA (a) and the measured CUBAx1x1x8 (b)
(see Fig. 6.3) of each element of the theoretical CUBA is 0 dBi. In order to compare the theoretical
and the measured CUBAx1x1x8, the total power over the EADFs of all elements is normalised to
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the same value in the theoretical and measured case. In Fig. 6.2(b) the normalised EADFs of the
measured CUBAx1x1x8 are plotted. For the radiation patterns of the measured CUBAx1x1x8
(Fig. 6.3(b)) it can be seen, that they do not exactly match periodic sinc(.) functions. This dis-
crepancy is related to mutual coupling and the design of the antenna array. Additionally, gain
differences up to 3 dB between the elements can be observed. These differences are basically re-
lated to the different characteristics of each multiplexing channel of the practical array. Based on
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Fig. 6.3: Comparison of the radiation pattern of the theoretical and measured CUBA (black
graphs indicate the theoretical and the coloured graphs the measured radiation patterns)
the previous described framework, an analytic expression for the CRLB of each parameter can also
be derived for the theoretical CUBA. To calculate the FIM, the first order derivatives with respect
to the parameters azimuth: ϕ1:
∂s(θ)
∂ϕ1
= γv,1 · j ·ΓCUBA ·diag(µϕ) ·dϕ(ϕ1), (6.15)
and the real and imaginary part of the vertical complex path weight:
∂s(θ)
∂ℜ{γv,1} = ΓCUBA ·dϕ(ϕ1) (6.16)
∂s(θ)
∂ℑ{γv,1} = j ·ΓCUBA ·dϕ(ϕ1) (6.17)
have to be determined. Assuming again i.i.d. Gaussian noise in the real and imaginary part with
a standard deviation of σ, a simplified expression for the necessary covariance matrix of ΓCUBA is:
ΓHCUBA ·ΓCUBA =
MRx
L2ϕ
· I[Lϕ×Lϕ], (6.18)
and:
(
diag
(
µϕ
) ·dϕ)H · (diag(µϕ) ·dϕ)= 112 ·L2ϕ · (L2ϕ−1) . (6.19)
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The FIM for the parameters of the single path scenario using the theoretical CUBA becomes:
J = 2
σ2

|γv,1|2·MRx·(L2ϕ−1)
12 0 0
0 MRxLϕ 0
0 0 MRxLϕ
 . (6.20)
In this case no cross correlations between the parameters and the CRLBs of the parameters are
found:
CRLB(ϕ1) =
σ2
|γv,1|2
6
MRx · (L2ϕ−1)
(6.21)
CRLB(ℜ{γv,1}) =
σ2 ·Lϕ
2MRx
(6.22)
CRLB(ℑ{γv,1}) =
σ2 ·Lϕ
2MRx
, (6.23)
as no mutual coupling between the antenna elements is considered. Calculating the CRLBs in case
of the measured and the theoretical CUBA, the array performance in this scenario can be compared
as shown in Fig. 6.4. The same SNR of 25 dB is assumed in both cases, defining the SNR as the
ratio between the signal power |γv|2 and the noise power σ2. In Fig. 6.4(a) it can be seen, that the
azimuth standard deviation of the theoretical CUBA (red graph) is better compared to the prac-
tical CUBAx1x1x8 (black graphs). Due to the different characteristics of the antenna elements,
especially gain differences, the relative variances of the path weights in the real (doted line) and
imaginary part (see Fig. 6.4(b)) of the practical CUBAx1x1x8 with respect to the azimuth angle
are varying about 3 dB.
With this simple example, the advantage of the described framework is obvious, since a simulated
antenna array never performs exactly like the practical antenna array.
Further results comparing the practical antenna arrays presented in Section 2.4 by using the pro-
posed CRLB based evaluation framework are extensively discussed in Appendix D. The practical
antenna arrays introduced in Section 2.4 are compared in simple single path and two path scenarios
under various conditions.
6.2 Verification of the CRLB Based Antenna Array Performance Evaluation
Framework
The verification of the described framework will be based on anechoic chamber measurements.
Since the CRLBs essentially depend on the constellation of the impinging waves, two test scenarios
are considered: the most simple single path scenario (Section 6.2.1) and the coherent two path sce-
nario (Section 6.2.2). As transmit antennas the dual polarised reference horn antennas PHORN
are applied (same antennas as used for antenna array calibration in Section 4.1). The practical
antenna array under test at the receive side is the SPUCPAx2x4x24 (Fig. 2.17).
At one hand, the fundamental limits on the parameter variances in terms of the CRLBs are cal-
culated applying the described evaluation framework for both test scenarios. The EADFs of the
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Fig. 6.4: Standard deviations of the azimuth angle (a) and relative variances of the path weights
in real and imaginary part assuming a SNR of 25 dB of the theoretical (red graphs) and measured
(black graphs) CUBA in case of a single path scenario
SPUCPAx2x4x24 used are derived from calibration measurements as described in Chapter 4.
On the other hand, measurements for both test scenarios are performed in an anechoic chamber.
For each path constellation (e.g. one path, two path, different DoAs) a fixed number of stationary
observations is measured. The DoA and the complex polarimetric path weights are estimated for
each observation with the RIMAX parameter estimation algorithm. Now an estimate of the vari-
ances of all parameters can be obtained from a fixed number of estimation results.
Finally, the calculated CRLBs are compared to the variances, which were empirically calculated
from the estimated parameters of the fixed number of measurements in the well defined reference
scenarios.
Since the SPUCPAx2x4x24 is applied, the CRLB and the empirical variances of the azimuth
angles, co-elevation angles, and of the complex polarimetric path weights (separated into real- and
imaginary parts) are considered for the calculations. As similar results are found with respect to
the different parameters, the following discussions will be limited to the parameter azimuth angle of
the incoming waves only. Furthermore, only the case of horizontal excitation of the electrical field
at the transmit side is discussed. For notational convenience, the dependence on the polarisation
is skipped in the following explanations.
6.2.1 Single Path Scenario
The CRLB and the estimated variances of the parameter azimuth for a single path with horizontal
polarisation will be compared. That means the scenario is described by one LoS path. The direction
of the impinging wave of the single path is varied between −180◦ and 180◦ in 10◦ steps in azimuth,
and between 30◦ and 140◦ in 10◦ steps in co-elevation. For the measurements, a fixed number
of 64 stationary observations are recorded at each azimuth co-elevation pair. The SNR of the
measurement was around 17 dB to 18 dB. To compare the CRLB with the variances of the estimated
parameters, the CRLB is calculated for the SNR which was estimated from the measurements
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(reliable estimate of the measurement SNR is available from RIMAX).
The estimated variance of the azimuth angle ϕ1 is shown in Fig. 6.5(a) versus the true DoAs
in azimuth ϕ and co-elevation ϑ. The CRLB results of the azimuth angle ϕ1 are depicted in
Fig. 6.5(b). It can be seen that the estimated variances of the azimuth angle are similar to the
calculated CRLB. Nevertheless, a stronger variation of estimated variances can be observed. This
variation is basically related to the limited number of realisations, which are available to estimate
the parameter variance. For a better comparison the ratio between the estimate σˆ(ϕ1)2 and the
CRLBs of ϕ1:
rq(ϕ1) =
σˆ2(ϕ1)
CRLB(ϕ1)
(6.24)
are calculated and shown in Fig. 6.6(a). The histogram of this ratio over all available angle pairs
are shown in Fig. 6.6(b). The standard deviation of rq around its expectation value of one is around
18 %, which in fact matches the theoretically expected value having only 64 realisations for the
estimation of the empirical variances σˆ2(ϕ1). This result shows, that the described framework to
calculate the CRLB for a practical antenna array is valid in case of the simple single path scenario.
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Fig. 6.5: Comparison of the variance of the estimated azimuth ϕ1 (a) with the calculated CRLB
of ϕ1 (b)
6.2.2 Coherent two path scenario
The coherent two path scenario for the evaluation of practical antenna arrays was proposed in [76].
Here, the two paths are said to be coherent if they originate from the same source. Additionally,
a more stringent test condition is introduced: the paths are only separated in the angular domain
(DoA), whereas both paths have the same delay/path length. The separation of the two paths
in the angular domain is smaller than the Rayleigh resolution of the antenna array. Because of
the superposition of the two coherent wave-fronts, a static spatial pattern results with regions of
constructive and destructive interference. This leads to a higher parameter variance and probably to
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Fig. 6.6: Ratio rq between the estimated variance σˆ(ϕ1)2 and CRLB(ϕ1) dependent on azimuth
and co-elevation (a) and the distribution of the ratio rq
an ill-posed parameter estimation problem [76]. In [9], it was observed that the resulting degradation
depends on the phase difference between the path weights. To investigate worst case and best case
path constellations, several fixed phase difference between the complex path weights of the two paths
are tested. The fixed phase difference between the complex path weights can be also expressed by
a path length difference of the two paths. In the following, the fixed phase difference between the
two paths is varied in the range of ±2pi in pi4 steps.
The corresponding measurement setup is shown in Fig. 6.7. The two polarimetric Horn antennas
(PHorn) at the Tx side (Fig. 6.7(c), Fig. 6.7(d)) were first located at the same radial distance
l = 6 m to the SPUCPAx2x4x24 (Rx Fig. 6.7(b)) and an angular separation in azimuth and co-
elevation of 5◦. The orientation of the Rx array is kept constant in co-elevation with ϑ = 90◦ (top
view Fig. 6.7), whereas the orientation in azimuth was changed in 10◦ steps (lateral view Fig. 6.7).
As aforementioned, the radial distance l1 of the transmit antenna Tx1 was changed in steps of λ8
from l1 = l−λ to l1 = l+λ, thus introducing a specific phase difference ≤ 2pi between both paths.
Due to the different cables and connectors at the Tx side, the transmit power of both sources
differed by 3 dB.
For each azimuth orientation and Tx1 position 32 stationary observations are measured and the 32
parameter sets azimuth, co-elevation and complex polarimetric path weights of the two paths are
estimated. Applying again the estimated SNR, the CRLB are calculated for exactly the same path
constellation as in the measurement.
The results with respect to the parameter azimuth are plotted versus the relative Tx1 antenna
position. Exemplary only the calculated CRLB of the azimuth of source 2 is plotted in Fig. 6.8(a),
whereas the relation between the estimated variances from the 32 azimuth results and the CRLB
is shown as the ratio rq(ϕ2) in Fig. 6.8(b). The different colours in Fig. 6.8 indicate the different
azimuth orientations of the Rx array SPUCPAx2x4x24.
The fixed phase difference (with its corresponding Tx1 position) between the two complex path
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weights leads to different superposition of the two wave fronts. In case of constructive or destructive
superposition the CRLB of the azimuth (Fig. 6.8(a)) is maximal. For phase differences of 90◦ and
270◦, radial distance differences of λ4 and
3λ
4 respectively, the path weights are orthogonal and
consequently the correlation between the two paths is minimal. The parameter variances by means
of the CRLB reaches the minimum (Fig. 6.8(a)). As the element characteristics of the antennas
of a practical array are never the same, the Rx array behaves not homogeneous for all azimuth
orientations (indicated by colour).
From the ratio rq (see eqn. 6.24) between the estimated variances and the CRLB in Fig.6.8(b) it
can be again concluded that the proposed evaluation framework is reliable to calculate the CRLB
of a practical antenna array. The expectation value of the ratio is again one. Its variance is related
to the limited number of available observations to estimate the variance. The distributions of the
ratio rq are shown for the azimuth angle of both sources in Fig. 6.9.
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6.3 Conclusion Chapter 6
In this chapter a new performance evaluation framework for practical antenna arrays was proposed.
The framework is based on the derivation of the Cramer-Rao lower bounds of the path parameters
in arbitrary test scenarios using measured or simulated antenna characteristics. Section 6.2 verifies
the proposed antenna array evaluation framework by comparing the CRLB and the estimated
variances derived from measurements. The results of the single path scenario and the coherent
two path scenario clearly indicate the reliability of the calculated CRLB for an exemplary practical
antenna array. Since the proposed method relies on antenna radiation pattern measurements or
simulations, it can be easily applied to any antenna array. Consequently, the described framework
is designed specifically for the performance evaluation of antenna arrays. Additionally, the time
consuming and expensive test measurements, such as the coherent two path scenario or even more
complicated test scenarios become unnecessary.
Since the method shows performance limits of high-resolution DoA estimation, the method can
further be used to choose the appropriate antenna arrays for a measurement campaign. In this
context the practical antenna arrays introduced in Section 2.4 are compared under various test
conditions in Appendix D. The results are of interest especially when planning measurements and
for the analysis of measurements applying high-resolution parameter estimation algorithms.
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7. CONSEQUENCES OF MODELLING ERRORS IN
CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Despite the popularity of the use of high-resolution parameter estimation for channel characterisa-
tion and modelling purposes, the influence of the system and antenna data model on the robustness
and accuracy of the estimation has been often neglected. In the previous chapter, the performance
of practical antenna arrays has been shown under the assumption that the data model perfectly
matches reality. However, such an assumption is not realistic, i.e., a certain model mismatch is
always present.
This chapter addresses that the use of an inaccurate data model inherently will result in biased
and/or artificially spread angular estimates. For some antenna array types, estimation bias is even
unavoidable, no matter what data model is chosen. It is conceivable that the popular approach
of clustering multi-paths components [67, 70, 71] for channel modelling is spurred by the artefacts
resulting from data model choices as described in this chapter.
The topic is dealt in two parts, antenna array related model mismatch in Section 7.2 ([18, 32]) and
system related consequences in Section 7.3. For convenience, the proprietary parameter estimator
RIMAX is used to demonstrate the consequences of the different error sources. Notice that this
choice does not compromise the generality of the outcomes. In fact, any ML parameter estimator
using the same data models would render similar results. Mainly practical antenna arrays, com-
monly used in channel measurements, are applied for demonstration. Therefore, most of the results
are based on empirical analysis. However, analytic expressions are derived whenever it is possible
to generalise the consequences on the parameter estimation results.
Please note that this chapter contains very detailed descriptions and analysis of various error
sources, however it should be mentioned that each single source of error can lead to misinterpreta-
tions of the channel characteristic if not carefully considered planning propagation measurements.
7.1 Analysis Procedure and Definition of Basic Parameters Used in this Chapter
Throughout the following sections the same analysis procedure will be applied to show the conse-
quence of the different error sources on the parameter estimation results. For classification of the
own contributions, in each section a literature survey is carried out. To support further under-
standing, measurement and/or simulation examples will be used to investigate the consequence of
each error source. The consequences of using an inaccurate data model on the parameter estima-
tion results are demonstrated for the excitation with a single path. The direction of the incoming
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wave is varied over the full 4pi solid angle. Based on the single path excitation the error analysis is
performed in two steps:
• the single path estimation to determine the mean model accuracy of the inaccurate model,
• the estimation of a maximum number of Kmax = 10 paths, where the 9 or even 10 paths can
be wrong or so called artefacts.
First, the mean accuracy of the model used will be determined. Therefore, let Kmax the maximum
number of paths to be estimated with the inaccurate data model be equal to one. The Signal to
Remainder Ratio (SRR) eqn. (7.1) defined as the ratio between the power of the estimated specular
path/paths and the remaining signal power after subtraction of the estimated specular path/paths
from the measured data x will be used. For the excitation with a single path and the estimation
of Kmax = 1 path, the SRR can be interpreted as the mean model accuracy of the inaccurate data
model.
SRR = 10 · lg
( ∥∥s(ˆθSC)∥∥F∥∥x− s(ˆθSC)∥∥F−MRx ·MTx ·Mf ·Mt ·α0
)
(7.1)
Second, an analysis is performed to show the impact of inaccurate data models on the parameter
estimation results under “real world” conditions when the a priori knowledge of the number of “true
paths” is unknown. The estimation algorithm can not differentiate between signal power that is
related to a “true path” and the signal power that remains due to the usage of the inaccurate data
model. This means for the current analysis and the single path excitation, as long as the remaining
observation after the estimation of the first path:
x˜ = x− s(ˆθk=1) (7.2)
contains spatial information additional but wrong paths will be estimated. The maximum number
of paths to estimate is set to Kmax = 10, even though the array was still excited with a single path.
The maximum number of 9 additional paths to estimate assures in most cases that the remaining
spatial information can be extracted from x˜. The angular power distribution of these paths is
physically meaningless and can lead to a wrong interpretation of the channel characteristics. The
estimated power distributions will be shown versus the estimated centred azimuth/co-elevation and
the co-elevation of the true path. The centred azimuth ϕc and co-elevation ϑc are defined as the
difference between the estimated angles ϕˆ, ˆϑ and the angles of the single “true path” ϕk, ϑk.
ϕc = ϕˆ−ϕk
ϑc = ˆϑ−ϑk (7.3)
The centred azimuth/co-elevation can be also interpreted as angular deviation from the angles of
the true path. Correct estimations correspond to ϕc and ϑc equal to zero. Only for circular arrays,
the estimated power distributions around the centred azimuth for different azimuth directions of
the “true path” are averaged, which results in a single mean distribution. This is reasonable as the
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circular arrays discussed show an almost uniform performance in the azimuth direction.
In some sections the parameter“relative power”of a path weight will be used for further discussions.
This parameter describes the deviation of the estimated path weight from the path weight of the
true path and is consequently defined as the power ratio between the power of the estimated path
weight γˆk,xy and the power of the true path weight γk,xy:
pk,xy =
∣∣γˆk,xy∣∣2∣∣γk,xy∣∣2 . (7.4)
7.2 Antenna Array Related Model Mismatch
There are plenty of publications dealing with estimation results from measurement campaigns em-
ploying various kinds of antenna arrays. However, in the processing chain from the calibration
measurement of the antenna array to the array data model, which is finally used for estimation,
several artificial assumptions are made. In most cases, the resulting systematic error of these as-
sumptions is unknown, not discussed, or just neglected. This section addresses the whole processing
chain; the consequence of the accuracy of the array calibration (Section 7.2.1) and the systematic
error due to the usage of incomplete data models (Section 7.2.2) will be discussed.
7.2.1 Systematic Error Related to the Quality of the Calibration Measurement and
to the Narrow Band Model
Concerning the impact of “calibration errors” on parameter estimation several publications can be
found. However, one needs to be careful in which context the term “calibration error” is used.
The discussion is often related to effects such as mutual coupling, antenna element position error,
gain and phase errors [74, 76, 111–115]. The term “calibration error” is actually misused, as the
mentioned effects are related to model mismatch. Only the discrepancy between the practical
antenna array and the array data model used for parameter estimation and the consequence on the
parameter estimation results are described. The EADF array data model described in Section 3.3
is able to model such antenna array properties. Therefore, these so called “calibration errors” or
“imperfections of the antenna array” are not considered as model error in this thesis.
The accuracy of the narrow band antenna array data model (eqn. (4.6)), which is derived from the
calibration measurements, will be discussed. The accuracy of the derived narrow band radiation
patterns is limited by the quality of the anechoic chamber including the positioning system and the
validity of the assumption of a frequency independent antenna characteristic. In Chapter 4 it is
described, how to calibrate an antenna array and how to estimate the EADF array data model from
this calibration data. However, two assumptions were made while deriving the data model. First,
only the direct path between the reference horn antenna and the array to calibrate is assumed in
the anechoic chamber. This means possible spurious reflections are neglected. Second, it is assumed
that the array response is frequency independent. Both assumptions are only valid to some extent.
The first assumption is valid up to a certain accuracy, which depends on the properties of the
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absorbing material used in the anechoic chamber and at the positioning system. For frequencies
between 4 GHz and 6 GHz the reflection coefficients are between −10 dB and −40 dB dependent
on the angle of the incoming wave and the height of the cones of the absorbing material [116].
In most cases the cones of the absorbing material in the anechoic chamber (Type I) are larger
and have consequently better absorbing properties than the absorbers that cover the positioning
system (Type II and Type III). Especially at the edges and intersections of the positioning system
the incoming wave is reflected or diffracted and not totally absorbed. In Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2,
schematics of the anechoic chamber are drawn for the lateral and top view respectively. Possible
parasitic reflections are drawn in the two schematics. The different types of absorbing material are
specified with their reflection coefficients. Mainly the parasitic reflections at the circular absorber
at the upper part of the positioning system will distort the measurement results. Unfortunately
the effect of the parasitic reflections is dependent on the alignment of the positioning system. This
means the angle of the incoming wave defines how much energy of the scattered wave is received
from the antenna under test. Note that also the direction of the polarisation vector changes as a
result of scattering. The narrow band model of the antenna arrays used are derived from impulse
responses obtained from the Fourier transform of calibration measurements with a bandwidth of
120 MHz. Thus, the resulting Rayleigh resolution of the impulse response is around 8.3 ns, which
corresponds to a distance of 2.5 m in free space. Consequently, the calculated radiation patterns,
using eqn. (4.6), include all received parasitic reflections from the positioning system in a radius of
1.25 m.
The second assumption, a constant frequency characteristic of the antenna, which is a presumption
when deriving the narrow band model, is for practical arrays not always valid. For example in case
of the antenna arrays used, a variation of ±1.5 dB to ±3 dB in the band of 120 MHz was specified
during the antenna design step. However, since the antenna elements are frequency dependent, the
resulting model accuracy of the narrow band model is affected. Only if the antenna characteristic
is constant in the considered frequency range, eqn. (4.6) leads to a constructive superposition of the
desired signal energy. This is equivalent to a concentration of all signal energy in one delay bin of
the impulse response after applying the Fourier transformation to the measured frequency response.
In case of a frequency dependent antenna characteristic, not the total desired signal energy can be
modeled with eqn. (4.6), which means that the desired signal energy is distributed in more than
one delay bin.
In Section 7.2.1.1 the accuracy of the narrow band model for a single antenna is defined as a
function of azimuth and co-elevation. It will be seen that the achievable accuracy is often lower
than the available signal to noise ratio SNRIR in the impulse response (see also Section 2.3.3). As
shown in Section 3.4, for signal processing and parameter estimation the efficient antenna array
data model EADF is preferable. The consequence of parasitic reflections and “radiation pattern
gating” due to the positioning system on the derived EADFs will be discussed in Section 7.2.1.2.
For demonstration, verification measurements using the vertical monopole antenna (OMNI see
Fig. 2.15) as a reference antenna are performed. As the proposed verification measurements are
inappropriate for practical antenna arrays (related to the antenna array mounting at the positioning
system), a simplified scattering model of the positioning system is introduced in Section 7.2.1.3.
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With this simplified scattering model radiation patterns and their EADFs are obtained that are
distorted/imperfect due to the parasitic reflections.
Definition 7.2.1. The term distorted will be used for models that are affected by model error.
Definition 7.2.2. The term undistorted will be used for error free models.
The artificially distorted EADFs of the simulated PUCPASIMx2x1x24 are compared with the
EADFs obtained from calibration measurements of the practical antenna array PUCPAx2x1x24.
Using the artificially/measured distorted EADFs for parameter estimation will lead to estimation
of artefacts. This and a EADF based method to reduce the consequences of distorted EADFs on
parameter estimation are finally shown in Section 7.2.1.4.
Type I  -30 … -40 dB
Type II  -15 … -30 dB
Type III  -10 … -25 dB r A
bs
r A
Polarimetric
Reference 
Horn antenna
Antenna 
under Test
Fig. 7.1: Parasitic reflections and the corresponding reflection coefficients of different types of
absorbing material in the anechoic chamber (Lateral View, ϑLoS = 90◦)
7.2.1.1 Accuracy of the Narrow Band Model derived from Anechoic Chamber
Measurements (Angular Domain)
The model accuracy of the narrow band model derived from anechoic chamber measurements can
be defined as the closeness between the “true” frequency dependent antenna characteristic and the
derived narrow band model. To support the understanding let us define a model of the calibration
measurement, which considers the frequency dependence of the antenna and the parasitic reflections
k = 1...K in the anechoic chamber and at the positioning system. The vector valued measured
frequency response for the desired excitation q and angles ϕLoS, ϑLoS of the mth antenna with:
µ =
[
−(M f−1)
2 · · ·
(M f−1)
2
]
(7.5)
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Fig. 7.2: Parasitic reflections and the corresponding reflection coefficients of different types of
absorbing material in the anechoic chamber (Top View, ϑLoS = 45◦)
is given by:
y f (ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) =γqq,LoS ·b(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) ·
(
b f (ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m)◦ e−j2piτ′LoSµT
)
+
K
∑
k=1
γqh,k ·b(ϕk,ϑk,q = h,m) ·
(
b f (ϕk,ϑk,q = h,m)◦ e−j2piτ′kµT
)
+
K
∑
k=1
γqv,k ·b(ϕk,ϑk,q = v,m) ·
(
b f (ϕk,ϑk,q = v,m)◦ e−j2piτ′kµT
)
+n
=y f ,LoS +y f ,h +y f ,v +n
. (7.6)
τ′LoS being the normalised delay between the Tx reference horn antenna and the antenna under
test, γqq,LoS is the path weight corresponding to the free space attenuation and b f (ϕ,ϑ,q,m) is a
vector valued function expressing the frequency dependence of the antenna. In case of a frequency
independent antenna, the vector b f (ϕ,ϑ,q,m) is filled with ones. The first term of eqn. (7.6) y f ,LoS
corresponds to the desired antenna response. The second y f ,h and third term y f ,v correspond to
the horizontal and vertical responses of the K parasitic reflections respectively. The number of
paths K depends on the direction ϕLoS,ϑLoS, this dependence is skipped for notational convenience
in all equations. The fourth term, the measurement noise vector n contains i.i.d. Gaussian noise
(see eqn. (E.3)). Note that the frequency characteristic of the measurement system and the Tx
reference horn antenna is already eliminated from y f .
To determine the model accuracy for a certain direction ϕLoS, ϑLoS, excitation q and antenna m,
the strongest path is estimated from the vector y f :
yˆ f ,LoS = γˆLoS · e−j2piτˆ′LoSµT . (7.7)
Here, the narrow band model with a frequency independent γˆLoS is assumed. The error of the
narrow band model y f ,E is now defined as the difference between the measured data y f and the
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frequency response of the estimated path yˆ f ,LoS:
y f ,E(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) =(y f ,LoS− yˆ f ,LoS)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y f ,EFreq
+(y f ,h +y f ,v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y f ,ERefl
+n
=y f ,EFreq +y f ,ERefl +n
. (7.8)
It is obvious that the error due to a frequency dependent antenna characteristic y f ,EFreq and the error
due to the parasitic reflections y f ,ERefl can not be separated. Only in case of a frequency independent
antenna characteristic it would be possible to estimate a maximum number of K < 2 ·M f additional
paths to differentiate between the desired frequency response of the antenna and the parasitic
reflections. If both effects are similar the total number of unknown parameters to estimate with
Nunknown = (3+2 ·M f )+(3 ·K +2 ·K ·M f ) is by far larger than the number of available measurement
points with Nknown = 2 ·M f . The number of calculated unknowns is related to a direction and
polarisation dependent frequency dependence of the antenna. In Fig. 7.3 the normalised impulse
responses of the measurement:
yd(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) =
F ·y f (ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m)
γqq,LoS
(7.9)
and the error impulse responses:
yd,E(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) =
F ·y f ,E(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m)
γqq,LoS
(7.10)
are shown for a single antenna element of the UCAx1x1x16 for vertical Fig. 7.3(a) and horizontal
Fig. 7.3(b) excitation. The preferred polarisation of the this antenna element and for the chosen
direction (ϕLoS = 0◦,ϑLoS = 90◦) is vertical, which can be seen by observing the peak levels of the
corresponding impulse responses for both excitations. The noise floor (related to n) for vertical and
horizontal excitation may vary because of the AGC, which adds attenuation depending on the input
power at the receiver and thus changes the noise figure (see Section 2.3.3). For both polarisation
excitations, the achievable SNRIR ≈ 40...50dB is larger than the achievable narrow band model
accuracy. By visual inspection, the model accuracy can be seen as the power ratio between the
peak power of the impulse response of the measured data and the peak power of the error impulse
response (eqn. (7.10)). If the gap between the power of the parasitic reflections and the power of
the measured impulse response is decreasing, the model accuracy decreases as well. As a visual
inspection of the model accuracy is not feasible, let us define the model accuracy based on the IR of
the measured data. Here, the following consideration is made: in case of a frequency independent
antenna characteristic and a “totally echo free” anechoic chamber all signal energy is concentrated
at the normalised delay τ′ in the impulse response. This delay is related to the distance between
the Tx and Rx antenna. As y f is band limited and has a constant magnitude, the resulting impulse
response yd can be expected as a sampled sinc(.) function. The maximum of the sinc(.) function is
located at τ′. If the delay of the strongest path τˆ′ coincides with a multiple of the distance between
two bins in the delay domain ∆τ′ = 1M f−1 , then all other delay bins are located at the zeros of the
sinc(.) function. Consequently, these samples should be related to the measurement noise only. In
most cases τˆ′ does not coincidence with a multiple of the distance ∆τ′. To differentiate between
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Fig. 7.3: IR of the measured data yd(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) and error IR yd,E(ϕLoS,ϑLoS,q,m) for vertical
(a) and horizontal excitation (b) of one antenna element of the UCAx1x1x16 with vertical preferred
polarisation
signal energy due to the convolution with the sinc(.) function and signal energy due to parasitic
reflections or a frequency dependent antenna, the impulse response of the measured data will be
shifted about −τˆ′. This corresponds to the following frequency domain operation:
y f ,Shift = y f ◦ ej2pi ˆτ′LoSµT. (7.11)
In consequence, the desired signal energy will be concentrated in the first delay bin of:
yd,Shift = F ·y f ,Shift. (7.12)
Parasitic reflections in the anechoic chamber and/or a frequency dependent antenna will lead to a
signal energy especially in the second delay bin. Thus the signal energy of the second delay bin is
larger than the mean noise energy. In case of parasitic reflections, most of the signal energy in the
second delay bin is related to the reflections at the positioning system in a radius of 1.25 m in case
of 120 MHz bandwidth. Based on the previous discussion let us define the model accuracy ςB as
the energy ratio between the energy of the first delay bin |yd,ShiftLoS(τ′ = 0)|2 and the energy of the
second delay bin |yd,ShiftLoS(τ′ = ∆τ′)|2:
ςB =
|yd,Shift(τ′ = 0)|2
|yd,Shift(τ′ = ∆τ′)|2
(7.13)
where B corresponds to the total bandwidth used.
To illustrate the previous discussion in Fig. 7.4(a) both the normalised impulse response yd and
its shifted version yd,Shift is shown in case of a frequency independent Rx antenna and an echo free
anechoic chamber for a SNRIR ≈ 50 dB. With the fine gray lines the corresponding sinc(.) function
are indicated. It can be seen that in case of the shifted version, the sinc(.) function is sampled at its
zeros. Consequently, the SNRIR can be directly derived from this shifted version. In this ideal case
(no parasitic reflections and frequency independent antenna) the SNRIR matches the model accuracy
ς120MHz. Based on the original version yd it would be impossible to differentiate between the impact
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of the window function, the parasitic reflections and the impact of a varying antenna frequency
response. In Fig. 7.4(b) the result of a measurement example using the UCAx1x1x16 is shown. In
this case the achievable model accuracy ς120MHz is lower than the maximum available SNRIR. As
already described, this discrepancy is related to the imperfections of the anechoic chamber and the
frequency dependence of the antenna.
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(a) Echo free anechoic chamber and frequency indepen-
dent antenna characteristic
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(b) Measurement example UCAx1x1x16
Fig. 7.4: Illustration of the parameter model accuracy ς120MHz in case of an ideal antenna and
anechoic chamber (a) and a measurement example using the UCAx1x1x16 (b)
Narrow Band Model Accuracy of Some Example Arrays: In the following the model accuracy
will be analysed for one antenna element of the UCAx1x1x16 and for two different antenna elements
with vertical and horizontal preferred polarisation of the PULPAx2x1x8 respectively (see Fig. 7.5).
For the co-polarised excitation Fig. 7.5(b), Fig. 7.5(c) and Fig. 7.5(f), the model accuracy is for the
majority of directions at least 25 dB or better. Exceptions are the directions where the zeros of the
radiation patterns are located. At the zeros the achievable accuracy is limited due to the parasitic
reflections and frequency dependence of the antenna. Unfortunately the parasitic reflections and
the frequency dependent antenna have the largest impact for the directions that are close to the
zeros of the radiation patterns.
As the antenna elements of the UCAx1x1x16 have a XPD around 0 dB for most directions, also the
model accuracy for the cross-polarised radiation pattern Fig. 7.5(a) is as high as for co-polarised
radiation pattern Fig. 7.5(b).
For the cross-polarised radiation patterns (Fig. 7.5(c), Fig. 7.5(d)) of the PULPAx2x1x8, the model
accuracy is for most directions very low with 5 dB to 15 dB. This behaviour is related to a large
XPD of these patch antennas. The desired signal energy is almost equal to the signal energy of the
parasitic reflections at the positioning system. There are grounds for the assumption that most of
the energy of the parasitic reflections is related to the reflections in which case the direction of the
polarisation has changed during the scattering at the positioning system.
As seen from the previous discussion, the model accuracy is a very specific parameter of antenna,
which is strongly dependent on the direction of the incoming wave and the polarisation excitation.
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Generalisation in terms of the model accuracy with respect to different types of antenna arrays
can not be made, as the influence of the positioning system in terms of the parasitic reflections is
different for every antenna array and its elements. However, the achievable model accuracy for the
positioning system and antenna arrays used in this thesis are in average not better than 25 dB to
30 dB. In Table 7.1 the mean model accuracy ς¯120MHz over all directions and elements dependent
on the four different polarisation combinations are summarized for a set of selected antenna arrays.
The model accuracy of the practical arrays are affected by the frequency dependence of the antenna
elements and the parasitic reflections. In case of the simulated antenna array PUCPAx2x1x24 the
model accuracy is only affected by the frequency dependence of the antenna. As already observed
in Fig. 7.5, the mean model accuracy of the cross-polarised elements are smaller than in case of the
co-polarised elements. The only exception is the UCAx1x1x16 with an almost equal model accuracy
for cross- and co-polarised elements due to the low XPD of the elements. If the circular absorber of
the positioning system (see Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2) are not in the viewshed of the antenna elements,
then the achievable mean model accuracy is better than for the other arrays. This is especially the
case for the PULPAx2x1x8, as its elements were eccentric positioned on a radius rA larger than
the radius rAbs of the circular absorber. As the positioning radius rA of the elements in case of the
circular antenna arrays used is smaller, the model accuracy is worse due to the stronger impact of
the parasitic reflections at the circular absorber at the upper part of the positioning system.
An additional but very important conclusion of this section is, that even a frequency dependent
antenna model will not improve the model accuracy as long as the parasitic reflections at the posi-
tioning system can not be avoided, reduced (smaller than the effect of the frequency dependence),
or exactly determined.
Tab. 7.1: Mean model accuracy ς¯120MHz in dB for different polarisation combinations and antenna
arrays
Polarsation Excitation (Tx) ⇒ h h v v
Preferred Polarisation (Rx) ⇒ h v h v
Antenna Array ⇓
OMNI - 23.3 - 34.0
PUCPASimx2x1x24 33.4 31.1 30.8 33.5
PUCPAx2x1x24 25.9 23.7 27.0 27.6
PULPAx2x1x8 1D (only ϑLoS = 90◦
Data)
36.5 27.9 27.6 36.9
PULPAx2x1x8 2D (full azimuth and
co-elevation range)
30.7 30.7 29.3 31.3
UCAx1x1x16 - 33.2 - 32.1
7.2.1.2 Consequences of distorted Radiation Patterns on the Calculated EADFs
In the previous section it was described, how accurate an antenna response can be modeled by
using a narrow band antenna model derived from calibration measurements. The model accuracy
of the antenna was analysed in the angular-delay domain only. As the proposed antenna array
data model EADF is defined in the aperture domain, the consequences of the direction dependent
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(a) First Antenna element of the UCAx1x1x16 with
preferred vertical polarisation for horizontal excitation
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(b) First Antenna element of the UCAx1x1x16 with
preferred vertical polarisation for vertical excitation
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(c) Third antenna element of the PULPAx2x1x8 with
preferred horizontal polarisation for horizontal excita-
tion
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(d) Third antenna element of the PULPAx2x1x8 with
preferred horizontal polarisation for vertical excitation
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(e) Third antenna element of the PULPAx2x1x8 with
preferred vertical polarisation for horizontal excitation
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(f) Third antenna element of the PULPAx2x1x8 with
preferred vertical polarisation for vertical excitation
Fig. 7.5: Model accuracy ς120MHz of selected antenna elements of the UCAx1x1x6 (first row) and
PULPAx2x1x8 (second and third row) for horizontal (left) and vertical excitation (right) respec-
tively
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radiation pattern distortion on the relevant samples in the aperture domain will be discussed in
the following. It is differentiated between two effects: parasitic reflections and “radiation pattern
gating”.
The first effect, the distortion due to the parasitic reflections results in an EADF that is less
concentrated than the EADF of the corresponding undistorted radiation pattern. This means that
the effective aperture of the antenna is increased by the parasitic reflections at the positioning
system. The positioning system is consequently seen as part of antenna and increases the aperture
size.
Second, the radiation pattern can not be measured exactly for co-elevation angles larger than
ϑLoS,MAX as the positioning system shadows the LoS path between the reference horn antenna and
the antenna under test. The schematic in Fig. 7.6 shows the top view of the positioning system,
with the maximum measurable co-elevation angle ϑLoS,MAX pinpointed. The resulting “radiation
pattern gating” in the angular domain is equivalent to a convolution of the undistorted EADF
and a sinc(.) function in the aperture domain. This convolution leads also to a less concentrated
EADF, as the side lobes of the sinc(.) function become apparent. The consequences of both the
rAbs
rA
Antenna 
under 
TestϑLoS,MAX
Fig. 7.6: Maximum measurable co-elevation angle ϑLoS,MAX, positioning system top view
parasitic reflections and the “radiation pattern gating” on the 1D EADF will be shown with special
verification measurements. Therefore, the vertical monopole antenna (OMNI as shown in Fig. 2.15)
is used as a reference antenna. The radiation pattern of the vertical monopole antenna for a co-
elevation of ϑ = 90◦ is measured for three different alignments of the antenna at the positioning
system. The different alignments are chosen in such a way that the influences of the distortions are
unequally strong. In Fig. 7.7 the three different alignments and the corresponding rotation axis are
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pinpointed.
In case of alignment 1 (A1) the ϕ-rotation axis of the positioning system is used to measure the
azimuth cut (ϑ = 90◦) almost free from parasitic reflections at the upper and closest part of the
positioning system. The zeros of the radiation patterns are pointing towards the direction where
most parasitic reflections are expected. Additionally, the measured azimuth cut of the radiation
pattern is not gated.
In case of the alignments 2 (A2) and 3 (A3) the ϑ-rotation-axis of the positioning system is used
to measure the same azimuth cut as in case of the alignment A1. The radiation patterns of the
alignments A2 and A3 will be distorted by the parasitic reflections at the lower and upper part of
the positioning system respectively. Furthermore, the azimuth cuts of the radiation patterns are
gated, due to the shadowing effect of the positioning system for these alignments. The measured
(a) Alignment 1 (A1), almost undis-
torted measurement of the azimuth
cut
(b) Alignment 2 (A2), mea-
surement of the azimuth cut
influenced by the lower and
upper part of the positioning
system
(c) Alignment 3 (A3), mea-
surement of the azimuth cut
influenced by the upper part
of the positioning system only
Fig. 7.7: Verification measurement setups measuring the azimuth cut (ϑ = 90◦ ) of the vertical
monopole reference antenna (OMNI) for three different alignments at the positioning system: using
the ϕ rotation axis (a) and ϑ rotation axis (b)(c).
radiation pattern for vertical excitation are shown in Fig. 7.8(a)). In case of the almost undistorted
measurement A1 the radiation pattern is almost omni directional. For the alignments A2 and
A3 the magnitude variation of the radiation patterns are larger due to the constructive and de-
constructive superposition of the parasitic reflections dependent on the angle of the incoming wave.
Additionally, the radiation patterns are gated for azimuth directions around ϕ = 0◦, which results
in a magnitude that is around 20 dB lower than in the case of A1. In the case of A3 more signal
power is received in the shadowed region. The cause for the larger received signal power is the
diffraction at the upper part of the positioning system. The results show that the diffraction at the
circular absorber at the upper part is larger than at the pyramid absorber at the lower part (see
also the picture of the positioning system in Fig. 4.2(b)). For horizontal excitation (Fig. 7.8(b))
and alignment A1, a non-omni directional radiation pattern was measured. In case of alignment
A2 and A3 it can be seen, that the received power is strongly varying and larger for most directions
compared to A1. Obviously, the impact of the parasitic reflections increases if the received power
of the LoS path is decreasing, which is the case for this antenna and the horizontal excitation.
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As the signal power of the parasitic reflections and diffractions are larger than the power of the
LoS path, a gating of the radiation pattern can not be observed for horizontal excitation. Let us
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(c) 1D EADF vertical excitation
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(d) 1D EADF horizontal excitation
Fig. 7.8: Azimuth cut (ϑ= 90◦) of the radiation pattern (top row) and the corresponding 1D EADF
(bottom row) of the vertical monopole antenna (OMNI) for vertical (left column) and horizontal
(right column) excitation and different alignments A1,A2 and A3 at the positioning system
now discuss the impact of the radiation pattern gating and parasitic reflections on the EADF by
comparing the 1D EADFs for the three different alignments. Additionally, the radiation pattern
for alignment A1 is artificially shadowed and the corresponding 1D EADF is also calculated. The
radiation pattern is set to zero in the shadowed region. For comparison the width of the shadowed
region is chosen equivalent to the known shadowing width of A2 and A3. For an omni directional
antenna it is expected, that the total signal power is concentrated in one sample of the 1D EADF.
For vertical excitation and for the alignment A1, the 1D EADF fits almost this expectation (see
Fig. 7.8(c)). As the antenna is not infinite small and the radiation pattern is not constant for all
directions, the adjacent samples of µϕ = 0 still contain signal power, which is around 30 dB to 40
dB lower than the signal power in the main peak. For the alignment A1, the samples with
∣∣µϕ∣∣> 20
contain noise power only. For the artificially shadowed radiation pattern of A1 the convolution of
the original signal (EADF of A1) with the sinc(.) function can be observed. The consequence of
this convolution is the broadening of the main peak. Additionally, the samples
∣∣µϕ∣∣ > 20 contain
signal power and not only noise power. Comparing the EADF of the shadowed version of A1 and
the EADFs corresponding to alignment A2 and A3 a similar shape can be observed. However, due
to the impact of the parasitic reflections a further broadening of the main peak can be observed.
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The signal power of the adjacent samples of the main peak mainly corresponds to the power of
the parasitic reflections. As already seen in Section 7.2.1.1 the power of these reflections is around
20 to 25 dB lower than the power of the designated signal in the main peak. For horizontal
excitation Fig. 7.8(d) and alignment A1 it can be observed that the signal power of the desired
antenna response is much lower and spread in the range of µϕ =±20. That means that the resulting
aperture of this antenna for horizontal excitation is larger than for vertical excitation. In case of
the artificially shadowed radiation pattern only a raised noise floor as a result of the convolution
with the sinc(.) function can be observed. Note that the noise floor for horizontal excitation is lower
than for vertical excitation due to the automatic gain control (AGC) of the sounder. Observing
now the EADFs for A2 and A3 for horizontal excitation it is obvious that the parasitic reflections
have a larger impact on the EADFs than the radiation pattern gating shown with the shadowed
version of A1. In the region where the desired signal antenna response is expected µϕ = ±20, the
signal power in case of the alignment A2 and A3 is up to 10 dB larger than for A1. This mainly
corresponds to the parasitic reflections at the upper part of the positioning system. Reflections
at the lower part of the positioning device have a larger distance to the antenna and lead to an
increased signal power for
∣∣µϕ∣∣> 40. The impact of the parasitic reflections at the lower part of the
positioning system can be only observed in case of alignment A2. In case of A3 the zeros of the
antenna radiation pattern are located in the direction of the lower part of the positioning system
and in consequence the impact of the corresponding reflections can not be observed.
7.2.1.3 Simplified Reflection Model of the Positioning System and Distorted EADFs
The previous measurement example, using the validation antenna by means of the vertical monopole
antenna (OMNI), clearly shows the consequences of the parasitic reflections and the “radiation pat-
tern gating” on the calculated EADFs. However, with this measurement example using a single
antenna element the consequences of distorted EADFs of an antenna array on the parameter es-
timation can not be demonstrated. Moreover most of the practical antenna arrays have only one
possibility for a mounting at the positioning system and different alignments at the positioning
system can not be achieved. Therefore, a simplified scattering model of the positioning system
is introduced in the following. This simplified model will be used to generate distorted radiation
patterns and the corresponding EADFs of the simulated PUCPASimx2x1x24. Herewith it is pos-
sible to apply the simulated distorted EADFs on simulated undistorted data during parameter
estimation, which is not possible from measurements as the undistorted data is not available. For
the simplified model, only parasitic reflections at the upper part of the positioning system will
be considered. A difference is made between angles ϑ < 90◦ of the incoming wave, in which case
only scattering occurs in a specified segment of the circular absorber at the upper part of the
positioning system (see Fig. 7.9(a) and Fig. 7.9(c)) and angles ϑ ≥ 90◦ of the incoming wave, in
this case only diffraction at the edges of the circular absorber is considered (see Fig. 7.9(b) and
Fig. 7.9(d)). In reality an absorber or every object has its own reflection pattern. For simplification
this reflection pattern is not exactly modelled. For each measurement position {ϕn,ϑn}, a fixed
number of K = 10 scattering or diffraction points is randomly chosen at the specified scattering
segment or diffraction edge at circular absorber respectively. The points are uniformly distributed
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in the chosen region. For the simplified scattering model constant scattering and reflection coeffi-
cients aAbs are assumed. Corresponding to the data sheets of the absorbing material the value is
chosen to -25 dB. Furthermore, the scattered power is equally distributed in both polarisations,
which means that the polarisation vector for horizontal and vertical excitation is turned around
45◦. For co-elevation angles larger than ϑLoS,MAX, it is assumed that the LoS path is totally ab-
sorbed. Using eqn. (7.6) without considering the measurement noise, the vector valued distorted
frequency response of the antenna is calculated, while a distance of 5.32 m between reference horn
antenna and the antenna under test is chosen. This distance is equivalent to the distance in the
measurement setup described in Section 4.1. The corresponding delays τ′k and angles of incidence
{ϕk,ϑk} of all K parasitic reflections are calculated. The K path weights of the parasitic reflections
for both polarisations incorporate the free space path loss and the reflection coefficient aAbs of the
absorbing material. Finally, the narrow band radiation patterns and EADFs are calculated using
eqn. (4.6). The proposed simplified model is applied to generate distorted radiation patterns and
EADFs of the simulated PUCPASIMx2x1x24. The following comparison of measured radiation
EADFs and the generated distorted EADFs show that the effects of the distortion caused by the
parasitic reflections and the “radiation pattern gating” can be roughly described with the proposed
simplified scattering model of the positioning system. In Fig. 7.10 the normalised magnitude
of the EADFs (normalised to its maximum) of the simulated PUCPASIMx2x1x24, the distorted
PUCPASIMx2x1x24 and the measured PUCPAx2x1x24 from the left to the right for a vertical port
only are shown. The top row corresponds to the result for vertical excitation and the bottom row
for horizontal excitation. As expected, the EADFs of the simulated array are most concentrated
in the range of µϕ = ±15 and µϑ = ±15 for both polarisation excitations. Analysing the distorted
version of the PUCPAx2x1x24 it is obvious, that the EADFs are spread in the direction of the
co-elevation aperture µϑ. This is reasonable as the simplified scattering model of the positioning
system incorporates parasitic reflections in the co-elevation direction of ϑ≥ ϑLoS,MAX, which results
in a less concentrated EADF in the direction of the co-elevation aperture µϑ. It can be also seen
that the impact on the EADF for the cross-polarised horizontal excitation is larger, as the received
signal power of the LoS path is lower for this excitation. For the EADFs of the measured array
it can be noticed that the region with the main signal power is slightly bigger than in case of the
simulated arrays. The reason for this behaviour can be found in the stronger coupling between the
antenna elements than in case of the simulation. However, the spread of the EADFs in the direction
of the co-elevation aperture µϑ is comparable to the one of the distorted simulation. As the exact
reflection pattern of the positioning system could not be considered, the shape of the distortion
slightly differs from the measured ones. Nevertheless, it can be concluded, that the samples in the
EADF with |µϑ|> 15 in case of the distorted EADF are the result of the distortion. Consequently,
it is appropriate to limit the number of samples of the EADF used for parameter estimation to
µϕ =±15 and µϑ =±15 to reduce the consequence of the radiation pattern distortion. These win-
dowed EADF will be denoted with WEADF. Note that the WEADF does not completely eliminate
the effect of the distortions as the remaining samples are still biased. In the following Section the
impact of the distorted EADFs on the parameter estimation result will be discussed.
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(a) Random scattering points at circular absorber for
ϑ < 90◦ (Lateral view)
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(b) Random diffraction points at the edge of the circu-
lar absorber for ϑ≥ 90◦ (Lateral view)
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(c) Random scattering points at the circular absorber
for ϑ < 90◦ (Top view)
Array segment
Diffraction edge
LoSAntenna
ϕ-axis
Absorber
(d) Random diffraction points at the edge of the circu-
lar absorber for ϑ≥ 90◦ (Top view)
Fig. 7.9: Illustration of the simplified scattering (left column) and diffraction (right column) model
of the upper part of the positioning system for ϑ < 90◦ and ϑ≥ 90◦ respectively
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Fig. 7.10: Comparison of the normalised EADFs [dB] of a vertical port of the simulated PUC-
PASIMx2x1x24 with the corresponding distorted version and the measured PUCPAx2x1x24 from
left to right and from top to bottom for vertical excitation and horizontal excitation
7.2.1.4 Systematic Error of the Estimation Result Caused by Distorted EADFs
The consequences of distorted antenna array calibration measurements on the parameter estimation
results will be discussed in the following. The distorted EADFs generated from distorted radiation
patterns of the PUCPASIMx2x1x24, as described in the previous section, will be used for the pa-
rameter estimation applied to a simulated single path scenario. The undistorted EADFs are used
for the generation of simulated data for the single path excitation. The path weights for horizontal
and vertical polarisation are equal in magnitude. For the analysis two cases will be considered:
using the distorted but complete EADFs (denoted with CEADF) with µϕ =±15 and µϑ =±60 and
using the distorted but windowed EADFs with µϕ = ±15 and µϑ = ±15 for parameter estimation.
Note that using the CEADFs is similar to the interpolation of distorted radiation patterns that
is done by most of the conventional ML parameter estimation algorithms. In case of the RIMAX
algorithm always the WEADFs are applied to reduce the impact of the radiation pattern distortion.
First, only a single path is estimated from the simulated data to determine the mean model ac-
curacy expressed as SRR for both versions of the distorted EADFs: CEADFs and WEADFs. In
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Fig. 7.12(a) the mean SRR (mean over the full azimuth range) dependent on the co-elevation angle
of the true path for using the WEADF and the CEADF are shown. Using the WEADFs that
contain only the relevant but also distorted samples, the mean model accuracy for co-elevation
angles between ϑ = 40◦ and ϑ = 130◦ is around 32 dB to 35 dB. The mean model accuracy when
applying the CEADFs is around 10 dB lower for the same co-elevation angles. But in both cases
a decreasing mean model accuracy can be observed for directions toward the poles of the spherical
coordinate system. The undistorted/perfect radiation patterns have a lower gain in these direc-
tions, which means that the parasitic reflections are stronger compared to the desired path during
calibration. Consequently, the radiation patterns and EADFs are more distorted for the directions
towards the pole of the spherical coordinate system. Especially in the direction of the South Pole,
where additionally the radiation pattern gating occurs, the model accuracy decreases most.
For the second analysis step, the maximum number of path to estimate is set to Kmax = 10. Con-
sequently, the K ≤ 9 additional estimated paths are artefacts. In Fig. 7.11 the estimated mean
power distribution around the true azimuth angle by means of the centred azimuth are shown in
the top row for the case of using the CEADFs Fig. 7.11(a) and the WEADFs Fig. 7.11(b). The
corresponding mean power distributions dependent on the centred co-elevation are shown in the
bottom row. For both, the complete or the windowed distorted EADFs, an estimation of artefacts
can be observed. The maximum power of the artefacts is around 25 dB lower as the power of the
path in the true direction.
For the CEADFs, the artefact’s power and spread in azimuth and co-elevation is larger than com-
pared to the usage of the WEADFs. The spread in azimuth and co-elevation is related to the fact,
that the remaining observation after subtraction of the strongest estimated paths contains almost
no directional/spatial information. Even by estimating 9 additional and physical meaningless paths
the SRR could be only improved about 6 dB (see Fig. 7.12(b)). From experience in working with
measurement data, this behaviour can be quite often observed in scenarios with a large SNRIR in the
impulse response. In LoS scenarios, which often fulfil this condition, a larger number of paths with
a huge spread were observed. This is especially the case when using conventional ML parameter
estimation algorithms that interpolated distorted radiation patterns. Additionally to the estimated
artefacts the computation time of the conventional ML estimation algorithms is increasing due to
the model order overestimation which is only related to the physical meaningless artefacts.
Even so the estimation with the WEADFs lead also to estimation of artefacts, their power contri-
bution is around 10 to 15 dB lower than in case of using the CEADFs. Lower mean model accuracy
and the estimation of artefacts can be only observed for co-elevation directions towards the poles.
But especially for co-elevation angles around ϑ = 90◦ the advantage of the WEADFs is obvious as
the estimated artefacts are almost negligible.
It should be mentioned, that an improvement of the estimation result by the windowed EADFs
can not be achieved in general. The quantity of the improvement is still dependent on the size of
the array, their specific radiation patterns and the power contribution of the parasitic reflections
during antenna array calibration.
A further possible solution to reduce the consequences of the parasitic reflections is the permanent
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attachment of the circular absorber to the antenna array. This means that the circular absorber
is seen as characteristic of the antenna array. The alignment and the attachment of the circular
absorber can never be modified and has to be the same during antenna array calibration and a
propagation measurement campaign. With this approach similar or even better results can be
achieved than with the windowed EADFs. However, the disadvantage of this approach is a higher
computational effort during parameter estimation, as the number of relevant EADF samples is
increasing. Consequently, this will result in a higher computational burden for the parameter
estimation algorithm, which is in most cases not desirable or even impracticable.
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(d) Distorted but windowed EADFs
Fig. 7.11: Comparison between parameter estimation using the distorted and complete EADFs
(CEADFs) (left) and the distorted but windowed EADFs (WEADFs) (right) for single path ex-
citation and the PUCPASIMx2x1x24 array: Mean estimated power distribution [dB] of K ≤ 10
paths versus deviation from true angle in azimuth (top) or co-elevation (bottom) as function of
co-elevation.
7.2.1.5 Concluding Remarks on Systematic Error Related to the Quality of the Calibration
Measurement and to the Narrow Band Model
In the discussion of this Section 7.2.1 it has been clearly shown, that the calibration accuracy is
mainly limited by the reflection properties of the positioning system. The determined mean model
accuracy of the measured radiation patterns of the antenna arrays used varies between 20 to 35
dB. Better model accuracy can be achieved by antenna arrays, in which case the antenna elements
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Fig. 7.12: SRR in case of using the distorted and complete EADFs (CEADFs)) and distorted but
windowed EADFs (WEADFs) of the PUCPASIMx2x1x24, in case of a single path estimation (a)
the SRR is equivalent to the model accuracy and in case of the estimation of 10 paths (b) the SRR
specifies the signal to remainder power ratio only
can not receive the signal of the parasitic reflections. This is especially the case if the antennas are
positioned on a radius rA that is larger than the radius rAbs of the circular absorber at the upper
part of the positioning system. In a realistic simulation it was shown, that the distortion of the
radiation pattern measurement will result in the estimation of artefacts that are almost uniformly
distributed around the true path. However, with the distorted but windowed EADFs the mean
model accuracy may be improved around 10 dB, which consequently result in a power reduction of
the estimated artefacts.
7.2.2 Systematic Error Due to Incomplete Data Models
The impetus of this section stems from the following observations:
1. Parameter estimation is able to achieve high resolution by incorporating a priori knowledge.
2. Part of that a priori knowledge are the data models that describe antenna responses to
particular incident wave-fields, for all possible angles of incidence and all polarisation states
of fields. Obviously, the use of inadequate data models precludes high-quality estimates.
3. The fact that many arrays are composed of antenna elements that only offer one electrical
input/output port is easily mistaken for insensitivity to one of the two fundamental polarisa-
tions, or for identical behaviour for both polarisations.
4. Full polarimetric calibration of antennas over 4pi space angle to make up these data mod-
els is time-consuming and cumbersome, as is storage of the calibration data and handling
(interpolation of) these data during estimation.
5. Therefore, often, short-cuts are taken, resulting in using a cut through the azimuthal plane
and/or calibrating for one polarisation only or even not calibrating at all but relying on
theoretical patterns or only partly calibrating.
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6. Linear arrays have an inherent angular response ambiguity that must lead to estimation bias.
7. A further short cut is commonly taken by assuming plane wave fronts or wave fronts with
a constant curvature instead of considering the distance dependent curvature of each wave
front, which is especially crucial for measurements in Indoor environments.
8. Up to now, non decent treatise has been published dealing with the consequences of particular
choices for array types and data models on the estimation accuracy, as far as the author is
aware of.
9. As using incomplete data models during estimation may give rise to the occurrence of clusters
of multi-path components where there are none, which is of interest especially for channel
modelling.
The following literature survey covering the last 20 years gives an overview of publications, incom-
plete data models for parameter estimation being used in simulations and measurements. Note
that this list may not be complete and can be further extended.
In simulations:
• Ignoring polarisation: 6, Ignoring elevation: 1, Ignoring polarisation & elevation: 7
• UCA at MS, ignoring polarisation [64, 117–121]
• UCA at MS, ignoring polarisation and elevation [97, 114, 122, 123]
• ULA at MS, ignoring polarisation and elevation [124, 125]
• ULA at MS, ignoring elevation [126]
• Planar and Linear arrays, ignoring polarisation and partly also elevation [58]
In measurements:
• Ignoring polarisation: 3, Ignoring elevation: 1, Ignoring polarisation & elevation: 4
• Micro cell environment, UCA at MS ignoring polarisation and ULA at BS (below roof top)
ignoring elevation [69]
• Micro cell environment, crossed array at MS only, ignoring polarisation [127]
• Macro cell environment, ULA to ULA over roof top, ignoring polarisation and elevation [68]
• Indoor environment, UCA at MS and BS, ignoring polarisation [66]
• Outdoor to Indoor, UCA at MS and ULA at BS, ignoring polarisation and elevation [70, 128]
• Micro cell environment, 1. ULA at MS and synthetic cross array at BS, 2. CUBA at MS and
CUBA at BS, ignoring elevation and polarisation [65]
• Indoor environment, synthetic volume array, ignoring polarisation [129]
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• Micro cell environment, URA at MS and CUBA at BS, ignoring polarisation and elevation
[57]
• Pico cell environment, ULA at BS and synthetic UCA at MS, ignoring polarisation and
elevation [60]
This list shows the extent to which the topic of using appropriate data models for parameter
estimation is ignored. Only a few publications can be found, where the spatial domain is fully
exploited in the measurement and estimation process [3, 4, 72, 73].
In view of the aforementioned points, the following three major effects of incomplete data models
will be discussed:
1. Inadequate treatment of the change of phase and magnitude distributions over circular and
linear arrays with co-elevation in Section 7.2.2.1;
2. Disregarding the fact that every antenna does receive signal from both polarisation directions,
by considering only array patterns for a single polarisation in Section 7.2.2.2;
3. Ignoring the curvature of the wave front dependent on the distance of the source in Section
7.2.2.3.
For the first and the second point, two popular generic types of arrays will be treated: the po-
larimetric uniform linear array PULPAx2x1x8 and the uniform circular array UCAx1x1x16 (see
Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.14). Anechoic chamber calibration measurements of a single path arriving
from different co-elevation and azimuth angles for horizontal and vertical excitation are used.
7.2.2.1 Effect of Ignoring Elevation Characteristics
The major effect used in direction estimation with antenna arrays is the change of phase over
the antenna elements with varying incident angles, both in azimuth and elevation. Additionally,
amplitude effects are experienced too depending on the angular responses of the individual antenna
elements of which the array is made of and on influences of the constructional parts of the array.
This phase and amplitude response as function of angle of incidence is what is used by parameter
estimators to match received responses to. Note that an estimator relying on element uniformity,
e.g. ESPRIT, is generally not able to handle non-uniform amplitude responses over array elements,
be it that in some cases additional pre-processing might relieve the problem. In contrast, this non-
uniformity can in some cases even be used to advantage by Maximum Likelihood (ML)-estimators
for resolving ambiguous responses. For example, if the non-uniformity is different for different co-
elevation angles, it could be used for ML-estimation of these co-elevation angles. In this context, it
is immaterial whether such non-uniformity stems from intrinsic responses from spatially differently
oriented antenna elements or those differences between element responses are caused by coupling,
fabrication tolerances, or influences of constructional parts of the array. Although the varying
phase over the array with incidence angle is the major effect routinely used in direction estimation
procedures, there is a twist to it that is often overlooked. For a linear array, the phase variation
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Fig. 7.13: DoA ambiguity in case of using an ideal ULA
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Fig. 7.14: Phase over 16 element UCA, ∅ 10.5 cm at 5.2 GHz for incidence at different co-elevations
ϑ.
along the array with varying angle of incidence is inherently linear. But as the angle of incidence is
defined with respect to the axis through the array, its response shows rotational symmetry around
this axis. The M elements of the ULA are symmetrically placed at the y-axis, which results in the
following phase term:
b(ϕ,ϑ,m) = e−j·m·∆α(ϕ,ϑ). (7.14)
With ∆α being the phase difference between two elements of the ULA with:
∆α(ϕ,ϑ) = 2pi ·d′ · sin(ϕ) · sin(ϑ) (7.15)
where d′ = 0.5 is the distance between two adjacent elements normalised to the wavelength λ.
Effectively, this means that different waves with their angle of incidence on the same cone around
a ULA will impose the same phase gradient over the array, as shown in Fig. 7.13(a). There will
be no way of telling from the array response from where on a cone an incident wave comes. An
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expression for the resulting azimuth error in case of planar wave fronts is given by [130]:
ϕE = arcsin
(
sin(ϑ) · sin(ϕ)
sin(ϑ)
)
− arcsin(sin(ϑ) · sin(ϕ)) (7.16)
in case that the used data model or calibration is valid for ϑ = 90◦. For instance, a wave with
azimuthal incidence angle of 45◦ and co-elevation 90◦ is as likely as a wave with azimuth 90◦ and
co-elevation 135◦, resulting in 45◦ bias in azimuth, as illustrated in the contour plot of Fig. 7.13(b)
for different angles of incidence. It is explicitly mentioned here that the directional ambiguity of
linear arrays is therefore more extensive than the well-known front-back ambiguity. Intrinsically,
due to the lack of aperture in the plane perpendicular to the line through the array, estimation of the
co-elevation angles of incidence with linear arrays is not possible. This means that the correction
of the estimated path weights for the radiation pattern dependent on the true DoD/DoA can not
be achieved.
For a uniform circular array, the phase changes with varying angles of incidence along the array are
typically not linear but sinusoidal. Here, there is less ambiguity as the phase gradients change with
co-elevation, as shown in Fig. 7.14. However, an upper/lower ambiguity, with the azimuthal plane
as plane of symmetry, still exists. For small departures from the zero-elevation plane (co-elevation
equals 90◦), the effects are minor but the phase distribution over the array flattens progressively
with increasing elevation until the field is normally incident on the array. Note that phase, being
the argument of the complex amplitude, is a non-linear quantity and that complex amplitude
distributions can not be transformed by a single complex scalar from one phase distribution to
another; on the other hand, this exactly allows to determine the co-elevation angle, be it less
accurate where the phase changes are smallest and apart from the upper/lower ambiguity. The
task of a parameter estimator is to find the complex scalar that optimally matches the incoming
field to the modelled amplitude distributions, that complex scalar being the “path weight” for a
component with a particular angle of incidence. When for the data model, for instance, only an
azimuthal cut is available, representing the phase distribution with maximum phase gradients in
Fig. 7.14, a matching of lower gradient phase distributions, belonging to incidence outside this
plane, to those of the azimuthal plane with just a single complex scalar will result in estimation
bias and spread.
Example PULPAx2x1x8: The consequences of the ULA’s ambiguity for direction estimation with
practical PULPAx2x1x8 will be illustrated in the following. In contrast to the ideal ULA, the PUL-
PAx2x1x8 has directional dual polarised patch antennas. Also, the phase characteristics dependent
on the co-elevation differ from the ideal ULA, but this information is not sufficient to estimate
the co-elevation angle, as opposed to circular arrays where the asymmetry enables resolving co-
elevation. Therefore, only the full polarimetric 1D data model, the azimuthal cut for a constant
co-elevation of ϑ = 90◦, can be used for the estimation, the consequences of which will be discussed
in the following. As described in Section 7.1, in the first analysis the maximum number of paths
to estimate, Kmax, is set to one, to demonstrate the model error made by using the 1D data model
in terms of SRR, azimuth error, and error of the path weights (Fig. 7.15). In the second analysis,
the impact on the azimuth power distribution is shown for horizontal and vertical excitation, when
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(a) SRR, horizontal excitation
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(b) SRR, vertical excitation
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(c) Azimuth error, horizontal excitation
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(d) Azimuth error, vertical excitation
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(f) Relative power of γvv
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(h) Relative power of γvh
Fig. 7.15: Model accuracy as expressed in SRR, azimuth error, relative power of the path weights
(relative to true path) using the full polarimetric 1D data model during estimation (horizontal and
vertical excitation left and right side resp., PULPAx2x1x8, Kmax = 1)
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estimation for multiple paths is allowed, upto Kmax = 10, as function of co-elevation and three dif-
ferent azimuth directions of the true paths (Fig. 7.16).
The results of the first analysis are shown as function of the azimuth and co-elevation of the true
path, as the variation of the parameters to discuss is strongly dependent on the azimuth, due to
the non-uniform behaviour of the array. From the SRR (top row Fig. 7.15) it can be seen that, if
the highest accuracy of 25 dB (maximum accuracy of the calibration) is demanded, the 1D data
model can only be used for a co-elevation range of ϑ = 90◦± 5◦ with azimuthal angles between
ϕ =−70◦ and ϕ = 70◦. For larger absolute azimuth angles and for co-elevation angles towards the
poles, the model accuracy is decreasing, resulting in the estimation of additional but wrong paths.
For a better visibility, the azimuth error in the second row of Fig. 7.15 is clipped to ±20◦. For
SRRs better than 15 dB, the azimuth error is still small with around ±5◦ (see also eqn. (7.16)). Al-
though the azimuth angle can almost be estimated correct, the estimated path weights are strongly
affected. Comparing the relative power of the co-polarised (third row) and cross-polarised path
weights (fourth row), it is obvious that the power from a purely horizontal/vertical excitation will
be distributed over both the co and cross-polar path weights. This means that the cross-polarised
path weight becomes stronger (results in positive values of the relative power in dB), whereas the
co-polarised path weight becomes weaker (results in negative values of the relative power in dB).
Note that apart from being distributed over co- and cross-polar path weights, received power will
also leak away into other paths due to the finite SRR. Based on Fig. 7.15, the valid azimuth
range for practical purpose of the PULPAx2x1x8 is limited to approximately ϕ =±70◦, even for a
co-elevation of ϑ = 90◦. With the second analysis (Kmax = 10), the ambiguity with ULAs for angles
symmetrically around the axis of the array can be easily demonstrated. In Fig. 7.16, the colour
depicts the estimated power distributions centred around the true angle of arrival in azimuth for
horizontally and for vertically polarised waves (to the left and right, respectively). Cases for three
angles of incidence are shown, −70◦, −35◦, and 0◦ in azimuth (from top to bottom) with co-elevation
ranging from 20◦ to 160◦. The picture is clipped at -25 dB, being the model accuracy as limited by
calibration inaccuracies (as discussed in Section 7.2.1.2). The actually received power is normalised
at 0 dB. With positive azimuth angles, mirror-imaged curves would result. The azimuthal cut for a
constant co-elevation of ϑ = 90◦, but full-polarimetric, was used as data model in the estimations.
The effect of elevation on the bias of the angle estimation is obvious and is following eqn. (7.16).
The larger spreads on the results for vertical polarisation arise from the larger non-uniformity of the
array with elevation for vertical polarisation than for horizontal, caused by differences between an-
tenna element characteristics and different influences that constructional parts of array have on the
respective properties of the individual elements. From this larger non-uniformity, larger residuals in
the estimation process result when the parameter estimator approximates responses from high-tilt
angles with those modelled from the azimuthal plane, these residuals in turn being interpreted as
separate components.
Example UCAx1x1x16: Earlier it was mentioned that the non-ambiguous phase variation over the
array with co-elevation allows to estimate co-elevation but will on the other hand lead to estimation
errors when not properly accounted for in the data model for the estimation. The following results
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(a) Horizontal excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ=
−70◦
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(b) Vertical excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ =
−70◦
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(c) Horizontal excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ=
−35◦
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(d) Vertical excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ =
−35◦
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(e) Horizontal excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ=
0◦
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(f) Vertical excitation, azimuth of the true path ϕ = 0◦
Fig. 7.16: Power distributions of the K ≤ 10 estimated paths [dB] as function of the centred
azimuth around the true path and co-elevation using the full polarimetric 1D data model of the
PULPAx2x1x8 for ϕ =−70◦,−35◦,0◦ of the true path from top to bottom and for horizontal (left)
and vertical excitation (right)
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will illustrate this with measurements on the UCAx1x1x16. Again a single wave was received with
the incidence angle ranging over full azimuth and elevation with its angle of incidence estimated
on basis of a 1D data model (azimuthal cut only ϑ = 90◦). In order to preclude artefacts as to
be described in the following paragraph, a full polarimetric model was used. For comparison the
estimation is also performed based on the full polarimetric 2D data model. The results in terms of
the mean model accuracy (SRR) from forcing the parameter estimator to estimate only one path
are shown in the top row of Fig. 7.17 for using the 1D and 2D data model. Regarding the SRR,
it is obvious that the model accuracy of the 1D data model drastically decreases for co-elevation
angles towards the poles of the spherical coordinate system. Also the azimuth error of the single
path, shown in Fig. 7.18(a), is increasing towards these co-elevation directions. The figures in the
lower part of Fig. 7.17 depict the angular spectra for the case the maximum number of paths to
be estimated is increased to 10. These figures are again clipped at -25 dB (being related to the
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(c) Mean angular power distribution for horizontal ex-
citation
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(d) Mean power distribution for vertical excitation)
Fig. 7.17: Model accuracy as expressed in SRR (top) and estimated angular power distributions
of K ≤ 10 paths (bottom) for UCAx1x1x16, using 1-D (full-polarimetric) data model (azimuthal
cut). From left to right for horizontal and vertical excitation respectively.
model accuracy from antenna array calibration), with received power normalised at 0 dB. It shows
that reception of a single discrete component renders a number of estimated discrete components
distributed around the azimuthal angle of arrival. The larger asymmetry seen for the vertical polar-
isation can be understood from the interaction of the ground plate of the array with the changing
direction of the electrical field with co-elevation. For horizontally polarised waves, the direction of
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field does not change with co-elevation. As a conclusion, one does better not attempt to determine
angular spreads, or cluster spreads for that matter, from parameters estimated with a 1D data
model, especially in fields with substantial specular power incident from higher elevational angles.
Although the results are specific for this particular circular array, for instance with regard to the
differences in artificial angular spreads between low elevation and high elevation incidence, it may
be worthwhile to remark that the occurrence of considerable spreads itself, for small angles out of
the azimuthal plane, is a generic effect for circular arrays. This effect is caused by the dissimilar-
ity between the antenna response in the azimuthal plane (ϑ = 90◦) and the antenna responses for
co-elevational incidence ϑ 6= 90◦.
Although the errors are large enough to render estimation results useless, especially for the horizon-
tal polarisation (see Fig. 7.18(a)) where large biases develop, the reliability check of the parameter
estimation algorithm RIMAX [62] fails. The path is still considered as a valid one. The reason for
that can be found in the reliability check procedure. The estimated relative variances of the path
weights, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 7.18, which are derived on basis of the observation and
the data model used, are taken as measure for the reliability. A path is considered to be reliable if
the relative variance of the path weight is better than -3 dB. But the Figures 7.18(c) and 7.18(d)
demonstrate that the estimated relative variance in case of using an incomplete data model are
not an appropriate measure to check the reliability of the estimated paths. Even if the relative
variance increases towards the poles of the spherical coordinate system, it still fulfils the condition
of being better than -3 dB. Consequently, the path is assumed to be valid, even if the azimuth
error (Fig. 7.18(a)) is rather large and the model accuracy as measured by the SRR is low. As
Fig. 7.18(b) shows, even for a totally meaningless estimation result, the estimated variance of the
estimated azimuth (Fig. 7.18(b)) is low. The estimated parameter variances (CRLBs), which are
based on the incomplete data model, are meaningless. They are related to a model that matches
the real channel only in case of ϑ = 90◦. Consequently, the relative variances of the path weights
are only appropriate as a reliability check, when an accurate and full polarimetric 2D data model
is used. For the sake of completeness the discussion about the reliability check was performed for
the previous example. The conclusion will also apply for the other examples where incomplete data
models are used. Therefore, I refrain from a explicit discussion for the other examples.
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(d) Estimated relative variance of the path weight (ver-
tical excitation,Kmax = 1
Fig. 7.18: Error of the estimated azimuth (a) and estimated azimuth standard deviation (b) for
single path excitation and estimation (top row), estimated relative variance of the path weight of
the single path for horizontal (c) and vertical (d) excitation where the full polarimetric 1D data
model is used during estimation (UCAx1x1x16)
7.2.2.2 Ignoring Polarisation Characteristic
Despite the fact that radio waves are of vectorial nature, with two orthogonal polarisation com-
ponents perpendicular to the propagation direction, traditionally only the vertical component has
been considered in land-mobile radio communications. With the progress of technology, the mobile
radio channel has changed character drastically:
1. Carrier frequency has gone up, from VHF-band to UHF and SHF, and scattering has become
increasingly important. As a result:
• the elevational range of incoming waves has enlarged, especially indoors and in case of
over-rooftop propagation;
• in many short-range communication scenarios the polarisations will be well-mixed with
the power present in both polarisations of the same order of magnitude and little corre-
lation between the fields of both polarisations.
2. With current handheld or portable mobile communication devices:
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• the antennas show strong polarisation cross-talk (low cross-polar discrimination (XPD)
figures), meaning these antennas will receive signal from any polarisation;
• a fixed antenna orientation can not be guaranteed any longer.
3. For MIMO systems, the two polarisations may provide more or less independent transfers, de-
pending on the scattering situation, offering a welcome increase of channel rank and therefore
making modelling of it worthwhile.
But, all the above-mentioned points are ignored in measurements, characterisation, and modelling
only a single polarisation is considered, as is often still the case (see the list of publications in the
beginning of Section 7.2.2). Especially when applying parameter estimation, one should realise that
for an ideal, but physically realisable antenna element, the responses to horizontally and vertically
polarised fields can fundamentally never be identical. Consequently, the respective array responses
can not be either and trying to estimate the direction of incidence for one of the polarisations based
on a data model for the other will result in appreciable estimation errors. The next paragraph will
illustrate this by a practical example.
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(a) SRR for single polarimetric (vertical) 2D data
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(b) SRR for full polarimetric 2D data model
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(c) Azimuth error for single polarimetric (vertical) 2D
data model
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(d) Azimuth error for full polarimetric 2D data model
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(e) Co-elevation error for single polarimetric (vertical)
2D data model
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(f) Co-elevation error for full polarimetric 2D data
model
Fig. 7.19: Estimation results for UCAx1x1x16 with Kmax = 1, using the single polarimetric (ver-
tical) 2D and full polarimetric 2D data model from left to right respectively.
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(a) Single polarimetric vertical 2D data model, az-
imuth result
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(b) Full polarimetric 2D data model, azimuth result
centered co-elevation ϑc [deg]
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(c) Single polarimetric vertical 2D data model, co-
elevation result
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(d) Full polarimetric 2D data model, co-elevation result
Fig. 7.20: Comparison between parameter estimation using a vertical polarisation only data model
(left) and a full-polarimetric data model (right) for reception of a single horizontally polarised path:
mean estimated power of K ≤ 10 paths versus deviation from true angle in azimuth (top) or co-
elevation (bottom) as function of co-elevation in dB.
Example UCAx1x1x16: The necessity of using a full polarimetric antenna model will become
clear from the following comparison between using a full polarimetric 2D antenna model and a
single polarisation 2D model during parameter estimation. By choosing 2D models, the effects
described in the former paragraph are avoided. Again, the UCAx1x1x16 depicted in 2.14 with 16
monopoles was used for the comparison. Just to envision, the UCAx1x1x16 is almost equal sensitive
for horizontal and vertical excitation, although the array was designed as a vertical receive array
(reconsider the discussion of Section 4.3.1). In comparison to the full polarimetric 2D model in
the following analysis, for the data model, vertical is chosen as the single polarisation direction,
as the choice of a horizontal polarisation only model was never seen in literature, but this choice
is not important. The incident field is thus chosen to be one horizontally or vertically polarised
wave with its angle of incidence ranging over full azimuth and elevation. The results for the single
path estimation using the single and full polarimetric 2D data model are shown on left and right
side of Fig. 7.19 respectively. From the parameter SRR (top row) it is obvious, that in case of
vertical excitation a single path can be estimated perfectly, within the array model accuracy of 20
dB to 25 dB, by using only the vertically 2D data model (Fig. 7.19(a)). The result of using the
full polarimetric 2D data model (Fig. 7.19(b)) is almost identical. Furthermore, the azimuth and
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co-elevation estimation errors for the vertical excitation are comparably low in both cases. But for
a limited number of directions, a higher estimation error can be observed, caused by the ambiguity
between the ϑ = 0◦...90◦ range and the ϑ = 90◦...180◦. It is only due to an asymmetric behaviour
of the antenna array with co-elevation that it is often possible to estimate the co-elevation angle
accurately. The asymmetric behaviour is only caused by the mechanical construction of the antenna
array. Note that such is not the case for an ideal UCA. From the estimation result for horizontal
excitation it is obvious, that using only the vertical radiation pattern during estimation leads to a
20 dB worse SRR and model accuracy respectively. The SRR is only 5 dB, which means that using
the incomplete data model allows us to subtract signal power to only -5 dB instead of up to -20
dB to -25 dB. Additionally, the estimated azimuth and co-elevation angles of the single path show
biases up to 50◦ (see Fig. 7.19(c)).
Figure 7.20 shows the mean estimated angular power distributions for the Kmax ≤ 10 estimated
paths. On the right-hand side, results for using the complete data model are shown (i.e. 2D full
polarimetric), on the left-hand side those for using the vertical polarisation pattern only. The
power distributions are given as function of the deviation from the true angle of arrival (upper
row: relative in azimuth, lower row, relative in elevation), clipped at -25 dB like the earlier ones.
This relative depicting (mean distributions) is possible as the variation in estimation errors over
the absolute azimuth angle is small, due to the rather homogeneous response of the UCA. To the
right, the estimated power is well concentrated around the true angle of arrival, both in azimuth
and co-elevation with only little spurious. So, the intrinsic accuracy of the RIMAX procedure is
high, when used with full-polarimetric data models. To the left, the results for using only the
pattern for vertical polarisation show both a bias in azimuth (at the true azimuthal angle almost
no power is found) and a large asymmetric bias in co-elevation. The asymmetry stems from the
(vertically) asymmetric mechanical build-up of the UCAx1x1x16. The apparent angular spread
caused by using a simplified data model, is considerable; be reminded that only a single discrete
component was received. The particular shapes of the distributions in Fig. 7.20 are specific for the
chosen array, the significant loss of accuracy in comparison with using a complete data model is
not. One simply does not have control over the polarisation direction of incoming waves during
measurements and with data models for a single polarisation at hand, estimation of components
with the other polarisation is bound to yield errors of type described here. Only under restrictive
conditions such estimation errors could remain small. That is, when one can be sure that the array
only receives a single polarisation, either because the field has a single polarisation (corresponding
with the data model) or because the XPD of the antenna elements is extremely high. The former
is not so likely [3] and the latter is only true for very few antenna designs within a small range of
angles of incidence.
7.2.2.3 Consequences of the “Plane Wave Assumption”
The plane-wave assumption has been used extensively in array signal processing, parameter es-
timation, and wireless channel modelling to simplify analysis. That the plane-wave assumption
is not acceptable under certain circumstances has been shown in [131] based on channel capacity
analysis of MIMO propagation channels. Indoor environments are discussed. The problem in such
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environments stems from the short distance between the scattering points and the antenna arrays
used in comparison to the wavelength.
However, parameter estimation algorithms that use specific array signal models such as ESPRIT,
which relies on the shift invariance, assume that plane wave fronts impinging at the antenna array.
Most ML estimation algorithms such as EM, SAGE, and RIMAX are more flexible in terms of the
applied data models. They rely on calibration data for a fixed distance rCalib (see also Chapter 4),
which is limited by size of the anechoic chamber. But all algorithms have in common, that array
calibrations are normally performed for a distance where the plane wave front assumption is fulfilled
(considering certain accuracy). Nevertheless, in measurements it is often neglected that the plane
wave front assumption is not fulfilled especially when the distance between the antenna array and
the scatterer is much smaller than the calibration distance.
Only a few publications can be found (e.g. [61]), in which case the consequences of the wave curva-
ture on estimation results by using the plane-wave model or a spherical-wave model are compared
based on Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) anechoic chamber measurements. It is stated that with the
plane wave assumption the probability of the estimation of spurious path is increasing. However,
a full polarimetric radiation pattern modelling in combination with the modelling of the curvature
r of the wave fronts was not given. Therefore, in [32] an antenna data model was proposed that
incorporates both, the full polarimetric radiation pattern and the wave front curvature r of the
incoming wave for practical antenna arrays. The practical antenna array SPUCPAx2x2x24 was
used for demonstration.
Considering the Wave Front Curvature for Simulation and Estimation: In the previous sections
only the calibration data for a fixed distance is used in simulation and estimation, as the modelling
error is negligible for scatterer distances larger than the calibration distance rCalib. This means that
the model described in Section 3.1 was only applied for the fixed distance rCalib, disregarding the true
curvature r of the impinging wave front. In the following simulation and estimation, the described
model will be used considering the true distance r of the scattering points or point source of the
electrical field. Note that all simulations and investigations in the following are performed for a
centre frequency of 5.2 GHz (λ= 5.77 cm in free space) without further notification! Reconsidering
eqn. (3.2), with the antenna response in an array being modelled by the phase term bph and the
radiation pattern bA being related to coordinate origin, shows that the error when using calibration
data for a fixed distance is basically related to the phase term. The phase term eqn. (3.3) can be
also written as:
bph(ϕ,ϑ,r,m) = e−j
2pi
λ
√
∆x2+∆y2+∆z2 (7.17)
∆x = r sin(ϑ)cos(ϕ)− xm (7.18)
∆y = r sin(ϑ)sin(ϕ)− ym (7.19)
∆z = r cos(ϑ)− zm (7.20)
where (xm,ym,zm) specifies the position of the m-th element in the array compound and λ the wave
length at the centre frequency. Consequently, this model requires the knowledge about the position
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of the antenna element. For the non gradient based ML estimators such as SAGE this model is
sufficient. As the gradient based estimation algorithm RIMAX is used in this thesis, the derivatives
dependent on ϕ, ϑ and r are necessary too:
∂b
∂ϕ =
∂bA
∂ϕ ·bph+
∂bph
∂ϕ ·bA
∂b
∂ϑ =
∂bA
∂ϑ ·bph+
∂bph
∂ϑ ·bA
∂b
∂r =
∂bph
∂r ·bph. (7.21)
Note that the previous equations are based on vector valued functions b for MRx or MTx antennas
respectively. For notational convenience the derivatives of
∂bph
∂ϕ and
∂bph
∂ϑ will not be given here. As
for bA the EADF model is used, the corresponding derivatives can be easily calculated following
the description in Section 3.3. In the following the described model will be either used to generate
curvature dependent array responses, which are estimated with the fixed distance model or the
model will be incorporated in the estimation algorithm.
Wave Field and Model Error for Different Curvatures: For a better understanding let us discuss
the consequences of different source distances r, on the wave field and model error when using the
fixed distance model for different angle of incidence and antenna position. In Fig. 7.21 the wave
fields for 3 different distances r = 0.7 m, r = rCalib = 5.5m, which at the same time was used as
calibration distance and r = 1000m for the DoA of ϕ = 0◦, ϑ = 90◦ are shown. As an example,
a 24 element circular array and a 12 element linear array are plotted in the wave fields. For the
short distance the curvature of the wave fronts can be clearly seen, for the calibration distance
and r = 1000 m the wave field is quite similar and the impinging wave front is almost plane. From
the shown wave field it is obvious that the phase distribution over an antenna array is changing
dependent on the curvature r. For parameter estimation the resulting model error of the fixed
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Fig. 7.21: Wave field around an exemplary 24 element circular (black) and 12 element linear
antenna array (blue) for different wave front curvatures r for impinging wave from ϕ = 0◦, ϑ = 90◦
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distance model for a certain antenna position:
ηCurv(ϕ,ϑ,rCalib ,r,xm,ym,zm) =
bph(ϕ,ϑ,r,xm,ym,zm)
bph(ϕ,ϑ,r,x0,y0,z0)
− bph(ϕ,ϑ,rCalib,xm,ym,zm)bph(ϕ,ϑ,rCalib,x0,y0,z0) (7.22)
is of major importance, as it will define the probability of estimating artefacts. The position x0,y0,z0
defines the centre of the antenna array used. In Fig. 7.22 the error ηCurv(rCalib = 5.5 m) is shown
in dB dependent on different curvatures r and DoAs. It can be seen that the error is strongly
dependent on the position of the antenna element, the DoA, and the curvature r of the impinging
waves. This will consequently result in the estimation of artificial paths.
Observing the error characteristic over the antenna elements of the circular array dependent on the
different azimuth angles, it can be seen that the characteristic is rotation-symmetric. Consequently,
similar artificial estimated path distribution around the azimuth direction of the impinging wave can
be expected for different azimuth angles for the circular array (assuming constant co-elevation angle
and curvature). For the linear array, the error characteristic is not rotation-symmetric dependent
on the azimuth. As opposed to the circular array, the distribution of the estimated artefacts will
be strongly dependent on the azimuth angle of the impinging wave.
From the above discussion, it can be expected that the structure of the array has strong influence
on the estimated distributions of artificial paths. However, from the error distribution shown it
can be concluded that ignoring the curvature of the wave front is only acceptable under certain
circumstances. It is dependent on the size, the structure of the antenna array, the DoAs of the
incoming waves and the required model accuracy. From the error distributions it is obvious, that
when neglecting the curvature for distances r << rCalib (Example r = 0.7 m) the arrays need to
be very small to achieve a model accuracy better than 20 dB. If the remaining curvature for the
calibration distance is negligible (in terms of the model accuracy), than the curvature of the wave
front for r > rCalib can be neglected.
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Fig. 7.22: Antenna position dependent model error ηCurv(rCalib = 5.5 m) for different angles of
incidence (ϕ, ϑ)and distance r of a point source, when using a fixed distance data model with
rCalib = 5.5 m during estimation. Exemplary a circular and a linear array are shown in the model
error distributions.
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Consequences of Using Fixed Distance Calibration Data: Again the simulated antenna arrays
PUCPA and ULA will be used for demonstration. The consequences of using fixed distance cal-
ibration data with rCalib = 5.5 m for the estimation of a single path on the parameter estimation
result will be discussed in the following. The DoA is chosen as ϕ= 0◦ and ϑ = 90◦, as this direction
represents the worst case for the PUCPA and ULA. Only the parameter SRR as function of the
number of elements and the curvature r of the impinging wave is analysed in Fig. 7.23, as the
azimuth estimation error is negligible in case of the single path estimation. It can be seen that
the resulting model error expressed as SRR is larger in case of the linear array. This stems from
the fact that the maximum aperture size of the linear array with the same number of elements as
a circular array is larger. Consequently, the outer elements of the array will be affected most by
using the fixed distance calibration data, as the discrepancy between the assumed wave front and
the true one is largest. It is obvious, that the range in which the fixed distance calibration data can
be used assuming certain model accuracy is decreasing with the number of elements. Furthermore,
it can be concluded that the model accuracy for curvatures larger than rCalib is at least 30 dB to
40 dB for the antenna arrays used in this thesis (considering the size). However, it can be clearly
seen that for curvatures smaller than the calibration distance the model error is increasing. For
example, for measurements in indoor environments where scattering can be expected in a radius of
1 m and circular arrays larger than 25 elements or linear arrays larger than 6 elements are used,
the model accuracy is below 25 dB.
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Fig. 7.23: SRR for single path excitation as function of the number of elements and the wave
curvature r, when using a fixed distance array data model with rCalib = 5.5 m for the simulated
arrays PUCPA (a) and ULA (b).
Estimation of Artefacts when Using Fixed Distance Calibration Data: As seen in the previous
paragraph, the model accuracy using the fixed distance calibration data is strongly dependent
on the distance r between the scattering point and the antenna array. Again with a low model
accuracy artificial path distributions can be expected. The shape of the distribution is dependent
on the array used, the DoA, and the curvature of the incoming wave. However, in the following the
resulting mean angular power distributions will be shown for the circular array PUCPASIMx2x1x24
only. Again the distributions are shown as function of centred azimuth/co-elevation and the co-
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elevation of the true path. Scattering distances which will occur in a indoor measurement with
r = 0.625,1.25,2.5 m are chosen and for comparison also the results for a distance of r = 10 m are
shown. In Fig. 7.24 the distributions around the true angle by means of the centred azimuth (left)
and centred co-elevation (right) are shown. For the curvatures 0.625 m and 1.25 m the estimated
artefacts will definitely lead to a wrong interpretation of the propagation channel, whereas in
the case of r = 2.5 m it may be neglected for a SNRIR worse than 30 dB. Note that in case of
impinging multipath the probability of a constructive super position of the artefacts is increasing.
Consequently, even for 2.5 m the curvature of the wave fronts should be considered during estimation
to avoid the estimation of artefacts. However, for distances larger than the calibration distance
rCalib = 5.5 m, the curvature of the wave front can be ignored (see distribution for r = 10 m).
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(a) Azimuth distribution r = 0.625 m
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(b) Co-elevation distribution r = 0.625 m
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(c) Azimuth distribution r = 1.25 m
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(d) Co-elevation distribution r = 1.25 m
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(e) Azimuth distribution r = 2.5 m
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(f) Co-elevation distribution r = 2.5 m
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(g) Azimuth distribution r = 10 m
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(h) Co-elevation distribution r = 10 m
Fig. 7.24: Consequences of using a fixed distance data model (rCalib = 5.5 m): Distribution of esti-
mated artefacts in azimuth (left) and co-elevation (right) for different curvatures r of the impinging
wave on the PUCPASIMx2x1x24.
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Solutions and Conclusions: Ignoring the curvature of the wave front especially in indoor envi-
ronments (for the discussed frequency!) will lead to insufficient estimation results (estimation of
artefacts). For scenarios with scattering distances larger than the chosen calibration distance of
rCalib = 5.5 m the model accuracy using the fixed distance calibration data is sufficient (30 dB to
40 dB).
To avoid the estimation of physical meaningless path distributions in indoor environments one could
reduce the calibration distance, which results in an increased model accuracy when the scattering
distance is similar to the calibration distance. With this approach the plane-wave front assumption
for the calibration distance is not given. Consequently, the model accuracy will decrease for wave
fronts with a larger curvature than the curvature of the reduced calibration distance. However,
if only curvatures around rCalib are expected, this would be the most appropriate choice if a low
complexity and robustness of the estimation algorithm is of importance.
Another choice is to incorporate the estimation of the wave front curvature in the estimation algo-
rithm. Therefore, the model of the radio channel for parameter estimation is extended by applying
the equations (3.2), (7.20), and (7.21)). Consequently, the estimation model of the RIMAX is
extended and the additional parameter curvature is estimate with the same approach as used for
the estimation of the other parameters of the radio channel (see Section 5.2). In Fig. 7.25 the path
distributions for r = 0.625 m and r = 1.25 m are shown when considering the wave front curvature
in the RIMAX estimation algorithm. It can be seen that in comparison to the results of using only
the fixed distance calibration data (Fig. 7.24) almost no artificial paths are estimated. Only for
co-elevation angles towards the North Pole of the spherical coordinate system the power of the arti-
ficial path is increasing. The degradation is related to the existing ambiguity between co-elevation
angles smaller and larger 90◦, which becomes for this array especially apparent for co-elevation
angles towards the North Pole. The performance of the RIMAX algorithm incorporating the esti-
mation of the wave front curvature, has been only shown for the PUCPAx2x1x24. Note, further
investigations with respect to the robustness of this “extended” RIMAX version, for example for
different array types and multipath scenarios are necessary, but will not be discussed here.
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(a) Azimuth distribution r = 0.625 m
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(b) Azimuth distribution r = 1.25 m
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(c) Co-elevation distribution r = 0.625 m
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(d) Co-elevation distribution r = 1.25 m
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(e) Curvature distribution r = 0.625 m
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(f) Curvature distribution r = 1.25 m
Fig. 7.25: Using extended data model incorporating the wave front curvature for estimation:
Distribution of estimated artefacts in azimuth, co-elevation and curvature from top to bottom for
r = 0.625 m (left) and r = 1.25 m (right) for the PUCPASIMx2x1x24.
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7.2.2.4 Concluding Remarks on Systematic Error Due to Incomplete Data Models
The use of linear arrays in measurements for channel characterisation poses a problem due to
the inherent directional ambiguity of its response to which no solution exists. Only in cases of
fields with angles of incidence confined to or close to the azimuthal plane (respectively a particular
reference plane through the array line) estimation results can be trusted. The main effect will be
an elevation-dependent bias.
The front-back ambiguity can be partially remedied by shaping antenna element patterns such
that the sensitivity for one half-plane is greatly reduced. With patch elements, only 10 to 20 dB
front-to-back discrimination can be achieved. A reduction of the field of vision by excluding critical
angle of arrivals, where bias is largest, through putting a collimator in front of the array is currently
investigated (results will not be included in this thesis). This is a principal choice when using an
ULA, either correctly measuring and analysing only a part of the existing field or trying to register
as many components as possible while taking the risk on distorted results.
While the bias with linear arrays stems from the lack of aperture in elevation, it is the changing
aperture with elevation that causes the bias and spread with arrays with more than one spatial
dimension, like the circular one (UCAx1x1x16) used in these investigations, when not considered in
the data model. This is an inherent effect too, but it can be avoided when using the full-polarimetric
2D data model.
Another important result presented here is that ignoring the full polarisation characteristic of the
antenna elements can produce serious artefacts too, both in terms of spreads and bias. Again, this
is an inherent phenomenon. As with the other results, how these effects will manifest themselves
depends on the particular measurement scenario and arrays.
Just as a contrast, it was shown that for the single path scenarios considered in this section, applying
full-polarimetric 2D data models renders very accurate estimates (shown for UCAx1x1x16).
As mentioned earlier, in scenarios in which the elevational range of incoming or exiting waves is
limited, without much cross-polarising scattering, the effects of using simplified data models do not
degrade estimation accuracy seriously. These could be the less interesting scenarios, though, like
an elevated base station in rural environments. On the other hand, for indoor scenarios, especially
outside LoS, where rich scattering is to be expected with potentially many components out of the
azimuthal plane (ϑ = 90◦), the use of full-polarimetric data models incorporating the elevational
array characteristics is essential.
Furthermore, it has been shown that ignoring the curvature of the wave fronts is uncritical for
outdoor measurements; the resulting systematic error is rather small. Especially for indoor scenarios
and antenna arrays with a larger aperture it is not. Therefore, an estimation of the wave front
curvature of each path should be considered for indoor scenarios. In an example it was shown,
that such an algorithm, which is considering the curvature of the wave front in the estimation
process, can greatly reduce the probability of estimating artificial path distributions. However,
further investigations are necessary if one wants to apply this algorithm to various kinds of antenna
arrays and measurements.
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7.3 System Related Consequences
This section focuses on error sources related to the measurement system. In Section 2.3 several
system properties that have an influence on the achievable estimation accuracy are discussed. In
the following the discussion will be mainly related to the topic “Phase Noise” (Section 7.3.1). Only
a brief discussion is related to the consequence of an unsuitable arranged and calibrated external
LNA in the RF signal path. The aspect of receiver sensitivity will not be discussed here, as the
consequences on the parameter estimation results can be described in terms of the CRLB as shown
in Chapter 6.
7.3.1 Consequence of Phase Noise on the DoD/DoA Estimation
Basically, the phase distribution over an antenna array for a certain direction of the incoming wave
allows us to estimate their DoD/DoA. Therefore, knowing the consequences of phase noise on the
parameter estimation are of major importance in evaluating any parameter estimation results. Only
a few publications can be found related to this topic in combination with parameter estimation,
which basically do not completely cover all relevant aspects [85, 86].
As described in Section 2.3.4, the effect of phase noise can be separated into two parts, the long
term phase drift ϕpnL and the phase noise ϕpnS, which can be modeled as a (correlated/uncorrelated)
Gaussian stationary process with zero mean and σ2pnS variance. For the measurement time of one
snapshot ts = 2 ·MRx ·MTx ·τmax the long term phase drift can be approximated by a linear function
with the gradient ∆ϕpnL [degs ].
The consequences of the long term phase drift will be demonstrated for different array types of
simulated and practical antenna arrays in Section 7.3.1.1. Even so the estimation accuracy is
decreasing for larger ∆ϕpnL, it will be shown in Section 7.3.1.2 that the impact of the phase noise
on parameter estimation result is by far larger.
The impact of the phase noise is fundamentally different to the additive i.i.d. Gaussian measurement
noise. In case of the additive measurement noise only the variance of the estimated parameters
will increase with a worse SNR, but only noise power will remain after the estimation process. For
the phase noise (multiplicative noise) not only an increased parameter variance is expected. The
subtraction of the estimated array response from the observation correct in phase and magnitude
is impossible, as the phase noise is of stochastic character. Opposed to the additive measurement
noise, signal power will remain after subtraction of the estimated array response in the presence
of phase noise. That means the resulting model accuracy is lower than the available SNRIR. As
demonstrated in the previous section for the other error sources, consequently also the effect of the
phase noise will result in an estimation of artefacts, which will be presented in Section 7.3.1.3.
7.3.1.1 Long Term Phase Drift
The consequences of the long term phase drift (random walk phase) on the parameter estimation
results are basically dependent on the array type, number of elements, the switching scheme of the
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antenna elements and the chosen impulse response length. The gradient of the phase change ∆ϕpnL
itself depends on the quality of the synchronization between the Tx 10 MHz reference and the Rx
10 MHz reference (see Section 2.3.4). Note that the effect of a linear long term phase drift can not
be distinguished from a Doppler shift. Consequently, the results are also valid for the case that the
data and estimation model does not incorporate a Doppler shift over the antennas.
Obviously, it makes a difference if an antenna array is used as Tx or Rx antenna array, as the time
between switching from one antenna element to the next antenna element of the array is 2 ·MRx ·τmax
or 2 · τmax respectively. The following investigations are carried out for an impulse response length
of τmax = 3.2µs and Rx arrays only. Furthermore, the elements are switched corresponding to their
geometrical arrangement. That means that always the closest antenna port (independent from its
polarisation) will be switched next. Note that the results for a Tx antenna array or another impulse
response length can be deduced from the Rx results. For example, the Tx phase gradient ∆ϕpnL,Tx
corresponds to the phase gradient at Rx ∆ϕpnL,Rx multiplied with the number of Rx antennas.
Herewith, the phase gradient at the Tx side is defined as:
∆ϕpnL,Tx = MRx ·∆ϕpnL,Rx. (7.23)
Simulated antenna arrays: The impact of long term phase drift for three different simulated
antenna arrays by means of a ULA, a UCA and a PUCPA are presented dependent on the number
of elements and the phase gradient ∆ϕpnL,Rx from top to bottom in Fig. 7.26. In the simulation
only a single path was received from the direction ϕ = 0◦ and ϑ = 90◦, as the ideal arrays are
almost uniform in azimuth. From left to right the estimation results of the single path estimation
in terms of the achievable SRR and azimuth error are shown. Note that for the ULA and UCA
omnidirectional antennas are assumed. In case of the PUCPA polarimetric patch antennas are
used, each antenna has two output ports with the designated polarisation horizontal and vertical
respectively. Herewith, the PUCPA with 24 elements has MRx = 48 output ports in comparison to
only MRx = 24 output ports of the UCA with the same array size.
The ULA shows the best performance, that means even for a large phase drift and large number
of elements the azimuth error is still low and the signal power, which can be modelled by a single
path (shown with SRR) is in most cases better than 50 dB. The reason for that can be found in
the linear phase over the antenna elements (see also eqn. (7.15)). Consequently, a slightly different
estimated azimuth angle (see also the azimuth error in Fig. 7.26(b)) will match the array response
in the presence of a linear long term phase drift. Note that changing the switching scheme of the
antennas the result will be different, as the phase distribution is not necessarily linear over the
antenna elements.
For the UCA and PUCPA it can be observed, that even though the azimuth error is still low,
the SRR is already large. The reason for that is again the phase distribution over the antenna
elements, which is sinusoidal in case of circular arrays (see also Fig. 7.14). Therefore, the UCA and
PUCPA model can not approximate a linear phase drift over the antenna elements by a slightly
deviated azimuth angle. Consequently, the SRR will decrease for larger phase gradients ∆ϕpnL,Rx.
Furthermore, the SRR is decreasing for a larger number of elements as the total snapshot time ts is
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increasing. As the PUCPA has two times more output ports considering the same array size (number
of elements), the results are comparable to an UCA with the double number of elements. Only the
azimuth error is varying more for the PUCPA, as directional polarimetric radiation patterns were
used in simulation.
Practical antenna arrays: A set of practical antenna arrays of different type and number of
elements is investigated (Fig. 7.27) in the following. Again a single path is received from the
direction ϕ = 0◦ and ϑ = 90◦. The legend in Fig. 7.31(c) specifies the antenna arrays used. The
CUBAx1x1x8 is an exception, as its angular resolution is based on the directional information of
the radiation pattern, which should not include a phase difference between elements. All other
arrays basically take gain from the phase differences between the elements to resolve the direction.
The impact on the estimation result can be clearly seen by comparing the 8 element CUBA with
the 8 element UCA. As the CUBA does not rely on the phase information the SRR is better in
presence of the same long term phase drift (Fig. 7.27(a)). Again it can be observed, that the impact
of the phase drift on the linear and planar arrays is smaller than for circular arrays of the same size
(number of elements) in terms of SRR as well as azimuth error (Fig. 7.27(b)). The degradation
of the accuracy with increasing number of elements seen for the 3 arrays with same diameter (24
elements at one ring) from PUCPAx2x1x24 (1 ring) to SPUCPAx2x4x24 (4 rings) definitely shows,
that the impact of the phase drift can not be neglected, especially in the presence of larger phase
gradients. For example in case of the SPUCPAx2x4x24 (MRx = 192) the consequences can not be
neglected for phase gradients larger than 103 [degs ].
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Fig. 7.26: Consequences of long term phase drift ∆ϕpnL in terms of SRR (left) and azimuth error
(right) as function of the No. of elements in case of single path excitation and estimation for the
simulated antenna arrays ULA, UCA and PUCPA from top to bottom
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Fig. 7.27: Consequences of long term phase drift for a set of practical antenna arrays (c) expressed
as SRR (a) and azimuth error (b) in case of single path excitation and estimation
7.3.1.2 Phase Noise
The consequences of phase noise will be discussed for simulated and practical antenna arrays.
Mostly the investigations will be related to the measurement systems used. The corresponding
system properties such as standard deviation σpnS and phase correlation (estimated covariance
matrix of phase noise process) of the phase noise are taken from the analysis in Section 2.3.4. Again
the simulations assume a single path excitation only, the dependencies are discussed with respect
to one parameter only, whereas all other parameters remain constant. The following dependencies
from top to bottom will be considered:
• Array type and size in case of uncorrelated phase noise (ϕ= 0◦, ϑ = 90◦, ATM,HyEff system)
• Array type and size, where the consequences of correlated and uncorrelated phase noise are
compared (ϕ = 0◦, ϑ = 90◦, HyEff system)
• Phase noise standard deviation σpn,S (ϕ = 0◦, ϑ = 90◦)
• Azimuth direction of the true path (ϑ = 90◦, HyEff system)
• Co-elevation direction of the true path (ϕ = 0◦, HyEff system)
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If no practical antenna arrays are available to show the phase noise consequences dependent on
a certain parameter, then simulated arrays (ULA, UCA and PUCPA) are used. Otherwise a set
of practical antennas are used. As the phase noise is a stochastic process and expectation values
are needed, 1000 independent realisations are generated and estimated. The estimation results are
consequently analysed in terms of Mean SRR (MSRR), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the
estimated azimuth and co-elevation angle.
Array Size and Type, consequences of Uncorrelated and Correlated Phase Noise: First, only
the consequences of uncorrelated phase noise will be discussed, the standard deviations of the
ATM and HyEff systems are considered. The results are shown in Fig. 7.28. Analysing the mean
SRR (Fig. 7.28(a)) almost no differences can be found between the arrays used. However, with
increasing number of elements (array size) the SRR is decreasing, but with a difference of only 1
dB for a doubling of the elements. By far more critical is the decreasing SRR for a larger standard
deviation of the phase noise, which can be seen by comparing the results of the ATM system (black,
σpnS = 5.69◦) and HyEff system (red, σpnS = 2.94◦). The SRR for the ATM is around 6 dB lower than
in the case of the HyEff, which can be related to a two times larger standard deviation of the ATM
phase noise respectively. Herewith, the model error in case of the ATM is even larger than the error
caused by some of the antenna related systematic errors (see Section 7.2). For the RMSE of the
azimuth (Fig. 7.28(b)), it can be concluded that with increasing array size the error is decreasing.
This is similar to the effect of a decreasing CRLB of the azimuth angle with larger antenna arrays
(see Appendix D). Again it can be seen, that also in case of the phase noise the consequences on the
ULA azimuth estimation error are smaller than for the other array types, which is basically related
to the phase distribution over the antenna array. Furthermore, the azimuth RMSE of the PUCPA
is smaller than the one of the UCA, as it has actually the double number of ports compared to
the UCA of the same size. As an estimated covariance matrix of the phase noise process is known
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Fig. 7.28: Consequences of phase noise (uncorrelated) on the estimation results for the simulated
antenna arrays ULA, UCA, PUCPA for single path excitation and estimation: SRR (left) and
azimuth error (right) as function of the number of elements.
for both systems used (see Section 2.3.4 and Appendix A.1 eqn. (A.5)), in the following the same
analysis as for the uncorrelated phase noise is performed for correlated phase noise with same
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phase noise standard deviation. The discussion is limited to the HyEff system, as comparable
results were found for the ATM system. In Fig. 7.29 the consequences of correlated (blue) and
uncorrelated (black) phase noise are shown. The effect of the correlation results in a slightly larger
model accuracy (MSRR) for all array types with the disadvantage of an increased azimuth RMSE.
This means that the correlated phase noise matches the array response for a different angle than
the true one and consequently the model accuracy is increasing with the disadvantage of a biased
angular estimation result. In [86] it was shown, that the effect of the correlation can be reduced by
correcting for the known phase correlation. That means, that the RMSE of the angular parameters
could be improved. However, it was not discussed, that this will result in a lower model accuracy
(MSRR), which will result in the estimation of artefacts. Therefore, one needs to decide if a small
bias in the angular estimates can be accepted to avoid the estimation of artefacts. However, it is
obvious that the effect of the phase correlation becomes minor for a larger number of elements.
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Fig. 7.29: Consequences of correlated phase noise in comparison to uncorrelated phase noise on
the mean SRR (a) and RMSE of the azimuth (b) as function of the number of elements for different
antenna types (HyEff system, single path excitation and estimation)
Phase Noise Standard Deviation: In this paragraph the consequences of phase noise as func-
tion of phase noise standard deviation will be discussed. Here, uncorrelated phase noise will be
assumed, as the phase correlation is only given for the measurement systems used. Thus the phase
correlation is not available for different standard deviations. A set of practical arrays are analysed
(see legend in Fig. 7.30(d)). In terms of the mean SRR in Fig. 7.30(a) almost no difference can be
found for different antenna arrays. However, if the phase noise standard deviation is doubled the
model accuracy is decreased by around 6 dB. Assuming that for small phase noise angles ϕpnS the
following approximation rules: ej·ϕpnS ≈ 1+ j ·ϕpnS, this general behaviour dependent on the phase
noise standard deviation for the mean SRR becomes clear. Thus, a rough estimate of the MSRR
in the presence of uncorrelated phase noise is given by (σpnS in [rad]):
MSRR≈ 1∣∣σpnS∣∣2 . (7.24)
Note that this approximation fits best for the antenna arrays, which take gain from the phase
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Fig. 7.30: Consequences of uncorrelated phase noise on the estimation results mean SRR (a)
and azimuth RMSE (b) for single path excitation and estimation for a set of practical antennas as
function of the standard deviation of phase noise, ∆RMSEϕ as function of 1/MRx (c) (ϕ= 0◦,ϑ= 90◦,
simulated antenna arrays)
differences between the elements to resolve the DoD/DoA. In case of the CUBAx1x1x8, in which
the directional information is related to the shape of the radiation pattern only this approximation
underestimates the MSRR. The RMSE of the azimuth is proportional to the phase noise standard
deviation σpnS, whereas the gradient of the RMSE is dependent on the antenna array used. The
gradient is lower for arrays with a larger number of elements. It is found that the gradient ∆RMSEϕ
is reciprocally proportional to the number of elements MRx. An approximation for the azimuth
RMSE is given by:
RMSEϕ(σpnS)≈
Aϕ
MRx
·σpnS, (7.25)
Aϕ is an array dependent constant. The found relation is shown for the simulated antenna arrays
(ULA, UCA and PCUPA) in Fig. 7.30(c)
Azimuth and Co-elevation of the True Path: As the previous results are related to a fixed
azimuth and co-elevation angle, in the following the dependence on the direction of arrival of the
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true path will be discussed. The results for the azimuth and co-elevation are shown in Fig. 7.31
and Fig. 7.32 respectively, uncorrelated phase noise with the phase noise standard deviation of the
HyEff system was assumed. For the azimuth and co-elevation small variations for all parameters
can be found, especially for the antenna arrays with a larger number of elements. The differences in
the shape of the radiation pattern for DoA estimation is less important than the phase distribution
over the antenna array, which is rather uniform for the larger antenna arrays. Furthermore, a
slightly increased azimuth RMSE can be observed for the co-elevation angles towards the poles of
the spherical coordinate system, whereas the MSRR remains almost constant. For antenna arrays
with a smaller number of elements, the parameters MSRR, RMSE of the azimuth and co-elevation
show a stronger variation dependent on the azimuth and co-elevation angle of the true path. This
is related to the fact that for smaller arrays not only the phase information is important for the
DoA estimation. The radiation pattern shape plays a more important role than in case of the larger
arrays. As uniform radiation pattern shapes are not given for most of the arrays, this results in a
stronger angular dependence of the estimation result.
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Fig. 7.31: Consequences of uncorrelated phase noise on the estimation results mean SRR (a)
and RMSE azimuth (b) for single path excitation and estimation for a set of practical antennas as
function of the azimuth of the true path (HyEff system, ϑ = 90◦)
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Fig. 7.32: Consequences of uncorrelated phase noise on the estimation results mean SRR (a),
azimuth RMSE (c) and co-elevation RMSE (d) for single path excitation and estimation for a set
of practical antennas as function of the co-elevation of the true path (HyEff system, ϕ = 0◦)
7.3.1.3 Estimation of Artefacts as Consequence of Phase Noise
The consequences of uncorrelated phase noise and correlated phase noise including a long term phase
drift on the estimated mean angular power distributions will be demonstrated for the practical
antenna array UCAx1x1x6. Again only the single path excitation is considered, the maximum
number of path to estimate is set to Kmax = 10. For the correlated Fig. 7.33 (left) and uncorrelated
phase noise Fig. 7.33 (right) the properties of the ATM system are assumed in the simulation.
Additionally, a long term phase gradient of ∆ϕpnL = 700 [degs ] is assumed in case of the correlated
phase noise simulation. For both cases it can be observed that the power of the estimated artefacts
is increasing towards the poles of the spherical coordinate system. On one hand this is related to
the smaller phase differences between the antenna elements towards the poles and on the other
hand it is related to the ambiguity in the estimation of the parameter co-elevation for one ring
circular arrays. The latter one becomes especially apparent for the estimation of more than one
path, whereas it can not be observed for the single path estimation (see also previous section).
Comparing the results for correlated and uncorrelated phase noise it can be shown, that the power
of the artefacts is slightly lower (2 to 3 dB) than in case of the correlated phase noise. Reconsidering
the fact that the MSRR is slightly larger for the single estimated path for the correlated phase noise,
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(b) Mean power distribution azimuth assuming corre-
lated phase noise σpnS = 5.69◦ and long term phase drift
∆ϕpnL = 700 [ degs ]
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(c) Mean power distribution co-elevation assuming un-
correlated phase noise σpnS = 5.69◦
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(d) Mean power distribution co-elevation assuming cor-
related phase noise σpnS = 5.69◦ and long term phase
drift ∆ϕpnL = 700 [ degs ]
Fig. 7.33: Consequences of uncorrelated phase noise (left) and correlated phase noise including
long term phase drift (right) on the mean estimated angular power distributions for azimuth (top)
and co-elevation (bottom) as function of the co-elevation of the true path (ATM system)
as described in the previous section, this result is feasible. As the phase correlation and the phase
drift is a deterministic effect, the resulting power distribution of the artefacts shows a concentration
around certain azimuth angles, whereas in the uncorrelated case the power of the artefacts is almost
uniformly distributed.
For the HyEff system with a lower phase noise standard deviation of σpnS = 2.94◦ of the uncor-
related phase it is apparent in Fig. 7.34, that the power of the estimated artefacts is at least 6 dB
lower (see also eqn. (7.24) in the previous section).
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(a) Mean power distribution azimuth assuming uncor-
related phase noise σpnS = 2.94◦
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(b) Mean power distribution co-elevation assuming un-
correlated phase noise σpnS = 2.94◦
Fig. 7.34: Consequences of uncorrelated phase noise on the mean estimated angular power distri-
butions for azimuth (a) and co-elevation (b) as function of the co-elevation of the true path (HyEff
system)
7.3.2 Consequence of an Unsuitable Calibrated External LNA
This section is an exception with respect to the analysed error sources. Basically, the resulting
estimation errors as consequence of the previous described error sources were discussed with respect
to the angular domain. As the consequences of an unsuitable calibrated LNA in the RF signal path
are biggest in the delay domain, only the error of estimated delays of the propagation paths will
be discussed. The following brief discussion is important in the practical analysis of measurements
and the corresponding parameter estimation results, as an unsuitable calibration of an external
LNA is a consistently and often made mistake during measurement campaigns. In the following a
measurement is used, which was carried out at the Tokyo Institute of Technology during my time
as visiting researcher in the Takada Laboratory. The measurement was performed in a micro-cell
environment in the campus of the Tokyo Institute of Technology. At the Tx and Rx side the
PURPAx2x2x4 and SPUCPAx2x2x24 was employed respectively. The impulse response length was
chosen to τmax = 3.2 µs. The back-to-back calibration of the ATM system including the external
LNA was carried out as described in Section 2.3.5. Note that for the ATM system only one AGC
step is calibrated and consequently during the measurement time of one snapshot the AGC is fixed
(see discussion in Section 2.3.2). The characteristic of the external LNA (which is included in the
SPUCPAx2x2x24) used in this measurement can be found in Fig. 2.13. With the described setup,
the external LNA and the ATM system was calibrated for a input power of around 0 dBm. For the
conventional raw data processing, this vector valued frequency response yCalib of the external LNA
yLNA(0 dBm) multiplied with the frequency responses of the other RF parts ySys will be used for
deconvolution with the measured impulse response, which corresponds to the following frequency
domain operation:
H[M f×MRx·MTx] = diag{yCalib}−1 ·HMeas. (7.26)
The path loss of the estimated specular paths using eqn. (7.26) for the correction of the measured
channel matrix HMeas are shown in the top row of Fig. 7.35 as function of the measurement snapshot
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and normalised delay. It can be seen, that a large number of strong multipath clusters are located
at normalised delays larger than 0.4. Furthermore, the analysis of those clusters has shown, that
the angular distributions of the clusters with a normalised delay larger than 0.4 exactly match the
angular distribution of the cluster around the strongest delay bin. The reason for this unusual
channel characteristic is identified by the unsuitable calibrated external LNA. From the measure-
ments and link budget estimation it was found that the total power impinging at the receive array
was around -47 dBm, instead of the input power during the back-to-back calibration with 0 dBm.
That means that H (eqn. (7.26)) is distorted by:
yf,Err =
yLNA(−47 dBm)
yLNA(0 dBm)
, (7.27)
which corresponds to a convolution of the desired impulse response with the Fourier transform of
yf,Err. In Fig. 7.35(b) the Fourier transform yd,Err of yf,Err normalised to the strongest path in the
impulse response is plotted in the estimation results (blue solid line). It can be seen that most of
the estimated clusters are located at the side lobes of the error impulse response yd,Err. Because of
this, the angular distribution for those corresponding clusters matches the angular distribution of
the cluster around the strongest delay bin. In the following the parameter estimation is repeated
based on the corrected channel response:
H[M f×MRx·MTx]Corr = diag{yf,Err}−1 ·diag{yCalib}−1 ·HMeas. (7.28)
for comparison. The results of this estimation in terms of the specular paths are shown in the
second row of Fig. 7.35. The clusters seen in the uncorrected case disappear. Furthermore, the
angular distributions of the remaining clusters do not match the distribution of the cluster around
the strongest delay bin. Comparing the results of the estimated parameters of the DMC for the
corrected and uncorrected channel response it can be seen that more power is modelled in the
DMC, as the estimated α1 is around 3 dB to 4 dB larger in the uncorrected case. Furthermore, the
coherency bandwidth of the DMC, which is reciprocally proportional to delay spread of the DMC,
is larger in the uncorrected case.
From the previous results it can be concluded, that an unsuitable calibrated LNA leads to phys-
ically meaningless estimation results in terms of the SC and DMC. As consequence, the usage
of an unsuitable calibrated external LNA and system should be avoided. Note that the proposed
correction is not practical, as an exact estimation of the input power at the LNA is impossible in
most cases.
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Fig. 7.35: Consequences of an unsuitable calibrated LNA and system on the parameter estimation
results for the SCs in the delay domain (a)(b) in comparison to the corrected calibration (c)(d). In
(e)(f) the estimated parameters of the DMCs are compared for both cases.
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7.3.3 Concluding Remarks on System Related Consequences
It could be shown that the effect of the long term phase drift can not be neglected especially for
circular antenna arrays with a large number of elements. For small circular antenna arrays, linear
and planar ones the consequences of the long term phase drift are minor.
For the phase noise, a general expression for the model error expressed as mean SRR was found
dependent on the phase noise standard deviation. Also phase noise results in the estimation of
artefacts, which are almost uniformly distributed. The power of the artefacts is related to the
achievable model accuracy dependent on the phase noise standard deviation. If an accuracy better
than 25 dB is wanted, a system with a phase noise standard deviation σpnS smaller than 3◦ is
required. A reduction of the phase noise standard deviation can be only achieved by calculating
an average channel response over a larger number of static measured responses. This procedure is
applied for the calibration measurements, but it is inconvenient for measurements in a time variant
channel.
A measurement system including external RF components such as LNAs need to be fully calibrated
with respect to to the full range of expected power input levels and for the frequency band used.
Ignoring this step may lead to misinterpretations of channel characteristics.
7.4 Conclusions Chapter 7 and Array Error Chart
The point made here is that estimation of resolvable discrete scatterer distributions will result in
the estimation of artefacts if the appropriate data models for the antenna arrays and well calibrated
measurement systems are not used. In channel modelling, the angular spread is an important pa-
rameter for determining the correlation matrix, which defines the correlation between the output
signals of the different antenna elements of an antenna array. Artificial spreads, as appearing from
parameter estimations based on incomplete data models and/or large phase noise, portray on one
hand a channel with larger spread (lower correlation) than in reality and on the other hand could
well give an impression of clustered discrete components where a single strong one is actually re-
ceived. Furthermore, estimation bias is unavoidable for some arrays (e.g. linear arrays). It is
concluded that channel parameter estimation with imperfect data models gives rise to potentially
large apparent bias and angular spreads.
Recently, the approach of clustering multi-paths components, for channel modelling became very
popular. It is not ruled out that clusters of scatterers published in propagation studies are partly
artefacts resulting from estimations based on incomplete data models. Several publications can be
found trying to find clusters based on estimation results, while incomplete data models were used
[67, 70, 71]. Furthermore, some estimation algorithms are especially developed to fit distribution
of paths around a centroid ([132–135]), which may be questionable if appropriate data models are
not used.
The results shown can not be directly applied to other antenna arrays of same type, as the me-
chanical and electrical design may differ. Nevertheless, trends became apparent and let us conclude
that also for other antenna arrays than the ones discussed, the considerations with respect to to
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the different error sources are necessary. The first questions should always be:
Does the antenna array cover all spatial dimensions?
and if not:
How can it be avoided to receive any signal from missing dimensions?
The second question should be:
Is it necessary to use the full polarimetric 2D (azimuth, co-elevation) array data model?
For the polarisation characteristics, this question can be already answered. The polarisation char-
acteristics need to be considered in all cases, except when the antenna has a very high XPD (30
or higher) in the directions of the incoming waves. Ignoring the elevation characteristics can be
acceptable, if it can be assured, that the incoming waves only arrive from the co-elevation range,
which is used for the data model used during estimation.
Finally, if we need to decide if an antenna array can be used in a certain measurement environ-
ment, then it is important to have an overview of the consequences of the different error sources.
Therefore, an array error chart should be generated for each antenna array that will be used in
measurements. In Fig. 7.36 the UCAx1x1x6 is used as an example for the array error chart. The
chart shows which error source becomes important for a certain impulse response signal to noise
ratio SNRIR. The bars show the range of maximum achievable model accuracy dependent on a
certain error source.
First, the bars in red colours are related to the maximum achievable model accuracy when deriving
the array data model from calibration measurements. A difference is made between the accuracy
of the measured radiation patterns and the proposed EADF antenna array data model. The con-
sequences of the parasitic reflections are reduced by using the windowed EADF.
Second, the errors related to the usage of incomplete antenna array data models and errors related
to the system property phase noise are shown. Each bar is divided in a yellow and a blue part,
which corresponds to the practically and theoretically achievable model accuracy respectively. The
practical achievable model accuracy based on the calibration measurements defines the boundary.
For the UCAx1x1x16 the boundary is set to 30 dB, as this is the minimum achievable model accu-
racy when using the windowed EADFs (calculated from calibration measurements). That means,
that the blue parts specify the theoretical expected behaviour if a Windowed Effective Aperture
Distribution Function (WEADF) accuracy better than 30 dB based on calibration measurements
could be achieved. For some error source, the consequences can be related to a certain parameter.
Therefore, each bar contains the values for these parameters at the boundaries of the bar. Using
this chart it will be easier to plan measurement campaigns by avoiding setups that lead to mea-
surement results, which hold the potential risk of a misinterpretation of the channel due to ignored
model errors and biases.
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SNRIR [dB]
∞ 40 30 20 10 0
Outdoor Curvature with r [m]5.5 103
Indoor Curvature with r [m]5.5 1
Accuracy of windowed EADF
Accuracy of measured radiation pattern
Phase Noise with σpnS [deg]0 2 10
Long term phase drift with ∆ϕpnL [degs ]0 105 106
1D Data Model(ϑ = 90◦) for different ϑ [deg]90 90 20
Using vertical radiation pattern only for estimation
for different excitation combinations of γv and γh
γv = 1
γh = 0
γv = 1
γh = 0
γv = 0
γh = 1
1. Related to Calibration
2. Related to Incomplete Models & System
Fig. 7.36: UCAx1x1x16 error chart showing in which SNRIR range a certain error source can not be
neglected. The red parts are related to the maximum achievable accuracy of the array data model
deduced from calibration. The yellow parts specify the practical achievable model accuracy limited
by the minimum achievable model accuracy of the windowed EADF with 30 dB. Consequently, the
blue parts specify the theoretical achievable values assuming an accuracy of the windowed EADF
larger than 30 dB could be achieved based on calibration measurements.
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8. OVERALL LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL
CHANNEL CHARACTERISATION
This chapter deals with the overall consequences of practical measurement systems, practical an-
tenna arrays, and unavoidable model errors on Experimental Channel Characterisation in realistic
and more complex environments than the simple single or coherent two paths scenario (already
discussed in Chapter 6). The investigations are based on observations from different propagation
scenarios obtained from ray-tracing calculations and measurements. The ray-tracing based analysis
is applied for the verification of the estimated parameters of the SC. Estimating also the DMC in
the ray-tracing scenario will show if the DMC are related to unresolved SC or partially to model
error. As the modelling of distributed diffuse scattering in ray-tracing is still in its infancy, mea-
surement examples are chosen to investigate under which circumstances the DMC are related to
model error or to the physical propagation conditions in the measured scenario. The relevance of
the DMC under different propagation conditions will be clearly shown.
In Section 8.1 metrics are defined for the comparison between the “true” channel (reference) and
the estimated channel. The ray-tracing and measurement based analysis are dealt in Section 8.2
and Section 8.3, respectively.
8.1 Definition of Metrics
The possibilities of an error analysis will differ depending on whether Experimental Channel Char-
acterisation is based on ray-tracing calculations or measurements. In case of the ray-tracer, the
“true” channel is known and metrics for a comparison can be directly defined based on the parame-
ters of the SC. In case of measurements, only the recorded observations are known and can be used
for comparison. That means only antenna dependent metrics can be applied for the measurement
based analysis.
The metrics for the comparison between the reference MIMO channel and the estimated MIMO
channel can be categorised in antenna independent metrics:
• Angular power spectrum
• Environment Characterisation Metric (ECM) [136])
and antenna dependent metrics:
• MIMO channel capacity [137–139]
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• Normalised Parallel Channel Gain (NPCG) [140].
Note that the first category is related to antenna independent description of the channel only
in terms of the SC. The second category is related to the spatial diversity of the MIMO channel
applying a application specific antenna array.
Definition 8.1.1. The abbreviation Ref, used as superscript or subscript, denotes parameters /
observations that correspond to the reference MIMO channel (ray-tracer / measurement).
Definition 8.1.2. The abbreviation Set denotes the estimated parameters or generated observa-
tions for a certain analysis setup that will be compared with the parameters / observations of Ref.
All equations and metrics which are used for comparison are defined with the abbreviation Ref
and Set. As different estimation and analysis setups will be applied, the abbreviation Set will be
replaced by the notation of the chosen setup in the final analysis in Sections 8.2 and 8.3.
A further antenna dependent metric that will be used for the validation of the estimation results
and not for comparison of the reference and the estimated channel is introduced in the following.
The metric can not be directly assigned to the metrics that will be defined in the Sections 8.1.1
and 8.1.2 and therefore it is defined here.
Estimated SNRIR of the SC and DMC: The SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC that will be defined in the
following is mainly used to analyse the relevance of the DMC in the presence of model error. This
means, the ratio between the SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC indicates if the estimated DMC are a feature
of the radio channel or if they are related to model error.
The SNRIR,SC/SNRIR,DMC is defined as the ratio between the mean peak power over the estimated
impulse responses of the SC/DMC and the mean estimated noise power α0. For the estimated
SC, the SNRIR,SC is calculated from band limited antenna dependent estimation result of all paths
s(θSC) (see eqn. 5.12). For the estimated DMC, the SNRIR,DMC is calculated as the ratio between
the antenna dependent estimated peak power of the DMC α1 and the estimated mean noise power
α0. The SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC are illustrated in Fig. 8.1 for an example.
8.1.1 Antenna Independent Metrics
Angular Power Spectrum of the SC: The angular power spectrum is calculated as function of the
Rx measurement position and the azimuth angle ϕ. The bin for the measurement position covers
a range of 1 m, whereas in the angular domain the bin width of 2◦ is chosen. The power of each
bin C is given by the incoherent summation of the powers over all polarisations and all KC paths
corresponding to the bin:
PC =
KC∑
kC=1
|γhh,kC |2 + |γhv,kC |2 + |γvh,kC |2 + |γvv,kC |2. (8.1)
The angular power spectrum will be mainly used for a general comparison between the “true” and
estimated channel.
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Fig. 8.1: Illustration of the SNRIR of the SC and DMC
Environment Characterisation Metric (ECM) of the SC: For the ECM proposed in [136] the
parameters: power of the polarimetric path weights, TDoA, DoD, and DoA of all K paths at a
measurement position are considered. The metric can be interpreted as the“fingerprint”of a certain
propagation environment.
The ECM is calculated at every measurement position. The complete description of each path k
in terms of θk will be considered. As the metric has to cope with path parameters in different
units (angular and delay), it is essential to transform the parameter matrix by proper scaling of its
elements. For every path k, the angular data is transformed into coordinates on the unit sphere for
both, Tx and Rx. For angles of arrival the transformation is given as:xRx,kyRx,k
zRx,k
= 12
cos(ϕRx,k) · sin(ϑRx,k)sin(ϕRx,k) · sin(ϑRx,k)
cos(ϑRx,k)
 , (8.2)
for angles at the Tx it reads similarly. The scaling is done such that the maximum Euclidean
distance between two paths is limited to 1. Also in case of delay τk the normalised value τ′k is applied
(normalised to maximum excess delay). Every path is now described by seven (dimensionless)
parameters collected in
pik = [xRx,k yRx,k zRx,k xTx,k yTx,k zTx,k τ′k]
T (8.3)
and its total power of the polarimetric path weights:
γ2k = |γhh,k|2 + |γhv,k|2 + |γvh,k|2 + |γvv,k|2 . (8.4)
The mean parameter vector is then given as:
p¯i =
∑Kk=1 γ2k ·pik
∑Kk=1 γ2k
. (8.5)
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The ECM is defined as the covariance matrix of the path parameter vector pi, so that:
Cpi =
∑Kk=1 γ2k · (pik− p¯i)(pik− p¯i)T
∑Kk=1 γ2k
. (8.6)
As discussed in [136] the metric shows the following properties:
• The main diagonal contains the directional spreads of the single components (x/y/z) at Tx
and Rx and the (normalised) rms delay spread.
• The Singular Values (SV) of Cpi can be interpreted as “fingerprint” of the scenario.
• The trace tr{Cpi} is the sum of the directional spreads at Tx and Rx plus the (normalised)
delay spread. Note that the trace is dominated by the large SVs.
• The determinant det{Cpi} has similar importance as detailed in [141, 142]. It describes the
volume spanned in the parameter space. Since the value is dominated by the small singular
values, it provides information about the most compact domain.
To quantify the difference between the “true” channel (Ref) and the estimated channel (Set), the
ECMs C(Ref)pi and C(Set)pi are calculated. In [136] the mismatch between both was defined as the
deviation between the singular values in logarithmic scale:
E =
1
D
D
∑
d=1
| log10(σd,Ref)− log10(σd,Set)|, (8.7)
where σd,Ref and σd,Set denote the value of the respective singular value of the ECM, and D is the
number of non-zero singular values. From signal theory and from analysis in various environments
it was found that the definition (8.7) is not appropriate to describe the mismatch between two
channels. Therefore, the following ECM mismatch definition will be used:
EECM =
√√√√ 1
D
D
∑
d=1
(σd,Ref−σd,Set)2
σ2d,Ref
. (8.8)
8.1.2 Antenna Dependent Metrics
The antenna dependent band limited observation xRef of the reference MIMO channel (ray-tracer /
measurement) and the observation xSet generated on the basis of the parameter estimation results
of the estimation setup Set will be compared applying the following metrics. The diversity metrics
MIMO channel capacity and NPCG are calculated based on the channel matrix H[MRx×MTx](m f ,mt)
which is obtained from the generated or measured observation vector x[M f ·MTx·MRx×1] (see eqn. (5.14))
for the snapshot mt that corresponds to a certain Rx measurement position.
For the purpose of comparison, in Section 8.1.2.1 the relative error between the reference channel
Ref and the estimated channel Set in terms of the diversity metrics is defined. Based on this
relative error a mean error and its standard deviation for a snapshot range of mt is calculated.
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MIMO Channel Capacity The channel capacity, as described in [137], is the upper bound on the
amount of transinformation that can be reliably transmitted over a noisy communication channel.
The averaged instantaneous MIMO capacity ([35, 138, 139]) of a frequency selective channel can
be defined as the mean capacity over all M f frequency bins:
CNorm(mt) =
1
M f
M f
∑
m f=1
log2
(
det
(
IMRx×MRx +
ρ
χ2Norm ·MTx
H(m f ,mt) ·H(m f ,mt)H
))
[
bit
s ·Hz
]
, (8.9)
where ρ is the mean Application SNR (Appl. SNR) and χNorm is a normalisation factor. With this
factor the channel matrix is normalised to the mean power over all frequencies, Rx antennas and
Tx antennas. The corresponding normalisation factor:
χSelfNorm =
√√√√√√
M f
∑
m f=1
∥∥H(m f ,mt)∥∥2F
M f ·MTx ·MRx (8.10)
will be indicated with the subscript “Selfnorm” throughout this Chapter. This normalisation will
be used for comparison in case of the ray-tracing based analysis.
The equations (8.9) and (8.10) are only valid for noise free channel matrices H. If these equations
are applied to measured channel matrices, then measurement noise power is taken as signal power.
To achieve that the Appl. SNR ρ in eqn. (8.9) is only related to signal power in the channel
matrices H the normalisation factor χSignalNorm:
χSignalNorm =
√√√√√ M∑m f=1∥∥H(m f ,mt)∥∥2F
M f ·MTx ·MRx −α0 (8.11)
will be applied for measurements. Again, α0 corresponds to the estimated mean noise power of the
measurement. Analysing eqn. (8.11) it is clear that the channel matrix is normalised to the mean
received signal power, which includes the power of the SC and the DMC.
Please keep in mind that the Appl. SNR is the SNR we assume for the capacity calculation (eqn.
(8.9)) employing arbitrary application antenna arrays. Do not mix up the Appl. SNR with the
SNR of the measurement that is performed for the Experimental Channel Characterisation!
Normalised Parallel Channel Gain: This metric characterises the MIMO channel with respect to
the singular value distribution in terms of power. The NPCG can be also interpreted as an effective
number of spatial sub channels (eigenmodes). In contrast to the channel capacity C(mt) it describes
the diversity of the channel independent of Appl. SNR. The normalised parallel channel gain [140]
is defined as:
NPCG(mt) =
1
σ2max(mt)
·
min{MRx,MTx}
∑
i=1
σ2i (mt), (8.12)
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where σi(mt) is the i-th singular value and σmax(mt) is the strongest (in terms of power) singular
value of the channel matrix H[MRx×MTx].
8.1.2.1 Relative Error of the MIMO Channel Diversity Metrics
The relative error between the metric dependent on the reference channel matrix HRef(mt) (ray-
tracer/measurement) and the metric dependent on the channel matrix that is generated based on
the estimated parameters of the setup Set HSet(mt) in terms of the chosen metric ζ (C or NPCG) is
defined as:
εζ,Norm(mt) = 100 ·
ζNorm (HSet(mt))−ζNorm (HRef(mt))
ζNorm (HRef,(mt)) [%]. (8.13)
The mean relative error and standard deviation of the relative error for a measurement route
between the measurement position mt1 and mt1 +∆mt are defined as:
¯εζ =
1
∆mt
mt1+∆mt∑
mt=mt1
εζ(mt) [%] (8.14)
and
σεζ =
√√√√ 1
∆mt
mt1+∆mt∑
mt=mt1
(
εζ(mt)− ¯εζ
)2
[%]. (8.15)
Note that the generated channel (Set) overestimates in average the “true” channel in terms of the
metric ζ if ¯εζ is positive, whereas it underestimates if ¯εζ is negative.
In Fig. 8.2 the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the relative error in terms of NPCG
for exemplary measurement route and example estimation setup is shown. The mean value of the
relative error and its standard deviation are highlighted.
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Fig. 8.2: CDF of relative error in terms of NPCG for an example measurement route
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8.2 Error Analysis Based on Ray-tracing
This Section deals in detail with the impact of the overall model error on the estimation results of
the SC and with the relevance of the estimated DMC. By applying different estimation setups, it
will be shown if the DMC are unresolved SC only or if they partially compensate for model error.
Realistic observations are calculated based on the ray-tracing reference and undistorted array data
models of practical measurement antenna arrays at Tx and Rx. At one hand, white Gaussian
measurement noise is considered as the only source of error (indicated by the abbreviationNoDist).
This assumption is commonly made when parameter estimation algorithms are discussed. At the
other hand, all unavoidable error sources discussed in Chapter 7 are incorporated in the observation
(additive noise, phase noise, phase drift) and estimation data model (distorted array data models).
These setups are indicated by the abbreviation FullDist. With this approach the conditions are
similar to a real world measurement and analysis. Applying a joint SC and DMC estimation in
both cases, NoDist and FullDist respectively, it will be clearly shown if the DMC result from
unresolved SC only or if they are related to model error. As the relevance of the DMC depends on
the overall model accuracy and the maximum SNRIR of the SC, the investigations will be performed
for two cases:
1. overall model accuracy lower than the maximum SNRIR
2. overall model accuracy higher than the maximum SNRIR.
Moreover, all results will be analysed in comparison to the results where only SC are estimated,
since most parameter estimation algorithms do not incorporate the DMC estimation.
Section 8.2.1 briefly reviews the applied state of the art ray-tracer developed at the IHE Karlsruhe
[40]. In Section 8.2.2 the analysis procedure is discussed in detail. The consequences of an overall
model accuracy lower and higher than the maximum SNRIR are presented in Section 8.2.3 and
Section 8.2.4 respectively.
8.2.1 Description of the 3D Ray-tracer
As with measurements a reference for direct comparison between the “true” channel parameters
and the estimated parameters is not given, a state of the art ray-tracer (in international standards)
developed at the IHE Karlsruhe [40] will be used in Section 8.2. With the ray-tracing results a ref-
erence is given, which can be used for comparison with estimation results of the RIMAX parameter
estimation algorithm. Realistic observations for the channel parameter estimation are generated
on the basis of the ray-tracing results.
The three dimensional (3D) ray-tracing model consists of two major parts: a realistic model of the
propagation environment and a model to calculate the multi-path wave propagation between the
transmitter and the receiver [40]. A digital model of a district of Karlsruhe city, Germany, as
environment data for ray-tracing is used (Fig. 8.3(a)). The digital model includes buildings, trees
and the pavement. Buildings are generated by means of a vector data set that describes their exact
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Fig. 8.3: 3D ray-tracer environment showing the detected paths for one measurement position (a)
and corresponding generated IR compared with the measured IR (b)
position and size. Each building is modeled as a box with a certain roof-top type (e.g. flat roof,
pitched roof, hipped roof). It is assumed that on average all buildings have constitutive parameters
of dry concrete (εr = 5− j0.1, µr = 1). For accurate wave propagation modelling it is essential to
include huge trees into the model. Only the tree crown is considered, the tree trunk is neglected.
The crown is modelled as a box, with an average height of 3 m above ground. The exact position
and size of the trees is determined from a morphographic data set. For the street floor, concrete
with a surface roughness of s = 1 mm is assumed (εr = 5− j0.1, µr = 1) [143].
A ray-optical wave propagation tool is used to calculate the channel between the transmitter and
the receiver. It distinguishes between different multi-path components. Each path may consec-
utively experience several different propagation phenomena. The propagation phenomena taken
into account in the channel model are single reflections, combinations of multiple reflections and
multiple diffractions, and single scattering (diffuse). The modified Fresnel reflection coefficients,
which account for slightly rough surfaces, are used to model the reflections [144]. In order to
trace pure reflection paths, the method of image transmitters (image theory) is implemented [145].
Diffraction is described by the UTD and the corresponding heuristic coefficients for lossy wedge
diffraction [146]. Moreover, the UTD slope diffraction coefficients according to [147] are used to
enhance the accuracy, especially for multiple diffractions. Since the proposed propagation model
supports full 3D diffraction, Fermat’s principle is used to determine the diffracted ray paths [144].
For mixed paths, image theory and Fermat’s principle are combined.
Real objects such as buildings or trees have no perfectly flat surface. Buildings for example, exhibit
a variety of irregularities, e.g. windows, balconies, eaves gutters, etc. If the wave-length is in the
order of the dimensions of these irregularities, an incident wave gives rise to several scattering con-
tributions in all directions. In reality, the resulting multipath components can only be distinguished
up to a certain degree, i.e. diffuse scattering will cause that several components/paths interfere
with each other.
Diffuse scattering from buildings as well as from tree crowns is taken into account in the 3D ray-
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tracing model. To describe scattering from an object, the surface of the object is divided into
small squared tiles. Depending on the energy, which is incident on the surface of the object, each
tile gives rise to a Lambertian scattering source [43, 45]. The amount of scattered energy per tile
is derived from measured normalised radar cross sections. The corresponding values for co- and
cross-polarisation of buildings and trees depend on the frequency. As only single scattering is taken
into account, the scattering paths are defined by the position of the transmitter and the receiver
as well as of the position of the central point of the tiles, into which the surface of the building or
the tree is subdivided. A detailed description of the implemented scattering approach and values
for co- and cross-polarisation is given in [40].
For the simulations that will be presented in Section 8.2, the number of diffractions is limited to two
per path and combinations of reflections and diffraction to five interactions in total. Additionally,
the power ratio between the strongest and the weakest path is limited to 50 dB. This results in
total number of paths between 500 and 6000 with the parameter vector θSC,Ref. The large number
of paths is related the attempt to model the diffuse scattering in the environment, which is a su-
perposition of a large number of weak (in terms of power) paths.
For comparison, the impulse response generated based on the ray-tracing results and the measured
impulse response for the measurement position shown in Fig. 8.3(a) are compared in Fig. 8.3(b). It
can be seen that an agreement between the impulse responses exists in terms of power, although in
some delay regions a larger received energy is measured. A possible cause for this behaviour may
be related to diffuse scattering, which is not completely modeled by the ray-tracer.
8.2.2 Ray-tracing Based Analysis Procedure
For better understanding, Fig. 8.4 illustrates the procedure for the ray-tracing based error analysis
that will be described in the following. The upper part of the block diagram contains the observation
generation and estimation for different setups. The lower part is related to error analysis in terms
of:
1. antenna independent metrics
2. antenna dependent metrics (MBPCM approach with application antenna array).
The analysis procedure begins with the generation of undistorted observations from the calculated
specular components of the ray-tracer θSC,Ref. Undistorted array data models (EADFs) of measure-
ment antenna arrays at Tx and Rx are applied. Based on this observations two estimation setups
are considered:
Definition 8.2.1. NoDist: only i.i.d. Gaussian noise is added to the undistorted observations and
undistorted array data models are applied for estimation.
Definition 8.2.2. FullDist: i.i.d. Gaussian noise, phase noise and phase drift affected observa-
tions are generated. Distorted antenna array data models (windowed EADFs from antenna array
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calibration (see Section 7.2.1.4)) are applied for estimation.
For both setups, SC only and SC+DMC are estimated, which results in a total number of four
setups Set that are indicated with the following abbreviations:
1. SC(NoDist) ⇒ never available from measurements (SC estimation only)
2. SC+DMC(NoDist)⇒ never available from measurements (joint SC and DMC estimation).
If the estimated SNRIR,DMC is larger than zero, then the DMC are related to unresolved SC.
3. SC(FullDist) ⇒ comparable to measurements (SC estimation only).
4. SC+DMC(FullDist) ⇒ comparable to measurements (joint SC and DMC estimation). If
the estimated SNRIR,DMC is larger than the SNRIR,DMC of the SC+DMC(NoDist) setup,
then the DMC are mainly related to model error.
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Fig. 8.4: Block diagram for the ray-tracing based error analysis
For these estimation setups the EADFs of the practical antenna array PULPAx2x1x8 will be em-
ployed at Tx side. At the Rx side a simulated SPUCPAx2x2x24 is applied. Undistorted EADFs
and distorted but windowed EADFs are generated for the Rx array only (see Section 7.2.1.3 and
7.2.1.4). A summary of the settings for the four estimation setups in terms of observation and esti-
mation data model is given in Table 8.1. It is also considered that in case of the PULPAx2x1x8
the observations are generated with the 2D EADFs, whereas for the estimation only the 1D EADFs
(azimuth cut with constant co-elevation ϑ = 90◦) can be applied. For the error analysis of the
previous described estimation setups the metrics described in Section 8.1 will be applied.
First, the relevance of the estimated DMC is analysed comparing the estimated SNRIR,DMC of the
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Tab. 8.1: Observation model vs. Estimation model
Setup Abbreviation Observation model Estimation model
SC(NoDist) • additive measurement noise
(HyEff system)
• using undistorted 2D
EADFs at Tx/Rx
• estimation of SC only
• using undistorted 1D
EADF at Tx
• using undistorted 2D
EADF at Rx
SC+DMC(NoDist) • additive measurement noise
(HyEff system)
• using undistorted 2D
EADFs at Tx/Rx
• estimation of SC+DMC
• using undistorted 1D
EADFs at Tx
• using undistorted 2D
EADFs at Rx
SC(FullDist) • additive measurement noise
(HyEff system)
• phase noise (Hyeff system)
• phase drift 700
[
deg
s
]
• using undistorted 2D
EADFs at Tx/Rx
• estimation of SC only
• using undistorted 1D
EADFs at Tx
• using distorted 2D EADFs
at Rx
SC+DMC(FullDist) • additive measurement noise
(HyEff system)
• phase noise (Hyeff system)
• phase drift 700
[
deg
s
]
• using undistorted 2D
EADFs at Tx/Rx
• estimation of SC+DMC
• using undistorted 1D
EADFs at Tx
• using distorted 2D EADFs
at Rx
setup SC+DMC(NoDist) and the setup SC+DMC(FullDist).
Second, the parameters of the specular components calculated from the ray-tracer θSC,Ref and the
estimated parameters ˆθSet can be directly compared in terms of the antenna independent metrics
angular power spectrum and ECM (see Section 8.1).
Third, the antenna dependent metrics MIMO capacity and NPCG are calculated on basis of gener-
ated observations dependent on the estimated parameters ˆθSet and the observation generated from
the reference parameter vector θSC,Ref. Thus, the relative error of the MIMO channel diversity
metrics (see Section 8.1.2.1) will be analysed. The observations are generated for a 6× 6 MIMO
system. At the Tx side a subset of three adjacent dual polarised antenna elements of the measure-
ment antenna array PULPAx2x2x8 will be used, at the Rx side the application antenna array
Polarimetric Personal Digital Assistant (PPDA) (see Fig. 2.15) with three dual polarised patch
antennas will be employed. As the results in terms of the antenna dependent metrics depends on
the alignment of the PPDA, the PPDA will be rotated in azimuth about ϕPPDA in 10◦ steps related
to the moving direction. For better understanding see Fig. 8.5.
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Fig. 8.5: Alignment ϕPPDA of the application antenna array PPDA related to the Rx moving
direction
8.2.3 Consequences of an Overall Model Accuracy Lower than the Maximum SNR
in the CIR
In the following simulations the digital environment data of Karslruhe city is used. The Tx array
PULPAx2x1x8 is placed at a height of 38 m above street level at the position AP1, shown in
Fig. 8.6(a). In the figure, the zero direction of the Tx array is indicated by an arrow, which is
pointing towards the tower of the church. A down tilt of 9◦ in co-elevation is applied at Tx. The
Rx array SPUCPASim2x2x24 is placed at a height of 2 m above street level and was moving
between MT12 and MT14. The zero direction of the antenna array in azimuth is aligned to the
moving direction. Nevertheless, if estimated angular parameters are discussed in the following, the
parameters are given in the global coordinate system, in which the zero azimuth direction ϕRx = 0◦
of Fig. 8.6(a) is parallel to the direction of the unit vector of the y-axis. By applying the system
parameters of the HyEff system and the chosen antenna arrays the maximum SNRIR in the impulse
response is given in Fig. 8.6(b). Additionally, the colour of the line between Rx positionMT12 and
MT14 indicates the SNRIR for the corresponding position. Strong fading processes can be observed
in the SNRIR that are mainly caused by the superposition of the LoS path and two or three other
strong paths with small delay differences. The SNRIR is varying between 25 dB and almost 40 dB,
which is higher than the achievable overall model accuracy during estimation, which is between
25 dB and 30 dB (corresponds to the estimation setups SC(FullDist) and SC+DMC(FullDist)
only, see Section 8.2.2 and Table 8.1).
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Fig. 8.6: Simulation route and SNRIR for positions between MT12 and MT14.
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8.2.3.1 Relevance of the Estimated DMC
The relevance of the estimated DMC can be easily answered comparing the SNRIR of the DMC
between the estimation setups SC+DMC(NoDist) and SC+DMC(FullDist).
Theorem 8.2.3. In case of SC+DMC(NoDist), the SNRIR of the estimated DMC expresses the
maximum SNRIR of unresolved SC. This means that for an SNRIR,DMC around zero the estimated
DMC define additive Gaussian measurement noise only, whereas for a SNRIR,DMC larger than zero
the DMC are a feature of the radio channel.
Theorem 8.2.4. If the SNRIR,DMC in case of the SC+DMC(FullDist) setup is larger than the
SNRIR,DMC of SC+DMC(NoDist) at the same Rx position, then the DMC of the estimation setup
SC+DMC(FullDist) are partially related to model error. Consequently, they do not describe the
propagation in the radio channel.
Let us now analyse the SNRIR illustrated in Fig. 8.7 for the SC and DMC in case of SC+DMC(
NoDist) (indicated by blue lines) and SC+DMC(FullDist) ((indicated by black lines)). The
SNRIR,SC of the estimated SC of both estimation setups are almost overlapping. It can be seen that
the SNRIR,DMC in case of the SC+DMC(NoDist) setup is always around zero dB with only a few
exceptions. This means that almost all received SC were resolved. For SC+DMC(FullDist), the
SNRIR,DMC is approximately 5 dB to 20 dB higher. Thus, most of the estimated DMC power is
related to model error only.
From Fig. 8.7 it can be observed that a correlation between a high SNRIR,SC and a high SNRIR,DMC
exist for the SC+DMC(FullDist) setup. The ratio between the SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC is
smaller or equal to the overall model accuracy of about 25 dB to 30 dB. It can be conclude that the
DMC in case of SC+DMC(FullDist) are mainly related to model error if the SNRIR,SC is larger
than the overall model accuracy.
8.2.3.2 Angular Power Spectrum of the SC
For the following comparison, the reference and the estimated azimuth power spectra only at the
receiver are considered. This is reasonable as the impact of model error are most significant in
the parameter dimension ϕRx, because a distorted array data model is applied at the Rx for the
estimation setups SC(FullDist) and SC+DMC(FullDist) (see Table 8.1).
In Fig. 8.8 the angular spectra as function of the Rx x position are shown for the calculated paths
of the ray-tracer (reference) and the four different estimation setups described in Table 8.1. The
spectra are clipped 50 dB below the maximum, as the ray-tracing calculations were limited to 50 dB
between the strongest and the weakest path. Comparing the estimated angular power spectra of
the four estimation setups with the reference spectrum, the estimated artefacts around the “true”
paths give information about the quality of the discussed estimation setups. With narrower spreads
around the “true” paths the estimation result is said to be “better”. The following points can be
noticed from Fig. 8.8:
• Estimating SC and DMC in case of NoDist and FullDist gives better results than estimating
SC only.
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Fig. 8.7: Estimated SNRIR of SC and DMC for the measurement routeMT12 toMT14 in case of
the estimation setups SC+DMC(NoDist) (denoted by colour blue) and SC+DMC(FullDist)
(denoted by colour black)
• Especially in case of FullDist the consequences of the model errors are expected to be largest,
but the joint estimation of SC and DMC improves the estimation results drastically compared
to SC only estimation. Consequently, in case of SC+DMC(FullDist) the artefacts due to
model error as seen for SC(FullDist) are compensated by the estimated DMC (see Section
8.2.3.1). This means, the estimated DMC are not a feature of the radio channel.
• The artificial spreads that can be observed in case of NoDist are caused by the additive
i.i.d. Gaussian noise only and can be described by the estimated CRLBs of the estimated
parameters (reconsider Chapter 6).
• The artificial spreads that can be observed in case of FullDist are caused by array model
error, phase noise and drift of the system, and additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise. These artificial
spreads can not be completely described by the CRLBs of the estimated path parameters, as
the CRLB are calculated for a model which is only 25 dB accurate.
The estimation results of SC+DMC(FullDist) shown in Fig. 8.8(c) are the best result we can
achieve in a real measurement. From the above discussion and from the discussion in Section
8.2.3.1 we can conclude again that the estimated DMC of the SC+DMC(FullDist) setup are not
a feature of the radio channel if the maximum SNRIR is higher than the overall model accuracy
(here between 25 dB and 30 dB). In this case the estimated DMC are mainly related to model
error.
8.2.3.3 ECM Mismatch of the SC
In Fig. 8.9 the ECM mismatch (see Section 8.1.1) between the estimation results and the ray-tracer
reference is shown in dB. Negative or small values of the ECM mismatch in dB indicate a good
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Fig. 8.8: Rx azimuth power spectra as a function of Rx x, for the ray-tracer (reference)(a) and the
estimated spectra for the setups described in Table 8.1 estimating SC+DMC (b)(c) and SC only
(d)(e).
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agreement between the “true” propagation paths and the estimated, whereas large values indicate
that the estimation results can not approximate the “true” propagation paths.
The following points can be noticed from Fig.8.9:
• As already seen in the previous section, the estimation results from the joint estimation of
SC and DMC, show best agreement but here in terms of the ECM mismatch (small values in
dB).
• For the estimation setup SC(FullDist) the ECM mismatch is largest. Especially in the re-
gions with a SNRIR,SC larger than the overall model accuracy the ECM mismatch is drastically
increasing.
• When incorporating the DMC estimation in case of FullDist, the results are comparable to
the SC+DMC(NoDist) case.
From the ECM mismatch, the same conclusions can be drawn as in the previous section analysing
the estimated angular power spectra. First, estimation of DMC improves the estimates of the SC.
Second, it can be concluded (indirectly) that the estimated DMC are related to model error if the
maximum SNRIR is larger than the overall model accuracy. Notice, contrary to the angular power
spectrum, the ECM mismatch has the advantage that the mismatch over all parameter dimensions
is described.
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Fig. 8.9: ECM mismatch EECM between the SC parameters of the ray-tracer (reference) and the
parameters of the estimated SC of the four different estimation setups.
8.2.3.4 MIMO Capacity Error
Again, the reference for comparison are the generated observations based on the calculated param-
eters of the ray-tracer. For the generation of the observations based on the four estimation setups,
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only the estimated SC are considered, the estimated DMC are ignored. This is reasonable, as they
are mainly related to model error in the case SC+DMC(FullDist) (see previous sections). In
the case SC+DMC(NoDist) the estimated DMC are negligible as they are mainly related to
additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise (see Fig. 8.7). This means, they do not contribute to the received
signal energy.
In Fig. 8.10 the mean relative capacity error and its standard deviation are shown (equations (8.14)
and (8.15)). The variation of the mean error and its standard deviation for a certain estimation
setup (indicated by a unique colour) is related to the different alignments ϕPPDA of the application
antenna array PPDA as shown in Fig. 8.5.
The following points can be noticed from Fig. 8.10:
• The NoDist estimation results give us best agreement in terms of the MIMO capacity when
comparing the reference and estimated channel. The mean capacity error varies only around
±4%.
• From the mean capacity error it can be seen that especially in case of SC(FullDist) the
capacities are overestimated for Appl. SNRs larger than 20 dB. This behaviour is related to
the overall model accuracy for the FullDist estimation setups that is not better than 25 dB
to 30 dB.
• In case of FullDist and the joint estimation of SC and DMC (SC+DMC(FullDist)), the
DMC compensate for the model error. This means that the mean capacity error can be
reduced in case of SC+DMC(FullDist). But this is only the case if the estimated DMC
will be ignored when generating observations based on the estimation results! Considering
the estimated DMC would consequently result in a larger capacity error.
• From the standard deviation of the capacity error a similar behaviour as for the mean capacity
error can be observed. The standard deviation is especially increasing for Appl. SNRs larger
than 20 dB and for the FullDist estimation setups.
8.2.3.5 NPCG Error
In Fig. 8.11 the mean relative NPCG error and its standard deviation are shown as a function of
the alignment ϕPPDA of the application antenna array PPDA. It can be seen that the mean error
of the NPCG is almost equal for all four estimation setups and small (around -2%). As opposed to
the mean value of the NPCG error, the standard deviation of the relative NPCG error is strongly
dependent on the alignment ϕPPDA of the application antenna array PPDA. Reconsidering the
angular power spectra shown in Section 8.2.3.2, it is understandable that larger standard deviations
of the relative NPCG error can be expected if the main beam of one of the patch antennas of the
application antenna array PPDA is pointing towards the estimated artefacts.
From the standard deviation of the relative NPCG error similar conclusions as in the previous
sections can be drawn. The results of SC(FullDist) are worst, the standard deviation can be
reduced if the results of the SC+DMC(FullDist) setup are applied.
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Fig. 8.10: Error in terms of capacity for the route MT12 to MT14 as a function of the Appl. SNR.
The variation of the plots of each estimation setup (indicated by colour) is caused by the different
alignments of the Rx application antenna array PPDA.
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Fig. 8.11: Error in terms of NPCG for the route MT12 to MT14
8.2.4 Consequences of an Overall Model Accuracy Higher than the Maximum SNR
in the CIR
The same simulation setup as in Section 8.2.3 is applied, but the Rx array SPUCPASim2x2x24
was moving between MT59 and MT34 (see Fig. 8.12(a)). By applying the system parameters of
the HyEff system and the chosen antenna arrays the maximum SNRIR of the impulse responses is
given in Fig. 8.12(b). Again, the colour of the line between Rx positionMT59 andMT34 indicates
the SNRIR for the corresponding position. The scenario is dominated by Non Line of Sight (NLoS)
condition, whereas in the beginning and end of the measurement route the condition is LoS and
Obstructed Line of Sight (OLoS). In the NLoS region the SNRIR is below 20 dB, which is lower than
the achievable overall model accuracy during estimation, which is approximately 25 dB to 30 dB.
Therefore, the analysis results will be presented for this region only (Rx y = 490 m to y = 530 m).
However, the angular power spectra will be illustrated for the entire simulation route.
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Fig. 8.12: Simulation route and SNRIR for positions between MT59 and MT34.
8.2.4.1 Relevance of the Estimated DMC
From the discussion in Section 8.2.3.1 (Theorem 8.2.3 and 8.2.4) the meaning of the SNRIR,SC /
SNRIR,DMC in terms of the relevance of the estimated DMC is already known. Again, the estimation
of DMC in case of SC+DMC(NoDist) can be only caused by unresolved SC. In the case of
SC+DMC(FullDist) and a model accuracy higher than the SNRIR,SC we expect that contrary to
the previous section the DMC are related to unresolved SC only.
Theorem 8.2.5. If all SC can be resolved then the DMC estimation is not possible. The remaining
impulse response after subtraction of the estimated SC contains measurement noise only. Thus, the
DMC estimation is based on noise power only and the estimated SNRIR,DMC in dB can be negative.
In Fig. 8.13 mostly negative SNRIR,DMC in dB can be observed for both measurement setups
SC+DMC(NoDist) and SC+DMC(FullDist) respectively. At some measurement positions
the DMC estimation was impossible and no values are plotted. The SNRIR,SC is lower than the
overall model accuracy and consequently model error will not contribute to the estimated DMC.
Additionally, in both cases all SC above noise can be estimated but the estimated parameters of
paths with less power will have a larger variance (maximum SNRIR,SC is only between 10 dB and
20 dB). Again, the SNRIR,SC of the estimated SC of both estimation setups are almost overlapping.
8.2.4.2 Angular Power Spectrum of the SC
Again, the angular power spectra only at Rx will be analysed. In Fig. 8.14 the angular spectra as
a function of the Rx y position are shown for the calculated paths of the ray-tracer (reference) and
the four different estimation setups described in Table 8.1. Again, the results are clipped 50 dB
below the maximum in the spectrum, as the ray-tracing calculations were limited to 50 dB between
the strongest and the weakest path.
The following points can be noticed from Fig. 8.14:
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Fig. 8.13: Estimated SNRIR of SC and DMC for the measurement routeMT59 toMT34 in case of
the estimation setups SC+DMC(NoDist) (denoted by colour blue) and SC+DMC(FullDist)
(denoted by colour black)
• In the regions with a maximum SNRIR larger than the overall model accuracy the same
conclusions can be drawn as in the previous Section 8.2.3 (e.g. Rx y positions between 550
m and 560 m).
• In the NLoS region with maximum SNRIRs lower than 25 dB, the four different estimation
setups give us similar results.
• In the NLoS region weak artefacts (in terms of power) are estimated. Comparing the angular
power spectra of the ray-tracer with the estimation results of the four setups, it can be seen
that these artefacts are mainly estimated in the directions where no power can be observed
in the angular power spectrum of the ray-tracer.
• However, most of the strong paths in the NLoS region are estimated in the same directions
where a concentration of paths can be found in the angular power spectrum of the ray-tracer.
Here, the variance of the estimates is mainly caused by additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise and
not because of model error. The overall model accuracy is higher than the maximum SNRIR.
Consequently, the estimated CRLBs are a reliable estimate for the variance of the estimated
parameters.
In summary, with a maximum SNRIR lower than the overall model accuracy, similar results are
achieved by the NoDist and FullDist setups. This means, model mismatch has no impact on the
estimation results in this case. However, the variance of the estimated parameters, which is related
to additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise only is increasing. To this end, the variances can be described by
the estimated CRLBs, as the used model is accurate enough.
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Fig. 8.14: Rx azimuth power spectra as a function of Rx x, for the ray-tracer (reference)(a) and
the estimated spectra for the setups described in Table 8.1 estimating SC+DMC (b)(c) and SC
only (d)(e)
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8.2.4.3 ECM Mismatch of the SC
Also in case of the ECM mismatch the differences between the four estimation setups are negligible
in the NLoS region. Nevertheless, it can be observed in Fig. 8.15 that the absolute values of
the mismatch are larger compared to regions with a higher maximum SNRIR as shown in Section
8.2.3.3. From the previous sections and the discussion here, it can be indirectly concluded that the
calculated ECM mismatch is only related to additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise and not to model error.
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Fig. 8.15: ECM mismatch EECM between SC parameters of the ray-tracer (reference) and the
parameters of the estimated SC of the four different estimation setups (SNRIR lower than 20 dB).
8.2.4.4 MIMO Capacity Error
Again, the reference capacity values are based on the SC parameters of the ray-tracer. For calcu-
lation of the capacities of the four estimation setups, only the estimated SC are considered, while
the estimated DMC are ignored. This is reasonable, as they are related to additive measurement
noise only (see previous sections).
In Fig. 8.16 the mean relative capacity error and its standard deviation are shown (equations (8.14)
and (8.15)). The variation of the mean error and its standard deviation for a certain estimation
setup (indicated by a unique colour) is related to the different alignments ϕPPDA of the application
antenna array PPDA as shown in Fig. 8.5.
The following points can be noticed from Fig. 8.16:
• The mean capacity error is similar for all four estimation setups. The capacities are overes-
timated upto 8 %.
• With increasing Appl. SNR the mean capacity error is increasing and the maximum error is
reached around 30 dB Appl. SNR. The increasing mean capacity is related to the limited
measurement SNR that results in a higher parameter variance of the weak paths.
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• For Appl. SNRs larger than 30 dB the error decreases. This behaviour is related to the
limited dynamic range of the ray-tracer with 50 dB. With higher Appl. SNRs the absolute
error between the capacity CRef and the capacity for a certain estimation setup CSet remains
constant, but the capacity CRef increases. Consequently, the relative error (eqn. (8.1.2.1))
decreases.
• The standard deviation of the capacity error shows a similar characteristic for the four different
estimation setups.
• Compared to Section 8.2.3.4 the standard deviation of the capacity error is lower with a
maximum of 4 %.
As the SC model accuracy of all four estimation setups was larger than the maximum SNRIR in
the impulse responses, the capacity errors are related to the additive Gaussian measurement noise
only.
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Fig. 8.16: Error in terms of capacity for the route MT59 to MT34 as a function of Appl. SNR.
The variation of the plots of each estimation setup (indicated by colour) is caused by the different
alignments of the Rx application antenna array PPDA.
8.2.4.5 NPCG Error
In Fig. 8.17 the mean relative NPCG error and its standard deviation are shown as function of the
alignment ϕPPDA of the application antenna array PPDA.
Also the NPCG is overestimated in average for all four estimation setups, but the standard deviation
of the NPCG error is much smaller compared to Section 8.2.3.5. For the directions between ϕPPDA =
90◦ and ϕPPDA = 135◦ the mean NPCG error and its standard deviation are increasing due to the
concentration of weak paths with large parameter variances. Again, the variances of the estimated
parameters for these directions are only related to the additive Gaussian measurement noise.
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Fig. 8.17: Error in terms of NPCG for the route MT59 to MT34
8.3 Error Analysis Based on Measurements
As aforementioned, a good agreement between the SC estimated from measurements and calcu-
lated by the IHE ray-tracer could be found in [34]. However, from the ray-tracing based estimation
results in Section 8.2 the DMC could are mostly identified as model error and not as a feature of
the radio channel. This is obviously evidence of underestimation of diffuse scattering in ray-tracing.
Contrary to the ray-tracing results, we found from measurements in different kind of scenarios that
the DMC contribute up to 80 % to the total received signal energy [14]. Therefore, in this section
the model error analysis is performed for measurements considering both the SC and DMC. The
focus of this section is the differentiation between estimated DMC caused by model error and DMC
as a feature of the radio channel.
The measurements1 (see [3, 4]), which were carried out in Tokyo during my time as visiting re-
searcher at the Tokyo Institute of technology, are described in Section 8.3.1. In Section 8.3.2 the
analysis procedure is discussed in detail. The consequences of an overall model accuracy lower and
higher than the maximum SNRIR are presented in Section 8.3.3.
8.3.1 Description of the Measurement
The full polarimetric double directional channel measurements are performed in a macro-cell envi-
ronment in Tokyo (see [4]). The ATM system described in Section 2.3 with a centre frequency of 4.5
GHz and a signal bandwidth of 120 MHz was used. The transmit antenna array, the 2×4 polari-
metric uniform rectangular patch array PURPAx2x2x4 was placed over roof-top at a 10 floor high
building (≈ 35 m). The picture of Fig. 8.18(a) is taken from the Tx position in the zero azimuth
direction of the antenna array. The receive antenna array, the 2×24 stacked polarimetric uniform
circular patch array SPUCPAx2x2x24 was placed at a cart around 1.6 m above the ground. The
buildings in the surrounding residential area are between two and three floors high. In Fig. 8.18(b)
1 This measurement was supported by the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology
(NICT) of Japan. Furthermore, I would like to thanks the members of the Takada Laboratory for the support during
measurements.
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the significant positions of the measurement route like corners are labelled with crosses. The prop-
agation conditions vary between pure LoS, mixed NLoS and OLoS and pure NLoS. Around 1700
snapshots were recorded along the 490 m long measurement route. Each snapshot consists of 1536
complex impulse responses with a maximum excess delay of 3.2 µs.
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(b) Map of the measurement scenario, Rx moving di-
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Fig. 8.18: Measurement scenario
Before we start with the measurement based analysis, let us characterise the measurement
positions in terms of their propagation conditions. Additionally, the estimation results from the
joint estimation of SC and DMC are discussed, whereas only the power contribution of estimated
SC, estimated DMC, and measurement noise to the total power will be discussed for a general
classification of the measurements. The portion of SC power of the total received signal power in
percentage is shown in Fig. 8.19(a), whereas the remaining percentage corresponds to the signal
power of the DMC. Figure 8.19(b) shows the contribution of the total received power in terms of
SC, DMC, and noise power. The dashed lines indicate the measurement positions that are also
shown in Fig. 8.18(b).
• In the LoS case, moving from position Rx1 to Rx6 (see Fig. 8.18(b)), the total specular
power represents around 95 % of the total received signal power.
• The measurements between position Rx6 and Rx19 are mostly NLoS with a total SC power
of around 55 % to 65 %. However, at some positions, the specular power increases to 80 %,
which is mainly caused by strong single bounce scattering and OLoS. In the parallel street
between position Rx27 and Rx38, we observe similar behaviour.
• In the street between position Rx19 and Rx27, the portion of SC is almost constant (around
55 %). All measurements here were taken under NLoS conditions. Furthermore, strong single
bounce reflections and OLoS are rare.
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• The measurements between Rx38 and Rx6 are dominated by strong single bounce scattering
and OLoS around the corner of Rx6. The total SC power is between 65 % to 85 %.
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Fig. 8.19: Portion of SC power dependent on the measurement position (a) and estimated power
distribution w.r.t. SC, DMC and noise over the entire measurement route (b)
8.3.2 Measurement Based Analysis Procedure
For better understanding, Fig. 8.20 illustrates the procedure for the measurement based error anal-
ysis that will be described in the following. From the measured observations the parameters ˆθSC
and ˆθDMC are jointly estimated applying the antenna array data model derived from calibration
measurements (distorted array data model with model accuracy between 20 dB to 30 dB).
Note that the SC only estimation is not performed for the measurement. One reason is that “real”
DMC as part of the propagation are expected. Another reason is that from the ray-tracing results
discussed in the previous section it became clear that the joint estimation of SC and DMC gives
us the most reliable results.
Furthermore, the antenna independent metrics angular power spectrum and ECM mismatch (see
Section 8.1.1) will not be considered for the following analysis. They are not appropriate for mea-
surements, as the“true”parameters of the channel θSC,Ref are not available in complex measurement
environment. Only the measured observation xMeas can be compared with the generated observa-
tions calculated based on the parameter estimation results ˆθSC and ˆθDMC. For the comparison with
measurements, observations based on the estimated parameters have to be generated with artificial
additive measurement noise.
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Fig. 8.20: Block diagram of the analysis procedure in case of measurements
From the estimation results two different observations will be generated:
1. observations of the SC superposed with artificial additive measurement noise (indicated by
SC+Noise)
2. observations of the SC superposed with the generated observations of the DMC and artificial
measurement noise (indicated by SC+DMC+Noise).
The generated observations are given as:
xSC+Noise = s
(
ˆθSC
)
+n (8.16)
xSC+DMC+Noise = s
(
ˆθSC
)
+d
(
ˆθDMC
)
+n. (8.17)
The artificial measurement noise n is defined as described in eqn. (E.3) setting σ to the square root
of the mean estimated noise power α0.
While the generation of the observation s
(
ˆθSC
)
for the estimated SC was already explained in
Section 5.1 with the equations (5.4) and (5.12), the generation of the DMC based on the estimated
parameters ˆθDMC will be explained in the following. The observation d(ˆθDMC) of the DMC is
modelled as a stochastic process with the covariance matrix R f (see Section 5.1.2 and [62]), which
is calculated using the sampled version of the covariance function defined in eqn. (5.13) with:
κ(ˆθDMC) =
α1
M f
[
1
βd
e
−j2piτ′d
βd+j2pi 1M f
· · · e−j2piτ
′
d(M f −1)
βd+j2pi(
M f −1)
M f
]T
(8.18)
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This gives us the covariance matrix of the DMC process as follows:
R f = toep(κ(ˆθDMC),κ(ˆθDMC)H). (8.19)
The generation is carried out in the frequency domain. For each antenna channel i a random vector
(i.i.d. Gaussian process in real and imaginary part) is created with:
zi ∈ C M f×1 ∼ N c(0,I) , i = 1 . . .MT x ·MRx. (8.20)
Applying the transformation matrix L to the random vector zi of the i-th channel a single realisation
of the DMC is calculated:
di(ˆθDMC) = L(ˆθDMC) · zi (8.21)
The matrix L is obtained by the Cholesky decomposition of R f = L ·LH . Finally, the observation
of the DMC for the MRx ·MTx antenna channels is generated with:
d(ˆθDMC) =
[
dT1 . . . dTMRx·MTx
]T
. (8.22)
All observations are generated for a 4×4 subset of the measurement antenna arrays at Tx and Rx
as shown in Fig. 8.21. In total 12 subsets are considered with 3 different polarisation combinations
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Fig. 8.21: Antenna subset selection from the measurement antenna array for the capacity calcu-
lations using a 4×4 MIMO system
between Tx and Rx (H-H,V-V,H-V) and four directions at the Rx side (front, rear, left , and right)
related to the Rx moving direction shown in Fig. 8.18(b)).
For the error analysis, the capacities of the observations xSC+DMC+Noise and xSC+Noise are compared
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with the capacities of the measured channel xMeas. The capacities are calculated for Appl. SNRs
between -10 dB and 20 dB. The mean capacity error (see Section 8.1.2.1) between the measurements
(reference) and the generated observations xSC+DMC+Noise and xSC+Noise will be analysed.
Some remarks to the defined capacity error in the presence of measurement noise: It should
be noted that the defined capacity error between the noisy generated observations and the measured
observation is more reliable for Appl. SNRs that are lower than the mean measurement SNRFR
at a single frequency bin. For an Appl. SNR higher than the mean measurement SNRFR, the
relative capacity error will always decrease. The influence of the singular values of the measured
and generated channel matrices H that are related to measurement noise becomes larger when
calculating the capacities for a higher Appl. SNR. The singular values that are related to measure-
ment noise from the measured observation are “compared” with the singular values related to the
artificial measurement noise of the generated observations. As the generated measurement noise
can be perfectly modelled, the capacity error between the two noisy observations will decrease for
Appl. SNRs higher than the measurement SNRFR! This means, in the presence of model error the
maximum mean capacity error can be found at the Appl. SNR equal to the measurement SNRFR.
Nevertheless, it depends on the characteristic of the model error if such a maximum can be found.
However, it always needs to be considered that the defined relative capacity error for Appl. SNRs
higher than the measurement SNRFR becomes less reliable.
8.3.3 Consequences of an Overall Model Accuracy Lower or Higher than the SNR
in the CIR
Conform to the ray-tracing based analysis, the measurement based analysis will be performed for
measurement positions with a SNRIR,SC higher than the available model accuracy (Rx1 to Rx6)
and for measurement positions with a SNRIR,SC smaller than the available model accuracy (Rx19
to Rx27). The overall model accuracy of the estimation model for these measurements is mainly
limited by phase noise (σpnS = 5.69◦) of the ATM system. From the approximation equation (7.24)
the expected mean model accuracy is around 20 dB. The model accuracy of the antenna array data
model (EADFs) is between 20 dB and 30 dB.
8.3.3.1 Relevance of the Estimated DMC
With the ray-tracing based analysis it was shown that with a SNRIR,SC larger than the overall
model accuracy, the DMC are mainly related to model error (Section 8.2.3.1). For a SNRIR,SC lower
than the overall model accuracy, the DMC can be assumed as feature of the radio channel (Section
8.2.4.1). Note that these conclusions could be drawn since results from estimation with distorted
and undistorted data models were available.
For a measurement, we can only assume that in case of a SNRIR,SC equal to or lower than the
overall model accuracy the DMC are related to propagation in the radio channel. In case of the
measurement route Rx19 to Rx27, the SNRIR,SC is almost equal to the overall model accuracy
of 20 dB, but contrary to the ray-tracing results (SNRIR,DMC ≈ 0 dB) the SNRIR,DMC is around
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10 dB (see Fig. 8.22(a)). This means, that DMC in terms of unresolved SC and distributed diffuse
scattering as part of the propagation exist.
If the SNRIR,SC is higher than the overall model accuracy, a differentiation has to be made between
two cases:
1. the ratio between the SNRIR,SC and the SNRIR,DMC matches the overall model accuracy
2. the ratio between the SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC is lower than the overall model accuracy.
In the first case, the estimated DMC are mainly related to model error. But in the second case,
the DMC may also be related to the propagation in the radio channel!
Figure 8.22(b) illustrates the SNRIR,SC and the SNRIR,DMC for measurements Rx1 to Rx6 with a
SNRIR,SC higher than the overall model accuracy. From the figure it can be seen that the ratio
between SNRIR,SC and SNRIR,DMC is always around 20 dB. This ratio is as large as the expected
model accuracy of the SC. Consequently, it can be assumed that most of the DMC power is related
to model error.
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Fig. 8.22: Comparison of the SNRIR of the SC and DMC for a measurement in case of SNRIR of
the SC that is lower (a) and higher (b) than the overall model accuracy of the SC (≈ 20 dB)
8.3.3.2 MIMO Capacity Error
In the previous section it was concluded that the DMC are only relevant for the measurement route
Rx19 to Rx27 (SNRIR,SC lower than model accuracy), whereas for the measurement route Rx1 to
Rx6 (SNRIR,SC higher than model accuracy) the DMC are not related to propagation in the radio
channel. Nevertheless, let us first discuss the mean capacity error (Fig. 8.23(a) and Fig. 8.23(b)) and
its standard deviation (Fig. 8.23(c) and Fig. 8.23(d)) for the generated observations xSC+DMC+Noise
that include the DMC for both measurement routes. The following points can be noticed from
Fig. 8.23:
• For the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6 the capacity is up to 30 % overestimated in average.
The overestimation is related to the generated DMC. The DMC characterise mainly model
errors and are not a feature of the radio channel.
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• In case of Rx19 to Rx27 the average capacity overestimation does not exceed 8 %. The
slightly overestimated capacities are basically related to the assumption that the DMC are
uniformly distributed in the angular domain. This assumption is not always fulfilled in real
propagation environments.
• Also from the standard deviation of the capacity error it can be seen that the generated
observations SC+DMC+Noise match the measured observation in terms of capacity better
for the measurement route Rx19 to Rx27 than for the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6.
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Fig. 8.23: Mean capacity error (top) and its standard deviation (bottom) of the generated obser-
vations SC+DMC+Noise for the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6 (left) and Rx19 to Rx27 (right)
as a function of the Appl. SNR for different alignments of the Rx application antenna subset (color)
and different polarisation combinations between Tx and Rx (marker).
Again, it can be concluded that for the route Rx19 to Rx27, the estimated DMC are mostly related
to the propagation. Consequently, they need to be considered for the generation of a realistic
observation based on estimation results. However, in case of route Rx1 to Rx6, the DMC are
mainly related to model error.
If the DMC for the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6 are mainly related to model error then we
can expect that the generated observations xSC+Noise without the DMC will have a lower capacity
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error. In Fig. 8.24 the mean capacity error and its standard deviation are shown for the SC+Noise
observations. The following points can be noticed from the figures:
• For the left, right, and rear subsets the capacity error is almost negligible when using the
SC+Noise model. In these directions most of the specular power is received and the esti-
mated DMC correspond mainly to model error.
• As the DMC estimation results are strongly affected by the model error caused in the left,
right, and rear directions, weak SC in the front direction could not be resolved. Consequently,
the generated SC observations are less reliable for the front direction and the mean capacity
error of the SC+Noise observations is larger than for the other directions.
Again, the estimated DMC should not be considered as characteristic of the radio channel for
the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6 with a SNRIR,SC higher than the overall model accuracy. The
SC+Noise observations give more reliable results than the SC+DMC+Noise observations, while
the only exception are the results of the front direction. However, such exceptions will always
demand a careful analysis of the estimation results. This means in the case of a SNRIR,SC that is
higher than the overall model accuracy, a critical analysis of the results is required, whereas in the
case of a SNRIR,SC lower than the overall model accuracy, a generation of the observations including
SC and DMC is most reliable.
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Fig. 8.24: Mean capacity error (left) and its standard deviation (right) of the generated obser-
vations SC+Noise for the measurement route Rx1 to Rx6 as a function of the Appl. SNR for
for different alignments of the Rx application antenna subset (color) and different polarisation
combinations between Tx and Rx (marker).
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In this chapter three crucial questions are answered:
1. Can we improve the reliability of the SC if we incorporate the DMC estimation in the esti-
mation algorithm?
2. How reliable are the estimated SC in complex propagation environments in the presence of
model error?
3. Under which conditions the estimated DMC are related to model error or to propagation in
the radio channel?
The answers to these questions were found based on ray-tracing and measurement based analysis.
Ray-tracing
With the ray-tracing based analysis, it was shown that in case of a SNRIR,SC higher than the overall
model accuracy, the error of all discussed metrics is increasing when not estimating the DMC.
It was shown that the estimated DMC for a SNRIR,SC higher than the overall model accuracy are
mainly related to model error and should be discarded when generating observations for simulations
with application specific antennas.
In case of a SNRIR,SC lower than the overall model accuracy, the error of the generated observations
in terms of the discussed metrics is similar for SC only estimation and joint estimation of SC and
DMC. The error is only related to the additive Gaussian measurement noise.
The relevance of the estimated DMC as part of the propagation in terms of unresolved SC or
distributed diffuse scattering could not be shown based on the ray-tracing analysis. The ray-tracer
used can not completely describe the “real” propagation and a further analysis with measurements
was necessary.
Measurements
Also with measurements it was shown that with a SNRIR,SC higher than the overall model accuracy,
the estimated DMC are mainly related to model error.
As opposed to ray-tracing the relevance of the estimated DMC was clearly shown in case of a
SNRIR,SC lower than the overall model accuracy. In this case, the estimated DMC are related to the
propagation in the radio channel. Consequently, the estimated DMC have to be considered when
generating observations for simulations with application-specific antennas or when geometry based
channel models are parametrised with the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation.
The results based on measurements also show that DMC are indeed a feature of the radio channel,
contrary to the ray-tracing results. This is obviously evidence that ray-tracing still underestimates
the contribution of diffuse scattering to the propagation in the radio channel.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The points that are addressed in this thesis refer to the overall limitations of Experimental Channel
Characterisation. Although, some limitations have been discussed in literature before, most of them
were ignored, neglected, or simply overlooked. Additionally, it is often assumed that certain sources
of error can be neglected or that the propagation in the radio channel follows certain constraints.
However, in this work it is clearly shown that in reality such assumptions are mostly inappropriate.
In this context, the error sources ranging from measurement system impairments to antenna array
calibration errors to limitations of the radio channel model as applied by high-resolution parameter
estimation procedures, were investigated. First, the consequence of each error source separately
was analysed and finally the overall consequences of all unavoidable errors were demonstrated.
From our investigations, it can be concluded that the necessity to consider a certain error source is
strongly dependent on the system configuration, the employed antenna arrays, and on their data
models. It is emphasised that generalisations can not be made. The entire measurement system
has to be analysed to determine which error source dominates in that specific configuration. The
most important contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
• The measured radiation patterns of any practical antenna array as well as their derivatives
were efficiently and accurately modelled by a novel analytic description, the so called Effective
Aperture Distribution Function (EADF).
• For full-polarimetric two-dimensional calibration of practical antenna arrays with Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) channel sounders, an accurate calibration procedure for the
system frequency responses was proposed. This includes the frequency dependent calibration
of the polarimetric reference horn antenna, of all RF cables, of the AGC dependent frequency
responses of the measurement system, and of the RF multiplexers at the transmitter and
receiver side.
• A gradient based Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator was developed to correct the measured
radiation patterns for phase offsets occurring during the antenna array calibration measure-
ment.
• Sources for model mismatch such as:
– systematic error in antenna array calibration caused by parasitic reflections
– ignoring elevation and/or polarisation characteristics of the antenna elements
– phase noise and phase drift during propagation measurements
were identified and examined with respect to their impact.
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• Model mismatch causes the estimation of biased and/or artificially spread angular parameters
of the Specular Components (SC) and increases the amount of power that is estimated for
the Dense Multipath Components (DMC).
• In case of an adequate model accuracy of the derived EADFs, any practical antenna array can
be evaluated in terms of the directional resolution limits with a novel, powerful framework
proposed in this thesis. The framework allows the analytic calculation of the Crame´r-Rao
Lower Bound of the DoD/DoA parameters in arbitrary test scenarios based on measured
radiation patterns as described by their corresponding EADFs.
• Generally, the estimation of DMC improves the reliability of the parameter estimation results
for the SC in the presence of non-resolved scattering and/or model errors.
• However, the estimated DMC can only be interpreted as feature of the radio channel if the
accuracy of the data model is larger than the maximum Signal-to-Noise ratio of the impulse
response.
• Finally, it is emphasised that the relevance and reliability of the estimated SC and DMC have
to be taken into account when using the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation
for channel modelling.
Future Prospects
1. Further improvements of Experimental Channel Characterisation can be achieved by reducing
the model mismatch.
On one hand, the model of the radio channel applied for parameter estimation can be im-
proved, especially with respect to the DMC. Up to now, the DMC are assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the angular domain, but an angular dependence is more realistic. Models for the
angular distribution of the DMC have been proposed already elsewhere, but further measure-
ments are required to verify whether the model assumptions are valid in reality. Furthermore,
such directional models of the DMC may also help to suppress direction dependent model
errors during the estimation of the SC. With this approach, the estimation of the SC could be
further improved. However, still such estimated direction dependent DMC could be related
to model errors instead of being a feature of the radio channel.
On the other hand, the error sources related to the measurement system can be reduced. For
example, the consequence of phase noise and/or drift can be reduced by an improved design
of the Local Oscillators, the frequency references, and by improving the synchronisation be-
tween Tx and Rx. Additionally, novel designs of the antenna positioning system may help to
reduce the amount of parasitic reflections.
2. The results of our ray-tracing based analyses show that the modelling of diffuse scattering
in ray-tracing is still in its infancy and further research is required. The MIMO capacity
especially in Non Line of Sight (NLoS) is likely to be underestimated without diffuse scattering
being modelled.
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Appendix A
CHANNEL MEASUREMENT
A.1 Estimation of the Phase Noise Properties of the MIMO Sounders Used
Here measurements are performed to obtain the phase noise standard deviation σpnS and the cor-
responding phase noise covariance matrix Σ for the ATM and HyEff channel sounders. A common
reference signal is used. Nevertheless, it can be seen in Fig. A.1(a) and Fig. A.1(b) for ATM
and HyEff system respectively, that the measured data is still affected by a long term phase drift.
Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the long term phase drifts ϕpnL for both systems in order
to obtain an estimation of the phase noise ϕpnS. To estimate the long term phase drift, a moving
average filter with a length w is used. The estimated long term phase drift for a given w is ϕˆpnL(w, t).
Under the assumption that ϕpnS is normal distributed, the best estimate of ϕpnL(t) is given for a
smoothing window length w, in which case the ideal normal distribution fits best the distribution
of:
ϕˆpnS(w, t) = ϕpn(t)− ϕˆpnL(w, t). (A.1)
Therefore, the Frobenius norm Resnorm(w) of the residual between the probability density of the
best fit normal distribution ppnBF(ϕˆpnS(w)) and the estimated distribution pˆpn(ϕˆpnS(w)):
Resnorm(w) =
∥∥ppnBF(ϕˆpnS(w))− pˆpn(ϕˆpnS(w))∥∥F (A.2)
is calculated (See Fig. A.1(c) and Fig. A.1(d)). Herewith, the best estimate of the long term phase
drift and the phase noise is given by:
wˆ= argmin
w
{Resnorm(w)}
ϕˆpnS(t) = ϕˆpnS(wˆ, t)
ϕˆpnL(t) = ϕˆpnL(wˆ, t)
. (A.3)
The estimated phase noise ϕˆpnS and its distributions for the optimum w are shown in third and
fourth row of Fig. A.1 respectively. Finally, the ATM system has a phase noise standard deviation
σˆpnS of 5.69◦, where the HyEff system has a lower phase noise standard deviation with σˆpnS = 2.94◦.
For simulations in chapter 7 the realistic correlated phase noise need to be modelled, therefore the
Auto Correlation Function (ACF) (e.g. in Fig. 2.11(b)) or the covariance matrix of the phase noise
process is estimated from the estimated phase noise ϕˆpnS. The phase noise vector for a correlation
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length ts and interval i is given by:
Φi =
[
ϕˆpnS((i−1) · ts) ϕˆpnS((i−1) · ts +(2 · τmax)) · · · ϕˆpnS(i · ts)
]T
. (A.4)
Consequently, the estimated covariance matrix is defined as:
Σ(ts) =
∑Ii=1
[
Φi ·ΦHi
]
I · σˆ2pnS
(A.5)
A.2 Correction for the Switched Reference Attenuator in the AGC dependent
back-to-back Calibration
The switched reference attenuator consists of 9 blocks with different attenuations (0, 1, 2, 4, 4,
10, 20, 40, 40 dB), which will be cascaded to achieve a certain attenuation. The corresponding
frequency responses normalised to the nominal attenuation are shown in Fig. 2.8(a); Fig. 2.8(b)
shows the phase offset of each attenuation block. That means each measured system frequency
response from the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) dependent back-to-back calibration contains an
additional phase offset due to the set attenuation of the switched reference attenuator. Therefore,
it is necessary to correct the measured system frequency responses of each AGC level for the cor-
responding frequency responses of the switched reference attenuator. The attenuation set at the
switched reference attenuator to measure a certain AGC level are known from the AGC dependent
back-to-back calibration.
In the following the achievable accuracy by using the AGC dependent back-to-back calibration
incorporating the correction for the switched reference attenuator will be demonstrated in compar-
ison to the uncorrected case. Therefore, a measurement is performed in which the back-to-back
calibration setup in Fig. 2.6 is used. The transmit power is attenuated from 10 dB to 90 dB in 1
dB steps. After recording the data the corrected and uncorrected measurements are compared in
terms of the magnitude (Fig. A.2(a)) and the phase (Fig. A.2(b)) of the maximum in the impulse
responses. The magnitude is normalised to the square root of the input power. It can be seen that
in case of the correction the phase error is almost constant, the standard deviation being around
2.56◦. This variation is related to the phase noise, which will be discussed in Section 2.3.4. The
mean value of around −10◦ is a constant phase offset for all input levels, which has no effect on the
channel characterisation. The magnitude error is almost 0 dB, only for attenuation levels below
20 dB a higher error can be observed. Below 20 dB attenuation the receiver amplifiers are used
in its non-linear region, which results in an increased magnitude error. In case of the uncorrected
data the phase is strongly varying w.r.t. to the attenuation level, the magnitude error only having
a constant offset. Consequently, if we do not correct for the phase offsets of the switched reference
attenuator, a reliable Direction of Departure (DoD) and Direction of Arrival (DoA) estimation is
impossible.
Note that in case of the AGC dependent back-to-back calibration it is necessary to use a common
frequency rubidium reference for the Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx), as the time to calibrate
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Fig. A.1: Phase noise estimation for the ATM (left) and HyEff (right) system
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all AGC levels drastically increases. If two rubidium references are used, the measured frequency
responses of each AGC level would be affected by a not negligible phase offset, which corresponds
to the phase drift between the two references.
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Fig. A.2: Magnitude and phase offset dependent on the Tx power attenuation level for the cor-
rected and uncorrected data
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Appendix B
ANTENNA ARRAY DATA MODEL
B.1 Efficient Antenna Array Data Format
In the following an efficient antenna array data format for a joint computation of the M radiation
patterns and its derivatives dependent on a set of angle pairs (azimuth, co-elevation) and for
both polarisations is proposed. First, a compressed implementation of the EADF is described
in Subsection B.1.1. Second, an efficient matrix notation is found for the joint calculation of all
radiation patterns using the compressed versions of the EADF (Subsection B.1.2).
B.1.1 Compressed EADF for Single Antenna Element
The following formulation allows an efficient calculation of the continuous function of the radiation
patterns and its derivatives dependent on the azimuth and co-elevation angle. As the complex ex-
ponentials (3.25)(3.26) are symmetric, the complexity can be reduced by a factor two. Therefore, the
following matrices of the mth antenna G[((Lϑ−1)/2+1)×((Lϕ−1)/2+1)]K1 (m) to G
[((Lϑ−1)/2+1)×((Lϕ−1)/2+1)]
K4 (m)
are calculated:
GK1(m) =
 I[ Lϑ−12 × Lϑ−12 ] 0[ Lϑ−12 ×1] Π[ Lϑ−12 × Lϑ−12 ]
0 1 0
 ·Gm ·

I
[
Lϕ−1
2 ×
Lϕ−1
2
]
0
0
[
1× Lϕ−12
]
1
Π
[
Lϕ−1
2 ×
Lϕ−1
2
]
0
 (B.1)
GK2(m) =
[
I 0 −Π
0 1 0
]
·Gm ·
 I 00 1
Π 0
 (B.2)
GK3(m) =
[
I 0 Π
0 1 0
]
·Gm ·
 I 00 1
−Π 0
 (B.3)
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GK4(m) =
[
I 0 −Π
0 1 0
]
·Gm ·
 I 00 1
−Π 0
 (B.4)
Figure B.1 illustrates the calculation of these matrices. The arrows indicate the direction of the
mathematical operation, which is indicated for each matrix GKx(m) separately.
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Fig. B.1: Illustration of the calculation of GK1 to GK4
With the reduced definitions of
µTϑ =
[
−Lϑ−1
2 ... 0
]
(B.5)
µTϕ =
[
−Lϕ−1
2 ... 0
]
(B.6)
, the radiation patterns and derivatives are defined with.
b(ϕ,ϑ) = ℜ{dϑ} ·GK1 ·ℜ
{
dϕ
}
+ j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·GK2 ·ℜ
{
dϕ
}
+j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·GK3 ·ℑ
{
dϕ
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·GK4 ·ℑ{dϕ} (B.7)
∂b(ϕ,ϑ)
∂ϑ = j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK2 ·ℜ
{
dϕ
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK1 ·ℜ{dϕ}
−ℜ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK4 ·ℑ
{
dϕ
}− j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK3 ·ℑ{dϕ} (B.8)
∂b(ϕ,ϑ)
∂ϕ = j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·GK3 ·diag{µTϕ} ·ℜ
{
dϕ
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·GK4 ·diag{µTϕ} ·ℜ{dϕ}
−ℜ{dϑ} ·GK1 ·diag{µTϕ} ·ℑ
{
dϕ
}− j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·GK2 ·diag{µTϕ} ·ℑ{dϕ} (B.9)
Using this set of equations the number of real-valued multiplications is reduced to 2·(Lϑ ·Lϕ+2 ·Lϕ).
It is obvious from Fig. B.1 that every second column of matrices GK1 to GK4 is filled with zeros. Due
to the periodification of ˜B to ˜Bp redundant data is added. Therefore, a further complexity reduction
is achievable. This reduction is only applicable in the azimuth aperture direction, therefore, µϕ is
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written in two parts with an odd part
µTϕu =
[
−Lϕ−1
2 ..(2).. 0
][1× Lϕ−14 +1]
(B.10)
and an even part
µTϕg =
[ −Lϕ−1
2 +1 ..(2).. −1
][1× Lϕ−14 ]
. (B.11)
Using these definitions the radiation pattern is calculated like follows:
b(ϑ,ϕ) = ℜ{dϑ} ·GK1 ·Jg ·ℜ
{
dϕg
}
+ j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·GK2 ·Ju ·ℜ
{
dϕu
}
+j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·GK3 ·Jg ·ℑ
{
dϕg
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·GK4 ·Ju ·ℑ{dϕu} , (B.12)
where the matrix J
[
Lϕ−1
2 +1×
Lϕ−1
4
]
g is a selection matrix that selects the data of the odd columns and
J
[
Lϕ−1
2 +1×
Lϕ−1
4 +1
]
u selects the data of the even columns (see appendix E equations (E.5) and (E.6)).
Consequently, the derivatives are defined as:
∂b(ϑ,ϕ)
∂ϑ = j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK2 ·Ju ·ℜ
{
dϕu
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK1 ·Jg ·ℜ{dϕg}
−ℜ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK4 ·Ju ·ℑ
{
dϕu
}− j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·diag{µTϑ} ·GK3 ·Jg ·ℑ{dϕg} (B.13)
∂b(ϑ,ϕ)
∂ϕ = j ·ℜ{dϑ} ·GK3 ·Jg ·diag{µTϕg} ·ℜ
{
dϕg
}−ℑ{dϑ} ·GK4 ·Ju ·diag{µTϕu} ·ℜ{dϕu}
−ℜ{dϑ} ·GK1 ·Jg ·diag{µT2g} ·ℑ
{
dϕg
}− j ·ℑ{dϑ} ·GK2 ·Ju ·diag{µTϕu} ·ℑ{dϕu} (B.14)
Using these compressed version of the EADF the complexity for calculation of the radiation pattern
or their derivatives dependent on one angle pair ϕ, ϑ is
(
Lϑ ·Lϕ+2Lϕ
)
. This means an approximately
improvement of a factor of 8 compared to the original version.
B.1.2 Efficient Matrix Notation for Joint Description of All Antenna Elements
As the antenna elements in an antenna array have comparable designs and consequently similar
radiation patterns and, in most cases, a similar distance to the centre of the antenna array, the size
Lϑ and Lϕ can be chosen for all antenna elements at once. Several optimised libraries are available
for the mathematical operation of matrix-matrix multiplication [148]. Consequently, it is preferable
to combine all EADFs of all antennas and polarisations into one matrix for a joint calculation of
radiation patterns. The matrices with the even number of samples in azimuth:
GqK1g = GK1 ·Jg (B.15)
and
GqK3g = j ·GK3 ·Jg (B.16)
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of all M antennas and for the polarization q equal to horizontal (h) or vertical (v) are combined in
one matrix Γ13. Accordingly the matrices with the odd number of samples in the azimuth aperture:
GqK2u = j ·GK2 ·Ju (B.17)
and
GqK4u =−GK4 ·Ju (B.18)
are combined in Γ24. To avoid unnecessary multiplications in case of back transformation into the
angular domain, the multiplication with −1 or the complex j are already included in these matrices.
Figure B.2 illustrates the structure of the described matrices. To calculate the radiation patterns
for P angle pairs:
ϕ =
[
ϕ1 · · · ϕP
]
(B.19)
and
ϑ′ =
[
ϑ′1 · · · ϑ′P
]
, (B.20)
the back transformation matrix for elevation:
Dbϑ =

dϑ (ϑ′1)
...
dϑ (ϑ′P)
 (B.21)
and both matrices for azimuth:
Dbgϕ =
[
dϕ
(
µϕg,ϕ1
) · · · dϕ (µϕg,ϕP) ] (B.22)
Dbuϕ =
[
dϕ
(
µϕu,ϕ1
) · · · dϕ (µϕu,ϕP) ] (B.23)
are calculated. The final calculation of the radiation pattern is done in two steps. In the first
step Γ13 is multiplied with the real part of Dbϑ from the left side, while Γ24 is multiplied with
the imaginary part of Dbϑ. The P rows of each resulting matrix need to be reshaped to the size
[
Lϕ−1
4 × 4 ·M] or [
Lϕ−1
4 +1× 4 ·M]. In the second step the azimuth back transformation is done by
multiplying the first half of the corresponding matrix with the real part of the corresponding column
p of Dbgϕ or Dbuϕ, while the second half is multiplied with the imaginary part of the corresponding
column p of Dbgϕ or Dbuϕ. The results of these vector matrix multiplications are added according
to equation (B.12). Finally we get a complex matrix of size [2 ·M×P], where the first M entries of
each column depend on the radiation pattern with respect to the horizontal excitation, while the
second M entries depend on the vertical polarization. The column p corresponds to the radiation
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patterns of all antenna elements and polarisations with respect to the angle pair ϑp and ϕp.
In case that only an azimuth cut (constant co-elevation) or co-elevation cut (constant azimuth) of
the radiation patterns is required, the calculation is reduced to one vector matrix multiplication
and an additional matrix matrix multiplication. Consequently, the performance increases compared
to the full case (arbitrary angle pairs in azimuth and co-elevation). Several estimation algorithms
require a computation of the azimuth and co-elevation correlation function in the global search step.
To reduce the computational complexity the maximum of this 2D correlation function is searched
by using a coordinate wise approach (e.g. alternating search along azimuth cuts and co-elevation
cuts). Estimation algorithms would profit from the described data model especially in this case.
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Fig. B.2: Matrices Γ13 and Γ24 of antenna array data format
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Appendix C
A GENERAL CHARACTERISATION OF THE ANTENNA
ARRAYS USED
In this appendix the antenna arrays are classified by calculating basic antenna parameters like
antenna gain, 3 dB beam width and cross polarisation discrimination (XPD). In this context, the
parameters for a “mean antenna array element” are defined in C.1. A summary of these parameters
for all antenna arrays used is given in C.2.
C.1 Definition of Mean Antenna Array Element Parameters
C.1.1 Maximum Gain and Mean Gain of All Antennas
Let us define the maximum gain of the antenna array as follows:
g¯max,q,p = 10 · log10
(
1
Mp
Mp
∑
mp=1
max
ϕ,ϑ
{
|b(ϕ,ϑ,q,mp)|2
})
[dBi] (C.1)
where q and p are either horizontal or vertical. This means that mp specifies all antenna ports with
the preferred polarisation p. Furthermore, let us define a mean gain:
g(q,m) =
ϕmin+∆ϕ∫
ϕmin
ϑmin+∆ϑ∫
ϑmin
|b(ϕ,ϑ,q,m)|2 · sin(ϑ)dϑdϕ
ϕmin+∆ϕ∫
ϕmin
ϑmin+∆ϑ∫
ϑmin
1sin(ϑ)dϑdϕ
(C.2)
where ϕmin . . .ϕmin +∆ϕ and ϑmin . . .ϑmin +∆ϑ specify the azimuth and co-elevation ranges of interest
respectively. Since only a sampled version of the radiation pattern can be calculated, an approx-
imation for this integral will be used. As already mentioned there are several grids on the sphere
available to calculate the integral of a function on the sphere. Here a Chebyshev grid of order N:
ζ(N) = {(ϑu,ϕn) : ϑu = piuN−1 ;ϕn = 2pinN−1 ;
u,n ∈ Z; u ∈ [0, N−1] ; n ∈ [−N−12 , N−12 )} (C.3)
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and consequently the Chebyshev quadrature with the weights in azimuth and co-elevation direction:
w
(N)
u = ε
(N−1)
u
4pi
N−1
(N−1)/2
∑
s=0
ε
((N−1)/2)
u
2
1−4s2 cos
(
us2pi
N−1
)
w
(N)
n =
1
N−1
(C.4)
with:
ε
(N)
u =
{
0.5 for u = 0,N
1 for u = 1,2, ...,N−1 (C.5)
are used (See [149], [150]). Finally, the approximation of the mean gain of the mth antenna is defined
as follows:
g(q,m)≈
1
N−1
N
∑
u=0
w
(N)
u
(N−3)/2
∑
n=−(N−1)/2
wNn · |b(ϕn,ϑu,q,m)|2
1
N−1
N
∑
u=0
w
(N)
u
(N−3)/2
∑
n=−(N−1)/2
wNn ·1
(C.6)
where the mean gain of the array is defined similar to eq. (C.1) as:
g¯q,p = 10 · log10
(
1
Mp
Mp
∑
mp=1
g(q,mp)
)
[dBi] . (C.7)
C.1.2 Mean XPD of All Antennas of the Array
Similar to [151] the mean XPD of all antennas is calculated using the definition of the mean gain
as follows:
XPDA,p = 10 · log10
(
1
Mp
Mp
∑
mp=1
g(p,mp)
g(q,mp)
)
[dB] . (C.8)
C.1.3 3 dB beam width in azimuth and co-elevation
The definition of the 3 dB beam width is commonly used, therefore it is just noted that the mean of
the 3 dB beam widths of all antennas in azimuth ¯Bϕ3dB,q,p is calculated for a constant co-elevation
of 90◦. The mean 3 dB beam width w.r.t. the co-elevation is calculated for a constant azimuth,
where the azimuth is chosen in the main beam direction of each antenna element.
C.2 Overview of All Arrays
In Table C.1 the defined parameters are calculated for the antenna arrays used. In case of the mean
gain and the XPD, the full azimuth and co-elevation range is chosen. The parameters which could
not be calculated are marked with an x. Especially, the parameter list of the last four antenna
arrays (columns) are incomplete, because the full polarimetric calibration in absolute gain and
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phase dependent on azimuth and co-elevation is not available.
The derived minimum sampling grid N95 (See Section 3.5) is also listed, since it is directly related
to the array aperture size and consequently to the array performance in terms of DoA estimation.
In case of the last four antenna array columns N95 specifies the number of required samples in
azimuth for a constant co-elevation of 90◦.
Tab. C.1: Array Characterisation
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Appendix D
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PRACTICAL
ANTENNA ARRAYS
In the Chapter 6, the Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) based antenna array performance evalua-
tion framework was introduced and verified. Here the framework is used to compare the performance
of antenna arrays, which are introduced in Section 2.4. Two types of scenarios are considered, the
simple Single path scenario and Coherent two path scenario (D.1).There are two different questions
to answer.
One could ask how do the antenna arrays perform in the case of the same mean SNRIR in the
impulse responses of all elements. In this case it is assumed that the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
at the array output connector is the same for all antenna arrays that are compared. The antenna
array attenuation due to the multiplexers is herewith neglected and a transmit power control is
necessary to achieve a constant receive power at the array output. The antenna arrays are com-
pared in terms of the antenna element design and arrangement of the elements in the array. In the
following the term Constant SNR is used for this case.
But one could also ask how do the arrays perform in case of constant transmit power, constant
receiver sensitivity, including all losses in the antenna arrays and all losses of the cables used in a
practical measurement. In this case the mean SNRIR at the output connector of the antenna array
is different for the discussed antenna arrays. Therefore, the antenna arrays are evaluated under real
measurement conditions using a total transmit power of 27 dBm at 5.2 GHz in a bandwidth of 120
MHz and the Hyeff receiver with the specified mean noise power of -106.5 dBm at one frequency
bin in case of an impulse response length of 3.2µs (see section 2.3.3). In this case the term Constant
transmit power and receiver sensitivity is used.
In case of the Constant SNR all antenna arrays are compared but only with respect to the perfor-
mance in azimuth. Furthermore, the following arrays:
• CUBAx1x1x8 (vertical excitation only)
• UCAx1x1x8 (vertical excitation only)
• PUCPAx2x1x8h (horizontal ports for horizontal excitation only)
• PUCPAx2x1x8v (vertical ports for vertical excitation only)
• UCAx1x1x16v (vertical ports for vertical excitation only)
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can be discussed with respect to one polarisation only, because the two dimensional (2D) antenna
radiation patterns w.r.t. horizontal and vertical excitation were not available at the time for all
antenna arrays.
In case of Constant transmit power and receiver sensitivity the results are presented with respect to
a certain distance between transmitter and receiver. The whole link budget needs to be calculated;
where an absolute antenna gain calibration is necessary. Since the absolute full polarimetric 2D
calibrations are only available for the arrays:
• UCAx1x1x16
• PURPAx2x2x4
• PUCPAx2x1x24
• SPUCPAx2x2x24
• SPUCPAx4x2x24
the discussion is limited to these arrays.
D.1 Settings for the Analysis
One or two coherent paths are considered. The total path weight power of the kth path for the
different cases is defined as follows.
Horizontal polarisation only:
|γh,k|2 = a (D.1)
Vertical polarisation only:
|γv,k|2 = a (D.2)
Horizontal and vertical polarisation:
|γh,k|2 = |γv,k|2 = a2 , (D.3)
where a = 1 in the Constant SNR case. To adjust a certain SNRIR [dB] in the Constant SNR case
the standard deviation σ of the noise is set to:
σConstSNR =
√√√√(γv,k ·bv (ϕk)+ γh,k ·bh (ϕk))H · (γv,k ·bv (ϕk)+ γh,k ·bh (ϕk))
10
SNRIR
10 ·MRx
. (D.4)
In the case of Constant transmit power and receiver sensitivity, a is defined as:
a =
( λ
4pi · l
)2
·PTx ·aRDL ·aCL (D.5)
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and the standard deviation σ is set to:
σConstPTx =
√
Pn
M f
, (D.6)
where PTx is the total transmitted Tx power in the frequency band of 120 MHz around the center
frequency 5.2 GHz, l is the path length, aRDL is a power factor related to the loss due to reflection
and diffraction, aCL is a power factor related to the loss included by cables and connectors, Pn is the
noise power (-106.5 dBm, see section 2.3.3) at one frequency bin and M f is the number of frequency
bins used. For notational convenience the CRLB results are shown as standard deviations, instead
of
√
CRLB(ϕ1) the notation σ(ϕ1) is applied. Furthermore, the term ”‘relative variance”’ of the
path weights is introduced as:
σ2Relγ,k =
σ
(
ℜγv,k
)2
+σ
(
ℑγv,k
)2
+σ
(
ℜγh,k
)2
+σ
(
ℑγh,k
)2
|γv,k|2 + |γh,k|2
. (D.7)
Note that in all the following plots comparing the different arrays, the same marker style and colour
is used throughout the whole Section for each array. Therefore, not every figure contains the legend
with the corresponding marker and line styles.
D.2 Constant SNR
In the Constant SNR case only the Single path scenario is considered to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the antenna arrays with respect to the arrangement of the antenna elements and their
element design. All calculations are done for a constant co-elevation of 90◦. The results are plot-
ted in Fig. D.1; Fig. D.1(e) and Fig. D.1(f) being the corresponding legends to indicate the used
antenna arrays. In the first analysis step the SNRIR is set to 25 dB. The SNRIR is kept constant for
all azimuth angles by using equation (D.4) for the standard deviation of the noise. Consequently
a smaller gain of all radiation patterns of the antenna array in a certain direction will not have
any influence on the results. For example in the case of the PULPAx2x1x8 the same total power
is received in every direction even when the angle of incidence is outside the 3 dB beam width of
the antenna elements. In the Fig. D.1(a) the standard deviation σ(ϕ1) is plotted for all antenna
arrays with respect to the azimuth direction of the single path. It is obvious that with an increasing
aperture size of the antenna arrays the standard deviation becomes smaller.
• The CUBA1x1x1x8 has the worst performance, since its aperture size is the smallest. It
is followed by the 8 element circular arrays, here the elements of all the three 8 element
arrays are arranged at a radius of 0.6533 λ, which corresponds to a distance between adjacent
elements of 0.5 λ.
• Since the PURPAx2x2x4 has almost the same aperture size of around 2λ in the broad side
direction as theUCAx1x1x16 , the performance is comparable. Due to a decreasing aperture
size of the PURPAx2x2x4, for azimuth directions higher or lower than 0◦ the performance
becomes worse for that directions, which is the same as for the PULPAx2x1x8.
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• Comparing theUCAx1x1x16v, calculating the CRLB considering only the vertical radiation
patterns, with the UCAx1x1x16, in which case both polarisations are used, it becomes
obvious that the UCAx1x1x16 has a worse performance since the horizontal path weight
has a higher variance for certain directions. This alternating behaviour is related to the XPD
of the single antennas. The XPD is high in the antennas main beam direction (see Section
C), which means that the elements can not receive any horizontal power. Consequently the
variances of the horizontal path weights are worse exactly for those directions, while it has a
better variance in the direction between two main beams of adjacent antenna elements.
• Even if the PULPAx2x1x8 and the PUCPAx2x1x24 have the same aperture size of ap-
proximately 3.5λ, the circular array performs better due to the higher number of elements
and consequently a higher SNR gain.
• Also the performance improvement from the one ring, to the two ring and the four ring
SPUCPA is related to the increasing SNR gain with respect to the total number of elements.
• The simulated PUCPASIMx2x1x24 has a slightly better performance than the practical
antenna array PUCPAx2x1x24. The small discrepancy between the simulation and the
practical antenna array is basically related to the simulation conditions, while the effects
of the complete construction and the multiplexer design are neglected. Furthermore, only 6
adjacent elements are considered during simulation. This means that coupling effects between
the remaining elements are neglected, which apparently leads to a slightly better performance
of the simulated antenna array.
In Fig. D.1(b) the relative variances of the path weights are shown. Basically the SNR gain due to
the increasing number of elements can be observed. Figure D.1(c) illustrates the mean standard
deviation of the azimuth angle σ¯(ϕ1) dependent on the SNRIR. The mean standard deviation is
taken over the valid azimuth range, which is the full azimuth range of ±180◦ in the case of the
circular arrays and about ±70◦ in case of the planar arrays. The mean relative variance of the path
weights σ¯Relγ is shown in Fig. D.1(d).
D.3 Constant transmit power and receiver sensitivity
The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the performance of the antenna arrays under real world
conditions, which are comparable to measurements with the HyEff system. As mentioned above,
the transmit power PTx is constant with 27 dBm, transmitting the same amount of power in the
vertical and horizontal polarisation. An isotropic Tx antenna with 0 dBi gain for vertical and
horizontal polarisation is applied. The Rx array and the Tx antenna is connected using cables,
which have an attenuation of 3.6 dB and 6 dB respectively. Consequently, the term 10 · log10(aCL)
is 9.6 dB. The loss due to reflection and diffraction of the path is 10 · log10(aRDL) = 20 dB, which
can be related to a double bounce reflection. This approximation is based on [152] matching a
path under NLoS condition. Using these settings and equations (D.3), (D.5) the power of the
horizontal and vertical path weights are calculated. In case of the Single path scenario equally
phased path weights in vertical and horizontal polarisation are applied. In case of the Coherent
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Fig. D.1: Array comparison w.r.t. the azimuth standard deviation and relative variance of the
path weights for a single path dependent on its SNRIR (constant SNRIR at each azimuth, constant
co-elevation of 90◦)
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two path scenario different phase constellations between the path weights of the two path will be
considered to analyse the arrays under worst and best case conditions, which is basically related to
a constructive and destructive superposition of the two paths (see Section 6.2.2). Equivalent to the
Hyeff system (see Section 2.3) system the impulse response length is set to 3.2µs, which is related
to a number of M f = 385 frequency samples. The standard deviation of the noise is set to σConstPTx
using equation (D.6).
The following analysis is done separately for the case of a constant co-elevation of 90◦ w.r.t. to the
azimuth and for a constant azimuth of 0◦ w.r.t. to the co-elevation. As already shown, the method
is actually capable of calculating the CRLBs with respect to all available parameters. Nevertheless,
the number of analysed dimensions is limited to azimuth or co-elevation, to be able to interpret the
graphs. The limitation to these two slices in azimuth and co-elevation is reasonable and sufficient
to describe the array performance at least in case of the circular arrays. The behaviour of the
circular arrays with respect to the azimuth angle varies only a little. Only in case of the planar
arrays a worse performance can be expected for directions aside the broad side direction. For the
Single path scenario and Coherent two path scenario, the discussion starts for a fixed path length
of l = 300m. Finally the performance is shown in the range of 50 m to 950 m (corresponding to the
chosen impulse response length).
D.3.1 Single path scenario
The results are shown in Fig. D.2 for the slice in azimuth and in Fig. D.3 for the elevation slice.
From Fig. D.2(a) and Fig. D.2(b) for a constant path length of l = 300m and the slice in azimuth,
it can be concluded:
• The difference in the performance of the antenna arrays with respect to the azimuth is less
significant compared to the Constant SNR case. This can be basically related to the higher
Multiplexer (MUX) attenuation in case of the antennas with a higher number of elements
(please check the values of the MUX attenuation in the Figures 2.16, 2.14, 2.17 and also
the mean gains of the arrays in table C.1). Especially in case of the SPUCPAx2x4x24, it
becomes obvious that the MUX attenuation of ca. 23 dB leads to a worse performance in case
of the azimuth variance and the relative variance of the path weights. Although, it has the
highest number of elements, the performance is worse compared to the PUCPAx2x2x24
with only one ring instead of four.
• All circular arrays perform with almost constant variances in the full azimuth range even
without a Tx power control.
• The PURPA2x2x4 has the best performance (considering the broad side direction), which
is related to low MUX attenuation. However, in the range beside broad side the variances
increase drastically compared to the Constant SNR case due to the decreasing gain of the
antenna elements in these directions.
• As already observed in the Constant SNR case, the PUCPASIMx2x2x24 has almost the
same or a slightly better performance than the practical antenna array PUCPAx2x2x24.
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This results are reasonable as the known multiplexer attenuation of around 11.5 dB of the
practical antenna array is also assumed in case of the simulated antenna array.
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Fig. D.2: Array comparison w.r.t. the azimuth standard deviation and relative variance of the
path weights for a single path with path length l (assuming constant transmit power, constant
receiver sensitivity, an additional path loss of 20 dB due to reflection and diffraction and constant
co-elevation of 90◦)
For the slice in co-elevation the following can be concluded:
• The differences between the arrays in terms of the azimuth variance (see Fig. D.3(a)) remain
almost constant for different co-elevation angles.
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• However, due to the decreasing aperture size for the azimuth resolution towards the poles of
the spherical coordinate system and the lower gain of the antenna elements in these directions,
the azimuth variance and the relative variances of the path weights increases for all arrays.
• The co-elevation variance (see Fig. D.3(b)) varies more compared to the azimuth, since the
array construction leads in most cases to a non uniform behaviour.
• Nevertheless, trends like a slightly worse variance can be observed towards 90◦ co-elevation
in case of the one ring circular arrays, since the aperture size for the co-elevation resolution
reaches the minimum in this case.
• In case of the SPUCPAx4x2x24 the aperture size seen for the co-elevation resolution is
almost constant. Therefore, the co-elevation variance is also almost constant.
• In case of the PURPAx2x2x4 the performance gets worse towards the poles, due to a
decrease in the aperture size.
In conclusion it seems that the performance of the arrays do not differ that much considering the
results of the Single path scenario in the case of Constant transmit power and receiver sensitivity.
Even by using a high sophisticated array with a big aperture size and large number of elements,
almost the same or even worse performance compared to the arrays with a small aperture size can
be observed. But performance degradation can be expected in the presence of more than one path.
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Fig. D.3: Array comparison w.r.t. azimuth, co-elevation standard deviation and relative variance
of the path weights for a single path for different co-elevations (assuming constant transmit power,
constant receiver sensitivity, an additional path loss of 20 dB due to reflection and diffraction, path
length l = 300m, and constant azimuth of 0◦)
D.3.2 Coherent two path scenario
As already mentioned the most severe problems arise if coherent wave-fronts are involved, which
is often the case in real world measurements. Therefore, in the following the Coherent two path
scenario is discussed. The necessary settings and parameters for comparison are defined in the next
section and are explained based on an example.
D.3.2.1 Settings and Parameter Definition
As seen in Section 6.2.2 the parameter variance strongly depends on the phase constellation between
the two coherent paths. Therefore, the phases of the horizontal and vertical path weights of the
second path k = 2 are adjusted by the additional phase factors ph and pv. The complex path weights
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of the second path are defined as follows:
γh,2 = ph · γh,1
γv,2 = pv · γv,1.
(D.8)
To limit the number of analysis, 4 different path weight constellations are chosen:
• ph = 1, pv = 1 in the legends and discussion noted as path weight constellation 11 (worst case
and equivalent to ph =−1, pv =−1)
• ph =−j, pv = j noted as path weight constellation -jj
• ph =−1, pv = 1 noted as path weight constellation -11
• ph = j, pv = j noted as path weight constellation jj (best case).
Exemplary the two antenna arrays SPUCPAx2x4x24 and UCAx1x1x16 are compared for all
4 path weight constellations (see Figures D.4, D.5. For the analysis of the coherent two path
scenario, the parameters maximum separation error in azimuth E∆ϕ, maximum separation error
in co-elevation E∆ϑ, minimum resolvable separation in azimuth ∆ϕmin, and minimum resolvable
separation in co-elevation ∆ϑmin will be introduced. Basically, both paths have the same path
length l and the direction of the path k = 1 is always kept constant. The direction of path k = 2 is
varied in the range ±15◦ around the azimuth angle of path 1 with ϕ1 = 0◦ for the analysis w.r.t.
to the azimuth performance (ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 90◦). For the analysis w.r.t. the co-elevation performance
the co-elevation of path 2 is varied in the range of ±15◦ around the co-elevation angle ϑ1, with the
azimuth angles of both paths kept constant with ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0◦. In the Figures D.4(a) and D.4(b)
the confidence intervals of both paths w.r.t. to ϕ2 in case of constant co-elevation are plotted, the
confidence intervals being derived from the calculated CRLBs of the corresponding parameters.
Note that only the regions are plotted, where the two confidence intervals are not overlapping.
The minimum distance between the two intervals are defined as ∆ϕE and ∆ϑE. The true distance
between the two path is defined as ∆ϕ and ∆ϑ. As an example, the two parameters are shown in
Fig. D.4(a) for a azimuth angle ϕ2 = −8◦. Based on these parameters let us define the maximum
separation error in azimuth:
E∆ϕ(ϕ2) = 100 · (∆ϕ(ϕ2)−∆ϕE(ϕ2))∆ϕ(ϕ2) [%] (D.9)
and in co-elevation
E∆ϑ(ϑ2) = 100 · (∆ϑ(ϑ2)−∆ϑE(ϑ2))∆ϑ(ϑ2) [%]. (D.10)
The minimum resolvable distance ∆ϕmin and ∆ϑmin is reached for ∆ϕE = 0◦ and ∆ϑE = 0◦. Further-
more, the mean relative variance of the path weights σ¯Relγ are defined as the mean of the relative
path weight variances of both paths. Comparing the azimuth results of the SPUCPAx2x4x24
and the UCAx1x1x16 it becomes obvious that:
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Fig. D.4: Performance comparison between the SPUCPAx2x4x24 and UCAx1x1x16 w.r.t.
the azimuth resolution and relative variance of the path weights for two coherent paths for different
azimuth angles of ϕ2 (assuming constant transmit power, constant receiver sensitivity, an additional
path loss of 20 dB due to reflection and diffraction, path length l1 = l2 = 300 m, ϕ1 = 0◦, and constant
co-elevation ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 90◦)
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Fig. D.5: Performance comparison between SPUCPAx2x4x24 and UCAx1x1x16 w.r.t. the
minimum resolvable separation in azimuth and mean relative variance of the path weights for two
coherent paths, for different path length l (assuming constant transmit power, constant receiver
sensitivity, an additional path loss of 20 dB due to reflection and diffraction, and constant co-
elevation ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 90◦)
• The confidence intervals of both paths are larger in case of the array with the smaller aperture
size. Nevertheless, it seems that the minimum resolvable separation is almost the same for
both arrays (Fig. D.4(a), D.4(b)).
• A crucial difference can be observed analysing the parameters maximum separation error in
azimuth in the Figures D.4(c),D.4(d) and the mean relative variance in the Figures D.4(e),
D.4(f). The parameters of the SPUCPAx2x4x24 converge faster against the values of well
separated paths than the parameters of the UCAx1x1x16.
• Especially in the worst case path weight constellation 11 the degradation of theUCAx1x1x16
is enormous. The error E∆ϕ is around 20 % to 50 % bigger and the mean relative variance is
5 dB to 10 dB worse than in the best case constellations (assuming same separation between
the two paths). Furthermore, the array behaviour in the worst case is not homogenous for all
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directions.
• The SPUCPAx2x4x24 performs in the worst case almost as good as the UCAx1x1x16 in
the best case.
To get an understanding for the limitations on resolution not only for a fixed distance, the minimum
resolvable separation and the corresponding mean relative variance are plotted with respect to the
path length l in the range of 50 m to 950 m (Fig. D.5). As already mentioned above, both arrays
can resolve paths with almost the same minimum separation ∆ϕ. In the best case path weight
constellation, the difference in resolution capability between the two arrays is only around 1◦. In
the worst case, a performance degradation in case of the UCAx1x1x16 can be observed w.r.t.
to bigger path lengths, which is related to the non homogeneous behaviour of this array. But one
important fact can be observed analysing the mean relative variance of the path weights. The
values in the worst case with around -2 dB are almost the same for both arrays. Also in the best
case, the differences between the two arrays are not that big.
D.3.2.2 Azimuth Results for Constant Co-Elevation
All available antenna arrays will be evaluated with respect to the worst case path weight constel-
lation 11. The results are shown in Fig. D.6, wherby the following can be concluded:
• In all four plots it becomes obvious that almost all arrays have the same performance with
respect to to the azimuth resolution of the two paths.
• There are only 2 exceptions:
– The UCAx1x1x16 has the worst performance due to its non-uniform behaviour and
its small aperture size.
– Also the PULPAx2x2x8 performs best due to its big aperture in azimuth and the
relatively small MUX attenuation.
Observing the mean relative variance of the path weighs at the minimum resolvable azimuth sep-
aration ∆ϕmin in the Fig. D.6(d) it becomes again obvious that it is almost the same for all arrays
and path lengths l. This leads us to an important question:
Is there any relation between the maximum separation error E and the mean relative
variance of the path weights, when comparing different arrays?.
The answer to this question is especially important from the viewpoint of the parameter estimation,
where in the RIMAX (RIMAX) algorithm the relative variance of the path weights with -3 dB
is used to decide if a path is considered as reliable or not. Therefore, the maximum separation
error E∆ϕ with respect to σ¯Relγ is plotted for the best case in Fig. D.7(a) and for the worst case in
Fig. D.7(b). Obviously there exists a relation between σ¯Relγ and E∆ϕ independent from the antenna
array. In the Fig. D.7(c) the results of all arrays (except the UCAx1x1x16) for the worst case
are plotted blue. The results of the best case is plotted in black. In the Fig. D.7(d) different path
weight constellations with pv = ph = ej·ϕp are analysed. Surprisingly the error E∆ϕ in the best case
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is around 10 % to 30 % bigger than in the worst case dependent on σ¯Relγ. This means to assure
an error E∆ϕ that is at least smaller than 90 % efforts a path drop level of at least -5 dB relative
variance during the reliability check in the estimation algorithm. Note the shown relation between
the error E∆ϕ and mean relative varinace σ¯Relγ is independent of the path length l.
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Fig. D.6: Array comparison in terms of resolution capability in azimuth for fixed path lengths
l = 300 m (a)(b) and different path lengths in the worst case path weight constellation 11(assuming
constant transmit power, constant receiver sensitivity, an additional path loss of 20 dB due to
reflection and diffraction and constant co-elevation ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 90◦)
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(a) Relation between E∆ϕ and σ¯Relγ in the best case in
azimuth
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(b) Relation between E∆ϕ and σ¯Relγ in the worst case
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(c) Relation between E∆ϕ and σ¯Relγ in the
worst case (blue) and best case (black)
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(d) Relation between E∆ϕ and σ¯Relγ for different phase constella-
tions ϕp
Fig. D.7: Comparison of the relation between E∆ϕ and σ¯Relγ for all arrays and for different path
weight constellations
D.3.2.3 Co-elevation Results for Constant Azimuth
As in case of the azimuth, the arrays have an almost uniform characteristic and constant aperture
size (at least for all circular arrays), it was not necessary to evaluate the arrays at different azimuth
angles ϕ1. This is not the case in the co-elevation dimension. Basically, the effective aperture size
with respect to the co-elevation angle is changing. Furthermore, the gain of the antenna elements
is decreasing towards the poles of the spherical coordinate system. Nevertheless, it is acceptable
to choose a constant azimuth angle for the analysis with respect to the co-elevation performance.
Consequently, the analysis is performed for different co-elevation angles ϑ1, where ϑ2 is chosen in
the range of ±15◦ around ϑ1 and the azimuth angles are set to ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0◦.
In Fig. D.8 the results with respect to the co-elevation performance in terms of resolving two
coherent paths are shown. The maximum separation error E∆ϑ and the mean relative variance σ¯Relγ
are shown for a co-elevation angle ϑ1 = 45◦ (Fig. D.8(a),D.8(c)) and ϑ1 = 90◦ (Fig. D.8(b),D.8(d)).
The path length l is kept constant with 300 m. Furthermore, the minimum resolvable distance is
plotted with respect to to the co-elevation angle ϑ1 for a constant path length of 300 m (Fig. D.8(e)
and with respect to path length l for constant co-elevation angle ϑ1 = 90◦ (Fig. D.8(f)). From the
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results, the following can be concluded:
• Non-uniform behaviour of almost all arrays with respect to the co-elevation angle ϑ1. Es-
pecially the planar antenna array PURPAx2x2x4 performs worse due to the decreasing
effective aperture size towards the North Pole (ϑ1 = 0◦). For co-elevation angles ϑ1 bigger
than 90◦, all practical antenna arrays perform worse with respect to the minimum resolvable
distance ∆ϑmin, since in all cases the multiplexers and mounting mechanism are located in the
direction of ϑ = 180◦ (lower part of the array).
• The SPUCPAx2x4x24 performs best and almost uniform in terms of the co-elevation res-
olution of two paths in the range between ϑ1 = 40◦ and ϑ1 = 90◦.
• Obviously, the simulated PUCPASIMx2x2x24 has the worst performance especially in the
direction of ϑ1 = 90◦. All antenna radiation patterns are identical and symmetric with respect
to the co-elevation. Due to this reason there is no additional information available to resolve
co-elevation except the effective aperture size. Since the effective aperture size decreases
towards ϑ1 = 90◦, the minimum resolvable separation in co-elevation increases.
• Analysing the minimum resolvable separation in co-elevation with respect to the path length
l, it is obvious that the resolution performance is related to the seen aperture size and number
of elements. Only the performance of the SPUCPAx2x2x24 is rather hard to explain, one
possibility is that the internal construction strongly differs from the SPUCPAx4x2x24.
Unfortunately, the details of the internal construction are not available.
As already analysed in the case of the azimuth resolution also here the relation between the maxi-
mum separation error but with respect to the co-elevation error E∆ϑ and the mean relative variance
of the path weights are discussed (Fig. D.9). Keeping a constant co-elevation ϑ1 = 90◦ and changing
the path length l between 50 m and 950 m leads to the results plotted in Fig. D.9(a). Different
to the azimuth results (Fig. D.7(c)), it is hard to distinguish between the worst case path weight
constellation 11 and the best case path weight constellation jj. Nevertheless, the boundaries for
a certain error E in terms of the mean relative variance are the same. To get a final conclusion
concerning the relationship of these two parameters, in Figures D.9(b) and D.9(c), the relation is
shown with respect to the co-elevation ϑ1 and again for the different phase constellations ϕp. From
these analyses and from the analysis with respect to the azimuth, the following can be concluded:
• The relation between E∆ϕ, E∆ϑ and the mean relative variance of the path weights is in-
dependent from the chosen antenna array in certain boundaries, where the boundaries are
determined by the phase constellation between the path weights of the two paths.
• The boundaries in case of azimuth and co-elevation are the same.
• For a certain error E∆ϕ or E∆ϑ the mean relative variance can be predicted with an accuracy
of around ±2 dB even without knowing the exact phase constellation.
• As a consequence, a fixed threshold level at a relative variance of -3 dB, which is used in
the RIMAX algorithm to drop unreliable paths, can not be used to determine unresolvable
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Fig. D.8: Array comparison in terms of resolution capability in co-elevation w.r.t. co-elevation
ϑ1 and for different path length l (assuming worst case path weight constellation 11, constant
transmit power, constant receiver sensitivity, an additional path loss of 20 dB due to reflection and
diffraction and constant azimuth ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0◦)
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(a) Relation between E∆ϑ and σ¯Relγ changing the path
length l from 50 m to 950m (all arrays, ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 90◦)
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(b) Relation between E∆ϑ and σ¯Relγ changing ϑ1 from
45◦ to 135◦ (all arrays, l=300 m)
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(c) Relation between E∆ϑ and σ¯Relγ for different phase constellations ϕp (all arrays, ϑ1 = 90◦,
l=300 m)
Fig. D.9: Comparison of the relation between E∆ϑ and σ¯Relγ changing path length l (a), ϑ1 (b)
and the path weight constellation (c)
paths. Either the phase constellations need to be considered in the dropping procedure or to
assure a separation error of all paths better than 90 %, the threshold should be set to at least
-6 dB.
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Appendix E
GLOSSARY OF NOTATIONS, OPERATORS, MATRICES,
SYMBOLS, AND ACRONYMS
E.1 Notations
• All italic characters in equations denote variables.
• Small bold symbols and characters specify vectors or vector valued functions.
• Large bold symbols and characters specify matrices or matrix valued functions.
• Small or large normal roman symbols and characters specify functions.
• The subscript [M×N] denotes the size of a matrix with M rows and N columns.
• Single or a set of Roman characters in the superscript or subscript indicate a description and
do not refer to a variable e.g. GSys( f ), where Sys is a abbreviation for System.
E.2 Mathematical operators
• vec{X} forms a column vector of the matrix X
• diag{x} forms a diagonal matrix, in which the diagonal contains the values of the vector x
• ‖X‖F/‖x‖F Frobenius norm of a matrix/vector X/x
• XH denotes the hermitian of the matrix X
• X+ denotes the pseudo inverse of the matrix X
• X ◦Y denotes the point wise multiplication of two matrices X and Y, where both matrices
have the same size, also known as Schur product
• a⊗b denotes the Kronecker product of two vectors a and b
• A♦B denotes the column wise Kronecker product of two matrices A and B, known as Kathri-
Rao product
• X◦Y denotes the point wise multiplication of two matrices (Schur product) X and Y, where
both matrices have the same size
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• ℜ{x} is the real part of x
• ℑ{x} is the imaginary part of x
• toep(a,b) returns a toeplitz matrix with a as its first column and b as its first row
E.3 Special matrices
In the following matrices are defined, which are used throughout this thesis.
E.3.1 Fourier matrix
The N×N square matrix FN with entries given by:
Fik = e2·pi· j·ik/N = ωik (E.1)
for i,k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N− 1, where j is the imaginary number j =√−1. Applying the normalisation
1/
√
N, the Fourier matrix is defined as:
F[N×N]N =
1√
N

ω0·0 · · · ω0·(N−1)
...
. . .
...
ω(N−1)·0 · · · ω(N−1)·(N−1)
 (E.2)
where this normalisation is used to make FN unitary. Note, in publications different normalisations
can be found. For example in case of MatlabTM the normalisation 1/N is used for the transformation
from frequency domain to time domain, where no normalisation is applied for the opposite direction.
E.3.2 Noise matrix or vector
The matrix N and the vector n represent the stationary measurement noise, where each element n
is defined as:
n∼ N(0; σ
2
2
)+ j ·N(0; σ
2
2
) (E.3)
where σ corresponds to the standard deviation.
E.3.3 Reflection and Selection matrices
Reflection matrix:
Π[N×N] =
 0 0 10 . . . 0
1 0 0
 (E.4)
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Example of a selection matrix which selects only the even columns of an example matrix with the
size Lϑ×7 matrix by right sight multiplication:
Jg =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

[7×(7−1)/2+1]
(E.5)
Example of a selection matrix which selects only the odd columns of an example matrix with the
size Lϑ×7 matrix by right sight multiplication:
Ju =

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

[7×(7−1)/2]
(E.6)
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E.4 List of Frequently Used Symbols
Symbol Range Description Chapter
Mt C number of snapshots (measurement at a certain time stamp) 2-8
M f C number of frequency bins 2-8
MTx R number of Tx antennas 2-8
MRx R number of Rx antennas 2-8
f R frequency 2-4
B R measurement bandwidth 2-8
ts R total snapshot measurement time 2-8, A
τmax R maximum excess time-delay 2-8
H C channel frequency response 2-3
ϕpn R overall phase noise 2,7,A
ϕpnS R stochastic phase noise contribution 2,7,A
σpnS R phase noise standard deviation 2,7,8,A
ϕpnL R long term phase drift 2,7,A
∆ϕpnL R phase gradient 2,7,8,A
λ R wave length 3-8
f0 R centre frequency 3-8
GSys C system frequency response 3, 4
ϕ R azimuth 3, 4
ϑ R co-elevation (ϑ = 0◦ ≡ north pole) 3, 4
q R polarisation (horizontal (~eϕ ) or vertical (~eθ )) 3, 4
m R m-th antenna element of the array 3, 4
θ R elevation (θ = 90◦ ⇒ north pole, θ =−90◦ ⇒ south pole) 3, 4
b C radiation pattern function 3, 4
b f C[M f×1] vector valued radiation pattern function (frequency domain) 3
bd C[M f×1] vector valued radiation pattern function (delay domain) 3
Nϕ R number of samples in azimuth 3,4,B
Nϑ R number of samples in co-elevation 3,4,B
∆ϕ R measurement grid in azimuth 3, 4
∆ϑ R measurement grid in co-elevation (ϑ = 0◦ ≡ north pole) 3, 4
B C[Nϑ×Nϕ] matrix of the narrow band radiation pattern 3,4,B
Bp C[N
′
ϑ×Nϕ] matrix of the periodic narrow band radiation pattern 3,4,B
Lϕ R number of relevant aperture samples azimuth aperture 3,4,6,B
Lϑ R number of relevant aperture samples co-elevation aperture 3,4,B
µϕ R vector for the selection of the Lϕ relevant azimuth aperture samples 3,4,6,B
µϑ R vector for the selection of the Lϑ relevant co-elevation aperture
samples
3,4,B
Dϑ C[N
′
ϑ×Lϑ] elevation transformation matrix (truncated Fourier matrix) 3,4,B
Dϕ C[Lϕ×Nϕ] azimuth transformation matrix (truncated Fourier matrix) 3,4,B
b C[MRx×1] vector valued function of MRx/Tx radiation patterns 3,4,B
G C[Lϑ×Lϕ] EADF matrix of one antenna element 3,4,B
Γ C[M×Lϑ·Lϕ] EADF matrix of M antennas 3,4,B
ζN95 R[N95×2] minimum sampling grid for antenna array radiation patterns with
N95 pairs of azimuth and co-elevation angles
3,5
K R maximum number of paths 5-8
k R path counter 5-8
τk R time delay of the k-th path 5-8
ϕTx/Rx,k R azimuth of Departure/Arrival of the k-th path 5-8
ϑTx/Rx,k R co-elevation of Departure/Arrival of the k-th path 5-8
γhh,k C complex path weight of the k-th path h-h polarisation 5-8
γhv,k C complex path weight of the k-th path h-v polarisation 5-8
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Symbol Range Description Chapter
γvh,k C complex path weight of the k-th path v-h polarisation 5-8
γvv,k C complex path weight of the k-th path v-v polarisation 5-8
θk R,C condensed parameter vector of all parameters of the k-th path 5-8
θSC R,C condensed parameter vector of all parameters of all K paths 5-8
α0 R mean estimated noise power 5-8
α1 R peak power in the IR of DMC process 5-8
τd R base delay of the DMC process 5-8
Bd R coherency bandwidth of the DMC process 5-8
θDMC R,C condensed parameter vector of all parameters of DMC 5-8
ψ(τ) R expectation value of the DMC channel impulse responses 5
Ψ( f ) C power density function of the DMC in the frequency domain 5,8
s(θSC) C[M×1] observable channel response of the SC with M = Mt ·M f ·MRx ·MTx 5-8
d(θDMC) C[M×1] observable channel response of the DMC with M = Mt ·M f ·MRx ·
MTx
5-8
x C[M×1] observation including SC, DMC and measurement noise with M =
Mt ·M f ·MRx ·MTx
5-8
Gxy C[L×L] linear projector matrix for the transmit polarisation x and receive
polarisation y (describes the measurement system response with
the total aperture size L)
5
µ(i)k R parameter of i-th parameter dimension and k-th path (SC) 5
µk R[1×R] parameter vector of the k-th path containing R parameters (SC) 5
a(µ(i)k ) C
[Li×1] complex exponentials for the i-th parameter dimension and k-th
path with Li corresponding samples (SC)
5
Bd C[Md×Mpol] basis functions of the d-th data dimension (e.g. Doppler Md =
Mt ; Mpol = 1 samples, polarimetric Rx array Md = MRx; Mpol = 2,
etc.)
5
R f C[M f×M f ] covariance matrix of the DMC process 5,8
c(µk) C multidimensional correlation function with respect to the k-th path 5
D C[MRx×L] Jacobian matrix (first order derivatives) for L parameters 6
J C[L×L] Hessian matrix (approximation of the second order derivatives) for
L parameters
6
ϕc R centred azimuth (azimuth deviation from the true path) 7
ϑc R centred co-elevation (co-elevation deviation from the true path) 7
H C[MRx×MTx] MIMO channel matrix at one frequeny bin 8
EECM R Environment Characterisation Metric mismatch (ECM mismatch) 8
CNorm R MIMO channel capacity applying a certain normalisation 8
χNorm R normalisation factor for the capacity calculation (ECM mismatch) 8
ρ R application SNR for the capacity calculation 8
εζ,Norm R relative error of a diversity metric ζ for a certain normalisation 8
¯εζ R mean relative error of a diversity metric ζ 8
σεζ R standard deviation of the relative error εζ,Norm 8
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E.5 Acronyms
1D one-dimensional
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
3G third generation
ACF Auto Correlation Function
AGC Automatic Gain Control
Appl. SNR Application SNR SNR that is assume for the capacity calculation, do not mix up
with the measurement SNR!
BRI University of Bristol - Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
BS Base Station
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CEADF Complete Effective Aperture Distribution Function
CIR Complex Impulse Response
CRLB Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound
CUBA Circular Uniform Beam Array
CW Continuous Wave
DFT Discrete Fourier Transformation
DMC Dense Multipath Components
DoA Direction of Arrival
DoD Direction of Departure
EADF Effective Aperture Distribution Function
ECM Environment Characterisation Metric
EM Expectation Maximisation
ESPRIT Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques
FDTD Finite-Difference Time-Domain
FFT Fast Fourier Transformation
FIM Fisher Information Matrix
GBSCM Geometry-Based Stochastic Channel Models
IHE University of Karlsruhe - Institut fu¨r Ho¨chstfrequenztechnik und Elektronik
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
IR Impulse Response
IRK IRK-Dresden
LO Local Oscillator
LoS Line of Sight
LNA Low Noise Amplifier
MBPCM Measurement Based Parametric Channel Modelling
MCSSS Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum Signal
MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MS Mobile Station
MSRR Mean SRR
MUSIC Multiple Signal Classification
MUX Multiplexer
N95 N95 (minimum sampling grid in the angular domain)
NLoS Non Line of Sight
NPCG Normalised Parallel Channel Gain
NWA Network Analyser
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
OLoS Obstructed Line of Sight
PA Power Amplifier
PRBS Pseudo Random Bit Sequence
pdp power delay profile
PIN Positive Intrinsic Negative
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PPDA Polarimetric Personal Digital Assistant
PLL Phase Locked Loop
pn phase noise
PUCPA Polarimetric Uniform Circular Patch Array
RF Radio Frequency
RFT Radio Frequency Tuner
RIMAX RIMAX (Gradient based ML Parameter estimation algorithm)
r.m.s. root mean square
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
Rx Receiver
SC Specular Components
SAGE Space Alternating Generalized Expectation Maximisation
SIC Serial Interference Cancellation
SISO Single-Input Single-Output
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SRR Signal to Remainder Ratio
SV Singular Values
TDoA Time Delay of Arrival
TUI Ilmenau University of Technology
Tx Transmitter
UCA Uniform Circular Array
UCPA Uniform Circular Patch Array
ULA Uniform Linear Array
URA Uniform Rectangular Array
UTD Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
UWB Ultra Wide-Band
VSH Vector Spherical Harmonics
WEADF Windowed Effective Aperture Distribution Function
XPD cross polarisation discrimination (property of antenna!)
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THESES TO“LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL
CHANNEL CHARACTERISATION”
1. Propagation measurements give us an antenna dependent description of the radio channel,
whereas the aim of Experimental Channel Characterisation is the antenna independent de-
scription of the channel.
2. The parameter estimation framework RIMAX has the potential to give us an antenna inde-
pendent description of the radio channel by applying an estimation model that combines a
simplified model of the radio channel comprising Specular Components (SC) and Dense Mul-
tipath Components (DMC) with a model of the measurement system including the employed
antenna arrays.
3. The measured radiation patterns of any antenna array as well as its derivatives can be
efficiently and accurately modelled by the novel Effective Aperture Distribution Function
(EADF) approach that is essentially a two dimensional (2D) Fourier transformation of the
periodic radiation patterns.
4. For full polarimetric 2D calibration of practical antenna arrays with Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) channel sounders, accurate calibration procedures for the system frequency
responses are required. This includes the frequency dependent calibration of the polarimetric
reference horn antenna, all Radio Frequency (RF) cables, the AGC dependent frequency re-
sponses of the measurement system, RF multiplexers at the transmitter side, and the receiver
side.
5. The measured radiation patterns have to be corrected for a phase offset occurring during
calibration measurement. A novel gradient based Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator, which
is suitable for this task has been developed.
6. A model of the measurement system including the employed antenna arrays that perfectly
matches reality does not exist.
7. Consequences of model mismatch can be: the estimation of biased and/or artificially spread
angular parameters of the SC and the estimation of DMC that are partially related to model
error.
8. Model mismatch can be caused by:
• systematic error in antenna array calibration caused by parasitic reflections
• ignoring elevation and/or polarisation characteristics of the antenna elements
• phase noise and phase drift during propagation measurements.
9. In case of an adequate model accuracy of the derived EADFs, any practical antenna array can
be evaluated in terms of the directional resolution limits with the novel, powerful framework
proposed. The framework allows the analytic calculation of the Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound of
the DoD/DoA parameters of multiple propagation paths applying measured radiation pat-
terns described by its corresponding EADFs.
10. The estimation of DMC improves the reliability of the SC parameter estimation results in the
presence of distributed diffuse scattering and/or model error.
11. The estimated DMC can only be interpreted as feature of the radio channel if the accuracy
of the estimation model is larger than the maximum Signal-to-Noise ratio of the Complex
Impulse Response (CIR).
12. The relevance and reliability of the estimated SC and DMC has to be taken into account
when using the results of Experimental Channel Characterisation for channel modelling.
